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Summary

The task of a Database Management System (DBMS) is to safely store (usually large
amounts of) consistent data, and to provide easy and fast access to these data, either for
retrieval or update purposes. The data model of a DBMS lays down the possible structure
of the data; to provided easy access to the user, a high-level query language is supported.
The implementation of such a high-level query language requires an enormous effort; it
is the task of the query optimizer to ensure fast access to the data stored in the database.
A DBMS is a complex piece of software that consists of many layers. The three main
layers distinguished are (1) the user interface, (2) an intermediate layer that is called the
logical algebra, and (3) the bottom layer called the physical algebra, which provides mech-
anisms to actually access the data stored in files. In query processing, the user query is first
mapped into a logical algebra expression, and this expression in turn is mapped into an ex-
pression of the physical algebra. Traditionally, query optimization consists of two phases:
(1) logical optimization, which is the rewriting of a logical algebra expression into one that
(hopefully) can be evaluated with less costs, and (2) cost-based optimization, which con-
cerns the mapping of logical algebra expressions into expressions of the physical algebra.
Cost-based optimization is guided by specific database characteristics such as table size
(i.e. cardinality and tuple width), the presence of indices, et cetera. Logical rewriting does
not make use of such knowledge about the database but instead is guided by heuristics:
rules-of-thumb that are expected to have a beneficial effect.

In recent years, database research has concentrated on object-oriented data models,
which allow to store highly structured data (and even operations on them). With regard
to the data structuring concepts offered, an object-oriented data model can be looked upon
as an extension of the nested relational model, which allows to store relations as attribute
values. The nested relational model, in turn, is an extension of the relational model, which
allows for flat table structure only. With growing complexity of data structuring concepts,
the complexity of the accompanying query language grows as well, and thus also the com-
plexity of query processing and optimization. In this thesis, we investigate the first phase
of query processing, i.e. the translation of an SQL-like query language into a logical al-
gebra, in the context of an advanced data model supporting complex objects. The context
for the work presented here is the (slightly extended) nested relational model. We believe
that an efficient implementation of a nested relational query language forms the basis for
efficient implementation of query languages for object-oriented data models.

ix



x Summary

The research topic consists of two parts: (1) to define the logical algebra that is suitable
to implement the user query language called OSQL, and (2) to provide the actual transla-
tion. We define a logical algebra called ADL, which is an extension of one of the algebras
defined for the nested relational model. ADL is a set-oriented language, extended with
constructs that allow for explicit iteration over sets, which are necessary because of the
presence of set-valued attributes. We believe that as for the relational model, also in ad-
vanced DBMSs the logical algebra should be a set-oriented language, because set opera-
tors offer many optimization opportunities.

Traditionally, the translation of the user language into the logical algebra has been con-
sidered as the task of the parser—considerations with relation to efficiency do not play
a role in this phase of query processing. However, we think that query optimization is-
sues should be taken into consideration in every step of the implementation process. We
revisit the translation of SQL into relational algebra, and we show that the actual trans-
lation of the query language into the logical algebra heavily influences performance, es-
pecially when arbitrary language constructs such as universal quantification and disjunc-
tion are taken into consideration. Standard translation algorithms often result in inefficient
logical algebra expressions, and, moreover, these may be hard to optimize algebraically.
We propose to extend relational algebra with some non-standard (join) operators and we
make an attempt to provide an improved translation algorithm: we combine translation
with optimization. Starting from a select-project-product expression, the main heuristic
used in standard relational logical optimization is to push through selections and projec-
tions, based on the wish to reduce the size of intermediate results. However, it turns out
that the translation SQL into the algebra, as well as logical optimization, should be guided
by a more detailed cost model. For example, to decide between optional translation strate-
gies, a cost model that estimates the relative processing load of algebraic operators can be
useful.

For the translation of nested OSQL queries into the algebra ADL, we define the nestjoin
operator, which is the complex object equivalent of the relational join. We show that, for
the translation of OSQL, we can adhere to the same strategy as traditionally followed in the
relational context: a transformation into a (nested) product expression, followed by a phase
of pushing operators down the operator tree. However, this observation is of theoretical
importance mainly—to achieve more efficient algebraic expressions we need a carefully
designed translation algorithm, all the more because logical rewriting in an algebra sup-
porting complex objects is even more difficult than in the relational model. We provide a
heuristics-based framework for the translation of nested OSQL queries. We present trans-
formation rules and propose an initial rewrite strategy. The rewrite strategy, i.e. the order
of rule application, determines the form of the transformation result—we conclude that for
an efficient translation of (O)SQL into the algebra, we need a logical cost model that can be
used to choose between equivalent algebraic expressions. Appropriate cost models have
not been the topic of our study. As lessons learned from our investigations, we present four
generally valid transformation rules, and we show that specific results obtained by these
rules correspond to possible definitions of more or less well-known algebraic operators.



Samenvatting

De taak van een Database Management Systeem (DBMS) is het veilig opslaan van (ge-
woonlijk grote hoeveelheden) consistente gegevens, en te voorzien in een gemakkelijke en
snelle toegang tot deze gegevens, ofwel om ze op te vragen of om ze te wijzigen. Het ge-
gevensmodel van een DBMS legt de mogelijke structuur van de gegevens vast; om de ge-
bruiker makkelijk toegang te geven wordt een hoog-niveau querytaal (‘vraagtaal’) onder-
steund. De implementatie van zo’n hoog-niveau querytaal vereist een enorme inspanning;
het is de taak van de query optimizer een snelle toegang tot de gegevens te verzekeren. Een
DBMS is een complex geheel van software dat uit vele lagen bestaat. De drie hoofdlagen
die men onderscheidt zijn (1) het gebruikersinterface, (2) een tussenlaag welke de logi-
sche algebra genoemd wordt en (3) de fysieke algebra, die voorziet in primitieven die fei-
telijk toegang geven tot de gegevens die opgeslagen zijn in bestanden. Query processing
(‘vraag-verwerking’) bestaat uit het vertalen van een vraag gesteld door de gebruiker naar
een expressie in de logische algebra, die vervolgens wordt vertaald naar een expressie in de
fysieke algebra. Gewoonlijk bestaat query-optimalisatie uit twee fasen: (1) logische opti-
malisatie, het herschrijven van een logische algebra-expressie naar een die (hopelijk) met
minder kosten geëvalueerd kan worden en (2) het vertalen van logische algebra expressies
naar expressies in de fysieke algebra, gebaseerd op een kostenmodel. Optimalisatie op ba-
sis van een kostenmodel wordt gestuurd door specifieke database-karakteristieken zoals
tabelgrootte (het aantal records en attributen), de beschikbaarheid van indices, et cetera.
Logische optimalisatie maakt geen gebruik van zulke kennis betreffende de database, maar
wordt daarentegen gestuurd door heuristieken: vuistregels waarvan men verwacht dat ze
een gunstig effect hebben.

In de afgelopen jaren heeft het database-onderzoek zich toegespitst op object-georiën-
teerde gegevensmodellen, die het mogelijk maken gegevens met een complexe structuur
(en zelfs operaties op de gegevens) op te slaan. Met betrekking tot de structureringscon-
cepten die aangeboden worden kan een object-georiënteerd gegevensmodel beschouwd
worden als een extensie van het geneste relationele model, dat relaties als attribuutwaar-
den toestaat. Het geneste relationele model kan op zijn beurt beschouwd worden als een
uitbreiding van het relationele model, waarin alleen vlakke tabellen toegestaan zijn. Naar-
mate de structureringsconcepten complexer worden, groeit mede de complexiteit van de
bijbehorende querytaal, en daarmee ook de complexiteit van query-processing en -optima-
lisatie. In deze dissertatie onderzoeken we de eerste fase van het query-processings traject,
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xii Samenvatting

de vertaling van een SQL-achtige querytaal naar een logische algebra, in de context van
een geavanceerd gegevensmodel dat complexe objecten toestaat. Het werk dat hier gepre-
senteerd wordt kan geplaatst worden binnen de context van het geneste relationele model.
Wij zijn van mening dat een effciënte implementatie van een querytaal voor het geneste
relationele model de basis vormt voor een effciënte implementatie van querytalen voor
object-georiënteerde gegevensmodellen.

Het onderzoek bestaat uit twee delen: (1) de definitie van een logische algebra die ge-
schikt is voor de implementatie van de gebruikerstaal (genaamd OSQL) en (2) het maken
van de feitelijke vertaling. We definiëren een logische algebra genaamd ADL, een exten-
sie van één van de algebra’s die gedefiniëerd zijn voor het geneste relationele model. ADL
is een verzamelings-georiënteerde taal, uitgebreid met taalconstructies die expliciete ite-
ratie over verzamelingen toestaan. Deze laatste zijn nodig omdat attributen verzamelings-
waardig kunnen zijn. We zijn van mening dat, zoals in relationele systemen, ook in gea-
vanceerde systemen de logische algebra zoveel mogelijk verzamelings-georiënteerd dient
te zijn, omdat verzamelingsoperatoren vele mogelijkheden tot optimalisatie bieden.

De vertaling van de gebruikerstaal naar de logische algebra wordt traditioneel
beschouwd als de taak van het parseeralgorithme; overwegingen met betrekking tot per-
formance (prestatie) spelen geen rol in deze fase van query-processing. Wij denken echter
dat optimalisatie een rol dient te spelen in elke stap van het implementatieproces. We be-
steden opnieuw aandacht aan de vertaling van SQL naar de relationele algebra, en we laten
zien dat de feitelijke vertaling van de querytaal naar de logische algebra een grote invloed
heeft op de uiteindelijke performance, vooral wanneer ook willekeurige taalconstructies
zoals universele kwantificatie en disjunctie in de beschouwing betrokken worden. Stan-
daard vertaalalgorithmen resulteren vaak in inefficiënte logische algebra-expressies, die
daarbij vaak moeilijk algebraı̈sch te optimaliseren zijn. We stellen voor relationele alge-
bra uit te breiden met enkele niet-standaard (join-) operatoren en we doen een poging te
komen tot een verbeterd vertaalalgorithme: we combineren vertaling met optimalisatie.
Uitgaande van een select-project-produktexpressie is de voornaamste heuristiek die ge-
bruikt wordt in traditionele relationele optimalisatie het doorduwen van selecties en pro-
jecties. Deze heuristiek is gebaseerd op de wens de grootte van tussenresultaten zo klein
mogelijk te houden. Het blijkt echter dat zowel de vertaling van SQL naar de algebra als
logische optimalisatie gestuurd zou moeten worden door een meer gedetailleerd kosten-
model. Om te kunnen kiezen uit verschillende vertaalstrategieën zou een model dat een
schatting maakt van de relatieve kosten van de diverse operatoren bijvoorbeeld nuttig kun-
nen zijn.

Voor de vertaling van geneste OSQL queries naar de algebra definiëren we de nestjoin-
operator, de equivalent van de relationele join-operator voor modellen met complexe ob-
jecten. We tonen aan dat we voor de vertaling van OSQL expressies dezelfde strategie kun-
nen hanteren als gebruikt wordt in het relationele model: een transformatie naar expressies
bestaande uit (geneste) produkt-expressies. Deze observatie is echter hoofdzakelijk van
theoretisch belang; teneinde meer efficiënte algebraı̈sche expressies te verkrijgen hebben
we een zorgvuldig ontworpen vertaalalgorithme nodig, temeer daar logische herschrijving
van een taal met complexe objecten nog moeilijker is dan het herschrijven van relationele
algebra-expressies. We presenteren een raamwerk voor de vertaling van geneste OSQL
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queries, gebaseerd op heuristieken. We geven transformatieregels en stellen een initiële
herschrijfstrategie voor. De herschrijfstrategie (de volgorde van regeltoepassing) bepaalt
de vorm van het resultaat van de transformatie. We concluderen dat we voor een efficiënte
vertaling van (O)SQL naar de algebra behoefte hebben aan een logisch kostenmodel dat
gebruikt kan worden om te kiezen tussen verschillende algebraı̈sche expressies. Geschikte
kostenmodellen zijn niet aan de orde geweest in ons onderzoek. Als weerslag van ons on-
derzoek presenteren we vier algemeen geldige transformatieregels, en we tonen aan dat
resultaten die verkregen worden middels toepassing van deze regels corresponderen met
mogelijke definities van meer of minder bekende algebraı̈sche operatoren.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

A Database Management System (DBMS) is a complex piece of software that consists
of many layers. A first distinction is that between user level and internal level. The user
level may be further distinguished into the conceptual level, describing the database as
a whole, and the external level, describing only parts of the database that a specific user
group is interested in. The internal level falls apart into the logical level and the system-
specific physical level. The physical level lays down the details of data storage and access
paths; the logical level serves as the intermediate between the user and the physical level.
On each level, a specific language is supported, consisting of a type system and a set of
operations. Operations on the data involve update and retrieval operations; in this thesis
we only consider retrieval operations (queries). Mappings between the different languages
lay down how to translate types and operations from one level into the other.

Query processing is the sequence of actions that takes as input a query formulated in
the user language and delivers as result the data asked for. Query processing involves
query transformation and query execution. Query transformation is the mapping of queries
and query results back and forth through the different levels of the DBMS. Query execu-
tion is the actual data retrieval according to some access plan, i.e. a sequence of operations
in the physical access language. An important task in query processing is query optimiza-
tion. Usually, user languages are high-level, declarative languages allowing to state what
data should be retrieved, not how to retrieve them. For each user query, many different ex-
ecution plans exist, each having its own associated costs. The task of query optimization
ideally is to find the best execution plan, i.e. the execution plan that costs the least, accord-
ing to some performance measure. Usually, one has to accept just feasible execution plans,
because the number of semantically equivalent plans is to large to allow for enumerative
search.

Relational DBMSs have become a standard tool for business data processing. How-
ever, in recent years, many new application domains have emerged, putting new demands
on data modelling and processing. The development of the nested relational model can
be considered as the first step towards meeting these new demands, allowing the data to
have a structure more complex than the flat table structure by supporting relation-valued
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attributes. Currently, much research is done on object-oriented data models, which support
concepts like object identity, complex objects, inheritance, etc.

The subject of this thesis concerns the first part of the query processing route: the trans-
lation of an SQL-like query language for advanced data models into an algebra supporting
complex objects. To be able to clarify the research topic of this thesis, we discuss the con-
cept of query processing in some more detail.

Query processing in relational systems

Processing a database query consists of the following steps: query parsing, query valida-
tion, view resolution, query optimization, plan compilation, and query execution [Grae93].

The user query, written in some high-level declarative query language, for example
SQL, or a deductive language like Datalog, is parsed, and translated into an internal rep-
resentation. Usually, relational algebra is chosen as the intermediate language; other in-
termediate representations are possible, though. As in [Grae93], we call the intermediate
language the logical algebra. In query validation (typing), it is checked that all attribute
and relation names are valid and semantically meaningful. During view resolution, and
also because of integrity constraint maintenance, the user query may be expanded beyond
its original form. Plan compilation is the translation of the logical algebra query into an
access plan. The access language, or the physical algebra, is a system-specific language,
closely corresponding to the logical algebra. For each logical algebra operator, one or more
physical algebra operators exist that efficiently implement the logical operator.1

Query optimization is the process of finding the best, or, rather, a reasonably efficient
execution plan, i.e. of translating the logical algebra expression into the physical algebra
in the best possible way. Two types of query optimization are distinguished: heuristic and
cost-based. Heuristic (or algebraic) optimization is the rewriting of expressions indepen-
dent of some system-specific cost model. Heuristic optimization consists of the following
steps [JaKo84]: standardization (providing a starting point for optimization), simplifica-
tion (the removal of redundancy), and amelioration (rewriting into more efficient expres-
sions, for example pushing down selections). Cost-based (or systematic) optimization is
the rewriting or translation of expressions guided by some cost model that reflects system-
specific knowledge about operator implementations, the presence of indices, relation car-
dinalities, the selectivity of predicates, etc. Usually, cost-based optimization is guided by
heuristics as well; the complexity of the search space prohibits an exhaustive search for
the best execution plan.

Traditionally, the term query optimization is reserved for the two phases of the rewrit-
ing of logical algebra expressions (algebraic optimization) and the generation of access
plans. However, thinking about query processing as the efficient implementation of a data-
base query, the mind broadens a little. Given the user language, the efficiency of data re-
trieval is determined by the choice of the logical and physical language, the two being
closely related, and the quality of the mappings between the languages.

1This correspondence is not exactly one to many. One physical operator may implement a sequence of log-
ical operators, and also the physical algebra may contain operators not corresponding to any one of the logical
operators, e.g. the sort operator.
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In the relational context, often relational algebra is chosen as the intermediate repre-
sentation form. [Codd72] provides a (standard) algorithm for translating relational cal-
culus into relational algebra; [CeGo85] gives an algorithm for translating SQL into re-
lational algebra directly. The algebraic expressions that are the result of this translation
may be very inefficient. (Algebraic) optimization is expected to reduce the inefficiency
introduced in the translation. Not restricting ourselves to project-select-join queries, but
considering algebraic expressions that contain arbitrary operators such as set operators and
division, we are convinced that this is quite a hard task. In our opinion, there are two pos-
sibilities for improvement. First, relational algebra may be extended with non-standard
operators. Examples of non-standard operators are the semi- and antijoin operator, effi-
ciently implementing some types of queries involving (negated) quantification. Second,
the translation algorithm may be improved; this observation has been made elsewhere too
[Bry89, Naka90]. Algebraic expressions that contain arbitrary operators are hard to opti-
mize. Finding the proper rewrite rules, and to control the sequence of rule application is
difficult in a pure algebraic context. Calculus-like expressions are more succinct than al-
gebraic expressions, in which, in a sense, information concerning the original query struc-
ture is scattered throughout the expression. Trying to find a good translation from calculus
into the algebra right away does seem a better approach than trying to rewrite inefficient
algebraic expressions afterwards [Naka90].

Query processing in nested relational and object-oriented systems

Research into query processing in nested relational and OO systems has moved into many
directions. With respect to the nested relational model, much research has been done on
its theoretical aspects. For example, the expressive power of nested relational algebras
has been studied in depth, e.g. [PaGu92]. Also, the implementation of nested algebras has
been a research topic in the past [Scholl et al. 89, Schek et al. 90]. However, no commer-
cial nested relational DBMS has ever been brought on the marketplace. One of the miss-
ing links is a translation of an SQL-like query language for the nested relational model
into some nested relational algebra; to our knowledge, no such translation has ever been
published.

Also for OO data models, no such translation has been made yet. Because OO data
models offer the possibility to store user-defined operations, the need for an ad-hoc query
language was not immediately recognized. However, proposals for a declarative query
language have been made in recent years, e.g. [BaCD92, BaBZ93]. Currently, the ODMG
group is working on the standards for object-oriented database management systems
[Catt93]. The proposal includes a description of an object query language named OQL,
which is an SQL-like language. Only recently, [ClMo93] addressed the problem of opti-
mization of nested SQL-like queries in object bases. Work on algebras for object-oriented
data models has been published for example in [ShZd89, Vand93]. Specific features of OO
data models offer many additional opportunities for optimization. Object identity can be
employed to speed up join processing [ShCa90], the presence of inheritance hierarchies
and path expressions allows to design new index structures [Bert93], et cetera.
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Goal of this thesis

As already stated, in this thesis we investigate the mapping of an SQL-like query language
for advanced data models into an algebra; the emphasis lies on the treatment of complex
objects. Mapping one language into the other involves a mapping of types and a mapping
of expressions. We restrict ourselves in that we only consider the mapping of expressions;
mapping of types (storage design, or clustering) is an independent research area that does
not fall within the scope of this thesis. The work is motivated by the observation that OO
databases need a high-level, declarative interface that must be implemented efficiently. A
straightforward mapping of an extended SQL language into for example C++ code does
not suffice; such an approach defeats the lessons learned in the past from research into the
implementation of the relational and extended relational model. Our basic assumptions
are described below.

Our first assumption is that it is useful to search for analogies between the implemen-
tation of the relational model and that of advanced data models. Much research effort has
been put into the implementation of the relational model; the knowledge gained should be
used whenever possible. To give an example, we believe that the logical algebra should be
a set-oriented language, just like relational algebra. Though it seems that navigation has
been considered as the prevailing method to access OO databases in the past, recently more
attention has been paid to set-oriented access methods, like pointer-based joins [ShCa90].

Our second assumption is that query optimization should not be considered as a sepa-
rate step in query processing. In our opinion, optimization should play a role in each phase
of the implementation process. This second assumption has two aspects. First, we feel that
the logical algebra should be designed as a true intermediate language. The function of
the intermediate language is to bridge the gap between the efficient access algorithms ex-
pressed by the physical algebra and the declarative constructs present in the user language,
in the best possible way. Consequently, logical algebras usually are redundant languages.
On the one hand, the logical algebra must have at least the expressive power as the user
language. On the other hand, the logical algebra must contain operators that correspond
closely to the operators (i.e., the access algorithms) offered by the physical algebra. For
example, the join can be expressed by means of a selection on a Cartesian product, how-
ever, the very reason for adding the join to relational algebra is that the operator sequence
of selection and product can be implemented much more efficiently. Second, we claim that
the actual algorithm for the translation of user language expressions into the logical algebra
expressions has a strong influence on performance. Generally, user language expressions
can be translated into the algebra in many ways. In the relational, and also extended rela-
tional context, translation algorithms, being relatively simple (cf. the reduction algorithm
of Codd [Codd72]), often result in algebraic expressions that can be considered as the Most
Costly Normal Form (MCNF, [KeMo93]). With [Naka90], we feel that putting more effort
in the translation algorithm pays off in achieving better results, i.e. in achieving algebraic
expressions that are more efficient and less difficult to optimize than the expressions that
are the result of standard translation algorithms.
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Outline of this thesis

In Chapter 2, we give an overview of the work that has been done on query processing
in relational, nested relational, and object-oriented systems. The emphasis lies on logical
(heuristic) query optimization. In Chapter 3, we give a formal definition of the language
used in this thesis. We define a language that consists of calculus-like constructs as well
as pure algebraic operators. The calculus-like part of the language can be looked upon as
a simplified version of an SQL-like language for the nested relational model. The algebra
part of the language closely resembles nested relational algebra as defined in [ScSc86].
In the next chapter, Chapter 4, we re-examine the translation of relational calculus into
relational algebra. The reasons for this re-examination are twofold. First, we want to sup-
port our claim that the translation algorithm strongly influences performance, and second,
we want to show that the algebraic language must be tailored towards performance, i.e.
it must contain operators that are both useful and efficient. Chapter 5 and Chapter 6 are
both reprints from articles published elsewhere. The first paper was presented at the EDBT
’94 conference, and treats some of the theoretical difficulties in translating nested calcu-
lus expressions in complex object models into algebraic expressions. The second paper,
presented at the VLDB conference of 1994, describes a general approach to translate and
optimize nested queries in complex object models. Both papers can be considered as an in-
troduction on the following chapter, Chapter 7, in which the actual translation of the calcu-
lus into the algebra is discussed. The chapter is presented in the form of an article as well;
it is accepted for the EDBT conference of 1996. In Chapter 8, we present an overview
of transformation techniques and also briefly pay attention to the implementation of alge-
braic operators. In Chapter 9, we present our conclusions and give directions for future
research.
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Chapter 2

Query optimization

In this chapter, we give a more precise description of the problem addressed in this thesis,
i.e., the translation of an SQL-like query language for object-oriented data models into
an algebra supporting complex objects, to be defined yet. This research topic cannot be
addressed in isolation; it is part of the larger problem of how to implement a database query
language. Therefore, we first present a general view on the implementation of database
query languages in Section 2.1. Having set the stage, we present an overview of query
optimization issues as found in the literature. We discuss query optimization aspects as
present in relational, nested relational, and object-orienteddatabase systems in Section 2.2,
2.3, and 2.4, respectively. The overview is not complete; emphasis is placed on issues
that we consider important with respect to the performance of query evaluation. Next, in
Section 2.5, we come to a refinement of the problem as stated above. The chapter ends
with a summary in Section 2.6.

2.1 Implementation of database query languages

In this section, we give a general view of database system architecture. Database manage-
ment systems are complex pieces of software—layering and modularization are necessary
means to describe and build such systems.

Most end-user database query languages are high-level, declarative languages, based
on set theory and first-order predicate calculus. The basic construct of a block-structured
query language such as SQL is the set comprehension expression ff(x) j x 2 X ^ p(x)g.
Declarative languages need much optimization. A straightforward, naive implementation,
i.e., a simple declarative language interpretor that does not make use of special implemen-
tation techniques may result in time and/or space consuming programs. At the same time,
declarative languages offer many opportunities for optimization. In declarative languages
the result of a computation is described, not how it is to be computed. Declarative lan-
guages therefore leave the language implementor a great deal of freedom in choosing the
algorithms that will efficiently compute the desired result.

7
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Figure 2.1: General view on the implementation process

In the implementation of a general purpose programming language, the bottom layer
is the machine-dependent assembler language. In database management systems, the bot-
tom layer is the file access language. The file access language, as far as retrieval is con-
cerned, has three basic primitives: open file, close file, and next item, where items usually
are records. With these primitives, a collection of efficient file access algorithms is built,
which constitutes the so-called physical access language, or physical algebra. Standard
techniques employed to achieve good performance are sorting, hashing, and the use of
additional access structures like indices. In addition, parallel query processing techniques
can be used to improve performance. The physical algebra is a set-oriented language. The
standard techniques mentioned above can be considered as set preprocessing techniques,
that operate on sets (tables) as a whole, and enable to retrieve only tuples that are really
needed, not entire sets.

The distance between a declarative query language and the physical algebra is large,
so implementation is done in a step-by-step manner. In Figure 2.1, the process of imple-
menting a database query language—or a general purpose programming language, for that
matter—is depicted.

The transformation of expressions of one language into those of another is called trans-
lation (T); applying transformations within one and the same language is called rewriting
(R). Rewriting expressions in the language L1, the source language, is called preprocess-
ing; post-processing is the rewriting of expressions in the target language Ln. Preprocess-
ing in many cases involves the reduction of a language to a predefined kernel; postprocess-
ing is usually applied for simplification purposes. In the implementation process, several
intermediate languages Li may be used. Translation consists of two parts: to provide a
mapping of data structures and a mapping of expressions. In each phase of the implemen-
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tation process, measures can be taken to improve the performance of query evaluation;
this is called optimization. Optimization may be based either on heuristics, rules of thumb
that are expected to reduce the costs of query evaluation in general, or on a cost model
that provides more or less accurate estimates of the costs of query execution. Optimiza-
tion based on heuristics is also called logical optimization; cost-based optimization is also
called systematic optimization.

In database systems, we distinguish between the user, the logical, and the physical
level. The top level is the end-user query language to be implemented, the second, in-
termediate language is a language in which logical transformations take place, and the
third, bottom level is the physical algebra that implements system-specific, efficient query
processing algorithms. For example, a relational DBMS may have an architecture as de-
picted in Figure 2.2. The end-user query language is SQL and the intermediate language is
(some extended form of) relational algebra. SQL may be translated into relational algebra
directly, or indirectly by using relational calculus as a second intermediate language. The
bottom layer is the physical algebra, i.e., a collection of operators that implement relational
algebra. For each of the relational operators, a number of physical operators or execution
methods exists. Which one to use when depends on specific database characteristics or
physical properties such as sort order, the presence of indices, etc.

As already mentioned, implementation involves a mapping of data structures, and a
mapping of expressions. Physical database design concerns the actual representation of
the data in the database. A conceptual schema, expressed in the type system of the end-user
query language, can in several ways be mapped to a physical database schema, expressed
in the type system of the physical algebra. Given the so-called work load, i.e., a specific
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collection of user queries, the goal of physical database design is to achieve a near optimal
mapping of data structures including placement of additional data structures like indices.

Once the physical schema and the mapping of the conceptual schema into the physical
schema have been established, the remaining task is the mapping of the end-user queries
into the operations offered by the physical algebra. Query processing, i.e., the mapping
of expressions, roughly consists of the following steps: query validation (or typing), view
resolution, translation into the intermediate language, logical optimization, plan compila-
tion, and query execution [Grae93].

After query parsing, query validation, and view resolution, the user query is trans-
lated into the intermediate language. Depending on end-user and intermediate language
paradigms and the operations supported by both languages, translation may involve a sim-
ple syntactic transformation, or some more complex algorithm. In this translation phase,
usually little attention is paid to performance issues. At the intermediate level, the goal
is to transform expressions into semantically equivalent expressions that have better per-
formance. Possible transformations are laid down by a collection of equivalence rules.
Logical optimization is guided by heuristics; the cost model is simple. The physical level
supports a number of system-specific query processing algorithms. Intermediate language
expressions are translated into the physical algebra. The translation is guided by physical
database characteristics; a complex cost model is used.

The above description of a possible database system architecture is an idealized de-
scription. Many systems do not make a clear distinction between user, logical, and physi-
cal level, in the sense that each level entails a clearly-defined language interface, and that
well-defined algorithms exist that precisely lay down how to transform expressions from
one level into the other. Therefore, often the different query processing steps are not bound
to specific language levels as much as described above. For example, logical optimiza-
tion can take place in the user language itself. Examples are the transformation of Datalog
programs (e.g. the magic sets transformation, [BMSU86]), the rewriting of nested SQL
queries of [Kim82], and the loop optimization of [LiDe92].

Usually, only in the phases of logical optimization and plan compilation (the mapping
of the logical into the physical algebra) considerations with respect to performance do play
a role. Logical optimization, the rewriting of intermediate language expressions, is based
on heuristics, representing an implicit cost model. Plan compilation, the translation of a
logical expression into a physical algebra expression, is based on an explicit cost model
that incorporates specific database characteristics considered important. However, given
our general view of the implementation of database query languages, one may ask whether
performance considerations should be restricted to the two phases mentioned. Having to
deal with a tuple-oriented user language and a set-oriented physical access language, and
assuming a three-level architecture, we have to make a decision about the following three
issues.� What language to choose as intermediate language. First we have to decide about

the appropriate language paradigm. For example, both an algebra and a calculus
can be used as intermediate language [JaKo84]. The second question is which op-
erations should be part of the intermediate language. The answer to these questions
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depends on the functionality of the user language as well as that of the physical al-
gebra. The intermediate language should have at least the same expressive power as
the user language, but, more importantly, the intermediate language has to be such
that it provides the best opportunity for mapping the user language to the physical
algebra in the best possible way. In other words, the functionality of the interme-
diate language should allow to fully exploit the possibilities for efficient evaluation
offered by the physical algebra.� Where to use heuristics to achieve better performance. For example, it can be asked
whether heuristic optimization should be restricted to the rewriting of expressions
on the intermediate language level, or that heuristic rules should play a role in the
translation process as well.� Where to use an explicit cost model to improve performance. Usually, logical op-
timization and plan compilation are separate steps in query processing. Heuristics
are used for the rewriting of intermediate language expressions and an explicit cost
model guides the translation into the physical algebra. However, in [GrMc93], in
which the the Volcano optimizer generator is discussed, it is suggested that rewriting
of logical algebra expressions might be based on a cost model as well; the optimizer
implementor can decide whether or not to do so.

In the remainder of this chapter, we give an overview of optimization in the relational,
extended relational, and object-oriented context. The overview is not meant to be an ex-
haustive enumeration of work done in the field of query optimization. We attempt to pro-
vide a general background on the work done in relational query optimization, and then try
to decide in what respect optimization in new data models ((X)NF2 and object-oriented
models) differs from relational optimization.

2.2 Implementation of relational query languages

In the survey paper of [JaKo84], a general framework for query optimization in relational
systems is given. The following steps are distinguished:

1. The choice of a suitable internal representation: a language that is intermediary be-
tween the end-user query language and the operators of the low-level access lan-
guage. Intermediate representation forms that have been used are relational calcu-
lus, relational algebra, query graphs, and tableaux.

2. Logical optimization: the transformation of queries into equivalent ones that can
be evaluated more efficiently. The phases distinguished in logical optimization are
(1) standardization, the rewriting of expressions into some canonical form, (2) sim-
plification, to remove redundancy, and (3) amelioration, the rewriting of the simpli-
fied canonical form into the desired form.

3. The generation of candidate access plans: the mapping of the operations of the in-
termediate language into the operations of the physical algebra.
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4. The choice for and execution of the cheapest access plan. The final task of the query
optimizer is to compute the cost for each access plan and the choice for and execu-
tion of the cheapest.

Below, we discuss each of these steps in some more detail.

2.2.1 Choice of intermediate language

A key issue in the implementation c.q. optimization of a query language is the choice
of intermediate language level(s). An appropriate internal representation, according to
[JaKo84], is one that (1) is powerful enough to represent a large class of queries and (2) pro-
vides a well-defined basis for query representation. It goes without saying that the lan-
guage has to be powerful enough to implement the user language. However, it is not im-
mediately clear what type of language provides the best (if any) basis for query represen-
tation.

In [JaKo84], relational calculus is regarded as a better starting point for query opti-
mization than relational algebra since “it provides an optimizer only with the basic prop-
erties of the query; optimization purposes may become hidden in a particular sequence of
algebra operators (p. 118).” Below, we discuss the two language paradigms in some more
detail.

Calculus versus algebra

The important distinction between relational calculus and relational algebra is that between
tuple- and set-orientation. Tuple-oriented, or tuple-at-a-time languages support the con-
cept of tuple variables, thus allowing for nesting of expressions. For example, in a calculus-
like language, we may write:�[x : 9y 2 Y � p(x; y)](X)
The expression above, a selection � with a predicate that is an existential quantification 9,
can be regarded as a nested-loop expression. For each tuple x 2 X , the correlated sub-
query9y 2 Y � p(x; y) is evaluated. Set-oriented languages do not support tuple variables
and therefore nesting of expressions is not possible.

SQL, relational calculus, and also logical query languages are examples of
tuple-oriented languages. As remarked in [Date90], SQL is merely a calculus-based lan-
guage, but it also supports algebraic operators like set (comparison) operators. Relational
algebra is a purely algebraic, set-oriented language. The algebra of [RoKS88], for the
nested relational model, also is an example of a set-oriented language. The nested rela-
tional algebra of [ScSc86] provides set- as well as tuple-oriented constructs.

In a set-oriented language, expressions are context free, i.e., the operators of the lan-
guage embody concise, well-defined execution steps that are mutually independent. In a
tuple-oriented language, expressions may occur nested within others, and variables from a
higher level may occur free in lower level expressions. To further illustrate the differences
between calculus and algebra, consider the following (equivalent) expressions:
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(calculus) �[x :6 9y 2 Y � p(x; y)](X)
(algebra) X � �X(X 1x;y:p(x;y) Y )

The calculus expression is a selection � with a predicate that is a negated existential quan-
tifier. The algebraic expression consists of a join 1, followed by a projection �, the result
of which is the right operand of the set difference operator�. We note the following dif-
ferences between the two formalisms:

Join processing order From an operational point of view, the calculus expression may be
regarded as a nested-loop expression. In this nested-loop expression, table X nec-
essarily is the outer loop operand—for each tuple x 2 X the predicate is evaluated.
In contrast, the algebraic expression does not fix the join order in any way. Because
the join operator is commutative and associative, we may choose to evaluate eitherX 1 Y , or Y 1 X . Physical algebra operators that implement the join usually are
not commutative, which means that choosing eitherX or Y as left join operand may
heavily influence performance.

Intermediate results In calculus-like languages, intermediate results are invisible. In al-
gebraic languages, each operator creates—at least, conceptually—an intermediate
result. The presence of intermediate results offers additional opportunities for opti-
mization. For example, in a join operator sequence, each join result can be sorted
on the attributes that are needed in a subsequent join operation.

In spite of today’s main memory sizes, intermediate results often must be written
to disk and read again later on. The creation of temporary files can be prevented
for example by means of pipelining (data-driven execution) or the use of iterators
(demand-drivenexecution) [Grae93]. The cost of pipelining involves operating sys-
tem scheduling and interprocess communication. Using iterators, data items are
passed from one operator to the next by means of procedure calls. Each time an
operator needs an input item, it calls its input operator(s) to produce one.

Extensibility Algebraic languages are extensible. Starting off with a basic set of algebraic
operators, new operators can be introduced whenever the need arises. For example,
it is easy to introduce the semi- and antijoin operator in standard relational algebra.
The above expressions are equivalent to the antijoin expression:X �x;y:p(x;y) Y
which can be evaluated much more efficiently than the algebraic join expression
above. Calculus-based languages are rather fixed, and not easily extensible.

We remark that the notions of tuple- and set-oriented query processing appear under
many different names in the literature: depth- versus breadth-first query processing
[KeGM91], top-down versus bottom-up query processing (in the context of logical lan-
guages, [CeGT90]), nested-loop versus sort-domain data traversal [KKWD88], object-
versus file-server (with page-server as intermediate concept) [DFMV90], etc.
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In [JaKo84], query graphs and also tableaux are classified as possible internal repre-
sentation forms. In our opinion, query graphs are not so much a different internal repre-
sentation form, but rather a graphical representation of any language whatsoever, as op-
posed to a pure syntactical representation. Both relational algebra and relational calcu-
lus for example may have a graph-based representation. Tableaux, and also for example
the hypergraph representation described in [Ullm89], are better considered as optimization
techniques, aimed at investigating specific query properties.

2.2.2 Logical optimization

Logical optimization is defined as the heuristics-based rewriting of expressions in the inter-
mediate representation form chosen. Expressions are rewritten into expressions that have
better performance. Even for a moderately complex language like relational algebra, the
number of equivalent candidate access plans, i.e., physical algebra expressions for a com-
plex query is too large to handle. Instead of exhaustively enumerating candidate access
plans and choosing the cheapest among them directly, the search space is limited in ad-
vance by means of logical rewriting. The output of the phase of logical optimization then
is the starting point for a next phase of cost-based, or systematic optimization. Logical
optimization is guided by so-called heuristic rewrite rules: rules that are assumed to be
generally beneficial.

As mentioned before, the phases distinguished in logical optimization by [JaKo84] are
standardization, simplification, and amelioration.

Standardization

Transformation into a canonical form is the starting point of logical query optimization.
In calculus-based languages, most often the query is first transformed into Disjunctive or
Conjunctive Prenex Normal Form (DPNF or CPNF). In algebraic rewriting, the canonical
form typically is an expression involving a sequence of (conjunctive) selections and pro-
jections on the Cartesian product of the base relations involved in the query. Transforma-
tion into canonical form facilitates the rewrite process and offers additional opportunities
for optimization.

Both a Cartesian product expression and an expression in PNF are highly inefficient. A
Cartesian product expression can be thought to ‘materialize’ the nested-loop computation
expressed by an equivalent calculus expression in PNF. In relational optimization, pushing
through selections is considered one of the most important heuristic rules, however, the
importance of the rule is mainly due to the method of translation c.q. optimization.

Simplification

The goal of simplification is to avoid unnecessary computations. Simplification may in-
volve the application of idempotency rules, (run-time) application of rules that concern
empty sets, and removal of common subexpressions. Other simplification techniques men-
tioned in [JaKo84] are constant propagation (by applying the rule of transitivity), the incor-
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poration of integrity constraints (semantic query optimization), and the detection of pred-
icate unsatisfiability.

Amelioration

The phase of amelioration aims at the reduction of the number, the size (the number of
attributes), and the cardinality (the number of tuples) of intermediate results. The number
of intermediate results is determined by the number of algebraic operators present in the
expression. Heuristics applied are:� The combination of operations, for example rewriting a cascade of projections into

one.� To perform selections as early possible (pushing through selections).� To perform projections as early as possible (pushing through projections).� To perform operations that deliver the smallest intermediate result first, for example
executing the most restrictive join before others.

A simple algebraic rewrite algorithm based on heuristics can be found in [Ullm89].
Another example of a heuristic optimization algorithm is the Wong-Youssefi algorithm for
the optimization of QUEL select-project-join queries [WoYo76]. In [Ullm89], a descrip-
tion of this algorithm, based on the hypergraph representation, is given.

2.2.3 Generation and choice of access plans

The generation of candidate access plans and choice of the cheapest may be called physical
optimization, as opposed to the preceding phase of logical optimization. The generation
of an access plan involves mapping intermediate language expressions into expressions of
the physical access language. In the survey paper of [Grae93], an overview of query pro-
cessing algorithms for relational DBMSs is given. Physical optimization is cost-based.
Cost-based or systematic optimization is based on knowledge of physical database char-
acteristics: statistical information, the presence of indices, the storage structures that have
been chosen, etc. An example of cost-based optimization is the determination of the best
join order, together with the best join method for each join by means of combinatorial op-
timization techniques [SwGu88].

2.2.4 Discussion

Despite all the work done on relational query optimization, the performance of relational
query processing can still be improved. Improvement can be achieved by (1) extending
relational algebra with non-standard relational algebra operators such as the semijoin, an-
tijoin, et cetera, and (2) by improving the algorithm for the translation of the user language
into the algebra.
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Standard algorithms for translating relational user languages into relational algebra of-
ten result in expressions that are unnecessarily inefficient. We give a simple example. Con-
sider the SQL expression:

SELECT *
FROM X
WHERE NOT EXISTS (SELECT * FROM Y WHERE X.a=Y.a)

The SQL expression given above is in our formalism denoted as:�[x :6 9y 2 Y � x:a = y:a](X)
and this expression can be mapped to the antijoin expression:X �x;y:x:a=y:a Y
Assume that each SQL-construct has a naive execution plan, then naive execution of the
antijoin operation by means of nested-loop processing has performance equivalent to naive
execution of the SQL expression. Performance of the antijoin can be improved by the use
of techniques such as sorting and hashing. Translation of the SQL expression into a stan-
dard relational algebra expression:(X 1x;y:x:a6=y:a Y )� Y
in accordance to the reduction algorithm of [Codd72], or, equivalently, into:X � �X(X 1x;y:x:a=y:a Y )
as is done in [CeGo85], results in expressions that have performance most probably worse
than that of naive execution, regardless of the implementation of the two algebraic expres-
sions. Unless we have at our disposal logical equivalence rules that can be applied to trans-
form the join expressions into the antijoin expression, translation into the logical algebra
has a negative effect that cannot be undone.

This example shows that to handle the SQL expression properly, either the antijoin
must be included into relational algebra, which requires to adapt the translation algorithm
or the logical rewrite process, or that the logical algebra and the physical algebra have to
be extended such that the quantification can be dealt with properly. With respect to this
example, the set of standard relational algebra operators and query processing algorithms
does not suffice to achieve good performance.

We continue our overview considering query optimization in the (extended) NF2 data
models.
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2.3 Implementation of nested relational query languages

Dropping the First Normal Form constraint from the relational data model has led to the
development of the NF2 (Non-First Normal Form) data model in which attributes are al-
lowed to be relation-valued. Because the NF2 data structures are an extension of relational
data structures, query languages for the NF2 model usually are an extension of relational
query languages. Several SQL-like query languages, calculi, and algebras for the NF2 data
model have been developed. An SQL-like language for the NF2 data model is described
for example in [RoKB88]; below we discuss some algebraic languages for the NF2 model.

2.3.1 NF2 algebras

Two types of nested algebras can be distinguished: the nest/unnest algebra, and the nested
algebra, with and without explicit nesting. The respective algebras differ in the provisions
that are taken for accessing attributes of relations nested within relations (subrelations).
In the nest/unnest algebra, tuples of relation-valued attributes are brought to the top level
by unnesting these attributes. In the nested algebras, the operations to be applied to sub-
relations are brought to the subrelations concerned, either by using one or more algebraic
operators as a navigator, or by employing path expressions. For a complete overview of
algebras for the nested relational model, we refer to [Vand93]. Below, we discuss the dif-
ferent types of algebras in more detail.

Nest/unnest algebras

The most simple solution to the task of defining an algebra for the nested relational model is
to extend relational algebra with operators nest (�) and unnest (�) [ThFi86]. The simplicity
of this approach is attractive, however, theoretical as well as practical problems arise.

As is well-known, theoretical problems arise because the nest operator is not the in-
verse of the unnest operator. Unnesting can be undone by nesting only if (1) the nested re-
lation is in Partitioned Normal Form (PNF), and (2) no tuple in the relation being unnested
does have the value ; (the empty set) for the attribute being unnested. A nested relation
is in PNF if the atomic attributes form a key for the relation, and if, recursively, also the
subrelations are in PNF. Unnesting/nesting a table that is not in PNF will result in a ta-
ble in which grouping is different from that in the original table; unnesting/nesting a table
with empty set-valued attributes will cause a loss of tuples. The above consideration has
led to the study of PNF relations and investigation of keying methods to allow unnesting
of arbitrary nested relations [ÖzWa92]. In [RoKS88], a calculus and algebra for PNF re-
lations is defined. The algebra supports the nest and unnest operators, and the standard
relational operators have been extended such that the property of PNF is preserved (the
algebra is closed under PNF). Theoretical results concerning the expressive power of the
nest/unnest algebra are given in [PaGu88, PaGu92]. When applied to flat relations, having
flat relations as output as well, the nest/unnest algebra has the same expressive power as
relational algebra.
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From a practical point of view, having to unnest and later on to nest relations to be
able to access nested attributes may cause a major performance problem. First, unnest-
ing causes data redundancy, replicating the values of other attributes for each element of
the set-valued attribute. Second, restructuring just to allow access to relation-valued at-
tributes can be considered as pure computational overhead if a navigator is included in the
language (see below). It is not clear, though, whether unnesting/nesting should be avoided
in any case. For example, if the nesting phase can be skipped, unnesting may be a feasible
strategy.

Explicit nesting

Another approach to support access to attributes of subrelations is to provide a naviga-
tor, i.e., an operator that can be used to apply operations to subrelations. In the algebra of
[ScSc86], the projection operator can be used as navigator; arbitrary algebraic expressions
may occur in the projection list. In addition, the select and project operator may be used
in selection predicates, as well as set comparison operators and set constants. Nesting of
operations is explicit, i.e., visible in the syntactic form of expressions.

Implicit nesting

In the algebra of [Colb89, Colb90], explicit navigation is avoided by using path expres-
sions. Algebraic operators like selection, projection, and join, but also nest and unnest can
be applied to subrelations by writing down the path through the hierarchical structure lead-
ing to the subrelation(s) of interest. Two kinds of set operator are supported–the standard
version and an extended version in which the operation is propagated to subrelations. The
extended versions are variations of the extended operators defined in [RoKS88].

Actually, the notation employing path expressions is a convenient abbreviation for ex-
plicit nesting of expressions. For example, assume we have a nested relation R with two
attributes A and X . Attribute X is relation-valued, with only one attribute B. The appli-
cation of some condition p to restrict the relation-valued attributeX of R is in the algebra
of [Colb89, Colb90] expressed as �(R(Xp)). In the algebra of [ScSc86], with its explicit
nesting of operators, the query is formulated as �[A; �[p](X)](R), using the projection
as navigator. In our algebra, as we will see, the map operator � is used as navigator, and
we write �[r : r except (X = �[c : p](r:X))](R). (The except construct can be used to
modify one or more attribute values.)

From a theoretical point of view, it does not matter whether projection is used as nav-
igator, or a special-purpose navigation operator like the map. From a practical point of
view, relational projection is a special case of the map operator for which many special-
purpose implementations exist, so it may be inconvenient to modify the definition of pro-
jection. In addition, it must be noted that to use projection as a navigator, and also to
shorten notation by means of path expressions is possible in the NF2 model only, because
NF2 relations are orderly tree structures in which each attribute can be reached from the
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root by a unique path. In extended NF2 data models, in which the types of the elements
of collections (sets, lists, etc.) are not necessarily tuple types, it is not possible to reach all
values by means of path expressions.

2.3.2 The extended NF2 data model

The main difference between the NF2 and eXtended NF2 (XNF2) data models such as that
of the AIM DBMS [SüLi90], is that XNF2 data models (1) support additional data types
such as lists and (2) allow for arbitrary nesting of type constructors.

From the viewpoint of query optimization, these additional features are not essential.
For each additional data type, type-specific operators have to be supported and imple-
mented efficiently, and also equivalence rules must be added. The first concern in query
optimization, however, is to deal with iteration over bulk or collection types, and to reduce
the number of (nested) iterations that has to be carried out. The type of the collection that
is iterated over, e.g. set or list, is important, but how to deal with for example ordering may
be considered as a secondary problem.

2.3.3 Query optimization

While there do exist proposals for SQL-like query languages for the (extended) NF2 data
model, direct translations of any of these languages into any one of the nested algebras
have not been presented in the literature, to our knowledge. Translations from nested cal-
culi to nested algebras do exist though, e.g. [RoKS88]. However, in these translations
usually little emphasis is placed on performance aspects; often the major goal is to prove
equivalence of calculus and algebra.

With regard to logical optimization of NF2 algebras, algebraic equivalence rules for
the nested relational algebra are given in [Scho88]. In [Buss91], logical optimization of
single-pass selections is studied. It is shown that complex object selections do not always
commute. However, this is due to the definition of a complex object selection used in that
paper, which is a combination of one-level restriction and navigation.

In the Verso [Scholl et al. 89] and DASDBS [Schek et al. 90] projects, a great deal of
work has been done on the use of nested relations as storage structures for the relational
model. In this approach, the main task in logical optimization is to remove redundant joins
from flat queries. With respect to the implementation of algebraic operators, emphasis is
placed on single-pass queries, i.e., on queries that can be evaluated in a single hierarchi-
cal scan over the data. In the DASDBS-project, it was decided to include only operators
needed for processing single-pass queries into the kernel (the physical algebra).

An example of a new query processing algorithm is given by [DeLa92], that presents
a hash-based join processing method for a join between a relation and a subrelation. In the
nested algebra of [ScSc86], any operation that occurs nested with the projection list, hav-
ing relation-valued and/or base tables as operands, can be executed as it is. For example,
a possible evaluation strategy for the nested join expression:�[x : x:c 1z;y:p(z;y) Y ](X)
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joining set-valued attribute c of X with base table Y , is to evaluate the nested operation
for each of the tuples x 2 X, using standard relational processing algorithms for the join.
Another approach is to come up with a new algorithm (implying a new logical operator as
well) for the evaluation of such an expression in which a subrelation is joined with a base
table, as is done in [DeLa92].

2.3.4 Discussion

In the past, a world of knowledge has been gained with respect to optimization of rela-
tional query languages. Comparing the work done on the relational model with that done
on the NF2 model, we feel that the latter is rather incomplete. The main part of the work
concerns the definition of algebras, not their function, which is to facilitate efficient query
evaluation. A large number of algebras for the nested relational model has been developed.
The algebras differ in the formalisms used, in assumptions about the structure of the data,
in the facilities offered to access nested values, and in expressive power. In our opinion,
the algebra of [ScSc86] is the most orthogonal language proposal, allowing to apply al-
gebraic operators to relations wherever they may occur, using the projection operator as a
navigator. To abbreviate expressions by making use of path expressions as in the algebra
of [Colb90] may be very convenient, but is not essential.

Research into NF2 database management systems has paid little attention to the fol-
lowing issues:� The translation from nested relational SQL into an algebra.� A logical rewrite algorithm.� The implementation of arbitrary logical algebra operations, e.g. nested algebra ex-

pressions unlike single-pass queries.

To our knowledge, it has not been investigated how to translate an SQL-like query lan-
guage for the NF2 model (say, XSQL) into an algebra for the nested relational model. Our
explanation is the following. Translating XSQL into a nest/unnest algebra is a task com-
parable to that of translating a calculus for nested relations into a nest/unnest algebra. The
latter exercise has been carried out in the past, and is worthwhile for theoretical reasons
mainly, as explained. Translating XSQL into a nested algebra like that of [ScSc86] is rather
trivial, just because the algebra, a quite orthogonal language, supports nesting of expres-
sions, and therefore allows for an almost one-to-one mapping. However, such a one-to-one
mapping that leaves nested expressions as they are does not solve everything—part of the
problem of how to implement (relational) SQL efficiently is essentially solved in the step
of translation into the (relational) algebra, which means a transition from a tuple-oriented
query processing model, in which nesting of expressions (subqueries) may occur, to a set-
oriented one. Subqueries are replaced by joins, thus allowing to employ set-preprocessing
techniques like sorting and hashing.

Because the nested relational model often is considered as the basis for object-oriented
models, the state of affairs as described above is not exactly promising. In the following
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section we discuss some important features of object-oriented data models, and try to dis-
cover the implications for query processing.

2.4 Implementation of object-oriented query languages

The relational model is well-suited for use in traditional, administrative environments with
large amounts of data having relatively little structure. Set-oriented query processing is
the best way to handle large amounts of data that have similar structure. Object-Oriented
DBMSs (OODBMSs) are being designed and built to support new application domains
like GIS and CAD/CAM. In new applications, the characteristics of data collections may
be very different from those present in the traditional administrative environment. For ex-
ample, in a CAD/CAM application, classes may contain relatively few objects, but with a
relatively deep structure.

2.4.1 Object-oriented features

Some important features of object-oriented models not present in extended relational mod-
els are inheritance, object identity, the use of classes as attribute domains, and the presence
of methods.

Inheritance

Inheritance is a key concept of object-oriented data models. In [Atkinson et al. 89], four
of the possible forms of inheritance are described: substitution, inclusion, constraint, and
specialization inheritance.

The implementation of specialization (attribute) inheritance, and hence of substitution
(method) and constraint inheritance is mainly a matter of physical database design. In
[ElNa89] some options for mapping the EER concept of generalization/specialization (i.e.,
attribute inheritance) to the relational model are described. Attribute inheritance may be
implemented by means of oid equality, by means of clustering of sub- and supertype at-
tributes, or by using flags together with clustering of (possibly NULL-valued) sub- and
supertype attributes. Each way of implementing attribute inheritance has its own perfor-
mance penalties for query and constraint evaluation.

Implicit joins

In object-oriented data models, classes may be used as attribute domains. In the sequel,
these kinds of domains are called class reference types. Implementation of class reference
types is also an issue of physical database design.

Typically, class references will be implemented by means of object identifiers (instead
of fully materializing the attribute domain instance). In the implementation, the object-
oriented schema is mapped to a schema in which class reference types are replaced by the
object identifier type. In the object-oriented query language, attribute values of domains
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that are classes are accessible by means of attribute selection; in the literature this is of-
ten called an implicit join. In our view, implicit joins will often be mapped to explicit
joins; depending on the implementation of the type object identifier type, these joins may
be pointer-based or value-based. (In the literature sometimes explicit joins are defined as
value-based joins).

In many object-oriented algebras, attribute selection is supported as an algebraic prim-
itive.

Object identity

Object identity is a property that can be useful in several ways. Conceptually, an object
identifier is just a unique system-generated identifier. In actual implementations, object
identifiers are used as (typed) pointers. Using object identifiers as pointers allows for re-
cursive schema definitions, enables sharing, facilitates to check referential integrity, and
may offer special advantages with respect to query optimization.

Object identifiers may be implemented as physical pointers, in some way or the other
reflecting the object location on disk, or as logical pointers.

Implementing object identifiers as physical pointers means that the relationships be-
tween objects laid down in the schema by class references can be used as (user-defined)
fast access paths. Join execution methods making use of these predefined fast access paths
are called pointer-based join methods. In [ShCa90] a performance comparison is made
between some of the traditional value-based join methods and their pointer-based coun-
terparts. The comparison has been made for full joins and joins with a selection on the
join operand referencing the other join operand (forward traversal). To speed up back-
ward traversal, backward references (that also may greatly facilitate checking referential
integrity) can be maintained. Pointer-based join methods following the predefined access
paths (forward traversal) are generally faster than the traditional relational join methods.
However, the pointer-based nested loop method (naive pointer traversal or pointer chas-
ing) was shown to perform poorly in almost all cases. For small joins, though, the pointer-
based nested loop method proved to be the best. Implementing object identifiers as logical
pointers means that no special advantage can be gained; in that case object-oriented joins
are standard value-based joins.

In the literature, it is sometimes stated that in object-oriented database systems value-
based joins are no longer necessary [Bert93]. However, we believe that there do exist
meaningful join queries that relate objects in other ways than by means of the user-defined
relationships laid down in the schema.

Methods

Optimization of methods is often considered a problem, mainly due to the fact that in many
existing object-oriented DBMSs methods for the most part are written in a third genera-
tion general purpose programming language like C++. Optimization of such a general pur-
pose programming language in the context of database applications seems a hard problem
indeed. Writing methods in a language more amenable to optimization, for example the
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(declarative) query language, will partially solve the problem. For example, in the object-
oriented data model TM, methods are written in a high-level, declarative language of ex-
pressions. Method calls in a query can then be textually substituted by their definition,
which allows for optimization. TM retrieval methods can simply be looked upon as pa-
rameterized view definitions. As with view definitions, method code may be optimized
locally, or the code may be substituted into the expression containing the method call.

2.4.2 Optimization

A number of object-oriented algebras have been proposed in the literature, e.g. [ShZd89,
ClMo93]. See also [Vand93] for an overview. In most of the proposals, a special navigator
(map, image, etc.) is included in the language, which allows for nesting of expressions.

2.4.3 Discussion

In our view, an object-oriented data model that supports a high-level declarative query lan-
guage is implemented as follows. The target language (the language the model is mapped
to, for example an algebra) does not support inheritance, object identity, implicit joins,
methods, and views. It is assumed that data type constructors supported by the source and
target language are the same; the target language has an additional basic type oid. In the
sequel we describe the issues involved in mapping an object-oriented data model to lower
levels.

From the viewpoint of optimization, the most significant new feature of object-oriented
data models is object-identity. Complex objects are already present in (X)NF2 models,
inheritance is a matter of physical database design, and implicit joins, if not materialized,
will be transformed into explicit joins at the logical level.

On the other hand, OODBMSs are tailored towards technical applications in which
data collections may have statistical properties differing from those in traditional admin-
istrative environments. It is not sure whether set-oriented query processing will have the
same benefits that it has in traditional application domains.

2.5 Our view on optimization

In database systems, performance is of crucial importance. Data volume may be large and
complex, and used by many applications at the same time. Performance may be measured
in terms of response time, CPU costs, I/O costs, storage costs, communication costs, etc.,
or combinations thereof. Naive, i.e. interpretative evaluation of user queries will result in
unacceptable performance.

The subject of this thesis concerns the translation of an SQL language for object-
oriented database systems, say, OSQL, into an algebra for complex objects. The ultimate
goal is to achieve an efficient implementation of OSQL. We assume a three-level database
system architecture. The top layer is OSQL. The bottom layer provides us with at least the
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efficient query processing techniques that are available in relational systems. The interme-
diate language is an algebra supporting complex objects. Naive query processing can be
improved in two different ways:

1. By providing efficient access algorithms. Efficient access algorithms form the ba-
sis for efficient query processing. The basic techniques employed to speed up query
evaluation in comparison to naive execution are sorting, hashing, and the use of in-
dices.

2. By providing a good translation. The user query has to be mapped to the physical
level in the best possible way.

The problem studied in this thesis is how to translate a subset of OSQL into an algebra
such that the result of the transformation is efficient.

Why a subset?

In our opinion, the two features of OSQL that are the most important with respect to effi-
cient query processing are the orthogonality of the language and the presence of set-valued
attributes. Language orthogonalityallows for arbitrary nesting of OSQL constructs. While
nesting in the WHERE-clause has been studied extensively in the relational model, it is
not known how to handle queries with nesting in the SELECT-clause, that, in general, ex-
presses the formation of complex results.

The presence of set-valued attributes is a second important language feature. In an
orthogonal query language for a data model that supports set-valued attributes, such at-
tributes can be used in any place where base tables can be used (except at the top level
of course). Set-valued attributes may occur as operand of a SELECT-FROM-WHERE
query block, as the operands of set (comparison) operators, as quantifier ranges, and even
in join predicates. Operations on set-valued attributes can be intermingled with operations
on base tables in arbitrary ways. How to deal with queries involving set-valued attributes
and base tables is an open problem. As explained before, one option is to unnest set-valued
attributes to enable to access the elements, however, such an approach may be inefficient
and causes problems of a theoretical nature.

As described, some work has been done on logical optimization for the NF2 data model.
Comparatively little work has been done on the design of physical algebra operators for
the implementation of arbitrary queries involving complex objects. Most of the work done
on access algorithms for systems supporting complex objects is focussed on resolution of
references, or the evaluation of path expressions, i.e., the retrieval of complex objects ac-
cording to user-defined relationships. The assembly operator of [KeGM91], is designed to
assemble complex objects using a strategy that is a combination of object-at-a-time (depth-
first) and set-oriented (breath-first) retrieval. Index structures for evaluating path expres-
sions have been surveyed in [Bert93]. For queries that establish arbitrary relationships
between complex objects, little work has been done yet. A notable exception is the paper
of [DeLa92], that studies how to implement a join between a set-valued attribute of one
nested relation and a second flat relation. An example of an arbitrary query concerning
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other than user-defined relationships (or pre-defined access paths) is the following: select
all suppliers together with the set of suppliers that supply at least the same parts. In OSQL
this is:

select s except sps = select s’
from s’ in SUPPLIER
where s’.parts � s.parts

from s in SUPPLIER

The above query is a join between two tables (or class instances) of which the join predicate
is complex, testing the subset relationship between two set-valued attributes.

Why an algebra?

To bridge the gap between the tuple-oriented user language and the set-oriented physi-
cal algebra, we propose to use an algebra. The set-oriented query evaluation paradigm
seems appropriate at the logical level too. In Section 2.2 we have shown that an algebraic
language is easily extensible, and does not fix the processing order like a calculus does.
Usually, the logical algebra is used to perform logical optimization. However, as will be
discussed in more detail below, logical optimization of an algebraic expression involving
arbitrary operators (not only select-project-join) can be very difficult. Therefore, we try to
perform optimization during the translation of OSQL into the algebra.

Which logical algebra?

The logical algebra has to support operators such that an OSQL expression can be mapped
to a logical expression that, when mapped to a physical algebra expression, has perfor-
mance at least equal to, but preferably better than that achieved by means of naive query
evaluation. The goal is to map OSQL expressions to that logical algebra expression that
can be mapped to the best physical algebra expression, given the database characteristics.
In other words, the logical algebra must contain operators such that the cost of evaluation
of algebraic expressions is smaller than the cost of naive evaluation. For example, a simple
nest/unnest algebra is not suited for implementing a nested relational query language.

Why efficient?

Traditionally, the term query optimization is restricted to the phases of logical rewriting
and plan compilation. As explained, logical optimization is the heuristics-based rewriting
of a logical algebra expression into an expression that can be evaluated more efficiently.
For each logical algebra expression, a large number of possible query evaluation plans ex-
ist; the task of plan compilation is to pick the plan that is the best, given the database state.
Usually, the phases of logical optimization and plan compilation are viewed as separate
stages in query processing. However, in [GrMc93], it is proposed to combine both in one
optimizer.
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In the framework sketched above, translation of the user query into the algebra does not
have any performance related aspects. Even stronger, translation into the algebra generally
results in an expression that can be considered as the most costly normal form [KeMo93].
A naive, standard translation may result into an algebraic expression that has performance
far worse than the original query when evaluated by means of nested-loop processing, and
rewriting such an expression into the desired form may be a complex task [Naka90]. In-
stead of performing logical optimization after translation, we propose, as is also done in
[Naka90], to perform some logical optimization during translation of OSQL into the logi-
cal algebra. Pure algebraic rewriting, i.e., rewriting using algebraic equivalence rules only,
becomes more complicated as expressions grow larger and the algorithms expressed by
source and target expression differ more from each other.

2.6 Summary

The general approach of this thesis is as follows. The task is to achieve an efficient imple-
mentation of a subset of the object-oriented declarative query language OSQL. We assume
a three-level architecture consisting of end-user query language, the intermediate language
in which logical optimization takes place and a physical access language implementing the
intermediate language. It is assumed that a phase of preprocessing deals with the object-
oriented features of inheritance, class references, and methods; in this thesis we will dis-
cuss neither clustering algorithms nor optimization of methods. The OSQL subset that is
the output of the preprocessing phase is further restricted in that we do not consider up-
date queries, and that the type system of the OSQL subset, and that of the intermediate lan-
guage, is the NF2 type system. The intermediate language is a combination of a calculus-
like language and a pure algebraic language. The translation of the restricted OSQL subset
into the intermediate language is a naive, almost one-to-one translation; transformation of
the calculus-like expressions that are the result of the translation will be done guided by
equivalence or rewrite rules and will be based on a simple cost model. The access lan-
guage is a so-called physical algebra, a language that supports one or more operator exe-
cution methods for each logical algebra operator. The emphasis in this thesis will be on
the efficient transformation of calculus into algebraic expressions, which we call logical
transformation.
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Chapter 3

Languages and transformation
goal

In this thesis, we investigate query processing in the context of a data model that supports
complex objects. Starting from an SQL-like query language, the task is (1) to define an
algebra for complex objects, (2) to provide a translation of the end-user query language
into the algebra, and (3) to study logical optimization in the algebra. In this chapter, we
describe the end-user query language OSQL and the language ADL, which is used as in-
termediate language between OSQL and the system-specific physical algebra.

Various SQL-like languages for data models that support complex objects exist, e.g.
[RoKB88, PiAn86, BaCD92, Catt93]. In this chapter, we define a language called OSQL.
OSQL is not a new language; it is a prototype of block-structured SQL-like query lan-
guages for advanced data models. OSQL can be considered as a subset of the object-
oriented database specification language TM [BaBZ93, BaVr91]. In the definition of
OSQL, the emphasis is placed on the language constructs that we consider important with
respect to optimization, i.e. orthogonality and the presence of set-valued attributes. As ex-
plained in the previous chapter, we do not consider specific object-oriented features like
inheritance, methods, etcetera. Structurally, our data model is NF2, extended in the sense
that attributes may be arbitrary sets and tuples, not only relations. This extension is not
essential but merely simplifies the presentation. The main language construct of OSQL
is the select-from-where (sfw-) expression, comparable to the SELECT-FROM-WHERE
construct of SQL, and also HDBL [PiAn86].

The language ADL is an extension of OSQL; the extension consists of a number of
pure algebraic or set operators. ADL is defined as an extension of OSQL because it is un-
certain whether each and every OSQL language construct can (and should) be mapped into
a set-oriented expression that consists of algebraic operators that are part of the extension
only. Calculus-based concepts such as quantifiers and the support for nesting of opera-
tions are part of the intermediate language as well because they are needed to deal with
set-valued attributes. The algebraic part of the language ADL is an extension of the alge-
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bra of [ScSc86] that was defined for the NF2 data model. Most importantly, the extension
involves a number of non-standard join operators.

The aim is to transform OSQL expressions into algebraic expressions in the best pos-
sible way. Possible transformations are laid down in equivalence rules. We take a step-by-
step approach to translation and optimization. In Chapter 4, we investigate translation and
optimization of an OSQL subset that is equivalent to relational calculus. In subsequent
chapters, we consider more advanced issues, the most important of them being the pres-
ence of set-valued attributes and arbitrary nesting of operators in the select-from-where
query block.

The outline of this chapter is as follows. In Section 3.1 we describe the data types
that we use. In Section 3.2 and Section 3.3, we present the languages OSQL and ADL,
respectively. In Section 3.4, the semantics of the operators of OSQL and ADL is given.
(Because both OSQL and ADL are rather simple languages, we not pay much attention to
aspects of formality.) Because ADL is defined as a superset of OSQL, the transformation
goal has to be clearly stated. In Section 3.5, we present a classification of expressions, and
an initial proposal how to handle the respective classes in the translation. In Section 3.6,
some considerations with respect to a cost model are presented.

3.1 Data structures

OSQL and ADL are typed languages; below we describe the data types used. We do not
introduce function types. Function types are needed to give typing rules for the operators
present in OSQL and ADL, but we refrain from giving these rules for reasons of simplicity.

It is assumed that a number of basic or atomic types is supported; one of them is the
type oid, used to represent object identity. The type constructors supported are the tuple
constructor h�i and the set constructor f�g, which may be alternated in arbitrary ways. As-
sume we have a set of labels or attribute names a, then the types are defined as follows:

Definition 3.1 Types

1. � is a type, whenever � 2 foid;bool; string;numg (basic types)

2. ha1 : �1; � � � ; an : �ni is a type, (tuple types)

whenever all ai’s are distinct labels, all �i’s are types, 1 � i � n
3. f�g is a type, whenever � is a type (set types)2
The types of the base tables, i.e., of the values stored in the database are assumed to

be set-of-tuple types, of which the attributes may be arbitrarily typed. Whenever a valuev is of type � , we write v : � . We give some examples.
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Example 3.1 Table types� DEPT : fhdoid : oid;dname : string;address : hstreet : string; city : stringi;emps : foidgig� EMP : fheoid : oid;ename : string;sal : numig
Both DEPT and EMP are sets of tuples. Attribute address of DEPT has a tuple type that consists of
attributes street and city that are of atomic type; attribute emps represents a set of object identifiers
that refer to employees in EMP, which is a standard relation.

3.2 OSQL

Below, we present the expression forms that are part of the language OSQL. The language
is simple in that fairly basic constructs are supported. The language is split into a kernel
and an extension. The OSQL kernel consists of those constructs that we consider necessary
with respect to expressive power. The extension consists of constructs that usually are
included into SQL languages, but that can be expressed in the OSQL kernel. We stress
that, although the extension is not strictly needed with regard to expressive power, it is
necessary from the viewpoint of translation and optimization. A reduction of the extension
to the kernel will result into a translation that in some cases is unnecessarily inefficient. For
example, set intersection can be expressed by means of set difference:X \ Y = X � (X � Y )
However, because it is possible to provide an efficient implementation of intersection as
well as difference, the performance of the difference expression probably is much worse
than that of the intersection, so it would not be wise to exclude that operator from the lan-
guage.

We note that OSQL as presented in this section is not a complete query language—we
have tried to find a compromise between expressive power and language constructs that
we consider important with respect to translation and optimization.

Below, we first present the syntax of the OSQL kernel and extension. Next, we give
the syntax of the full language in BNF notation, and then we describe the meaning of the
various language constructs. In Section 3.4, the semantics of some of the language con-
structs is given in a less (but still) informal manner. Finally, we briefly describe how to
express the extension in the kernel.
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Definition 3.2 OSQL kernel

Assume we have constants c, variables x, and labels a, then the following are OSQL
expressions e:c (constants)x (variables)(e) (brackets)select e1 from x in e2 where e3 (sfw-query block)e1 [ e2 (set operators)el(e) (element pick)S(e) (generalized union, or flatten)e:a (attribute selection)ha1 = e1; : : : ; an = eni (distinct ai) (tuple construction):e (negation)e1 ^ e2 (conjunction)9x 2 e1 � e2 (existential quantification) 2
Definition 3.3 OSQL extension

The following expressions are added to the OSQL kernel as given in Definition 3.2.ewith (x1 = e1; : : : ; xn = en) (local definitions)e1 � e2 for � 2 f\;�;�g (set operators)e[a1; : : : ; an] (distinct ai) (tuple projection)e1 ++ e2 (tuple concatenation)e except (a1 = e1; : : : ; an = en) (distinct ai) (record modification)e1 � e2 for � 2 f2;�;�;=;�;�g (set comparison operations)e1 _ e2 (disjunction)8x 2 e1 � e2 (universal quantification)if e1 then e2 else e3 (conditional) 2
Note that we did not include arithmetical operations in our language; it can easily be

extended. Below, we present the syntax of full OSQL in BNF notation.
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OSQL ::= i (top level expressions)i ::= select e1 from x in e2 where pe ::= c j x j t j i j s j (expressions)if p then e1 else e2 j el(e) j(e) j e with (x1 = e1; : : : ; xn = en)s ::= S(e) j e1 sop e2 (set expressions)sop ::= [ j \ j � j � (set operators)t ::= e:a j e[a1; : : : ; an] j e1 ++ e2 j (tuple expressions)ha1 = e1; : : : ; an = eni je except (a1 = e1; : : : ; an = en)p ::= e1 cop e2 j (predicates):p j p1 _ p2 j p1 ^ p2 j9x 2 e � p j 8x 2 e � pcop ::= 2 j � j � j = j � j � (set comparison operators)

The main construct of the language is the expression is the sfw-query block:select e1 from x in e2 where e3
which is comparable to the SELECT-FROM-WHERE query block from SQL, and many
extensions of SQL such as HDBL [PiAn86] and the query language OQL that is part of
the ODMG proposal [Catt93]. Expressions ei in the expression above may be arbitrary
OSQL expressions (provided they are well-typed), in which also other sfw-blocks may
occur. The where-clause is optional. In the select-clause expression e1 and in the predicatee3, xmay occur as a free variable. The expression e2 is called the operand of the sfw-block.
Informally, the meaning of the sfw-expression is as follows. The expression e1, the select-
clause function, is evaluated for those tuples x in the collection e2 that satisfy the predicatee3. Below, we give two examples.

Example 3.2 Sfw-query block� Select the names of the departments located in Amsterdam, together with the names of the
employees working for the department.select hdname = d:dname; enames = (select e:enamefrom e in EMPwhere e:eoid 2 d:emps)i

from d in DEPT
where d:address:city = Amsterdam� Select the departments that have employees that earn more than 100K.select dfrom d in DEPTwhere 9s 2 (select e:salfrom e in EMPwhere e:eoid 2 d:emps) � s > 100K
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Besides the sfw-expression, the language OSQL supports the standard set operators[;\, and� (set difference), the extended Cartesian product� of the relational model, the
operands of which are sets of tuples, the operators el, to retrieve the element of a singleton
set, and flatten

S
, to ‘collapse’ a set of sets into one. Set comparison operators2;�;�;�;

and � are included, and equality is defined for all types. Existential and universal quan-
tification are important language constructs; the conditional if - then - else - is included
for reasons of convenience. Furthermore, a number of tuple (or record) operations is sup-
ported. Tuple operations are tuple construction, tuple concatenation ++ , tuple projection,
and attribute (or field) selection, as usual expressed by the dot operator.

The except construct is included for reasons of convenience. In TM, except is used
for record modification, enabling to change the value of record fields without having to
use tuple construction, which may become quite elaborate for tuples that have many at-
tributes. The types of tuple fields may not be altered. In ADL, considering retrieval only,
we use a more general form of except in that attribute types may be modified, and in that
it is also allowed to add fields—attribute names that do not occur in the original tuple are
assumed to represent new fields in the ‘updated’ tuple. We give an example of except. Lett denote the tuple ha = 1; b = truei, then the expression t except (a = 2) evaluates toha = 2; b = truei, and the expression t except (c = 0Joe0) evaluates toha = 1; b = true; c = 0Joe0i.

The with-construct is used for local definitions as in:x:a+ x:bwith x = ha = 1; b = 2i
The with-construct may be used to handle common subexpressions.

Besides the sfw-expression, the language TM supports set comprehension. The gen-
eral format of set comprehension is fx : � j pg. In this expression, � is a domain that is
built up from regular types and/or Class names by using the type constructors of the lan-
guage. Due to this general format of set comprehension, problems of safety and construc-
tiveness have to be dealt with. As this lies outside of the scope of this thesis, we restrict
ourselves to the sfw-expression, which is equivalent to the restricted and safe form of set
comprehension ff(x) j x 2 X ^ p(x)g.

The expressions forms that belong to the extension can be easily expressed in the ker-
nel. For example, set difference can be expressed using a sfw-block and negated existential
quantification, set intersection can be expressed with the use of set difference, and set com-
parison operators can be rewritten by means of quantification. We show the transformation
for the Cartesian product that can be expressed by means of the sfw-expression, attribute
selection, tuple construction, and the operator flatten, under the condition that the top-level
attribute names of the two operands are known. Let X : fha1 : �1; : : : ; an : �nig, andY : fhb1 : �1; : : : ; bn : �mig, then we have:X � Y � S(select select ha1 = x:a1; : : : ; an = x:an; b1 = y:b1 : : : ; bm = y:bmifrom y in Yfrom x 2 X)
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3.3 ADL

The language ADL is a hybrid language: a mixture of a tuple calculus and set algebraic ex-
pressions. ADL is defined as a superset of the language OSQL; in Section 3.5, we motivate
the ideas that underly the definition the language ADL, and also the goal in the transfor-
mation/optimization of OSQL expressions. The calculus features of ADL are the support
for arbitrary nesting of expressions and the presence of quantifiers. The algebraic part of
the language, the operators listed below together with the standard set operators, is an ex-
tension of the algebra for nested relations of [ScSc86].

Definition 3.4 ADL expressions

The set of ADL expressions e is the set of OSQL expressions according to Definition 3.2,
extended with the following algebraic expressions:�[x : p](e) (selection)�[x : f ](e) (function application or map)�A(e) (projection)e1 �x1;x2:p e2 for �2 f1;n;�g (join operators)e1 �x1;x2:f jp;a e2 (nestjoin)e1 � e2 (division)�A;a(e) (nest)�a(e) (unnest) 2

Roughly, the algebraic operators of the language ADL are the standard set operators,
the extended Cartesian product, in which operand tuples are concatenated, and division,
the map operator �, selection �, projection �, and the restructuring operators nest (�) and
unnest (�). The map operator, which is a construct well-known from functional program-
ming languages, is used to apply a function to every element of a set. Furthermore, a num-
ber of join operators is supported: the regular join 1, the semijoin n, and the antijoin �.
The semijoin n (a regular join followed by the projection on the attributes of left-hand
operand) is a join operator that is useful in processing certain kinds of queries, namely
tree queries [Kamb85]. The antijoin� is defined as a semijoin followed by a set difference
of the left-hand join operand and the semijoin result. The antijoin operator is less known
than the semijoin operator; it can be usefully employed to process tree queries involving
universal quantification. The nestjoin operator � is a new join operator that is useful for
the translation of non-relational queries; it will be discussed extensively throughout this
thesis. In principle, in selection predicates, map functions, and join predicates, arbitrar-
ily complex expressions can be used, including expressions that contain quantifiers, set
(comparison) operators, and base tables.
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3.4 Semantics

In this section, we give the semantics of some of the ADL operators. We first list some
conventions:� We use the following as synonyms: type and domain; tuple and record; attribute and

field; label and attribute name; query and expression.� A table type is a set-of-tuple type. A table is a value that is of some table type.
Values stored in the database are tables, and are called base tables. Base table names
are denoted by capitals R;S, for relations, or X;Y; Z, in case tables are of a more
complex type. Attributes may be atomic, tuple-valued, or set-valued. In examples,
attribute names a; b often denote atomic or tuple-valued attributes; attribute namesc; d, or s are often used to denote set-valued attributes.� A list of attribute names is denoted as a label sequence of the form a1; : : : ; an. Cap-
itals A andB are used as abbreviations of attribute lists a1; : : : ; an and b1; : : : ; bm,
respectively. Concatenation of attribute lists A and B is denoted as AB, and also
as A;B. The concatenation AB denotes the attribute list a1; : : : ; an; b1; : : : ; bm.
An expression aB or a;B denotes the concatenation of label a and attribute list B,
resulting in a; b1; : : : ; bm.� For a table expression (an expression of some table type), the schema is the set of
top-level attribute names. In algebraic expressions, often base table names are used
to denote the corresponding schema. For example, in the expression �X (X 1 Y ),
the projection list X denotes the list of top-level attribute names of table X . The
expression Sch(T ) delivers the schema of table T .� For predicates p, the expression Attr(p) delivers the set of attribute names refer-
enced in p.� The expression select f from x in ewhere p is also denoted as:�[x : f jp](e)
The above operator � is called the collect operator. The symbol j serves to separate
predicate p from function f .� The symbol� is used to denote equivalence of expressions.� The expression FV (e) denotes the set of variable names that occur free in e.� Whenever predicate and function names are parameterized with variable names, it
holds that the actual set of variables that occur free in the predicate is a subset of the
set of variable names listed. For example, predicate p(x; y) denotes a predicate p is
which variables x and/or y occur free, but no others.
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Figure 3.1: Example operations
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Below, we give the semantics of some of the ADL operators. In Figure 3.1, we give
some examples that illustrate the effect of the semijoin, antijoin, division, nestjoin, unnest,
and nest.

Definition 3.5 Semantics

1. (Element)el(feg) = e
The operand of el is a singleton set, the element of which is delivered as result.

2. (Flatten)S(e) = fx j 9s 2 e � x 2 sg
Expression e denotes a set of sets; the operator flatten delivers the set that consists
of elements of elements of e.

3. (Product)e1 � e2 = fx1 ++ x2 j x1 2 e1 ^ x2 2 e2g
The product operator is the extended Cartesian product operator of the relational
model. Both e1 and e2 are tables; it is required that the schemas of e1 and e2 are
disjoint.

4. (Collect)�[x : f(x)jp(x)](e) = ff(x) j x 2 e ^ p(x)g
The collect operator delivers elements of operand e that satisfy predicate p, modified
according to function f .

5. (Selection)�[x : p(x)](e) = fx j x 2 e ^ p(x)g
Selection restricts operand e according to predicate p.

6. (Application)�[x : f(x)](e) = ff(x) j x 2 eg
Operator map applies function f to every element of operand e.

7. (Projection)�A(e) = fx[A] j x 2 eg
The operand e of the projection operator � is a table; it is required that attribute listA is a (not necessarily consecutive) subsequence of the schema of operand e.
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8. (Join)e1 1x1;x2:p(x1;x2) e2 = fx1 ++ x2 j x1 2 e1 ^ x2 2 e2 ^ p(x1; x2)g
The join corresponds to a selection on the Cartesian product; the schemas of the
operands have to be disjoint.

9. (Semijoin)e1 nx1;x2:p(x1;x2) e2 = fx1 j x1 2 e1 ^ 9x2 2 e2 � p(x1; x2)g
The semijoin delivers those left operand tuples for which there is some tuple in the
right operand such that the join predicate holds.

10. (Antijoin)e1 �x1;x2:p(x1;x2) e2 = fx1 j x1 2 e1 ^ 6 9x2 2 e2 � p(x1; x2)g
The antijoin is the complement of the semijoin operator. It delivers those left ope-
rand tuples for which there is no tuple in the right operand such that the join predicate
holds.

11. (Nestjoin)e1 �x1;x2:f(x1;x2)jp(x1;x2);a e2 =fx1 ++ ha = Xi j x1 2 e1 ^X = ff(x1; x2) j x2 2 e2 ^ p(x1; x2)gg
The nestjoin is a new operator that combines grouping, join, and function applica-
tion. For each left operand tuple x1, the set of right operand tuples that satisfy pred-
icate p is determined. For each element x2 in this set, the expression f(x1; x2) is
evaluated, giving the setX , and in the result x1 is concatenated with the unary tupleha = Xi. Attribute name a may not occur in the schema of e1. The left nestjoin
operand must be a table, however, the right operand may be a set of arbitrary type.

12. (Division)e1 � e2 = fx1[A] j x1 2 e1 ^ e2 � fx01[B] j x01 2 e1 ^ x1[A] = x01[A]gg
Division is an operation that is difficult to understand. Both operands are tables.
The schema of the dividend e1 is AB, that of the divisor is B (the underlying types
of B attributes being compatible). In division, the tuples of the left operand e1 are
grouped according to theA attribute values, and then it is checked whether the corre-
sponding set of B attribute values is a superset of the divisor e2. The result consists
of those left operand (dividend) tuples such that the latter condition holds, restricted
to their A attribute values.

13. (Nest)�A;a(e) = fx[B] ++ ha =W i j x 2 e ^W = fx0[A] j x0 2 e ^ x0[B] = x[B]gg
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The schema of operand e is AB; a is a label that does not occur in attribute list B.
Nest groups the operand tuples according to the B attribute values, i.e., according
to the attributes that do not occur in attribute list A, and then, for each partition,
concatenates the tuple x[B] with the unary tuple ha =W i, in which W denotes the
set of x[A] tuples belonging to each partition.

14. (Unnest)�a(e) = fx0 ++ x[B] j x 2 e ^ x0 2 x:ag
The schema of operand e, which is a table, is aB; attribute a is of a table type as well.
Unnest concatenates each tuple in the operand, restricted to its B attribute values,
with the tuples that are present in its a attribute. 2

Definitions of, for example, set (comparison) operators and predicates are straightforward,
and not given here. Below, we list some obvious equivalences for the purpose illustration.

Rule 3.1 Equivalences� �[x : xjp(x)](X) � �[x : p(x)](X)� �[x : f(x)jtrue](X) � �[x : f(x)](X)� X 1x;y:p(x;y) Y � �[v : p(v[X]; v[Y ])](X � Y )� X nx;y:p(x;y) Y � �X(X 1x;y:p(x;y) Y )� X �x;y:p(x;y) Y � X � (X nx;y:p(x;y) Y )
3.5 Transformation goal

In this section, we state the goal in the transformation of OSQL expressions. We first give
some definitions concerning operators and expressions, and present a classification of ex-
pressions. Next, we describe the transformation goal.

3.5.1 Classification of expressions

Definition 3.6 Operators� The collection of set operators includes the standard set (comparison) operators,
and also flatten, nest, unnest, and projection. Set operators are operators that have
set-valued operands, and do not allow for nesting of expressions (see below).� The operator � and its simplifications � and �, quantifiers 9 and 8, and also the
various join operators are called iterators. Iterators are those operators that allow
for nesting of expressions. Note that projection � is not an iterator.



3.5. Transformation goal 41� Expression e in �[x : e](o), where e abbreviates some expression e1je2, in�[x : e](o) and�[x : e](o), in9x 2 o � e and8x 2 o � e, and in o1 �x1;x2:e o2, where� denotes an arbitrary join operator, is called the parameter expression of the it-
erator concerned. A variable x; xi is called a loop variable; an expression o; oi is
called an iterator operand.� For a quantification (9x 2 o � e) or (8x 2 o � e), operand o is also called the
quantifier range, and e the quantifier scope. 2

Definition 3.7 Expressions� An expression is said to occur nested if it is contained in some iterator parameter
expression.

Expressions that occur nested are called embedded expressions, nested occurrences,
and also nested expressions; the latter are not to be confused with nested expressions
as defined below.� A nested expression is an expression that contains nested occurrences of operators
with set-valued operand(s); otherwise it is called flat.

Operators that have set-valued operands are the set operators and iterators as defined
above in Definition 3.6.

A flat expression corresponds to a expression of relational algebra in the sense that
both do not involve nesting. However, a flat expression may contain non-relational
operators like flatten, nest, and unnest, and also tuple operators that are not present
in relational algebra.� A subquery is an iterator expression that occurs nested and that has a base table or
a subquery operand. A nested base table occurrence is not by definition considered
a subquery.

A correlated subquery is a subquery that contains one or more free variables.

An expression that contains a subquery is also called a subquery expression.� An expression that does not contain any nested base table occurrences is called a
single-table expression.

Single-table expressions may contain nested iterators and nested set operators; the
operands of these are set-valued attributes however.� A set expression is an expression that contains nested set operator occurrences with
base table operand(s). 2
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Figure 3.2: Query classification

In Figure 3.2, we have depicted the various types of queries. Five classes are distin-
guished. The first distinction is that between flat and nested expressions. Nested expres-
sions may contain nested base table occurrences or not. In the latter case, the nested ex-
pressions are called single-table expressions. Single-table expressions may still contain
nested iterators or set operators, but the operands are set-valued attributes instead of base
tables. Nested expressions that contain base table occurrences are classified as set and/or
subquery expressions. In a set expression, a nested base table is the operand of a set oper-
ator; in a subquery expression, a nested base is the operand of an iterator. The two classes
are not disjoint. A final distinction is that between expressions that involve either corre-
lated or uncorrelated subqueries. Below, we give some examples.

Example 3.3 Classification of expressions

Type I: flat �[x : x:a = 1](X)
The above expression is a simple flat (relational) expression that does not contain any nested
set operators or iterators.

Type II: single-table� �[x : 9z 2 x:c � z = 1](X)
This expression, which does not contain any nested base table occurrences, contains a
nested existential quantification of which the operand is a set-valued attribute.� �[x : 9z 2 x:c � x:a = z:a](X)
The above expression contains a nested, correlated quantifier expression.



3.5. Transformation goal 43� �[x : x except (c = �[z : z:name = 0Joe0](x:c))](X)
The set-valued attribute c of X is restricted by means of a nested selection.� �[x : x:c � x:d](X)
The selection predicate of the above expression is not atomic, but complex, involving
a set comparator with operands that are set-valued attributes.

Type III: set� �[x : x:c = Y ](X)
Note that this set expression corresponds to the query that selects suppliers (X) that
supply all parts (Y ). Parts supplied are represented as a set-valued attribute (c).� �[x : x:c� Y ](X)
This query might be considered as one that checks referential integrity, for each x 2 X
delivering the references in c that do not occur in table Y .

Type IV: uncorrelated subquery �[x : x:c [ �[y : y:a = 1](Y )](X)
The nested selection does not contain x as a free variable.

Type V: correlated subquery� �[x : 9y 2 Y � x:a = y:a](X)
The above expression is a simple (relational) subquery expression that can be mapped
to the semijoin operator. However, attributes a need not be atomic.� �[x : 9z 2 x:c � 6 9y 2 Y � z:a = y:a](X)
In this query, iteration over a base table is nested within iteration over a set-valued at-
tribute.

Note that the five classes are not disjoint. The classes of flat and nested expressions, and
the classes of single-table and subquery expressions are disjoint, though.

3.5.2 Transformation

We assume that each and every OSQL expression can be evaluated as it is, i.e., as written
by the user, using a naive, nested-loop execution strategy for nested expressions. The goal
is to improve over naive query processing, in which a nested-loop strategy is followed and
each operator is evaluated naively. This can be done in two ways:� Improve the efficiency of single operators. This is the task carried out at the physical

level, that provides efficient implementations. One logical operator can be mapped
to several physical operators; a physical operator may implement several logical op-
erators.� Improve the efficiency of operator sequences. This is done at the logical level by
changing the order within operator sequences (algebraic rewriting), or by replacing
(combinations of) operators by others.
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The goal in translation is to transform nested expressions into flat or single-table ex-
pressions. Explicit iteration is to be transformed into set operators, and nested base table
occurrences are removed from parameter expressions by rewriting into join expressions, as
much as possible. In addition, in the transformation the overall goal is to keep the number,
size, and cardinality of intermediate results as small as possible. The result of the transla-
tion should be as efficient as possible—we combine translation with optimization, as also
was proposed in [Naka90]. Below, we briefly, and inevitably vaguely, describe some op-
tions for handling the various types of expressions in the transformation.

Type I: flat Flat OSQL queries are left as they are, and optimized by means of algebraic
rewriting, as much as possible.

Type II: single-table Single-table queries, expressions that do not contain nested base ta-
ble occurrences, may contain nested iterators or nested set operators that have set-
valued operands. For example, consider the expression:�[x : 9z 2 x:c � z = 1](X)
The above expression can be evaluated by means of a straightforward nested-loop
execution strategy. However, it is also possible to transform the query into an ex-
pression with a nested set operator:�[x : 1 2 x:c](X)
The replacement of iteration by set operators allows for different execution strate-
gies. In case the comparison operator is< instead of=, such a transformation is not
possible, which means that quantification must be included in the algebra. Alterna-
tively, type II queries may be handled by the unnesting of set-valued attributes.

Type III: set Type III concerns expressions that contain some nested base table occur-
rence that is the operand of a nested set (comparison) operator. Consider the ex-
pression:�[x : x 2 Y ](X)
The query may be executed as it is, (efficiently) evaluating the set difference oper-
ator for each x 2 X . Also, the query may be rewritten into:�[x : 9y 2 Y � x = y](X)
and then into a join operation:X nx;y:x=y Y
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The above transformation is standard in the relational context, but it is not certain
whether all nested expressions of type III can be handled this way; this is one of the
research topics of this thesis.

As with uncorrelated subqueries (see below), we may need the with-clause to ensure
that constant expressions are evaluated only once. For example, the expression:�[x : x:c [[(Y )](X)
is rewritten into:�[x : x:c [ Y 0](X)with Y 0 =[(Y )
so that the expression

S(Y ) is not evaluated for each x 2 X , but only once.

Type IV: uncorrelated subquery Uncorrelated subqueries are constants, which can be
evaluated independently. Independent evaluation can be expressed by means of a
local definition facility. For example, the expression:�[x : x:c [ �[y : y:a = 1](Y )](X)
is rewritten into:�[x : x:c [ Y 0](X)with Y 0 = �[y : y:a = 1](Y )
so that Y 0 is evaluated only once.

Type V: correlated subquery Correlated subqueries are removed whenever possible.
The removal of correlated subqueries means a shift from tuple- to set-oriented query
processing. In a naive evaluation strategy, queries that have subqueries are evalu-
ated by means of a nested-loop execution, in which the subquery is evaluated for
each of the tuples in the surrounding iterator operand(s). After the transformation
of queries with subqueries into join queries, other execution strategies can be em-
ployed. It is uncertain whether in complex object models removal of all subqueries
is possible; again, this issue is one of the research topics of this thesis. See for in-
stance the second expression of type V given in Example 3.3 above:�[x : 9z 2 x:c � 6 9y 2 Y � z:a < y:a](X)
The iteration over Y is embedded within iteration over the set-valued attribute c ofX . The explicit iteration can be removed by the introduction of a nested antijoin
operation:�[x : 9z 2 (x:c �z;y:z:a<y:a Y ) � true](X)
but the result still is a subquery expression.
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3.6 Cost model

In this thesis, we will not, and cannot provide a detailed cost model. As explained in the
previous chapter, traditionally only in the phase of plan compilation, i.e., during translation
of a logical algebra expression into the physical algebra, a detailed cost model incorporat-
ing physical database characteristics is used. Logical optimization is based on heuristics,
using rewrite rules that are assumed to be generally beneficial. In logical rewriting, the
cost model is implicit; simple performance measures are the number of times base tables
are accessed, the number and size of intermediate result tables, etc. Generally speaking,
in translation/optimization, we strive to:

1. Avoid duplicate computations, which are computations that have been carried out
before.

2. Avoid unnecessary computations, which are those that do not contribute to the re-
sult, in the end.

On the logical level, we try to reduce the number, size, and cardinality of intermediate
results. We give some examples:� Common subexpressions are evaluated only once.� Preference is given to cheap operators. For instance, the expression�[x :6 9y 2 Y � x:a = y:a](X) is translated into the antijoinX �x;y:x:a=y:a Y , and

not into (X 1x;y:x:a6=y:a Y )� Y , an expression that contains the expensive opera-
tor division and also two occurrences of base table Y .� It is avoided to compute results thrown away later on anyway. Consider for example
the expression �[x : false](E), or E 1x;y:x:a6=y:a ;. To retrieve or evaluate subex-
pression E is useless, because the result is empty anyway.� Non-qualifying data are eliminated as soon as possible, i.e., projections and selec-
tions are pushed through, reducing the cardinality and size (tuple width) of operands.

On the physical level, it is tried to reduce the number and the size (number of attributes) of
tuples actually retrieved and/or compared. This can be done by the use of access methods
like indices, by caching of results, etc.

3.7 Summary

We have described the end-user query language OSQL and the algebraic language ADL
that serves as the intermediate language between OSQL and the physical access language.
OSQL is a prototype of SQL-like query languages for data models supporting complex ob-
jects. Emphasis in the definition of OSQL is on aspects we consider important with respect
to optimization. ADL is a hybrid language: it contains pure algebraic operators in the style
of the NF2 algebra of [ScSc86], as well as calculus-like constructs such as quantifiers. In
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complex object models, the presence of set-valued attributes places specific demands on
the functionality of the intermediate language. In addition to well-known algebraic oper-
ators such as selection and join, the intermediate language has to support nesting of oper-
ations, set-comparison operators, and also quantifiers.

We have set the main goal for this thesis: the transformation of nested OSQL expres-
sions into efficient set-oriented expressions. We consider an OSQL expression nested if it
contains nested operations having sets (base tables or set-valued attributes) as operands;
otherwise it is considered flat. Transformation of nested expressions into flat (join) expres-
sions is in line with the idea that underlies the classical relational calculus-to-algebra trans-
lation, i.e., to move from tuple- to set-oriented query processing. Tuple-oriented query
processing generally comes down to nested-loop processing; performance can be much
improved by the use of clever access algorithms that operate on sets as a whole.

The language ADL is defined as an extension of OSQL; possible transformations can
be laid down in the form of equivalence rules. This approach to translation/optimization
enables to prove the correctness of transformation steps, and also gives more insight into
the decisions taken.

In the next chapter, as a starting point, we investigate the transformation of (a restricted
form of) relational calculus into relational algebra. In traditional translation algorithms
[Codd72, CeGo85], little attention is paid to the performance of the resulting algebraic
expressions; the task of obtaining acceptable performance has been left to the optimizer.
To enable efficient transformation of arbitrary relational calculus expressions, relational
algebra, which is a subset of the language ADL, is extended with some non-standard join
operators. In the chapters thereafter, more advanced features are discussed.
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Chapter 4

Translation of relational calculus
to relational algebra

The language OSQL as defined in the previous chapter can be considered as an extension of
relational query languages. Therefore, in this chapter, we first discuss translation and op-
timization of a relational calculus language. In the chapters to follow, the more advanced
language features are discussed. Motivation of the work presented in this chapter is that,
in general, in relational translation algorithms, e.g. [Codd72, CeGo85], little attention is
paid to efficiency.

In the literature, several algorithms for the translation of SQL into relational algebra
can be found. SQL may be translated into relational algebra directly [CeGo85], or using
relational calculus as intermediate language [Ullm89, PBGG89]. The reduction algorithm
of [Codd72] provides a way to translate relational calculus expressions into algebraic ex-
pressions. Calculus constructs that are hard to translate efficiently are universal quantifica-
tion and disjunction. In [CeGo85], universal quantification and disjunction are handled by
means of the set difference and the union operator, respectively. In [Codd72], disjunction
is handled by means of set union also; for universal quantification the division operator is
used. A disadvantage of the above-mentioned approaches to universal quantification and
disjunction is that in the resulting algebraic expressions (base) tables are accessed multi-
ple times. In [Bry89], an improvement in translating relational calculus expressions into
algebraic expressions is proposed. In this proposal, as far as possible, (base) tables are
accessed only once; however, universal quantification and disjunction are handled sepa-
rately, and no complete translation algorithm is given. In this chapter, we follow a sys-
tematic approach to provide a complete and efficient translation of relational calculus into
relational algebra.

To provide a point of reference for further discussions, in Section 4.1 we first describe
the reduction algorithm of [Codd72]. To avoid problems with safety, the calculus language
we use is somewhat restricted. Next, we discuss some alternative ways of handling uni-
versal quantification and disjunction in Section 4.2. In Section 4.3, we give a description
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of an algorithm to transform relational calculus into relational algebra extended with some
non-standard join operators; the goal is to obtain an efficient translation, i.e. a translation
that results into efficient relational algebra expressions. Roughly, the transformation con-
sists of a phase of preprocessing, described in Section 4.4, a phase of translation, discussed
in Section 4.5, and a phase of postprocessing, to which we do not pay much attention. The
algorithm for the actual translation of the calculus into the algebra is presented in the form
of a set of rewrite rules. As proposed in [Naka90], we strive to perform optimization dur-
ing translation; expressions are rewritten in a language that is a mixture of calculus and
algebra. In Section 4.6, we discuss some of the decisions taken in the translation, and we
describe additional rewrite techniques and alternative translation rules that might give bet-
ter results. The algebraic expressions that are the result of translation sometimes can be
rewritten further; in Section 4.7, we give some algebraic equivalence rules for the trans-
formation of join expressions. Next, in Section 4.8 we evaluate the results on the basis of
some extensive rewrite examples that are given in Appendix B. A summary is given in
Section 4.9.

4.1 Codd’s reduction algorithm rephrased

In this section, we describe in a simple but formal way the algorithm of Codd for the trans-
lation of relational calculus into relational algebra [Codd72]; this description serves as a
point of reference for further discussions. To explain the essence of the algorithm, a quite
restricted form of relational calculus suffices.

Definition 4.1 Relational calculus The language RC is given by the following syntax:

RC ::= i (top level expressions)i ::= �[x : p](e) j �A(e) (iterators)e ::= c j i j s (expressions)s ::= e1 [ e2 j e1 � e2 (set expressions)t ::= x:a (tuple expressions)p ::= c cop t j t1 cop t2 j (predicates):p j p1 _ p2 j p1 ^ p2 j9x 2 e � p j 8x 2 e � pcop ::= < j � j = j � j > (comparison operators) 2
In the syntax above, c denotes base tables and constants of atomic type also. However, in
comparisons c cop t, c is of atomic type only.

An expression �A(�[x : p](e)) corresponds to the so-called alpha expression of
[Codd72], which denotes a projection on a selection. For example, the expression:�a(�[x : x:b = 2](X))
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corresponds to the alpha expression:(x[a]) : x 2 X ^ x[b] = 2
The language defined by the syntax above differs from standard relational calculus in

that all variables are range-restricted, i.e. the language is safe. In the calculus of [Codd72],
the basic construct is the alpha expression (that is, set comprehension), in which tuple vari-
ables are bound by means of range-coupled quantifiers or by means of range terms of the
form x 2 X, where X is a relation. Formulas of the language have to satisfy certain re-
strictions to ensure that all variables have clearly defined ranges. To simplify our presen-
tation, we do not use set comprehension, but the selection operator instead.1 As a con-
sequence, we have to include the Cartesian product and set union in our language; these
operators cannot be expressed by means of selection. Furthermore, in our language pro-
jections are made explicit. In the calculus of [Codd72], the target list (a list of tuple vari-
ables or indexed tuple variables, e.g. the expression (x[a]) in the alpha expression above)
indicates the attribute values needed in the result; we use the projection operator.

For reasons of convenience, we allow to apply the equality operator to tuples (x = y)
and also to subtuples (x[A] = y[A]), which is not allowed in standard relational languages.
Recall that an expression x[A] denotes tuple projection. In the sequel, a tuple projectionx[A] will also be denoted as xA.

Relational algebra RA, as usual, consists of operators �, �, 1, and� together with the
set operators �, [, \, and �. The proof of equivalence of RA and RC consists of two
parts: providing a translation of RA into RC, and vice versa. The translations are given
below.

4.1.1 Reduction of RA into RC

The reduction of RA to RC is rather trivial. We only show the translation of set difference,
set intersection, and division:� Let X and Y be relations that have identical schemas, then:X � Y � �[x : 8y 2 Y � x 6= y](X)X \ Y � �[x : 9y 2 Y � x = y](X)� Let X(A;B) and Y (B) be relations, which means that the schema of Y is a sub-

schema of that of X , then:X � Y � �A(�[x : 8y 2 Y � 9z 2 X � x[A] = z[A] ^ z[B] = y](X))
4.1.2 Reduction of RC to RA

Reduction of the calculus to the algebra, following the ideas of [Codd72], consists of the
following steps:

1A selection �[x : p](X) is equivalent to the safe set comprehension expression fx 2 X j pg.
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1. Remove nested selections and projections. In Section 4.4.1, it is explained how this
is done.

2. Transform predicates into disjunctive Prenex Normal Form (PNF). A predicate is in
PNF if it is of the form:9=8x1 2 X1 � 9=8x2 2 X2 � � � � 9=8xn 2 Xn � p
and p is quantifier-free expression. If p is a conjunction of disjunctions, the predicate
is said to be in Conjunctive Prenex Normal Form (CPNF); if p is a disjunction of
conjunctions, the predicate is in Disjunctive Prenex Normal Form (DPNF). In the
transformation, negation is pushed through as far as possible.

3. Apply the following rules, exhaustively, from left to right:

(a) �[x : 9y 2 Y � p(x; y)](X) � �X(�[v : p(vX ; vY )](X � Y ))
(b) �[x : 8y 2 Y � p(x; y)](X) � (�[v : p(vX ; vY )](X � Y ))� Y
(c) �[x : p _ q](X) � �[x : p](X) [ �[x : q](X)
(d) �[x : p ^ q](X) � �[x : p](�[x : q](X))

For reasons of simplicity, it is assumed that no name clashes occur in the formation of
Cartesian products in the rules presented above. In the rules for existential and universal
quantification, predicates p(x; y) have to be adapted syntactically to take into account the
tuple concatenation that is implicit in the product. In the predicate, each occurrence of
variables x and y is replaced by variable v, projected on the attributes of left- and right-
hand operand, denoted as vX and vY , respectively.

With respect to the reduction algorithm given above, we note the following.� As pointed out elsewhere [JaKo84, Klug82], empty ranges must be taken into ac-
count in the transformation of predicates expressions with range-coupled quantifiers
into PNF. For example, the transformation of p ^ 8x 2 X � q into 8x 2 X � p ^ q
is incorrect; a correct transformation is:if X = ; then p else 8x 2 X � p ^ q
(it is assumed that x is not free in p). This type of expression clearly is not part of
standard relational algebra, but can easily be included.� In the transformation of select expressions of the form �[x : 8y 2 Y � p(x; y)](X),
empty ranges must be dealt with as well. The correct transformation is:if Y = ; then X else (�[v : p(vX ; vY )](X � Y ))� Y
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The translation of conjunctive queries by means of composition of selections as in-
dicated in Rule 3(d) above is an easy improvement from the viewpoint of perfor-
mance.

So far, we have sketched the basic translation algorithm. Below, we give an exam-
ple translation, presented in the form of a sequence of rewrite steps (refraining from the
necessary substitution of variable names).

Rewriting example 4.1 Translation of calculus into algebra�[x :6 9y 2 Y � p(x; y) ^ 9z 2 Z � q(x; z)](X)� �[x :6 9y 2 Y � 9z 2 Z � p(x; y) ^ q(x; z)](X) (moving 9 out)� �[x : 8y 2 Y � 6 9z 2 Z � p(x; y) ^ q(x; z)](X) (moving : in)� �[x : 8y 2 Y � 8z 2 Z � :p(x; y) _ :q(x; z)](X) (moving : in)� (�[x : 8z 2 Z � :p(x; y) _ :q(x; z)](X � Y ))� Y (translating outer 8)� ((�[x : :p(x; y) _ :q(x; z)]((X � Y )� Z))� Z)� Y (translating inner 8)� ((�[x : :p(x; y)]((X � Y )� Z) [�[x : :q(x; z)]((X � Y )� Z))� Z)� Y (handling _ by [)

The resulting algebraic expression is inefficient due to:� the creation of the full Cartesian product of the base relations that occur in the query,� the use of the division in a standard way, and� the use of the union operator to handle disjunction.

These issues will be further discussed in the following section. The inefficiency introduced
in the translation phase is expected to be reduced in the optimization phase. If we realize
that the above expression is equivalent to, for example, the much simpler and more effi-
cient algebraic expression:X � ((X nx;y:p(x;y) Y ) nx;z:q(x;z) Z)
this seems quite a hard task. In this chapter, the goal is to investigate possibilities to im-
prove the translation of [Codd72] as described and illustrated above.
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4.2 Discussion

As explained in the previous section, the reduction algorithm of Codd may result in in-
efficient algebraic expressions. Efficiency can, and must be improved by means of logi-
cal and/or cost-based optimization. Logical optimization is defined as the attempt to im-
prove efficiency by rewriting an expression into an equivalent expression that is less costly,
without making use of specific database characteristics. Logical optimization generally
involves pushing through selections and projections; determination of the join order usu-
ally is done cost-based. With regard to logical optimization, three approaches can be dis-
tinguished, in which optimization is performed either before, during, or after translation;
these are described below.

In the first place, a naive translation may be followed by a phase of algebraic opti-
mization (optimization after translation). Using the algorithm given in the previous sec-
tion, translation of the calculus language into the algebra is straightforward—only a few
rewrite rules are needed. However, the result of the translation is inefficient in general; in
the phase of algebraic optimization the task is reduce the inefficiency as much as possible.
Logical optimization of algebraic expressions produced by a naive translation algorithm
may involve complicated algorithms [Ullm89].

Secondly, optimization can be carried out during translation, which implies the rewrit-
ing of expressions in a mixture of calculus and algebra. In [Naka90] it is claimed that
“translation with optimization is more effective and more promising than optimization af-
ter translation, because it seems difficult to optimize complicated algebraic expressions
(p. 519).” Optimization of algebraic expressions is said to be difficult because compli-
cated algebraic expressions may lose essential structural information about a query, and
also because it is difficult to control the sequence of rewrite rule application, i.e. to find
the meta-rules to guide the rewrite process. In translation with optimization, many more
rewrite rules are needed than in a naive translation. In [Naka90], a distinction has been
made between a set of basic rewrite rules and a set of so-called heuristic rewrite rules; the
heuristic rewrite rules are given higher priority than the basic rewrite rules.

Thirdly, it is possible to perform logical optimization before translation. In [Bry89],
it is proposed to transform predicates into the Miniscope Normal Form (MNF) instead of
the Prenex Normal Form (PNF). Bry claims that MNF is important because it gives rise to
an improvement of the algebraic translation. A formula is in MNF if, and only if, none of
its quantified subformulas F contains an atom in which only variables quantified outside
F occur. In the approach of [Bry89], before translation predicates are rewritten into MNF.

Another approach to improve efficiency is to extend relational algebra with new op-
erators, as for example in [Daya87A, Bry89]. In the past, relational algebra as defined in
[Codd72] was extended for two reasons: to enhance expressive power, and to improve
performance. To enhance expressive power, for example, the outerjoin has been added to
overcome problems with dangling tuples; aggregate functions have been included for sta-
tistical computations. To improve performance, several non-standard join operators have
been proposed. The semi- and antijoin can be used for existentially and universally quan-
tified chain or tree queries, i.e. join queries in which the right-hand join operand tuple val-
ues are not needed in the result. In [Bry89], an operator called the constrained outerjoin
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is proposed to allow for more efficient processing of disjunctions. The addition of such
non-standard join operators, that usually are not commutative and do not associate easily,
complicates logical optimization; for each operator new rules have to be discovered and
added to the set of rewrite rules.

We give an example that illustrates some of the points made in the discussion above.
Recall the calculus expression:�[x :6 9y 2 Y � p(x; y) ^ 9z 2 Z � q(x; z)](X)
As shown in Rewriting example 4.1, in which the algorithm of Codd is followed, this ex-
pression is translated into:((�[x : :p(x; y)]((X � Y )� Z) [ �[x : :q(x; z)]((X � Y )� Z))� Z)� Y
To run ahead at things, the calculus expression is easily translated into a more efficient
algebraic expression as follows:

Rewriting example 4.2�[x :6 9y 2 Y � p(x; y) ^ 9z 2 Z � q(x; z)](X)� X � �[x : 9y 2 Y � p(x; y) ^ 9z 2 Z � q(x; z)](X) (negation to difference)� X � �[x : (9z 2 Z � q(x; z)) ^ (9y 2 Y � p(x; y))](X) (descope)� X � �[x : 9y 2 Y � p(x; y)](X nx;z:q(x;z) Z) (unnest)� X � (X nx;z:q(x;z) Z) nx;y:p(x;y) Y (unnest)

We use set difference for the negation, transform the predicate into MNF, and employ the
semijoin operator whenever possible (the rewrite techniques used will be extensively dis-
cussed in the sequel). To find the pure algebraic equivalence rules that are needed to trans-
late the former algebraic expression into the latter will be difficult.

In the remainder of this section, we discuss the possibilities to improve the standard
translation in some more detail. The discussion focuses on the following issues: (1) the
(dis)advantages of combining the phases of translation and optimization, (2) the (dis)ad-
vantages of using the Prenex Normal Form or the Miniscope Normal Form, (3) the use of
the division operator, and (4) the treatment of disjunctions.

4.2.1 Point of optimization

As explained, logical optimization may take place before, during, or after translation. The
(dis)advantages of combining the phases of translation and optimization are not immedi-
ately clear. Algebraic optimization of relatively simple expressions that consist of joins
(or products), selections, and projections only has been studied extensively in the past.
However, as we have seen above, whenever other operators than the regular join or semi-
join, for example division (see also Section 4.2.3), come into play, pure algebraic rewriting
becomes more and more complicated. In our approach, as in [Naka90], we combine opti-
mization with translation, in the attempt to reach a conclusion about the pros and cons of
this approach.
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4.2.2 PNF versus MNF

Translation of relational calculus into relational algebra usually begins with the transfor-
mation of the calculus expression into conjunctive or disjunctive PNF. The rules used in
this transformation are the laws of De Morgan (for pushing negation inwards), the laws
for distribution of Boolean connectives, the laws that concern negated quantifiers, and the
law of double negation. Application of the laws of De Morgan and the laws for distri-
bution of Boolean connectives may turn a disjunctive query into a conjunctive one, and
vice versa; application of the laws for distribution of connectives creates common subex-
pressions. In [JaKo84], the phase following standardization is called simplification. The
Prenex Normal Form offers some specific opportunities for query transformation in that
logical equivalence rules may be applied to the matrix of the PNF expression. Rules that
are used in simplification are for example the rules of transitivity, for constant propagation
and breaking cycles (see Section 4.4.3) and of idempotency, for the removal of redundant
computations.

In [Bry89], a different canonical form, called the Miniscope Normal Form (MNF) is
proposed. A formula is in MNF if and only if none of its quantified subformulas F con-
tain atoms in which only variables quantified outside F occur. In MNF, quantifiers are
pushed inwards, reducing variable scopes as much as possible. Also, in [Bry89], uni-
versal quantification is rewritten into negated existential quantification, and negation is
pushed through. MNF allegedly provides opportunities to improve the translation of the
calculus into the algebra. In this translation, the initial Cartesian product is avoided as
much as possible. Whenever possible, universal quantification is handled by an operator
called complement-join (which is equal to the antijoin), instead of division. In addition, in
[Bry89] it is proposed to handle disjunction by means of an operator called the constrained
outerjoin. Both operators will be discussed further in the sequel. In [Bry89], no complete
translation algorithm is given. Instead, for the translation of calculus expressions into rela-
tional algebra, a limited set of rewrite rules concerning nested expressions with quantifiers
is given that is claimed to be easily extensible.

4.2.3 Universal quantification

The reduction algorithm of [Codd72] handles universal quantification by means of divi-
sion. Algebraic rewriting of expressions that contain division is difficult. In addition, divi-
sion is an expensive operator. Therefore, whenever possible, it is better to avoid division,
for example by using the antijoin operator. Below, we further discuss these issues.

Some rules for division

Very few algebraic rewrite rules for expressions that contain division have appeared in
the literature. As an exception to the rule, some important equivalence rules are given in
[Naka90]; we present them below (in their pure algebraic version; in [Naka90], equiva-
lence rules are presented in the form of rewrite rules that transform calculus expressions
into algebraic expressions.) We remark that the rules as given below are difficult to under-
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stand; they are merely given for illustrative purposes. The main effect of the rules is the
removal of redundant joins from the dividend expression. Let Xr and Yr denote the list
of attributes of X and Y needed in the join X 1x;y:r(x;y) Y , respectively.

Rule 4.1 Division

1. �XY ((X 1p(x;z) Z) 1q(y;z) Y )� Y � �XZq (X 1p(x;z) Z)� �Yq (Y )
if q is a conjunctive equijoin predicate

2. �XY ((X 1p(x;z) Z) 1q(y;z) Y )� Y � X np(x;z) (�Zp;Zq (Z)� �Yq (Y ))
if both p and q are conjunctive equijoin predicates

3. �A((�XY ((X 1p(x;z) Z) 1q(y;z) Y ))� Y ) � �A(�Zp;Zq (X)� �Yq (Y ))
if both p and q are conjunctive equijoin predicates, Z is equal to X or some selection on X ,
and attribute list A is contained in Zp (or, equivalently, Xp)

Let us give an example that concerns the classical supplier-supplies-part database. LetS(sno), SP (sno; pno), and P (pno) be the schemas of the supplier, supplies, and part re-
lations. For simplicity, in the example given below we use attribute numbers instead of
attribute names so that we do not have to take into account name clashes, and use a slightly
adapted form of division in which the attributes concerned are explicitly indicated.

Example 4.1 Select the supplier numbers of the suppliers that supply all parts In the calculus,
the query may be expressed as follows:�1(�[x : 8y 2 P � 9z 2 SP � x[1] = z[1] ^ y[1] = z[2]](SP ))
The reduction algorithm of [Codd72] as described above results in the expression:�1(�1;2;3(�[x : x[1] = x[4] ^ x[3] = x[5]]((SP � P )� SP ))� [2=1]P )
Now, by the application of the third alternative of Rule 4.1 as stated above, and some other algebraic
equivalence rules, this expression can be rewritten into the much simpler expression:SP � [2=1]P

As an aside, we remark that in a complex object model the supplier-supplies-part data-
base may be modelled by means of a set-valued attribute of the supplier or of the part re-
lation. Assume we have schemas S(sno; parts(pno)) and P (pno) for the (nested) sup-
plier and (flat) part relation, respectively, then the example query may be expressed as�sno(�[x : P � x:parts](S)).
Antijoin

To handle universal quantification, different solutions have been sought. One proposal to
deal with universal quantification is described in [Daya87A]. As this proposal does not
lie within an algebraic framework, it will not be considered here. Another solution is to
rewrite universal quantification into negated existential quantification, and to handle the
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negation by means of set difference. Both ways of dealing with the universal quantifier, i.e.
using the division operator and using set difference, may result in inefficient expressions
that are hard to optimize. Below, we show that the antijoin operator can be of good use to
handle universal quantification.

The semijoin operator can be looked upon as the natural algebraic equivalent of a nested
query that involves an existential quantifier:X nx;y:p Y � �[x : 9y 2 Y � p](X)
Using a semijoin operation whenever possible in general improves performance; much re-
search has been done on the replacement of join operators by semijoins [Kamb85, Ullm89].

The antijoin [RoGa90], also known as complement-join [Bry89] or as the anti-semijoin
[Grae93], can be used to express a query that contains a negated existential quantifier:X �x;y:p Y � �[x :6 9y 2 Y � p](X)
The antijoin is less known than the semijoin operator, however, it is very useful for pro-
cessing queries with universal quantifiers. AssumeX and Y are tables with attributes a; b,
and c, respectively, and consider the simple expression:�[x : 8y 2 Y � x:a 6= y:b](X)
Translation of this calculus expression into the algebra may be done by means of the set
difference operator, division, or the antijoin operator. We show the result of each:

Set difference Assume that the universal quantifier is rewritten into a negated existential,
then the result of rewriting, in which the negation is handled by set difference (we
have the equivalence �[x : :p](X) � X � �[x : p](X)), is:X � �X(X 1x;y:x:a=y:b Y )

Division Handling universal quantification by means of division, as in [Codd72], results
in the expression:(X 1x;y:x:a6=y:b Y )� Y

Antijoin We simply write:X �x;y:x:a=y:b Y
Of the solutions above, clearly the latter is the most efficient—tables X and Y are ac-
cessed only once. However, as we shall see, to use the antijoin operator to deal with uni-
versal (negated existential) quantification is not possible in all cases. Whenever queries
are cyclic, i.e. whenever the right-hand join operand tuple values are needed in subsequent
computations, instead of the semijoin operator, the regular join operator can be used. For
the antijoin there is no such natural extension which preserves the right-hand tuples, just
because the antijoin delivers the non-matching (dangling) left operand tuples. So, for cer-
tain types of queries, we have to resort to either division or the set difference operator.
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4.2.4 Disjunction

In [Bry89], it is proposed to use an operator called the constrained outerjoin to solve dis-
junctive queries. Consider the expression:�[x : 9y 2 Y � p(x; y) _ 9z 2 Z � q(y; z)](X)
The standard way of handling this query is by using set union:

Rewriting example 4.3�[x : 9y 2 Y � p(x; y) _ 9z 2 Z � q(y; z)](X)� �X(�[x : p(vX ; vY ) _ 9z 2 Z � q(vY ; z)](X � Y ))� �X(�[x : p(vX ; vY )](X � Y ) [ �[x : 9z 2 Z � q(vY ; z)](X � Y ))� (X nx;y:p(x;y) Y ) [ (X nx;y:true (Y ny;z:q(y;z) Z))
Clearly, the disadvantage of this approach is that tables are accessed multiple times, and
also that duplicates have to be removed from the result of the union operator. In [Bry89],
an operator called the constrained outerjoin is defined. Each left operand tuple in the con-
strained outerjoin is marked with a value that indicates whether the tuple is matched by
some right operand tuple or not. The marker is used in subsequent operations. In fact, the
constrained outerjoin is a combination of the semijoin that preserves only the left-hand
operand attributes, and the outerjoin that preserves all left operand tuples, either matched
or not. Using the constrained outerjoin, which we call the markjoin, denoted by the symbol? (to be defined in Section 4.5), the above calculus expression can be expressed as:X nx;y:p(x;y)_y:m (Y ?y;z:q(y;z);m Z)
The above result is linear, i.e. each of the base table occurrences of the calculus expression
occur in the algebraic expression once. The markjoin does not suffice to handle cyclic
queries with disjunction because of the loss of the actual right-hand operand tuple values.

4.2.5 Summary

As we have shown in Section 4.1, the standard reduction algorithm of [Codd72] for the
translation of relational calculus into relational algebra may result in algebraic expressions
that are inefficient and hard to optimize. Calculus constructs that cause problems with re-
gard to efficiency are universal quantification and disjunction. In [Naka90], it is proposed
to perform logical optimization during translation. In addition to a set of basic rewrite
rules, a number of heuristic rewrite rules is given for rewriting expressions in a mixture of
calculus and algebra, among which some rules for efficient translation of universal quan-
tification. No special attention is given to disjunctive queries. In [Bry89] it is proposed to
rewrite predicates into MNF, and to employ the antijoin and constrained outerjoin opera-
tors for universal quantification and disjunction, respectively. A disadvantage of [Bry89]
is that no complete transformation algorithm is given.
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In this chapter, we study the transformation of relational calculus into relational al-
gebra. We combine the ideas of [Naka90] and [Bry89], and try to give a complete and
efficient transformation algorithm. In the next section, we give an outline of our proposal.

4.3 Outline of the transformation

Our goal is to achieve a rewrite algorithm for transformation of arbitrary calculus expres-
sions into efficient algebraic expressions. We combine optimization with translation, re-
writing expressions into a mixture of calculus and algebra. Our algebra is extended: we
use the semi- and antijoin operators as well as the markjoin. In rewriting, we take a system-
atic, top-down approach. Nested calculus expressions are standardized, next predicates are
rewritten into MNF, and then join operations are introduced. We first present a basic set of
rewrite rules, and next, in Section 4.6, we discuss some techniques that can be employed
to further improve the translation. In the remainder of this section, we give an overview of
the transformation algorithm. We first describe the desired output, and then briefly list the
main steps involved. In sections to follow, each of these steps is discussed in more detail.

The output of the translation/optimization algorithm is an algebraic expression such
that, as much as possible:� The transformation is linear: each of the base tables in the calculus expression oc-

curs in the algebraic expression at most once.� Selections and projections are pushed down the operator tree.� Cartesian products are avoided, and semijoin and antijoin operators are given pref-
erence to the regular join operator.

The above three translation/optimization objectives are based on the wish to:� reduce the number of operations,� reduce the cardinality (the number of tuples) and size (the number of attributes) of
operands, and� give preference to cheaper operators.

The primary goal in the transformation of calculus expressions into algebraic expressions
is to achieve a so-called linear translation, i.e., a translation in which the algebraic expres-
sion that is the result of the transformation process contains at most one occurrence of each
base table that occurs in the calculus expression. Trying to achieve a linear translation
means that a nested calculus expression of nesting depth n, should be translated into an
algebraic expression containing n join operators. As we shall see, it is not always possi-
ble to obtain a linear translation.

The input of the algorithm is an expression �[x : p](e) or �A(e) of RC. According to
the syntax given in Section 4.1, iterator operand emay be a base table, another selection or
projection, or a Cartesian product or union of the above. In selection predicates quantifier
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expressions may occur that possibly contain other selections, projections, and/or quantifier
expressions. In the sequel, selections, projections, and quantifications are called iterators.
The goal in the transformation is to remove nested iterator occurrences. The main steps in
the transformation of a calculus expression into an expression of the extended relational
algebra are the following.

1. Preprocessing

(a) Composition Iterator operands are transformed into base tables: operators �
and � are removed from iterator operands e.
Composition is necessary because the user-determined order of processing is
not necessarily the most efficient.

(b) Standardization Selection predicates are transformed into Prenex Normal
Form (PNF). Universal quantification is rewritten into negated existential quan-
tification to enable the use of the antijoin operator; negation is pushed through.
Transformation into PNF is done because PNF offers some specific opportu-
nities for optimization (see below).

(c) Global transformation ‘Global’ transformation rules that are considered ap-
propriate are applied to the matrix of the PNF expression. In [JaKo84], this
simplification phase is described extensively. An appropriate rule is the rule
of transitivity; also important is the exchange of quantifiers, whenever possi-
ble and desired, to be able to push quantifiers inwards as much as possible in
the next step.

(d) Transformation into MNF In composition and standardization, expressions
have been brought under iterator scopes unnecessarily. In the transformation
into MNF, subformulas that do not depend on quantifier variables are removed
from quantifier scopes.

2. Translation Here, the goal is to actually translate calculus or mixed expressions that
possibly contain nested quantifiers into pure algebraic expressions. This phase is
discussed in detail in Section 4.5.

3. Postprocessing

Postprocessing may involve combining sequences of projections and selections into
one, pushing through projections, simplifying joins with constant predicates, etc.
Depending on the attributes used in join predicates, projections can be inserted in
the algebraic expression.

4.4 Preprocessing

In this section, we present the rules used in the preprocessing phase of the rewrite algo-
rithm described above. Rules are applied from left to right, unless stated otherwise. The
set of rules is not complete. For instance, we do not include rules for the transformation of
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Boolean expressions, e.g. the rules for commutativity, associativity, etc. (some are listed
in Appendix A though). Our goal is to enlighten the core of the transformation algorithm
by presenting the most important rules and to describe when they are applied. In this chap-
ter, no proofs are given; some of them can be found in Appendix A, together with some
additional rules that are not needed to get a global understanding of the algorithm, but are
used often, or are uncommon.

4.4.1 Composition

The input to this phase is an expression e of RC that is a selection or a projection. Within
the selection predicate, other nested selections and/or projections may occur, and also quan-
tifier expressions. The operand of a selection, a projection, or a quantifier may be a base
table, a set union or a Cartesian product expression, or, recursively, another expression e
of RC. In this thesis, the emphasis lies on the transformation of nested expressions, there-
fore, we do not consider optimization of expressions that contain iterators with operands
that are set unions or Cartesian products.

In the first step of the transformation algorithm, (1) projections, except for the top-level
one, are removed, and (2) operands of selections and quantifiers that are iterator expres-
sions are transformed into base tables. Composition is necessary because the user-defined
order of operations is not necessarily the most efficient. Projection operators simply can
be omitted, except for the outermost one that specifies the attributes that are needed in the
result. In step (2), the following rules are used:

Rule 4.2 Composition Let x not occur in p, then:

1. �[x : q](�[y : p](X)) � �[x : p[x=y] ^ q](X)
2. 9x 2 (�[y : p](X)) � q � 9x 2 X � p[x=y] ^ q
3. 8x 2 (�[y : p](X)) � q � 8x 2 X � :p[x=y] _ q

(In the expression p[x=y], variable y is substituted by x.)
Composition is applied without exception. However, if the operands of selections and

quantifiers are expressions that do not contain free variables, composition is not strictly
necessary. For example, the expression:�[x : 9y 2 Y � x:b = y:b](�[x : x:a = 1](X))
can in one step be translated into the algebraic expression:�[x : x:a = 1](X) nx;y:x:b=y:b Y
in which the selection on table X is evaluated before the join, as it should be. However,
assume that the join predicate is x:a = y:b, then by omitting composition we would miss
the opportunity for constant propagation (see Section 4.4.3).
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4.4.2 Transformation into PNF

Predicates are put into PNF, by means of the standard transformation rules (see for example
[Zhon89]), and universal quantification is rewritten into negated existential quantification,
pushing through negation. We may choose to rewrite the quantifier matrix into conjunctive
or disjunctive normal form, or leave it as it is. We choose for the latter, as we want to
investigate in what way the specific form of the matrix influences the rewrite process, and
hence the result of the transformation.

The fact that quantifier variables are bound causes a problem in the case the scope of a
universal quantifier is a conjunction, and in case the scope of an existential quantifier is a
disjunction: empty ranges have to be taken into account. The rules for moving quantifiers
out are:

Rule 4.3 Scoping Let x 62 FV (p), then:

1. p ^ 9x 2 X � q � 9x 2 X � p ^ q
2. p _ 9x 2 X � q � � p if X = ;9x 2 X � p _ q otherwise

3. p ^ 6 9x 2 X � q � � p if X = ;6 9x 2 X � :p _ q otherwise

4. p _ 6 9x 2 X � q � 6 9x 2 X � :p ^ q
Of course the latter two rules can be easily derived; they are added for reasons of con-
venience. Cases (2) and (3) of Rule 4.3 listed above do pose a problem. Consider the
expression:

Example 4.2 Scoping�[x : p(x) _ 9y 2 Y � q(x; y)](X)� � �[x : p(x)](X) if Y = ;�[x : 9y 2 Y � p(x) _ q(x; y)](X) otherwise

The outcome of this phase of rewriting, and hence the outcome of subsequent rewrite
phases, depends on the value of Y , to be determined at run-time. The process of trans-
lation and optimization (as a compile-time activity) is complicated by rules such as the
above: both alternatives have to be dealt with separately. For reasons of simplicity, we do
not take into account the possibility of empty set-valued operands in our rewritings (we
always choose the “otherwise” alternative).

4.4.3 Global transformation

After transformation into PNF, some global transformations may be applied to the matrix
of the predicate. In [JaKo84], the phase following standardization (transformation into
PNF) is called simplification. The goal of simplification is the removal of redundancy,
for example by the application of the idempotency rules, or of rules that deal with empty
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relations. Another important rule is the rule of transitivity, that can be used for constant
propagation:x:a = y:b ^ y:b = 3) x:a = 3
and for breaking cycles by the addition of join predicates and thereby transforming cyclic
queries into tree queries, allowing for (generalized) semijoin processing [Kamb85]. For
example, the query:�X((X 1x;y:x:a=y:a Y ) nv;z:vY :a=z:a^vX :b=z:b Z)
is equivalent to the expression:�X((X 1x;y:x:a=y:a Y ) nv;z:vX :a=z:a^vX:b=z:b Z)
(note that the semijoin predicate is changed so that instead of testing vY :a = z:a it is tested
whether vX :a = z:a) so that the join can be replaced by a semijoin:(X nx;y:x:a=y:a Y ) nv;z:vX :a=z:a^vX :b=z:b Z

Another technique that can be applied in this phase is the exchange of quantifiers. De-
termination of a favourable join order by the exchange of quantifiers in a separate step of
the transformation algorithm is profitable, as it can help to avoid Cartesian products. Also,
the number of rewrite steps is reduced. Adjacent existential or universal quantifiers may
be exchanged:

Rule 4.4 Exchanging quantifiers

1. 9x 2 X � 9y 2 Y � p � 9y 2 Y � 9x 2 X � p
2. 8x 2 X � 8y 2 Y � p � 8y 2 Y � 8x 2 X � p

We give an example. Consider the expression:�[x : 9y 2 Y � 9z 2 Z � q(x; z) ^ r(y; z)](X)
that, using the rules of Section 4.5, is translated into:�X((X � Y ) nv;z:q(vX ;z)^r(vY ;z) Z)
The above expression needs further algebraic optimization. The exchange of quantifiers
and descoping (see Rule 4.5) results in:�[x : 9z 2 Z � q(x; z) ^ 9y 2 Y � r(y; z)](X)
that, by means of the same set of rewrite rules, is translated into:X nx;z:q(x;z) (Z nz;y:r(y;z) Y )
We see that the exchange of quantifiers enables descoping, and hence an easy translation
into a semijoin expression. However, we suspect that the problem of determination of the
best quantifier order, given that there is a choice, is not easily solved in general.
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4.4.4 Transformation into MNF

If selection predicates are left in PNF, then the application of the rewrite rules of Sec-
tion 4.5, for the transformation of nested calculus expressions into algebraic ones, will
result in inefficient expressions containing Cartesian products, not very different from the
result achieved by the algorithm of Codd. Following translation, we still have to perform
algebraic optimization to push through selections and projections. Therefore, we trans-
form predicates into MNF. In the transformation into PNF, expressions have been moved
under the scope of quantifiers unnecessarily, i.e., quantifier scopes include expressions in
which the quantifier variable does not occur free. In the transformation into MNF, this pro-
cess is reversed: quantifiers are pushed inwards as far as possible. Subformulas of quanti-
fier expressions in which the quantifier variable does not occur free are removed from the
quantifier scope. The rules that are needed for a full transformation into MNF are given
in [Bry89]. In [Bry89], however, quantifier variables are not range-restricted; the rules for
moving subformulas out of quantifier scopes must be adapted as follows.

Rule 4.5 Descoping Let x 62 FV (p), then:

1. 9x 2 X � p ^ q(x) � p ^ 9x 2 X � q(x)
2. 9x 2 X � p _ q(x) � � p _ 9x 2 X � q if X 6= ;false otherwise

3. 8x 2 X � p ^ q(x) � � p ^ 8x 2 X � q(x) if X 6= ;true otherwise

4. 8x 2 X � p _ q(x) � p _ 8x 2 X � q(x)
In our system, universal quantifiers are rewritten into negated existential quantifiers; the
rules concerning universal quantification are added for completeness. Again, we have to
take into account the possibility of empty set-valued operands, but we will not do so for
reasons of simplicity.

In descoping, we search for the largest subexpression p of the quantifier scope such
that x 62 FV (p). For example,�[x : 9y 2 Y � (p(x) _ q(x)) ^ r(x; y)](X)
is transformed into:�[x : (p(x) _ q(x)) ^ 9y 2 Y � r(x; y)](X)
However, the expression:�[x : 9y 2 Y � p(y) _ (q(x) ^ r(x; y))](X)
cannot be rewritten into MNF by means of the descoping rules only. A complete trans-
formation into MNF, i.e., the removal of all independent subexpressions from quantifier
scopes, may require distribution of the existential quantifier:
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Rewriting example 4.4�[x : 9y 2 Y � p(y) _ (q(x) ^ r(x; y))](X)� �[x : (9y 2 Y � p(y)) _ (9y 2 Y � q(x) ^ r(x; y))](X)� �[x : (9y 2 Y � p(y)) _ (q(x) ^ 9y 2 Y � r(x; y))](X)
Also, a complete transformation into MNF may require distribution of Boolean connec-
tives: �[x : 9y 2 Y � p(x; y) ^ (q(x) _ r(x; y))](X)
It is not clear whether distribution of quantifiers, which is a non-linear transformation tech-
nique, and distribution of Boolean connectives, which introduces common subexpressions,
are profitable strategies. In some cases it might be better not to transform a predicate into
MNF. Distribution of quantifiers is further discussed in Section 4.6.5.

The output of the phase of transformation into MNF is a (projection on a) selection of
which the predicate consists of atomic predicates, quantifier expressions, or both. Quanti-
fier scopes also have this format. For each quantifier, it holds that the subformulas of the
quantifier scope depend on the quantifier variable.

4.5 Translation

To enable efficient translation of relational calculus expressions, we extend standard rela-
tional algebra that consists of operators [;�;\; �; �;�;1, and �, with the semijoin n,
the antijoin � and the markjoin ?. As explained in Section 4.2.4, the markjoin, which is
defined below, corresponds to the constrained outerjoin of [Bry89].

Definition 4.2 Let m be a label, then:Tm = fhm = trueig and Fm = fhm = falseig 2
Definition 4.3 Markjoin (?) Marks matched and unmatched left operand tuples with val-
ues true and false, respectively.X ?x;y:p;m Y = ((X nx;y:p Y )� Tm) [ ((X �x;y:p Y )� Fm) 2
The markjoin can be implemented by a simple modification of any semijoin
algorithm—all that is needed is to extend the left-hand operand tuples with the marker
attribute.

In the algebra defined so far, we have a number of join operators that do not preserve
right-hand join operand tuples, i.e. the semi-, anti-, and markjoin, and some operators that
do preserve these values, i.e. the regular join and the Cartesian product. We call the latter
full, the former partial joins. In Table 4.5, we have listed the join operators used in this
thesis, indicating which tuples of the left and right operand are present in the result. For
illustrative purposes, we have also included the left outerjoin.
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operator left operand right operand
product all all
left outerjoin matched matching

unmatched NULL
markjoin matched true

unmatched false
regular join matched matching
semijoin matched none
antijoin unmatched none

Table 4.1: Join operators and tuples present in the result

4.5.1 Transformation rules

For the translation of quantifier expressions that do not contain quantification in their scope,
partial join operators can be used. A quantifier expression that does not contain quantifiers
in its scope is called a basic quantification. The first step in the translation is to remove
nested basic quantifications from calculus expressions. First, we need a definition of two
classes of formulas: conjunctive and disjunctive path formulas. Path formulas are used in
transformation rules, to allow for some concision.

Definition 4.4 Con- and disjunctive path formulas� Pcon(t) is defined as a formula such that t is equal to P , or t is a subformula ofP , and the path from the root of the operator tree corresponding to P to t contains
conjunctions only. In BNF this is:Pcon(t) ::= t j p ^ Pcon(t)� Pdis(t) is defined as a formula such that t is a subformula ofP , and the path from the
root of the operator tree corresponding to P to t contains one or more disjunctions,
and possibly conjunctions as well. In BNF:Pdis(t) ::= p _ t j p _ Pdis(t) j p ^ Pdis(t) 2

The first step in the transformation is to remove basic quantification from selection
predicates, if possible, i.e. if the quantification is contained in a conjunctive or disjunctive
path formula as defined above. Consider a selection of which the predicate is in MNF.
We check whether the predicate contains a basic quantification that is part of a con- or dis-
junctive path formula, i.e. a quantification that does not occur within the scope of another
quantification. If so, we apply one of the following transformation rules:
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Rule 4.6 Introduction of partial joins (unnest) Let b be a predicate that does not contain quan-
tification, let FV (b) = fx; yg, and let x not occur free in Y , then:

1. �[x : Pcon(9y 2 Y � b(x; y))](X) � �[x : Pcon(true)](X nx;y:b(x;y) Y )
2. �[x : Pcon(6 9y 2 Y � b(x; y))](X) � �[x : Pcon(true)](X �x;y:b(x;y) Y )
3. �[x : Pdis(9y 2 Y � b(x; y))](X) � �X(�[x : Pdis(x:m)](X ?x;y:b(x;y);m Y ))

Note that we do not need a rule for negated existential quantification in a disjunctive con-
text. In the transformation, the subquery expression is removed from the selection pred-
icate by the introduction of a partial join operation. It is required that both join variables
occur free in the join predicate—a join with a monadic or constant join predicate does not
make much sense. The join predicate is closed—we do not allow join expressions with
free variables. In the original predicate, the subquery expression is substituted, either bytrue, if the subquery is contained in a conjunctive path formula, or by a term testing the
markjoin mark attribute, if the subquery is contained in a disjunctive path formula. The
proof of the above equivalences is by induction on the length of the path. We give the
proof of the third rule:

Proof Rule 4.6 Introduction markjoin�[x : Pdis(9y 2 Y � b(x; y))](X) � �X(�[x : Pdis(x:m)](X ?x;y:b(x;y);m Y ))
We abbreviate the expression b(x; y) to b.
(Base case)�[x : p _ 9y 2 Y � b](X)� �[x : (p ^ 6 9y 2 Y � b) _ 9y 2 Y � b](X)� �[x : p](�[x :6 9y 2 Y � b](X)) [ �[x : 9y 2 Y � b](X)� �[x : p](X �x;y:b Y ) [ (X nx;y:p Y )
Note that, in the first rewrite step, we use the logical equivalence a _ b � a _ (:a ^ b). Next, dis-
junction is transformed into union, and then the definition of the semi- and antijoin is used. The
right-hand side of the equivalence is rewritten by expanding the markjoin definition:�X(�[x : p _ x:m](X ?x;y:b;m Y ))� �X(�[x : p _ x:m](((X nx;y:b Y )� Tm) [ ((X �x;y:b Y )� Fm)))� �X(�[x : p _ x:m]((X nx;y:b Y )� Tm) [ �[x : p _ x:m]((X �x;y:b Y )� Fm))� �X(�[x : p _ true]((X nx;y:b Y )� Tm) [ �[x : p _ false]((X �x;y:b Y )� Fm))� �X(((X nx;y:b Y )� Tm) [ �[x : p]((X �x;y:b Y )� Fm))� �X((X nx;y:b Y )� Tm) [ �[x : p](�X((X �x;y:b Y )� Fm))� (X nx;y:b Y ) [ �[x : p](X �x;y:b Y )
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The definition of the markjoin is expanded, the selection is pushed through, the selection predicate
is simplified, and finally the projection is pushed through.

(Induction step)

(Disjunction)�[x : p _ Pdis(9y 2 Y � b)](X)� �[x : p](X) [ �[x : Pdis(9y 2 Y � b)](X)� �[x : p](X) [ �X(�[x : Pdis(x:m)](X ?x;y:b;m Y )) (induction)

Disjunction is transformed into union, and then induction is used. On the other hand we have:�X(�[x : p _ Pdis(x:m)](X ?x;y:b;m Y ))� �X(�[x : p](X ?x;y:b;m Y ) [ �[x : Pdis(x:m)](X ?x;y:b;m Y ))� �X(�[x : p](X ?x;y:b;m Y )) [ �X(�[x : Pdis(x:m)](X ?x;y:b;m Y ))� �[x : p](�X(X ?x;y:b;m Y )) [ �X(�[x : Pdis(x:m)](X ?x;y:b;m Y ))� �[x : p](X) [ �X(�[x : Pdis(x:m)](X ?x;y:b;m Y ))
Disjunction is transformed into union, and next the left union operand is simplified by pushing through
the projection.

(Conjunction)�[x : p ^ Pdis(9y 2 Y � b)](X)� �[x : p](�[x : Pdis(9y 2 Y � b)](X))� �[x : p](�X(�[x : Pdis(x:m)](X ?x;y:b;m Y ))) (induction)� �X(�[x : p](�[x : Pdis(x:m)](X ?x;y:b;m Y )))� �X(�[x : p ^ Pdis(x:m)](X ?x;y:b;m Y )) 2
We give two example applications of Rule 4.6:

Rewriting example 4.5 Introduction of partial joins

Let b be an atomic predicate, then:� �[x : p(x) ^ 6 9y 2 Y � b(x; y)](X) � �X(�[x : p(x) ^ true](X �x;y:b(x;y) Y ))� �[x : q(x) ^ (p(x) _ 6 9y 2 Y � b(x; y))](X) ��X(�[x : q(x) ^ (p(x)_ :x:m))](X ?x;y:b(x;y);m Y ))
A second step in the translation is to check whether the scope of some quantifier con-

tains one or more basic quantifier expressions that do not occur within the scope of yet
another quantifier. If so, we apply the following transformation rules:
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Rule 4.7 Introduction of partial joins (range nest) Let b be a predicate that does not contain quan-
tification, and let FV (b) = fx; yg, then:

1. 9x 2 X � Pcon(9y 2 Y � b) � 9x 2 (X nx;y:b Y ) � Pcon(true)
2. 9x 2 X � Pcon(6 9y 2 Y � b) � 9x 2 (X �x;y:b Y ) � Pcon(true)
3. 9x 2 X � Pdis(9y 2 Y � b) � 9x 2 (X ?x;y:b;m Y ) � Pdis(x:m)
The third step is to remove the remaining quantifiers. This is done by means of the

standard rules listed below:

Rule 4.8 Basic rules

1. �[x : p ^ q](X) � �[x : p](�[x : q](X)) (split)

2. �[x : p _ q](X) � �[x : p](X) [ �[x : q](X) (split)

3. �[x : 9y 2 Y � p(x; y)](X) � �X(�[v : p(vX ; vY )](X � Y )) (unnest)

4. �[x :6 9y 2 Y � p(x; y)](X) � (�[v : :p(vX ; vY )](X � Y ))� Y (unnest)

Top-level selection predicates, which are in MNF, are split until the quantifiers present
occur at the top level, and then the quantification is removed by rewriting into a product,
followed by division in case the quantifier is negated. The application of the basic rules
may result in intermediate expressions that allow for the introduction of partial joins, so
Rule 4.6 and 4.7 always are applied prior to the basic rules.

Starting from a selection with the predicate in MNF, the rules presented here are suf-
ficient to obtain a fully unnested algebraic expression, in which base tables occur at the
top level only. To further improve the result, we need rules for pushing through selections
to joins and join operands; these rules, and the rules for pushing through projections are
listed in Appendix A.

Rules in which quantification is removed from selection predicates are called unnest
rules; the rules for pushing through predicates to quantifier ranges (Rule 4.7) are called
range nest rules. Below, we describe the steps our translation algorithm consists of:

1. Whenever possible, push through selections to joins and join operands. However,
join predicates are allowed to be basic predicates only, i.e. predicates in which no
quantification occurs.

2. Whenever possible, introduce partial join operators by means of Rule 4.6 (unnest)
and Rule 4.7 (range nest).

3. If the above is not possible, and selection predicates still contain quantification, then
apply the basic rules for splitting predicates, until quantification occurs at the top
level, and then use the basic rules for unnesting.

In the translation, we do not pay much attention to projections. Of course, for each oper-
ation, it suffices to preserve only the attributes that are needed in the computation, or in
subsequent operations.
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4.5.2 Example translations

In this section, we illustrate the results obtained by our proposed rewrite algorithm by
showing the translation of the following expression:�[x : Qy 2 Y � p(x; y) cQz 2 Z � q(x; z) c r(y; z)](X)
QuantifiersQ may be 9 or 6 9; connectives c are either _ or ^ (both occurrences of Q andc may be different). We distinguish between chain, tree(I), tree(II), and cyclic queries:

Chain �[x : Qy 2 Y � p(x; y) cQz 2 Z � r(y; z)](X)
Tree(I) �[x : Qy 2 Y � p(x; y) cQz 2 Z � q(x; z)](X)
Tree(II) �[x : Qy 2 Y � Qz 2 Z � q(x; z) c r(y; z)](X)
Cyclic �[x : Qy 2 Y � p(x; y) c Qz 2 Z � q(x; z) c r(y; z)](X)
Is is assumed that predicates p; q, and r are atomic predicates. In Tables 4.2 and 4.3, the
translation of the expressions above is given, varying the type of the quantifiers and the
connective present. In each of the expressions above except for the last only one connec-
tive is present; the precise format of the second connective of cyclic queries is not consid-
ered. The number of variants thus achieved is 32.

Note that tree(I) queries are not in MNF, so the first step in translation is to obtain MNF
by means of descoping. Tree(II) queries are in MNF, however, in some cases exchange or
distribution of quantification makes it possible to improve the result. The set of rules that
consists of Rule 4.6, 4.7, and 4.8, in combination with the rules for descoping (Rule 4.5),
for the exchange of quantification (Rule 4.4), and for pushing through selections and pro-
jections (Rule A.7 and A.6, given in Appendix A) is referred to as the standard rule setR. Rewriting by means of rule set R is called standard rewriting.

Table 4.2 lists the results for disjunctive queries, and Table 4.3 for conjunctive ones. In
the rewritings and tables, we have omitted the projections necessary due to the introduction
of markjoin operators. In the tables, we have also omitted selection and join variables, as
we assume they are clear from the context.

The full rewritings are listed in Appendix B. Note that the results in the first and third
part of the tables are the complement of the corresponding results listed in the second and
fourth part of the tables, respectively, and vice versa.

For chain queries, which are the easiest to handle, the first step is to apply Rule 4.7,
i.e. to push through the quantification 9z 2 Z � r(y; z) to table Y ; this step was called
‘range nest’. This results into a nested semi- or antijoin in case the quantification is part of
a conjunction, and into a nested markjoin in case the quantification is part of a disjunction.
Further rewriting is easy. In all cases, the result is linear.

Tree(I) queries are rewritten by first applying the descoping rules, transforming the
query into a query with multiple subqueries.2 Whenever the quantification with range Y is

2Recall that in applying the descoping rules we do not take into account the possibility of empty quantifier
ranges.
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9 9 chain 1 X np_m (Y ?r;m Z)
tree(I) 2 �[m _m0]((X ?q;m Z) ?p;m0 Y )
tree(II) 3 X nq_m (Z ?r;m Y )
cyclic 4 �X(�[p _m]((X � Y ) ?q c r;m Z))6 9 9 chain 5 X �p_m (Y ?r;m Z)
tree(I) 6 (X �q Z) �p Y
tree(II) 7 X �q_m (Z ?r;m Y )
cyclic 8 ((X 1:p Y ) �q c r Z)� Y9 6 9 chain 9 X np_:m (Y ?r;m Z)
tree(I) 10 �[:m _m0]((X ?q;m Z) ?p;m0 Y )
tree(II) 11 if (Y �y;z:r(y;z) Z) 6= ; then (X �x;z:q(x;z) Z) else ;
cyclic 12 �X (�[p _ :m]((X � Y ) ?q c r;m Z))6 9 6 9 chain 13 X �p_:m (Y ?r;m Z)
tree(I) 14 (X nq Z) �p Y
tree(II) 15 if (Y �y;z:r(y;z) Z) 6= ; then (X nx;z:q(x;z) Z) elseX
cyclic 16 ((X 1:p Y ) nq c r Z)� Y

Table 4.2: Illustration of the translation algorithm—disjunction
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9 9 chain 17 X np (Y nr Z)
tree(I) 18 (X nq Z) np Y
tree(II) 19 X nq (Z nr Y )
cyclic 20 �X ((X 1p Y ) nq c r Z)6 9 9 chain 21 X �p (Y nr Z)
tree(I) 22 �[:m _ :m0]((X ?q;m Z) ?p;m0 Y )
tree(II) 23 X �q (Z nr Y )
cyclic 24 (�[:p _ :m]((X � Y ) ?q c r;m Z)� Y9 6 9 chain 25 X np (Y �r Z)
tree(I) 26 (X �q Z) np Y
tree(II) 27 �X ((X � Y ) �q^r Z)
cyclic 28 �X ((X 1p Y ) �q c r Z)6 9 6 9 chain 29 X �p (Y �r Z)
tree(I) 30 �[m _ :m0]((X ?q;m Z) ?p;m0 Y )
tree(II) 31 ((X � Y ) nq^r Z)� Y
cyclic 32 (�[:p _ :m]((X � Y ) ?q c r;m Z)� Y

Table 4.3: Illustration of the translation algorithm—conjunction
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negated (cases 6, 14, 22, and 30), the connective changes due to descoping, i.e. a conjunct
becomes a disjunct, and vice versa. Therefore, if the quantification over Y is negated, then
the result is good if the connective is _ (cases 6 and 14), and not to good if the connective
is ^ (cases 22 and 30). In the latter case, the result contains two markjoin operators, which
should be avoided, if possible—probably the use of set union is preferable. Tree(I) queries
of which the quantification is not negated and the connective is ^ (cases 18 and 26) do not
pose a problem; in case the connective is _ (cases 2 and 10), again the result contains two
markjoin operators.

Tree(II) queries are rewritten by exchanging the quantifier, if possible (cases 3, 7, 19,
and 23), transforming the query into a chain query, and then the result is satisfactory in gen-
eral. In case quantifier exchange is not possible, the quantification over Z is distributed,
if possible (cases 11 and 15). The result is simple. If distribution is not possible (cases 27
and 31), the result contains a Cartesian product, and has to be optimized further.

In the translation of cyclic queries, the only rules used are the basic rules for unnesting,
removing quantifiers by rewriting into a product, possibly with a division. Certainly in
case of cyclic queries, but possibly for other queries as well, the results achieved by means
of our set of rewrite rulesR can be improved. In the next section, we discuss some optional
solutions for the translation of calculus into algebra.

4.6 Optimizations

In the previous section, we discussed some example translations. Our translation is such
that:� MNF is the starting point for translation; for disjunctive tree(I) queries, which are

not in MNF, we first apply descoping.� Quantifiers are exchanged if possible, for tree(II) queries, which enables to apply
descoping.� Quantification is distributed, but only for disjunctive tree(II) queries, in case ex-
change is not possible.� The semi- and antijoin are used whenever possible.� The markjoin is used to handle disjunction whenever possible, and set union is used
otherwise.� Division is used to handle universal quantification.

In this section, we evaluate the results achieved by our translation, and discuss additional
rewrite techniques and optional solutions that might give better results.
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4.6.1 Markjoin versus set union versus bypass processing

Translation of tree(I) queries often results in an expression that contains two markjoin op-
erators (cases 2, 10, 22, and 30). For example, expression 2 is translated into:�[x : x:m _ x:m0]((X ?x;z:q(x;z);m Z) ?x;y:p(x;y);m0 Y )
The translation is linear, in the sense that each base table that occurs in the calculus ex-
pression occurs in the algebraic expression at most once. The price paid for the use of
the markjoin is the non-reduction of left markjoin operands and the additional selection.
Using set union to handle the disjunction, the result for expression 2 is:(X nx;z:q(x;z) Z) [ (X nx;y:p(x;y) Y )
The translation by means of set union is not linear, and also duplicates have to be removed
from the result. Yet another equivalent algebraic expression can be achieved by scoping
the disjunct x:m that is obtained due to the introduction of the first markjoin operator:

Rewriting example 4.6 (2) Tree(I)�[x : 9y 2 Y � (p(x; y) _ 9z 2 Z � q(x; z))](X)� �[x : 9z 2 Z � q(x; z) _ 9y 2 Y � p(x; y)](X) (descope)� �[x : x:m _ 9y 2 Y � p(x; y)](X ?x;z:q(x;z);m Z) (unnest)� �[x : 9y 2 Y � x:m _ p(x; y)](X ?x;z:q(x;z);m Z) (scope)� (X ?x;z:q(x;z);m Z) nx;y:x:m_p(x;y) Y (unnest)

Of course, the question is which of the above algebraic expressions is the best with respect
to performance. The answer is not clear. For example, the higher the selectivity of pred-
icates p and q, the less disadvantageous the operand-preserving property of the markjoin
operator, and also, the larger the number of duplicates that is present in the union operands.
It does seem wise to prevent the second markjoin operator by means of scoping as shown
above. The semijoin can be implemented such that predicate p is tested only for the tuples
marked false in the preceding markjoin operation.

We next discuss the result of the translation of expression 4. Rewriting using our set
of rules R proceeds as follows:

Rewriting example 4.7 (4) Cyclic�[x : 9y 2 Y � p(x; y) _ 9z 2 Z � q(x; z) c r(y; z)](X)� �X(�[v : p(vX ; vY ) _ 9z 2 Z � q(vX ; z) c r(vY ; z)](X � Y )) (unnest)� �X(�[v : p(vX ; vY ) _ v:m]((X � Y ) ?v;z:q(vX ;z) c r(vY ;z);m Z)) (unnest)
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In this case, the rules presented so far do not give especially good results. The result con-
tains a Cartesian product that is the left operand of a markjoin operator that preserves
its left operand. Let us abbreviate predicate q(x; z) c r(y; z) to t(x; y; z), then standard
rewriting using the union to solve the disjunction and pushing through selections and pro-
jections proceeds as follows:

Rewriting example 4.8 (4) Cyclic�[x : 9y 2 Y � p(x; y) _ 9z 2 Z � t(x; y; z)](X)� �X(�[v : p(vX ; vY ) _ 9z 2 Z � t(vX ; vY ; z)](X � Y )) (unnest)� �X(�[x : p(x; y)](X � Y ) [ �[v : 9z 2 Z � t(vX ; vY ; z)](X � Y )) (split)� �X((X 1x;y:p(x;y) Y ) [ ((X � Y ) nv;z:t(vX ;vY ;z) Z)) (unnest)� (X nx;y:p(x;y) Y ) [ �X((X � Y ) nv;z:t(vX ;vY ;z) Z) (push)

The result contains a simple semijoin, and a product that is the left operand of another
semijoin. The result achieved by standard rewriting usingR can be rewritten using one of
the rules for the simplification of markjoin expressions (Rule A.9) in the following way:

Rewriting example 4.9�X(�[v : p(vX ; vY ) _ v:m]((X � Y ) ?v;z:t(vX ;vY ;z);m Z))� �X(�XY ((�[v : p(vX ; vY ) _ v:m]((X � Y ) ?v;z:t(vX ;vY ;z);m Z)))� �X(((X � Y ) nv;z:t(vX ;vY ;z) Z) [ �[v : p(vX ; vY )]((X � Y ) �v;z:t(vX ;vY ;z) Z))� �X(((X � Y ) nv;z:t(vX ;vY ;z) Z) [ ((X 1x;y:p(x;y) Y ) �v;z:t(vX ;vY ;z) Z))
Compared to the solution achieved by the use of the union operator, the advantage of the
latter result is that there are no duplicates present in the union operands. Expression 4
seems hard to translate efficiently—the markjoin does not seem very well suited for the
translation of this expression.

In [KMPS94], another solution to handle disjunctive queries is proposed: a two-stream
selection operator�2. In [KMPS95], the idea of two-stream operator is generalized to two-
stream semi- and regular join, denoted by n2 and 12, respectively. Let + denote union
without duplicate removal (merge). We have the following equivalences:

Rule 4.9 Bypass processing

1. �[x : p(x) _ q(x)](X) �T + �[x : q(x)](F )with (T; F ) = �2[x : p(x)](X)
2. �[x : (9y 2 Y � p(x; y)) _ q(x)](X) �T + �[x : q(x)](F )with (T; F ) = X n2x;y:p(x;y) Y
3. �[x : (6 9y 2 Y � p(x; y)) _ q(x)](X) �F + �[x : q(x)](T )with (T; F ) = X n2x;y:p(x;y) Y
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4. �[x : 9y 2 Y � p(x; y) _ q(x; y)](X) ��X(T + �[x : q(x; y)](F ))with (T; F ) = X 12x;y:p(x;y) Y
The above equivalence rules are based on the simple logical equivalence:a _ b � a _ (:a ^ b)
We have, for a selection with arbitrary predicates p and q:

Rewriting example 4.10 Two-stream selection�[x : p _ q](X)� �[x : p _ (:p ^ q)](X)� �[x : p](X)+ �[x : :p ^ q](X)� �[x : p](X)+ �[x : q](�[x : :p](X))� T + �[x : q](F )with (T; F ) = �2[x : p(x)](X)
Instead of set union, the merge operator +, i.e. set union without duplicate removal, can
be used to solve the disjunction, because the two sets �[x : p](X) and �[x : :p ^ q](X)
are disjoint. The sets are complementary as well, therefore, a two-stream selection can be
implemented as a simple modification of selection, splitting the output into a positive and
a negative stream. The negative stream is processed further, the positive stream can be
included into the result right away. We also derive the equivalence for the join:

Rewriting example 4.11 Two-stream join�[x : 9y 2 Y � p(x; y) _ q(x; y)](X)� �X(�[v : p(vX ; vY ) _ q(vX ; vY )](X � Y ))� �X(T + �[v : q(vX ; vY )](F ))with (T; F ) = �2[v : p(vX ; vY )](X � Y )� �X(T + �[v : q(vX ; vY )](F ))with (T; F ) = X 12x;y:p(x;y) Y
We note that two-stream semijoin can be looked upon as the dynamic version of the

markjoin operator—recall that we used the equivalence a _ b � a _ (:a ^ b) in the proof
concerning introduction of the markjoin. The markjoin marks the positive stream withtrue, the negative with false. Assuming a conditional or, for example w.r.t. the selection
in �[x : x:m _ q(x)](X ?x;y:q(x;y);m Y ), it is only necessary to evaluate q for the tuples
marked false; the tuples marked true can be included into the result without further pro-
cessing. The ideas underlying both operators are the same: the partitioning of the input
set, the further processing of only one partition, and the avoidance of duplicate removal.

The predicate of two-stream selection (and also two-stream semi- and regular join) is
required to be predicate without quantification; two-stream operator expressions cannot be
rewritten further at will.

We adhere to the following heuristic rule for the transformation of queries that contain
disjunction:
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Heuristic rule 4.1 For disjunctive selections we use two-stream operators whenever
possible, and set union otherwise.

Returning to our example expressions, their translations are:(2) T + F nx;z:q(x;z) Z with (T; F ) = X nx;y:p(x;y) Y(4) �X(T + (F nv;z:t(vX ;vY ;z) Z))with (T; F ) = X 12x;y:p(x;y) Y
We show the latter rewriting:

Rewriting example 4.12�[x : 9y 2 Y � p(x; y) _ 9z 2 Z � t(x; y; z)](X)� �X(T + �[v : 9z 2 Z � t(vX ; vY ; z)](F ))with (T; F ) = X 12x;y:p(x;y) Y� �X(T + (F nv;z:t(vX ;vY ;z) Z))with (T; F ) = X 12x;y:p(x;y) Y
Note that the projection cannot be pushed through, because then the two merge operands
might contain duplicates: �A(X + Y ) 6� �A(X)+ �A(Y ).
4.6.2 Division versus set difference

The results of queries 8, 16, 24, 31, and 32 contain the expensive division operator. Negated
existential (universal) quantification can be handled by means of set difference as well as
division:�[x :6 9y 2 Y � p](X) � X � �[x : 9y 2 Y � p](X)
In the translation, we have chosen to use division to handle universal quantification. How-
ever, in some cases the use of set difference gives better results. Consider for example the
expression (case 24 of our list):�[x :6 9y 2 Y � p(x; y) ^ 9z 2 Z � t(x; y; z)](X)
that was rewritten into:(�[v : :p(vX ; vY ) _ :v:m]((X � Y ) ?v;z:t(vX ;vY ;z);m Z)� Y
A much better result is achieved if we use set difference:

Rewriting example 4.13�[x :6 9y 2 Y � p(x; y) ^ 9z 2 Z � t(x; y; z)](X)� X � �[x : 9y 2 Y � p(x; y) ^ 9z 2 Z � t(x; y; z)](X)� X � �X((X 1x;y:p(x;y) Y ) nv;z:t(vX ;vY ;z) Z)
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Because the scope of the quantification with range Y is a conjunction, set difference gives
a better result than division. In the latter case, the conjunction becomes a disjunction,
whereas set difference leaves the predicate as it is.

On the other hand, a standard use of set difference can give results much worse than
those achieved with division. For example, consider case 31 of our list:�[x :6 9y 2 Y � 6 9z 2 Z � q(x; z) ^ r(y; z)](X)
which, using set difference for both negations, is translated into:X � �X((X � Y )� ((X � Y ) nv;z:q(vX ;z)^r(vY ;z) Z))
instead of:((X � Y ) nv;z:q(vX ;z)^r(vY ;z) Z)� Y

Whenever the operand of a selection of which the predicate is a negated quantification
is an expensive expression (in this case the productX�Y ), it does not seem wise to use set
difference, because set difference creates common subexpressions. Moreover, in further
rewriting either the common subexpression (a Cartesian product) is factorised (!), or it is
undone by moving around predicates q and r in further algebraic optimization.

Our conjecture is that set difference should be used only if the selection operand is a
base table, or some algebraic expression roughly corresponding to a base table, i.e. a semi-
or antijoin. However, probably not even with base table operands set difference should be
used in a standard way. Handling the first negation by set difference and the second by
division, the result for expression 31 is:X � �X(((X � Y ) nv;z::t(vX ;vY ;z) Z)� Z)
The standard solution that handles negation by division undoes the second. In the latter
case, we have obtained an additional set difference, but predicate t is negated. In case t is
a disjunction, this has a positive effect, but the effect is negative in case t is a conjunction.

In short, it is difficult to determine exactly when to use set difference instead of divi-
sion. We adhere to the simple heuristic rule:

Heuristic rule 4.2 Set difference is used to handle negated existential quantification
whenever the scope of the quantifier concerned is a conjunction. Division is used oth-
erwise, unless the quantifier scope itself is a non-negated existential quantification.

Thus for queries 24 and 32 of our list a different result is achieved:(24) X � �X((X 1x;y:p(x;y) Y ) nv;z:t(vX ;vY ;z) Z)(32) X � �X((X 1x;y:p(x;y) Y ) �v;z:t(vX ;vY ;z) Z)
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Note that the results are precisely the complement of the results obtained for expressions 20
and 28, respectively.

In the previous section, we discussed bypass processing. W.r.t. queries 8 and 16, we
may use difference to handle the negated quantification, and then apply bypass processing
for the disjunction. For query 8, rewriting proceeds as follows:

Rewriting example 4.14 (8) Cyclic�[x :6 9y 2 Y � p(x; y) _ 9z 2 Z � t(x; y; z)](X)� X � �[x : 9y 2 Y � p(x; y) _ 9z 2 Z � t(x; y; z)](X) (difference)� X � �X(T + (F nv;z:t(vX ;vY ;z) Z))with (T; F ) = X 12x;y:p(x;y) Y (case 4)
The standard result is:((X 1x;y::p(x;y) Y ) �v;z:t(vX ;vY ;z) Z)� Y
It is difficult to compare the above results. We have one two-stream join, a semijoin and
difference against one regular join, an antijoin, and division.

4.6.3 Constant terms

Assume that we have included a conditional expression into our algebra, then selection
predicates that are constants may be handled by means of the following rules:

Rule 4.10 Constant selection predicates Let x not occur free in c, then:

1. �[x : p ^ c](X) � if c then �[x : p](X) else ;
2. �[x : p _ c](X) � if c then X else �[x : p](X)
However, in doing so, we leave the set-oriented framework. For example, if the rules

above are applied to the expression:�[x : 9y 2 Y � y:a = 1](X)
it is translated into:if 9y 2 Y � y:a = 1 thenX else ;
If we want to stay within the algebraic framework, we need the additional rule:

Rule 4.11 9x 2 X � p � �[x : p](X) 6= ;
The equivalent expression which uses the conditional probably can be evaluated more ef-
ficiently, by breaking off the iteration over Y as soon as some tuple satisfies the predicate.

Heuristic rule 4.3 Constant selection predicates are handled by means of the condi-
tional.
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4.6.4 Quantifier exchange

The exchange of quantifiers is a profitable strategy for tree(II) queries. After exchange of
quantifiers, descoping can take place, followed by range nest, and then the result is linear.
For example, without quantifier exchange, query 3 is translated as follows:

Rewriting example 4.15 (3) Tree(II)�[x : 9y 2 Y � 9z 2 Z � q(x; z) _ r(y; z)](X)� �X(�[v : 9z 2 Z � q(vX ; z) _ r(vY ; z)](X � Y )) (unnest)� �X((X � Y ) nv;y:q(vX ;z)_r(vY ;z) Z) (unnest)

To exchange quantifiers is advantageous whenever it introduces a constant term in the
scope of the inner quantification. A constant term in a selection predicate or a quanti-
fier scope is a term in which the corresponding variable does not occur free. For examplep(x), with FV (p) = fxg is constant in the quantifier scope in 9y 2 Y � p(x), but not in9x 2 X � p(x).
Heuristic rule 4.4 Quantifiers are exchanged if possible, whenever the result contains
a constant term.

4.6.5 Distribution of quantification

In our example rewritings, we distributed existential quantification for queries 11 and 15.
For these tree(II) queries, the inner quantification is negated, so that the exchange of outer
and inner quantifier is not possible. Distribution of quantification is a non-linear technique,
but for the queries concerned it is a profitable strategy. For example, should we rewrite
expression 11 without distribution, then we have:

Rewriting example 4.16 (11) Tree(II)�[x : 9y 2 Y � 6 9z 2 Z � q(x; z) _ r(y; z)](X)� �X(�[x :6 9z 2 Z � q(vX ; z) _ r(vY ; z)](X � Y ))� �X((X � Y ) �v;z:q(vX ;z)_r(vY ;z) Z)
The result is an antijoin with a disjunctive join predicate, the left operand of which is a
Cartesian product. The resulting expression can be rewritten further in a purely algebraic
way, by means of Rule A.12, for splitting join predicates, and Rule 4.15 and 4.16, for
changing the join order:
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Rewriting example 4.17�X((X � Y ) �v;z:q(vX ;z)_r(vY ;z) Z)� �X(((X � Y ) �v;z:q(vX ;z) Z) �v;z:r(vY ;z) Z) (split)� �X(((X �x;y:q(x;z) Z)� Y ) �v;z:r(vY ;z) Z) (exchange)� �X((X �x;y:q(x;z) Z)� (Y �y;z:r(y;z) Z)) (associate)� (X �x;y:q(x;z) Z) nx;y:true (Y �y;z:r(y;z) Z) (push)� if (Y �y;z:r(y;z) Z) 6= ; then (X �x;z:q(x;z) Z) else ; (constant n predicate)

For expressions 11 and 15, distribution is profitable, because it reduces the number
of free variables in the quantification with range Z by one, so that the use of partial join
operators becomes possible, after further range nesting and descoping. Not distributing
the quantifier results into a simpler translation, but a more extensive algebraic optimiza-
tion process, if we want to achieve the same result. The question is whether distribution
of quantification may be a profitable strategy in other cases as well. With respect to our
example rewritings, for conjunctive queries (expressions 17–32), quantifiers can be dis-
tributed for cyclic queries only in case the second connective is a disjunctive one, but we
have not taken into consideration the precise format of this second connective until now.
With respect to disjunctive queries, distribution is possible in all cases. We investigate the
effect of distribution for queries 1–8; the rewritings are listed in Appendix B, Section B.2.

With respect to chain queries that have the format:�[x : Qy 2 Y � p(x; y) _Qz 2 Z � r(y; z)](X)
distribution of quantification introduces a constant disjunct, i.e. a disjunct in which the
outer loop variable x does not occur free. If we treat constants by means of a conditional
expression, then the results for queries 1 and 5 (and analogously for 7 and 13) are:(1) if Y ny;z:r(y;z) Z 6= ; then X elseX nx;y:p(x;y) Y(5) if Y ny;z:r(y;z) Z 6= ; then ; elseX �x;y:p(x;y) Y
We conclude that distribution of quantification is advantageous whenever distribution has
the effect of introducing constant terms.

With respect to tree(I) queries, distribution does not make sense, because variable y
does not occur free in the second disjunct—descoping is an obligatory first step in this
case to obtain MNF, which we have chosen as the starting point for translation.

With respect to tree(II) queries that are of the format:�[x : Qy 2 Y � Qz 2 Z � q(x; z) _ r(y; z)](X)
in case 11 and 15 distribution already is the first step in rewriting. For expressions 3 and 7,
after distribution descoping becomes possible, which introduces a constant term again, and
then the same discussion as above applies. The results are:
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With respect to cyclic queries (expressions 4 and 8) both disjuncts contain the same set

of free variables. From the example rewritings, it does not clearly show that distribution is
advantageous. Recall that we decided to apply bypass processing to expression 4, which
resulted in:�X(T + (F nv;z:t(vX ;vY ;z) Z))with (T; F ) = X 12x;y:p(x;y) Y
For expression 4, the result, after distribution of the quantification, and also performing
bypass processing, the result is:T + �F ((F � Y ) nv;z:t(vX ;vY ;z) Z) with (T; F ) = X n2x;y:p(x;y) Y
Instead of a two-stream join, we have obtained a two-stream semijoin and an additional
Cartesian product.

For expression 8, distribution changes the disjunction into a conjunction, and then set
difference can be used to handle the negated quantification. However, it is difficult to com-
pare the standard result:((X 1x;y::p(x;y) Y ) �v;z:t(vX ;vY ;z) Z)� Y
with the result achieved after distribution:X � �X(((X �x;y:p(x;y) Y )� Y ) nv;y:t(vX ;vY ;z) Z)
Instead of division we have set difference, instead of an antijoin a semijoin, and instead of
the joinX 1x;y::p(x;y) Y , we have (X �x;y:p(x;y) Y )� Y . For one thing, the cardinality
of the join expression probably is larger than that of the antijoin/product expression; in
Section B.3 we explain why (see Rewriting example B.49).

We propose the following rule w.r.t. distribution:

Heuristic rule 4.5 Quantification is distributed whenever it leads to (1) one or more dis-
juncts in which the number of free variables is less than in the original quantifier scope
or (2) the modification of a disjunctive predicate into a conjunctive one (i.e., when dis-
tributing 6 9).

To conclude the present discussion, we note that, whenever set union is used to handle
disjunction, distribution of existential quantification has no effect on the outcome of the
translation process:
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Rewriting example 4.18 Union without distribution�[x : 9y 2 Y � p1 _ p2](X)� �X(�[p1 _ p2](X � Y ))� �X(�[p1](X � Y ) [ �[p2](X � Y ))� �X(�[p1](X � Y )) [ �X(�[p2](X � Y ))
Rewriting example 4.19 Union with distribution�[x : 9y 2 Y � p1 _ p2](X)� �[x : 9y 2 Y � p1 _ �[x : 9y 2 Y � p2](X)� �[x : 9y 2 Y � p1](X) [ �[x : 9y 2 Y � p2](X)� �X(�[p1](X � Y )) [ �X(�[p2](X � Y ))
The result is the same for both rewritings.

4.6.6 Range nesting

Range nesting involves pushing through expressions to quantifier ranges, which enables
the introduction of partial joins (Rule 4.7). Until now, we have applied range nesting only
to predicates that are basic quantifications. By means of our set of rulesR, the expression:�[x : 9y 2 Y � a1(x; y) ^ a2(y)](X)
in which a1 and a2 are atomic, is translated into:X nx;y:a1(x;y)^a2(y) Y
However, it is also possible to push through predicate a2 to the quantifier range Y :

Rewriting example 4.20�[x : 9y 2 Y � a1(x; y) ^ a2(y)](X)� �[x : 9y 2 �[y : a2(y)](Y ) � a1(x; y)](X)� X nx;y:a1(x;y) �[y : a2(y)](Y )
We have the following algebraic equivalence rule:

Rule 4.12 Distribution to right join operand Let � be either 1;n;�, or ?, then:X �x;y:p1(x;y)^p2(y) Y � X �x;y:p1(x;y) �[y : p2(y)](Y )
This rule can be derived in a pure algebraic way as well. Range nesting, both of basic
quantification (as in Rule 4.7) and of atomic predicates as shown above, can be regarded
as the analogue of descoping. Descoping corresponds to the pushing through of predicates
to left, and range nesting to right join operands. The rule for range nesting is:
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Rule 4.13 Range nesting Let FV (p) = fxg, then:9x 2 X � Pcon(p(x)) � 9x 2 �[x : p(x)](X) � Pcon(true)
In case predicate p contains quantification, the nested selection must be rewritten further.

Heuristic rule 4.6 Range nesting is applied whenever possible.

4.6.7 Common subexpressions

In the transformation of a nested expression to an algebraic one, often common subex-
pressions are introduced. For example, the rule that translates disjunction into set union,
and also the rule that handles negation by means of set difference introduces a common
subexpression. Another example is given by the rule for distribution of quantifiers.

Common subexpressions can be named using the with-clause, or can be left as they are.
Naming of a common subexpression makes further rewriting of the different occurrences
impossible. Not naming common subexpressions means that expressions can be further
rewritten. This further rewriting may modify the different occurrences in different ways,
leading to a separate evaluation. For example, consider the expression:�[p(x) _ r(y)](X 1x;y:t(x;y) Y )
in which predicates p and r refer only to attributes of X and Y , respectively, and the fol-
lowing rewritings:

Rewriting example 4.21 Naming common subexpressions�[p(x) _ r(y)](X 1x;y:t(x;y) Y )� �[p(x) _ r(y)](Z)with Z = X 1x;y:t(x;y) Y� �[p(x)](Z) [ �[r(y)](Z)with Z = X 1x;y:t(x;y) Y
Rewriting example 4.22 Rewriting common subexpressions�[p(x) _ r(y)](X 1x;y:t(x;y) Y )� �[p(x)](X 1x;y:t(x;y) Y ) [ �[r(y)](X 1x;y:t(x;y) Y )� �[p(x)](X) 1x;y:t(x;y) Y [X 1x;y:t(x;y) �[x : r(y)](Y )
Which of the two result expressions is the cheapest depends on predicate selectivities. The
more restrictive the monadic predicates are, the more likely it is that the latter result is the
cheapest.
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So far, we have presented a standard transformation algorithm, and discussed alterna-
tive transformation techniques and extensions. More than often, it is not possible to reach
a definitive conclusion about the effect of the various options. In Section 4.8, we will dis-
cuss some more example rewritings, which are listed in Appendix B, Section B.3. In some
cases, equivalence of results can be easily shown by means of algebraic rewriting, and
therefore, in the next section, we present some algebraic equivalence rules that concern
the join operators that we use.

4.7 Some algebraic equivalence rules

So far, we have mainly presented rewrite rules for expressions consisting of both calculus-
like and pure algebraic constructs. In this section, we list some algebraic equivalence rules.

4.7.1 Join order

To achieve the goal of a linear translation, various non-standard join operators have been
used. A disadvantage of these new join operators is that in general they are neither com-
mutative nor associative, which may cause a problem in determining (cost-based) join or-
dering. In this section we present some of the rules for the rewriting of join sequences that
involve the regular join, the semi-, the anti-, and/or the markjoin. The rules presented here
resemble those listed in [RoGa90, GaRo90], reporting work on the ordering of join/outer-
join operator sequences.

For the reordering of join sequences, the properties of commutativity and associativity
are important. We introduce one other: that of exchange, a combination of the properties
of associativity and commutativity. Exchange can be used to rearrange the join order of
tree queries. Let � denote an arbitrary join operator, then we ask whether and when the
following properties hold:

Commutativity X � Y � Y � X
Associativity (X � Y ) � Z � X � (Y � Z)
Exchange (X � Y ) � Z � (X � Z) � Y

The discussion focuses on the operators 1, n, �, and ?. Of the various join operators,
only the regular join is commutative. The basic rules, often used in proofs, are the follow-
ing:

Rule 4.14 Basic join rules

1. X 1p Y � Y 1p X (commutativity)

2. (X 1p(x;y) Y ) 1r(y;z) Z � X 1p(x;y) (Y 1r(y;z) Z) (associativity)

3. (X 1p(x;y) Y ) 1q(x;z) Z � (X 1q(x;z) Z) 1p(x;y) Y (exchange)
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In the rules presented below, predicate t is arbitrary; in the most general case it is a
three-variable predicate t(x; y; z).
Rule 4.15 Associativity

1. (X 1p(x;y) Y ) 1r(y;z)^t Z � X 1p(x;y)^t (Y 1r(y;z) Z)
2. (X 1p(x;y) Y ) nr(y;z)^t Z � �XY (X 1p(x;y)^t (Y 1r(y;z) Z))
3. (X 1p(x;y) Y ) nr(y;z) Z � X 1p(x;y) (Y nr(y;z) Z)
4. (X 1p(x;y) Y ) �r(y;z) Z � X 1p(x;y) (Y �r(y;z) Z)

Rule 4.16 Exchange

1. (X 1p(x;y) Y ) 1q(x;z)^t Z � (X 1q(x;z) Z) 1p(x;y)^t Y
2. (X 1p(x;y) Y ) nq(x;z)^t Z � �XY ((X 1q(x;z) Z) 1p(x;y)^t Y )
3. Let �1 and �2 be either 1, n, or ., then:(X �p(x;y)1 Y ) �q(x;z)2 Z � (X �q(x;z)2 Z) �p(x;y)1 Y

Which means that exchange can be applied to tree(I) queries regardless of the type of join
operators present.

4.7.2 Join distribution

Relationships between joins and set operators are important. We have a number of join
operators (including the Cartesian product), and the set operators[ and� (we do not con-
sider \). The property we discuss here is distribution. Let � be an arbitrary join operator,
and let � be either union or set difference, then we ask whether the following properties
hold:

Left distribution X � (Y � Z) � (X � Y ) � (X � Z)
Right distribution (X � Y ) � Z � (X � Z) � (Y � Z)

In Table 4.4, we list our findings.

Rule 4.17 Joins and set operators

Join operators distribute left or right over union and set difference as indicated in Table 4.4,
a “1” meaning that distribution holds, a “0” meaning that it does not.

The proofs are simple, and we do not give them, except for the proof that concerns product
and set difference (see Appendix A). As an aside, in proving the equivalences sometimes
the algebraic formalism is more convenient, but there are also cases in which the calculus-
like formalism leads to the result faster. Assume that join predicate p involves equality of
set elements, then a counterexample for those cases in which distribution does not hold is
the instantiation X = f1; 2; 3g, Y = f2; 3g, Z = f1; 2g.
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operators left right�/[ 1 11/[ 1 1n/[ 1 1�/[ 0 1?/[ 0 1�/� 1 11/� 1 1n/� 1 1�/� 0 1?/� 0 1

Table 4.4: Join distribution

4.7.3 Division

The query that lists the suppliers supplying all parts:�1(�[x : 8y 2 P � 9z 2 SP � x[1] = z[1] ^ y[1] = z[2]](SP ))
which corresponds to expression 31 of our list, is translated into the algebraic expression:�1(�1;2;3(((SP 1x;y:x[1]=y[1] SP ) 1v;z:v[3]=z[2] P ))� [2=1]P )
The above expression was shown to be equivalent to the expressionSP�[2=1]P [Naka90];
we did not achieve a result better than the result which is obtained by means of the re-
duction algorithm of Codd. Further optimization is required. We must either improve the
translation, or perform further algebraic rewriting. Our conjecture is that algebraic rewrit-
ing of expressions that contain division is much harder than finding better translation rules.

4.8 Evaluation

In Section B.3, we have listed some more example rewritings. The input queries are the
cyclic queries of our list (expressions 4, 8, 12, 16, 20, 24, 28, and 32). The second connec-
tive present is now taken into consideration too. We compare the results achieved using
the reduction algorithm of Codd, the results achieved by means of standard rewriting withR, and consider some of the results achieved after distribution of quantification. In some
cases, we perform some algebraic rewriting as well.

Generally, the results achieved with R are better than those achieved by means of the
algorithm of Codd. The number of division operators is less, and the number of partial
join operators higher. In addition, distribution of quantification may be helpful. We note
that:
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join operators.� The exchange and distribution of quantification may enable descoping. Distribution
of quantification seems to be advantageous if it leads to a reduction of free variables,
or if a disjunction is changed into a conjunction. But distribution in some cases has
a negative effect.� In case relatively simple algebraic operators like joins are involved, algebraic rewrit-
ing can do much to achieve an optimized result. However, if division is involved,
the result achieved by means of the algorithm of Codd cannot always be rewritten by
means of purely algebraic rewriting, simply because we do not have at our disposal
the proper algebraic equivalences rules.

Our research approach can be characterized as ‘research by example’. By tediously
working out examples, for one thing, it is shown that it is not easy to find good heuristics
to guide the transformation. We have shown that, under certain conditions, specific tech-
niques like distribution of quantification and descoping are advantageous, but there always
remain notable exceptions. The transformation of nested queries is a complex process, and
the rewrite steps are not mutually independent. Decisions taken in one phase of the pro-
cess influence the possible course of action in subsequent rewritings. Usually, the (final)
effect of certain decisions cannot be foreseen. To solve the problem of how to achieve an
efficient transformation, techniques from the field of artificial intelligence such as machine
learning might be appropriate.

For the transformation of expressions we have at our disposal a basic set of rules R,
and an algorithm that prescribes the order of rule application. The transformation is deter-
ministic, i.e. only one solution is generated, and the result is always the same. The trans-
formation can be modified in two different ways: by rearrangement of the order of rule ap-
plication, and by modification of the rule set by modifying or adding transformation rules.

Given an expression, the result obtained with standard rewriting sometimes can be
improved; experiments may be carried out to decide when and how better results can be
achieved. Alternative solutions can be generated by modification of the transformation
algorithm. Assume that some transformation rule is added, for example the rule that pre-
scribes to distribute quantifiers, whenever possible. We have two possibilities: either we
can prove that the modification is always beneficial, or we cannot provide such a proof. In
the latter case, we must compare the result achieved by standard rewriting with the result
achieved by means of the modified algorithm on the basis of specific example rewritings.
To compare results, we must have a cost model. Because we are involved in logical rewrit-
ing, the cost model is based on qualitative cost parameters. Possible cost parameters are
the number of operators, the relative cost of the various operators, the size and cardinal-
ity of operands, etc. To design such a logical cost model is not an easy task—as we have
seen, sometimes it is hard to reach decisive conclusions with respect to the relative cost of
expressions.

Given a cost model, for some example expressions, the result achieved by the mod-
ified algorithm may be better, for others it may be worse, so the exact conditions under
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which to apply the additional rule must be determined. The transformation algorithm, i.e.,
the rewrite rule added needs refinement. A characterization of expressions is needed to
decide when or not to use the modification. For example, while investigating the effect of
distribution of quantification, in the first instance we decided to distribute quantification
whenever possible (see Section 4.6.5). We evaluated the results achieved for some exam-
ple expressions, and then decided to distribute quantification only in case that it leads to a
reduction of free variables or if a conjunction is changed into a conjunction.

At first glance, our method can be qualified as symbolic learning by induction. In
[Hopg93], this is described as follows. Rule induction involves the generation of general
rules from specific examples. The accuracy of a specific rule (application of this rule leads
to the most efficient algebraic expression) is never certain—it can be invalidated by a coun-
terexample. The aim is to build rules that are as general as possible (in fact, the rule setR
that we started with is rather general) and to modify them when they are found to be wrong
(in our case, the search for counterexamples is an active generate-and-test process). The
rules should match the positive examples but not the negative ones.

4.9 Summary

In this chapter, we made an attempt to achieve an efficient translation of relational calculus
into relational algebra. To enable an efficient translation, i.e., a translation that results in
efficient algebraic expressions, we combined optimization with translation, and extended
relational algebra with some non-standard join operators. An efficient translation was de-
fined as a linear translation in which Cartesian products are avoided, selections and pro-
jections are pushed through as far as possible, and partial joins (which preserve only one
of the join operands) are given preference over full joins (which preserve both operands).
The translation algorithm was described in the form of a set of equivalence (or rewrite)
rules in the language that is a mixture of calculus and algebra. The main task in trans-
lation is the removal of quantification from selection predicates—the emphasis is on the
transformation of nested queries, i.e., queries that involve nested quantifier expressions.

Our approach is systematic, and deals with disjunction as well as universal quantifica-
tion. We start with expressions of which selection predicates are in MNF; quantification
is removed from selection predicates by means of the introduction of partial join operators
whenever possible. We noticed that our standard translation algorithm can be improved,
and we discussed some additional rewrite techniques and alternative solutions that may be
used to achieve better results. Some of these techniques are generally beneficial, other are
beneficial under certain conditions only. However, the result of translation is still unnec-
essarily inefficient in some cases.

If anything, the conclusion that has to be drawn from the discussion in this chapter is
that, even for the simple relational calculus that we defined, translation into the algebra is
a complicated issue. Translation of an SQL query language into an algebra usually is con-
sidered as the task of the parser [GrMc93]. In our opinion, such a transformation cannot be
left to a parser, which we see as a relatively simple syntax-manipulating device. To pro-
vide a good transformation, i.e., a transformation that provides a good starting point for
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further optimization, one has to think about the logical operators that should be offered,
and about the proper mapping of the one language into the other. Transformation of SQL
into the algebra provides a starting point for logical and cost-based optimization. Logi-
cal optimization mainly involves pushing through selections and projections. Cost-based
optimization is done by generating equivalent physical algebra expressions, and choosing
the best among them; the number of expressions that actually can be generated is limited.
A naive mapping of SQL into the algebra may result into a logical algebra expression such
that even the optimized physical algebra expression will never have, or even come close
to the performance of an expression that is the result of an ‘intelligent’ transformation.
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Abstract
Transformation of nested SQL queries into join queries is advantageous because a nested
SQL query can be looked upon as a nested-loop join, which is just one of the several join
implementations that may be available in a relational DBMS. In join queries, dangling
(unmatched) operand tuples are lost, which causes a problem in transforming nested
queries having the aggregate function COUNT between query blocks–a problem that
has become well-known as the COUNT bug. In the relational context, the outerjoin has
been employed to solve the COUNT bug. In complex object models supporting an SQL-
like query language, transformation of nested queries into join queries is an important
optimization issue as well. The COUNT bug turns out to be a special case of a general
problem being revealed in a complex object model. To solve the more general problem,
we introduce the nestjoin operator, which is a generalization of the outerjoin for complex
objects.

5.1 Introduction

Currently, at the University of Twente, work is being done on the high-level object-ori-
ented data model TM. TM is a database specification language incorporating standard
object-oriented features such as classes and types, object identity, complex objects, and
multiple inheritance of data, methods, and constraints. In TM, methods and constraints
are specified in a high-level, declarative language of expressions. An important language
construct is the SELECT-FROM-WHERE (SFW) construct. The SFW-construct of TM is
comparable to the SFW-query block from HDBL, the query language of the experimental
DBMS AIM [PiAn86]. HDBL is an orthogonal extension of SQL for extended NF2 data
structures. Optimization of TM SFW-expressions therefore has much in common with op-
timization of the SFW-expressions of SQL and HDBL.

Optimization of SQL queries has received quite some attention the last decade. An im-
portant problem in this area is the optimization of nested SQL queries [Kim82, GaWo87,
Daya87B, Mura89, Mura92]. SQL offers possibilities to formulate nested queries: SFW-
query blocks containing other SFW-blocks in the WHERE clause. In [Kim82], it was
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pointed out that it is advantageous to replace nested SQL queries by flat, or join queries.
Flat SQL queries are SFW-blocks not containing subqueries in the WHERE clause. Re-
placing nested SQL queries by join queries is advantageous because a nested SQL query
can be looked upon as a nested-loop join, which is just one of the several join implemen-
tations possible. After rewriting a nested query into a join query, the optimizer has better
possibilities to choose the most appropriate join implementation.

In nested queries, inner operand tuples are grouped by the values of the outer operand
tuples. Whenever aggregate functions occur between query blocks, the transformed, i.e.
join query also requires grouping (expressed by means of the GROUP BY clause). In
nested queries, dangling outer operand tuples, i.e. outer operand tuples that are not matched
by any of the inner operand tuples, deliver a subquery result equal to the empty set. Trans-
formation of a nested query into a join query causes the loss of dangling tuples. In the
relational context, this may cause a problem when the aggregate function COUNT oc-
curs between query blocks. As a solution to this problem (that has become well known
as the COUNT bug), it has been proposed to use the outerjoin instead of the regular join
[GaWo87].

In complex object models supporting an SQL-like query language, transformation of
nested queries into join queries is just as important as in the relational context. However,
in complex object models grouping of the inner operand is required not only if aggregate
functions occur between query blocks, but in many other cases as well. The reason for this
is that attributes may be set valued. Moreover, each time grouping is necessary, we have to
deal with some kind of COUNT bug caused by the loss of dangling tuples, i.e. the COUNT
bug is just a special case of a more general problem being revealed in a complex object
model. An important result of this paper is that from the form of the predicate between
query blocks it can easily be derived when grouping is not necessary. Nested queries that
do not require grouping can be transformed into join queries; for the efficient and correct
processing of nested queries that do require grouping a new join operator is introduced–the
nestjoin operator.

Instead of producing the concatenation of every pair of matching tuples as in the reg-
ular join operation, in the nestjoin operation each left operand tuple is extended with the
set of matching right operand tuples. This way two birds are killed with one stone: group-
ing is performed, and also dangling tuples are preserved. Implementation of the nestjoin
operator is a simple modification of any common join implementation method, however,
like the outerjoin operator, the nestjoin has limited rewrite possibilities compared to the
regular join operator.

In general, in the logical optimization of a declarative query language, two approaches
can be distinguished: (1) rewriting expressions in the query language itself and (2) transla-
tion into and rewriting in some intermediate language, for example an algebraic language.
Also a combination of the two approaches is possible. For the logical optimization of TM,
we have defined the language ADL, an algebra for complex objects which is an exten-
sion of the NF2 algebra of [ScSc86]. This work will be used in the ESPRIT III project
IMPRESS (Integrated, Multi-Paradigm, Reliable, and Extensible Storage System). The
IMPRESS project started in 1992, and one of the subtasks is to translate (a subset of) the
language TM into an algebra for complex objects resembling ADL. In this paper, our ideas
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with regard to query transformation will be presented using the language TM; we will not
introduce the algebra for reasons of simplicity.

The structure of this paper is as follows. In Section 5.2, we briefly review the work
that has been done with regard to nested SQL queries. In Section 5.3, we describe the lan-
guage TM and the types of nested SFW-expressions that are of interest for the purpose of
this paper. Nesting in the WHERE clause and in the SELECT clause are discussed in Sec-
tions 5.4 and 5.5, respectively, and we will see that in the transformation of nested queries
into join queries in many cases grouping is needed, each case leading to some kind of
COUNT bug if relational transformation techniques are used. Then, in Section 5.6, we
introduce the nestjoin operator. The nestjoin is an operator that allows efficient process-
ing of nested queries that cannot be transformed into join queries without grouping. Bugs
are avoided by preserving dangling tuples. In Section 5.7 we show, for two-block queries,
which types of nested queries can be transformed into join queries without problem. An
example of query processing for an arbitrary linear nested query (having only one subquery
per WHERE clause) is then given in Section 5.8. The paper is concluded by a section dis-
cussing future work.

5.2 Nested SQL queries

In this section we briefly review the work that has been done on optimization of nested
SQL queries. We do not give a complete overview; we merely indicate the ideas behind
optimization of nested SQL queries with a view on the additional problems that come up
with optimization of nested queries in a data model supporting complex objects.

Nested SQL queries are SFW-query blocks containing other (possibly nested) SFW-
query blocks in the WHERE clause. For example, assume we have relation schemasR(A;B;C) and S(C;D), and consider the following SQL query:

SELECT *
FROM R
WHERE R.B IN SELECT S:D

FROM S
WHERE R:C = S:C

Disregarding duplicates, the nested query given above is easily transformed into the flat,
or join query:

SELECT R:A, R:B, R:C
FROM R, S
WHERE R.B = S:D AND R:C = S:C

which, in relational algebra, is simply a join between tablesR and S followed by a projec-
tion on R, i.e. a semijoin. The advantage of transforming nested queries to join queries is
clear: a nested-loop join is just one of the several possible implementations of the join op-
erator, and after transformation to a join query the optimizer can choose the most suitable
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join execution method. The method chosen may be a nested-loop join, but not necessarily–
alternative join implementations are the sort-merge join, the hash join etc.

In [Kim82], five types of nesting have been distinguished and an algorithm has been
given to transform nested queries into join queries for each of these different types of nest-
ing. In case aggregate functions occur between query blocks (one of the types of nesting)
SQL’s GROUP BY clause is employed to compute the aggregates needed. However, in
[Kies84] it has been shown that Kim’s algorithm is not correct if the aggregate function
COUNT occurs between query blocks. This flaw has become known as the COUNT bug.
Consider the query:

SELECT *
FROM R
WHERE R:B = SELECT COUNT (*)

FROM S
WHERE R:C = S:C

Following Kim’s algorithm, we get the following queries:

(1) T (C;CNT ) = SELECT S:C, COUNT (*)
FROM S
GROUP BY S:C

SELECT R:A;R:B;R:C
FROM R, T
WHERE R:B = T:CNT AND R:C = T:C

Alternatively, if the relation R does not contain duplicates, the nested query may be trans-
formed into:

(2) SELECT R:A;R:B;R:C
FROM R, S
WHERE R:C = S:C
GROUP BY R:A;R:B;R:C
HAVING R:B = COUNT (S:C)

In the former, grouping of the inner operand and computation of the aggregate precedes
the join operation; in the latter the join is executed first.

The queries resulting from the transformations do not give the correct result. In the
original, nested query, dangling R-tuples for which R:B = 0, are included in the result;
these tuples are lost in the join queries.

To solve the COUNT bug, it has been proposed in [GaWo87] to modify (2) by using
outerjoins instead of joins in case the COUNT function occurs between query blocks. The
right outerjoin operator preserves dangling tuples of the left join operand: unmatched left
operand tuples are extended with NULL values in the right operand attribute positions.

As another solution, it has been proposed in [Mura92] to modify (1), because in some
cases (1) is more efficient than (2). It is proposed to have two types of join predicates in the
second query of (1): a regular join predicate and an additional, so-called antijoin predicate,
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to be applied to the dangling tuples. In the example given above the antijoin predicate
would be: R:B = 0. In Kim’s second query the join is replaced by an outerjoin operation
with join predicate R:C = T:C; to the tuples that match the predicate R:B = T:CNT is
applied, and to the unmatched tuples in R the antijoin predicate R:B = 0 is applied.

5.3 Nested TM queries

5.3.1 General description of TM

In this section we describe the features of TM that are important for the purpose of this
paper–support for complex objects and the SELECT-FROM-WHERE construct. We refer
the reader to [Bal et al. 93, BaBZ93, BaVr91] for a more comprehensive description of
TM.

TM is a high-level, object-oriented database specification language. It is formally
founded in the language FM, a typed lambda calculus allowing for subtyping and mul-
tiple inheritance. Characteristic features of TM are the distinction between types, classes,
and sorts, support for object identity and complex objects, and multiple inheritance of at-
tributes, methods, and constraints. In TM, attribute types may be arbitrarily complex: the
type constructors supported are the tuple, variant, set, and list type constructor; type con-
structors may be arbitrarily nested. Besides basic types, class names may be used in type
specifications. Sets do not contain duplicates.

In constraint and method specifications we may use the SELECT-FROM-WHERE con-
struct, having the following general format:

SELECT <result expression>
FROM <operand expression> <variable>
WHERE <predicate>

The meaning of the SFW-expression is as follows. The operand expression is evaluated;
a variable is iterated over the resulting set; for each value of the variable it is determined
whether the predicate holds, and if so, the result expression is evaluated and this value is
included in the resulting set.

5.3.2 Types of nesting in TM

One important difference between SQL on the one hand, and TM and HDBL on the other
is that TM and HDBL are orthogonal languages. The operand and result expression of
the SFW-query block of TM may be arbitrary expressions, also containing other (nested)
SFW-expressions, provided they are correctly typed. The predicate may also be built up
from arbitrary expressions (including quantifiers FORALL and EXISTS), as long as it de-
livers a Boolean result.

We give some examples of SFW-expressions. Assume we have specified classes ‘Em-
ployee’ and ‘Department’:
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CLASS Employee WITH EXTENSION EMP
ATTRIBUTES

name : STRING,
address : Address,
sal : INT,
children : Phname : STRING, age : INTi

END Employee

CLASS Department WITH EXTENSION DEPT
ATTRIBUTES

name : STRING,
address : Address,
emps : PEmployee

END Department

SORT Address
TYPE hstreet : STRING, nr : STRING, city : STRINGi
END Address

The symbol P denotes the set type constructor, brackets hi denote the tuple type construc-
tor. In TM, class extensions are explicitly named. The class ‘Employee’ has four attributes,
of which the attribute ‘address’ has a complex type specified as a sort. Sorts are used to
describe commonly used types such as ‘Address’, ‘Date’, ‘Time’ etc.Q1: Select the departments that have at least one employee living in the same street the
department is located.

SELECT d
FROM DEPT d
WHERE hs = d.address.street, c = d.address.cityi

IN SELECT hs = e.address.street, c = e.address.cityi
FROM d.emps eQ2: Select for all departments the names of the departments and the employees living in

the same city the department is located.

SELECT hdname = d.name, emps = SELECT e
FROM EMP e
WHERE e.address.city = d.address.cityi

FROM DEPT d

We make a distinction in the types of nested queries. In a SFW-expression, other SFW-
expressions may occur in the SELECT clause (queryQ2), in the FROM clause, and in the
WHERE clause (query Q1). In this paper, the expressions of interest are nested SFW-
expressions having subqueries in which free variables (correlated subqueries) occur; sub-
queries without free variables simply are constants. We do not consider SFW-expressions
with subqueries in the FROM clause, because these can be rewritten easily. Furthermore,
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operands of subqueries may be either set-valued attributes, as in query Q1, or distinct ta-
bles, as in query Q2. Only if subquery operands are distinct tables, transformation to join
queries is desirable. There is no use to flatten nested queries in which subquery operands
are set-valued attributes, because set-valued attributes are stored with the objects them-
selves (as materialized joins), at least conceptually.

In short, the nested queries of interest are SFW-expressions having subqueries in the
SELECT- and/or WHERE clause containing free variables and having distinct tables as
operands. Initially, we will restrict ourselves to two-block queries. In Section 5.8 we will
briefly discuss queries with multiple nesting levels.

5.4 Nesting in the WHERE clause

Assume we have a two-block query with one-level deep nesting. The general format of
such a query is:

SELECT F (x)
FROM X x
WHERE P (x; z)

WITH z = SELECT G(x; y)
FROM Y y
WHERE Q(x; y)

The WITH clause is a TM construct enabling local definitions, used here to facilitate the
description of the syntactical form of the predicate P . In this paper, we do not consider
multiple subqueries, P (x; z) contains only one occurrence of z.

We want to transform the nested query into a join query of the following format (re-
member that, in SQL, grouping is necessary only if aggregate functions occur between
query blocks):

SELECT F (x)
FROM X x, Y y
WHERE P 0(x; v) ^ Q(x; y)

WITH v = G(x; y)
For notational convenience, also the expression G(x; y) has been named by means of a
WITH clause.

The goal of the transformation process is to transform the predicate P (x; z), whose
second argument z is set valued, into a predicateP 0(x; v), where values v are the members
of z. The types ofP andP 0 clearly differ: from the second argument ofP a set constructor
is removed, resulting in predicate P 0.
5.4.1 Example predicates

Assume that the predicate P only involves attribute a of the outer operand X and z, the
subquery result. Because the attribute a may be set valued, this (already restricted) pred-
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icate between query blocks may take many different forms. We may have for instance:1� x:a OP z with OP 2 f2;�;�;=;�;�;3g,� expressions involving quantifiers, for example 9s 2 z (s = x:a),� x:a OP H(z) with H an aggregate function and OP an arithmetical comparison op-
erator,� expressions involving set operators, for example x:a \ z = ;, or� negations of expressions listed above.

Predicates can be divided into two groups: predicates that require grouping of the inner
operand tuples and the predicates that do not. In Section 5.7, we give a formal character-
ization of predicates that do and do not require grouping; below, the need for grouping is
discussed more informally.

Grouping is not necessary if the question whether outer operand tuples belong to the
result or not (whether, for some outer operand tuple, the predicate evaluates to true orfalse) can be answered on the basis of the individual members of the subquery result,
i.e. by scanning the subquery result. For example, consider the expression x:a 2 z. The
moment we encounter a tuple y in the inner operand Y such that the condition Q(x; y)
holds and x:a equals the value of v, we know that tuple x belongs to the result. If no suchv is found in the end, the predicate evaluates to false.

Grouping is necessary if the subquery result has to be available as a whole to decide
whether the predicate holds. In this case, all tuples belonging to the subquery result must
be kept, because the predicate can only be evaluated having all values in the subquery re-
sult at hand. An obvious example of a predicate requiring grouping is the expressionx:a =
COUNT(z): not until the entire subquery result is at our disposal it is possible to compute
(or output, if accumulated) the cardinality of the subquery result. Another predicate re-
quiring grouping is for example the expression x:a � z.

Whenever a predicate needs grouping, we have to deal with some sort of COUNT bug
if the nested query is transformed according to the algorithm of [Kim82]. For example,
the nested query:

SELECT x
FROM X x
WHERE x:a � z WITH z = SELECT y:a

FROM Y y
WHERE x:b = y:b

is, following the ideas of [Kim82], transformed into the following TM queries:T = SELECT h b = y:b, as = SELECT y0:a
FROM Y y0
WHERE y0:b = y:b i

FROM Y y
1In the rest of the paper we will use the common set-theoretical notation for comparison operators and boolean

connectives occurring in TM-predicates because of its conciseness.
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SELECT x
FROM X x, T t
WHERE x:b = t:b ^ x:a � t:as

The first query groups the set of y:a values by the values of the attribute b (cf. the operator
nest (�) from the NF2 algebra [ScSc86]). The transformed query also suffers from a bug
(which we might call the SUBSETEQ bug in this case): X-tuples for which x:a = ; that
are not matched by any t-tuple on the condition x:b = t:b are lost.

In summary, in TM grouping of the inner operand is required not only if aggregate
functions occur between query blocks, but in many other cases too. If Kim’s solution is
chosen, the transformed query will suffer from a bug each time grouping is needed. We
will not use the outerjoin operator to solve these bugs. Instead, in Section 5.6, we will
introduce the nestjoin operator, which is a much cleaner solution in a model supporting
complex objects.

5.5 Nesting in the SELECT clause

In this section, we will show that, with one notable exception, nesting in the SELECT
clause always requires grouping of the inner operand. SFW-expressions having subqueries
in the SELECT clause are not new. In HDBL, it is also allowed to have SFW-query blocks
in the SELECT clause. SFW-expressions nested in the SELECT clause commonly de-
scribe nested results, as in query Q2 from Section 5.3.2, where employees are grouped by
departments. Consider the general format of a two-block query with nesting in the SE-
LECT clause:

SELECT F (x; z)
WITH z = SELECT G(x; y)

FROM Y y
WHERE Q(x; y)

FROM X x
WHERE P (x)

If this query is to be transformed into a join query, the inner operand values have to be
grouped by the outer operand values. Grouping may take place preceding or following
the join. In both cases again dangling tuples are lost.

With regard to nesting in the SELECT clause, there is one special case in which group-
ing can be avoided. In TM, a SFW-expression may be nested directly in the SELECT
clause, meaning the result is a set of sets. This set of sets may be ‘collapsed’ by apply-
ing the operator UNNEST, which is defined as UNNEST(S) = Sfs j s 2 Sg. Consider
the following query:

UNNEST (SELECT (SELECT ha = x:a; b = y:bi
FROM Y y
WHERE x:b = y:a)

FROM X x
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This nested query is equivalent to the join query:

SELECT ha = x:a; b = y:bi
FROM X x, Y y
WHERE x:b = y:a

5.6 The nestjoin operator

In the previous sections we have shown that in a complex object model, in many cases
grouping seems to be an essential step in the transformationof nested queries to join queries.
Queries requiring grouping may always be handled by means of nested-loop processing,
which gives correct results but may be very inefficient. If we, though, choose to trans-
form nested queries into join queries, we have to take special measures when queries need
grouping because dangling tuples are lost. In the relational model the outerjoin is used to
take care of dangling tuples: for subqueries that deliver empty sets the NULL is used to
represent the empty set. In a complex object model, however, we do not have to represent
the empty set: the empty set is part of the model.

Definition

The nestjoin operator, denoted by the symbol �, is simply a modification of the join op-
erator. Instead of producing the concatenation of every pair of matching tuples, for each
left operand tuple a set is created to hold the (possibly modified) right operand tuples that
match. The nestjoin of two tables X and Y on predicate Q with function G (the function
applied to the right-hand tuples satisfying the join predicate) is defined as:X �x;y:Q;G;a Y d= fx ++ ha = zi j x 2 X ^ z = fG(x; y) j y 2 Y ^Q(x; y)gg
In this expression, x ++ ha = zi denotes the concatenation of the tuple x and the unary
tuple ha = zi, in which a is an arbitrary label not occurring on the top level of X . An
example of the nestjoin operation is found in Figure 5.1, where flat relations X and Y are
equijoined on the second attribute (the join function is the identity function). Note that for
dangling tuples x 2 X , the tuple x ++ ha = ;i is present in the result.

The nestjoin operation is a neatly defined operation. Grouping, which is performed
during the join, is made explicit by means of a set-valued attribute. Because dangling tu-
ples are preserved, bugs like the COUNT bug are prevented.

Algebraic properties

Assuming that the nestjoin function is identity, the nestjoin can be expressed using the
outerjoin, denoted by the symbol�, and the nest operator ��:X �x;y:Q;id;a Y � ��X;a(X �x;y:Q Y )
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1 1
1 2
2 3

c d
1 1
2 1
3 3

a b s(c; d)
1 1 f(1,1), (2,1)g
1 2 ;
2 3 f(3,3)gX �x;y:x:b=y:d;s Y

Figure 5.1: Nestjoin example

In this algebraic expression, the operator �� is a slightly modified version of the standard
nest operator performing nesting in the usual way, and then mapping nested sets consisting
of a NULL-tuple to the empty set [Scho86]. By using the nestjoin instead of the outerjoin
followed by the nest operator, we do not have to resort to NULLs to avoid the loss of dan-
gling tuples.

A disadvantage of the nestjoin operator is that it, like the outerjoin, has less pleasant
algebraic properties. For example, the nestjoin operation is neither commutative nor asso-
ciative. As another example, the nestjoin does not always associate with the regular join:X � (Y 1 Z) is not equivalent to (X � Y ) 1 Z, the two expressions already being
typed differently. Below we list some examples of algebraic equivalences concerning the
nestjoin operator.

Let X �p Y denote a nestjoin operation on predicate p in which the nestjoin function
equals the identity function (for simplicity omitting variable names and the nestjoin label).
Let r(a; b) denote a predicate referencing attributes in tables A and B (and no other), then
we have:� �X(X �r(x;y) Y ) � X� (X 1r(x;y) Y ) �r(x;z) Z � (X �r(x;z) Z) 1r(x;y) Y )� (X 1r(x;y) Y ) �r(y;z) Z � X 1r(x;y) (Y �r(y;z) Z)
Implementation

To implement the nestjoin, common join implementation methods like the sort-merge join,
or the hash join can be used. However, some restrictions hold. First, in nestjoin implemen-
tations, an output tuple can be produced not until the entire set of matching right operand
tuples has been found. Second, because in the nestjoin operation the output has to be
grouped according to the values of the left operand tuples, the choice for outer and inner
loop operand is restricted. For example, in a (simple) hash join implementation, if the join
attribute does not form a key attribute of the right join operand, only the right join operand
may be the build table. (For the regular join, usually the smaller operand is chosen as the
build table.)
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Use

The nestjoin operation can be employed to process queries with nesting in the SELECT-
as well in the WHERE clause. Queries having subqueries in the SELECT clause often
describe nested results, so processing by means of the nestjoin operation will be an ap-
propriate method of processing. For queries with nesting in the WHERE clause, however,
sometimes there are other, more efficient possibilities. In the following section we show
in which cases grouping certainly is not necessary, so that, instead of the nestjoin operator,
we may employ some flat join operator to obtain the results needed.

5.7 The need for grouping

In this section, we present a class of predicate expressions for which it is known that group-
ing is not necessary. Again consider the general format of a two-block query with nesting
in the WHERE clause given in Section 5.4, then we have:

Theorem 5.1 Grouping is not necessary if the predicate expressionP (x; z) can be rewrit-
ten into a calculus expression of the form (1) 9v 2 z (P 0(x; v)) or (2) 6 9v 2 z (P 0(x; v)).
In this expression, P 0(x; v) may be arbitrary.

Proof of Theorem 5.1 is omitted due to lack of space. It is an open question whether
grouping is always necessary in case predicate P cannot be rewritten into one of the two
forms given above.

Generally, a nested query may be processed by applying nestjoin operators, possibly
followed by (nested) function applications (e.g. projections) and selections. However,
sometimes nestjoin operators may be replaced by flat join operators. For a two-block query,
in case the predicate between the two blocks can be rewritten into a calculus expression of
the first format, involving a non-negated existential quantifier, a semijoin operation will
provide the correct result. If it is possible to rewrite the predicate into a calculus expres-
sion involving a negated existential quantifier, then the flat join operation needed is the
antijoin operation. The join predicate is P 0(x;G(x; y)) ^ Q(x; y). (Remember that the
semi-and antijoin operations are defined as follows. Let X and Y be tables (sets of tuples
having possibly complex attributes), and let P be a predicate, then the semijoin operationX nx;y:P Y is defined as fx j x 2 X ^ 9y 2 Y (P (x; y))g and the antijoin operationX �x;y:P Y as fx j x 2 X^ 6 9y 2 Y (P (x; y))g.)

Examples of predicates that may or may not be rewritten into the desired format are
listed in Table 5.1. Predicates above the separation line are predicates that may occur in
SQL (being a subset of TM); predicates below the separation line are specific TM predi-
cates involving set-valued attributes.

5.8 Query processing example

In this section, we illustrate our ideas by means of an example concerning an acyclic query
with nesting in the WHERE clause in which correlation predicates are all neighbour pred-



106 5. Optimization of Nested Queries in a Complex Object ModelP (x; z) P 0(x; v)z = ; 6 9v 2 z (true)z 6= ; 9v 2 z (true)count(z) = 0 6 9v 2 z (true)x:a = count(z)x:a 2 z 9v 2 z (v = x:a)x:a 62 z 6 9v 2 z (v = x:a)x:a � zx:a � zx:a � zx:a � z 6 9v 2 z (v 62 x:a)x:a 6� z 9v 2 z (v 62 x:a)x:a = zx:a \ z = ; 6 9v 2 z (v 2 x:a)x:a \ z 6= ; 9v 2 z (v 2 x:a)x:a 3 z8w 2 x:a (w � z)8w 2 x:a (w � z) 6 9v 2 z (9w 2 x:a : (v 62 w))
Table 5.1: Rewriting TM predicates

icates (having free variables declared in the immediately surrounding block).
In a preprocessing phase, predicates between query blocks are rewritten into calculus

expressions if possible. The purpose of this rewrite phase is to determine whether nestjoin
operations may be replaced by flat join operations (semi- or antijoin), as indicated in the
previous section.

Nested queries are processed by performing a number of join operations and execut-
ing a number of function applications (for example projections) and selections on the join
results. If predicates between query blocks require grouping, a nestjoin operator is ap-
plied; if predicates do not need grouping a flat join operation is executed. Replacement of
a nestjoin operator by a semijoin or antijoin operator is advantageous because the semi-
and antijoin can be implemented more efficiently than the nest- (or regular) join operator.
Note that, like the semijoin, the antijoin operation may be implemented as a modification
of the regular join. Consider the following query:

SELECT x
FROM X x
WHERE x:a� SELECT y:a (P1)

FROM Y y
WHERE x:b = y:b ^y:c� SELECT z:c (P2)

FROM Z z
WHERE y:d = z:d
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Predicates P1 and P2 between query blocks do require grouping (see Table 5.1), so we
may have the following execution strategy:

1. A nestjoin with operands Y and Z on join predicate y:d = z:d. Each element of Z
satisfying the join predicate is projected on the c attribute. The result of this step is
the set:T1 = fy ++ hzs = fz:c j z 2 Z ^ y:d = z:dgi j y 2 Y g
Note that zs is an arbitrary label.

2. The result of step 1 is restricted such that y:c � y:zs:T2 = fy j y 2 T1 ^ y:c � y:zsg
3. The result of step 2 is nest-joined with X on join predicate x:b = y:b and projected

on attribute a. (A projection on attributes a and b may proceed the nestjoin opera-
tion.) We now have:T3 = fx ++ hys = fy:a j y 2 T2 ^ x:b = y:bg j x 2 Xg
Again, label ys is arbitrary.

4. Finally, the result of step 3 is restricted such that x:a � x:ys and projected on the
attributes of X (attributes a and b):T4 = fha = x:a; b = x:bi j x 2 T3 ^ x:a � x:ysg

Now assume that the operators� in predicates P1 and P2 are changed in 2 and 62, re-
spectively, then the nestjoin operation in (1) may be replaced by an antijoin operation, and
the nestjoin in (3) may be replaced by a semijoin operation. The additional join predicates
are y:c = z:c and x:a = y:a, respectively.

5.9 Conclusions and future work

As in relational systems supporting SQL, in complex object models supporting an SQL-
like query language optimization of nested queries is an important issue. A naive way
to handle nested queries is by nested-loop processing. However, it is better to transform
nested queries into flat, or join queries, because join queries can be implemented in many
different ways. In a complex object model, it is not always possible to flatten nested queries.
In this paper, we have described a class of nested SFW-expressions that can be flattened
without problem. For those nested queries that cannot be transformed into join queries we
have introduced the nestjoin operator, allowing correct and efficient processing of general
nested queries.
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Future work concerns a number of issues. We need a formal algorithm to translate gen-
eral SFW-query blocks of TM into the algebra, also taking into account nesting in the SE-
LECT clause, multiple subqueries, and multiple nesting levels (including cyclic queries).
Logical optimization (rewriting algebraic expressions) may follow the translation process.
Therefore, the algebraic properties of the nestjoin operator have to be further investigated,
by analogy with for example the work of [RoGa90] concerning the outerjoin operator.
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Abstract
Most declarative SQL-like query languages for object-oriented database systems
(OSQL) are orthogonal languages allowing for arbitrary nesting of expressions in the
select-, from-, and where-clause. Expressions in the from-clause may be base ta-
bles as well as set-valued attributes. In this paper, we propose a general strategy for
the optimization of nested OSQL queries. As in the relational model, the transla-
tion/optimization goal is to move from tuple- to set-oriented query processing. There-
fore, OSQL is translated into the algebraic language ADL, and by means of algebraic
rewriting nested queries are transformed into join queries as far as possible. Three opti-
mization options are described, and a strategy to assign priorities to options is proposed.

6.1 Introduction

To support technical applications like CAD/CAM, GIS etc, relational technology has its
shortcomings. In these areas, the popularity of object-oriented technology is growing.
First, from the field of programming languages, persistent programming languages like
GemStone [Bretl et al. 89] came, later followed by object-oriented database systems such
as O2 [BaDK92] and HP OpenODB [Lyng91]. The historical background is still visible
in the sense that too little attention has been paid to ad hoc query facilities and database
design tools. A number of proposals for declarative query languages for extended NF2
Permission to copy without fee all or part of this material is granted provided that the copies are not
made or distributed for direct commercial advantage, the VLDB copyright notice and the title of the
publication and its date appear, and notice is given that copying is by permission of the Very Large
Data Base Endowment. To copy otherwise, or to republish, requires a fee and/or special permission
from the Endowment.

Proceedings of the 20th VLDB Conference Santiago, Chile, 1994
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and object-oriented data models has appeared, e.g. [PiAn86, BaCD92, Catt93]. We will
use the term OSQL for the various proposals of SQL-like languages for OODB. In this
paper, we concentrate on efficient support for ad hoc queries formulated in a declarative
query language.

An OSQL query facility is inherently more complex than one for SQL, because nesting
is allowed in all clauses, i.e. in the select-, from-, and where-clause. Expressions in the
from-clause, the query block operands, may be base tables as well as set-valued attributes.
Also, the predicates that are used in the where-clause are more complex, because compar-
isons between set-valued attributes, or set-valued attributes and base table expressions are
allowed. An example is the test whether two parts have an overlap in their sets of subparts.

Due to the complexity of OSQL, the dominant strategy to handle nesting is to execute it
by means of nested-loop processing, leaving no room for optimization. We distinguish be-
tween two types of nesting: nesting required to iterate over base tables and nesting required
to iterate over set-valued attributes. Ideally, nesting over base tables should be translated
to some kind of join so that a choice can be made between various efficient join imple-
mentations. Of course, this problem already occurred in SQL [Kim82]. In general, nested
SQL queries can be translated to a join in the relational algebra to get a better execution
than the nested-loop execution. However, not all SQL queries can be translated to a join
due to loss of dangling tuples in the join, a phenomenon known as the COUNT-bug. In
[StAB94] we have shown that the COUNT-bug is only a special case of a more general
problem occurring in nested OSQL queries.

The main focus of our research is to translate OSQL queries to an extended relational
algebra for complex objects, called ADL, to allow for an efficient execution. In this pa-
per, we deal with the problem of trying to translate nested OSQL queries to join queries
in ADL, taking advantage of efficient implementations of join operators. We present a
general approach for handling nesting in the where-clause, the from-, as well as in the
select-clause; the discussion concentrates on nesting in the where-clause, though.

In the (extended) NF2, as well as in the object-oriented literature, little work has been
reported concerning efficient translation of SQL-like query languages into algebraic lan-
guages. For the NF2 model, a translation of a calculus into an NF2 algebra has been pre-
sented in [RoKS88], however, little attention has been paid to efficiency. Work has been
done on the implementation of the extended NF2 query language HDBL of the AIM project
[SLPW89, SüLi90]; to our knowledge HDBL has not been translated into an algebra. In
[ClMo93], a proposal for the optimization of nested O2SQL queries has been made.
O2SQL is translated into an extension of the GOM algebra [KeMo93], and examples of
optimization of nested algebra queries are given.

The organization of this paper is as follows. In Section 6.2, nesting in the various
clauses of the select statement is introduced by means of examples, together with an ex-
ample schema of an OODB. In Section 6.3, an algebra for complex objects called ADL is
shown with a general translation of OSQL queries to ADL queries. Section 6.4 addresses
the problem of optimizing ADL queries. Three alternatives are discussed. Two of them,
rewriting into relational join queries and the introduction of new operators are considered
in Section 6.5 and Section 6.6. The paper ends in discussing future work.
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6.2 Example

In this section, we give a simple example schema of the supplier-part database in OSQL,
together with some example queries.

Class Supplier with extension SUPPLIER
attributes

sname : string,
parts supplied : f Part g

end Supplier

Class Part with extension PART
attributes

pname : string,
price : int,
colour : string

end Part

Class Delivery with extension DELIVERY
attributes

supplier : Supplier,
supply : f hpart : Part, quantity : inti g,
date : date

end Delivery

The schema only shows the structural properties of the entities stored in the database;
method and constraint definitions have been left out. Brackets h i and f g denote the tuple
and set type constructor, respectively. Analogous to relational convention, we call the class
extensions base tables.

Below we give example queries for nesting in the various clauses. With regard to the
where-clause, one example is given for nesting over a base table, and another for nesting
over a set-valued attribute.

Example 6.1 Nesting in the select-clause is used to produce set-valued attributes in a complex ob-
ject.

Select the names of the suppliers together with the names of the red parts supplied:

select hsname = s.sname,
pnames = select p.pname

from p in s.parts supplied
where p.colour = "red"i

from s in SUPPLIER

Example 6.2 Nesting in the from-clause denotes query composition, that for example may occur
as the result of expanding views or named intermediate tables.

Select all deliveries that concern supplier s1 with date January 1, 1994:
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select d
from d in (select e

from e in DELIVERY
where e.supplier.sname = "s1")

where d.date = 940101

Nesting in the from-clause is a type of nesting that does not pose problems with respect to transla-
tion/optimization; it can be removed easily.

Example 6.3 Nesting in the where-clause is used for restrictions.

1. Select the names of the suppliers supplying all parts supplied by supplier s1:

select s.sname
from s in SUPPLIER
where s.parts supplied � select t.parts supplied

from t in SUPPLIER
where t.sname = "s1"

2. Select all deliveries that include red parts.

select d
from d in DELIVERY
where exists x in (select s

from s in d.supply
where s.part.colour = "red")

In the first query, the operand of the inner sfw-block is the base table SUPPLIER: in the second the
operand is the set-valued attribute supply. In the first, we have a set comparison between blocks, in
the second a quantifier expression.

One important difference between SQL and OSQL is that OSQL is an orthogonal lan-
guage. The expressions in the from- and select-clause of OSQL may be arbitrary, also
containing other select-from-where (sfw) expressions (subqueries), provided they are cor-
rectly typed. Predicates may also be built up from arbitrary expressions including quanti-
fiers forall and exists and set comparison operators. The focus of this paper is a general
strategy for dealing with nested OSQL queries with nesting in the select- or where-clause.
(Nesting in the from-clause is handled easily.) The discussion in subsequent sections will
be centered around nested queries with nesting in the where-clause, however, techniques
presented apply to nested queries with nesting in the select-clause as well.

Following the relational line of work, the goal in translation and optimization of OSQL
is to move from tuple- to set-oriented query processing. Our approach, as in [ClMo93],
is to translate nested OSQL queries into nested algebraic expressions, and then to try to
rewrite nested algebraic expressions into join expressions. In the following section, we
briefly present the algebraic language ADL.

6.3 The complex object algebra ADL

The language ADL is a typed algebra for complex objects in the style of the NF2 algebra
of [ScSc86], allowing for nesting of expressions. Among the constructors supported are
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the tuple (h i) and set (f g) type constructor; the basic type oid is used to represent object
identity.

Roughly, the algebraic operators of the language ADL are the standard set (compari-
son) operators and multiple union (flatten), extended Cartesian product (in which operand
tuples are concatenated) and division, the map operator �, selection �, projection �, the
renaming operator �, and the restructuring operators nest (�) and unnest (�). The map op-
erator, well-known from functional languages and appearing under many different names
in the literature, is used to apply a function to every element of a set. The function applied
may be arbitrarily complex, so that the effect of a map operation may vary from a simple
projection to the production of complex results. Furthermore, a number of join operators is
supported: the regular join 1, the semijoinn, and the antijoin�. The semijoin (a regular
join followed by the projection on the left-hand join operand attributes) is a join operator
that is useful in processing so-called tree queries [Kamb85]. The antijoin is defined as a
semijoin followed by a set difference of the left-hand join operand and the semijoin result.
The antijoin operator is less well-known than the semijoin operator; it can be employed to
efficiently process tree queries involving universal quantification. In selections and joins
arbitrarily complex predicates can be used, including predicates containing quantifiers. Of
course aggregate functions are part of the language too. Below, we give the semantics of
some of the ADL operators used in this paper. For presentation purposes, a simplified no-
tation is used; it is assumed no attribute naming conflicts occur. The operator � is used to
denote tuple concatenation. The schema functionSch, when applied to a table expression,
delivers the top level attribute names.

1. (Flatten)
S(e) = fx j x 2 X ^X 2 eg

2. (Tuple subscription) e[a1; : : : ; an] = ha1 = e:a1; : : : ; an = e:ani
3. (Tuple “update”) Let Sch(e) = fa1; : : : ; an; b1; : : : ; bmg, then:e except (a1 = e1; : : : ; an = en; c1 = e01; : : : ; cn=e0k) =ha1 = e1; : : : ; an = en; b1 = e:b1; : : : ; bm = e:bm; c1 = e01; : : : ; cn = e0ki

The except operator may update existing tuple fields (ai = ei), leaving the remaining as they
are (bi = e:bi), and may also extend the tuple with some new fields (ci = e0i).

4. (Map, or function application) �[x : f(x)](e) = ff(x) j x 2 eg
5. (Selection) �[x : p(x)](e) = fx 2 e j p(x)g
6. (Projection) �a1;::: ;an(e) = fx[a1; : : : ; an] j x 2 eg
7. (Unnest) Let Sch(e) = fa; b1; : : : ; bmg, then:�a(e) = fx0 � x[b1; : : : ; bm] j x 2 e ^ x0 2 x:ag
8. (Nest)

Let Sch(e) = fa1; : : : ; an; b1; : : : ; bmg, let A = a1; : : : ; an, and let B = b1; : : : ; bm,
then:�A;a(e) = fx[B] � ha = Xi j x 2 e ^X = fx0[A] j x0 2 e ^ x0[B] = x[B]gg

9. (Cartesian product) e1 � e2 = fx1 � x2 j x1 2 e1 ^ x2 2 e2g
10. (Regular join) e1 1x1;x2:p(x1;x2) e2 = fx1 � x2 j x1 2 e1 ^ x2 2 e2 ^ p(x1; x2)g
11. (Semijoin) e1 nx1;x2:p(x1;x2) e2 = fx1 j x1 2 e1 ^ 9x2 2 e2 � p(x1; x2)g
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12. (Antijoin) e1 �x1;x2:p(x1;x2) e2 = fx1 j x1 2 e1 ^ 6 9x2 2 e2 � p(x1; x2)g
ADL operators that allow for nesting, the so-called iterators, are the map, select, and join
operators, and also quantifiers. Iterators are operators having functions (lambda expres-
sions �x:e, denoted as x : e) as parameters; within the function body other operators may
occur. Note that the parameter of join operators (the join predicate) is a function having
two arguments; the function (denoted as x1; x2 : p) is written as a subscript to the join
operator symbol. In the evaluation of joins, variables x1 and x2 are iterated over operandse1 and e2 respectively, and tuples are included in the result depending on the value ofp(x1; x2).

Mapping OSQL to the algebra involves a mapping of types and a mapping of expres-
sions. The mapping of types is carried out in the phase of logical database design. Here,
we assume that each class extension is mapped to a table of (possibly complex) objects; a
field of type oid is added to represent object identity, and class references are implemented
by pointers, also of type oid. We also assume that class hierarchies are mapped to ADL
types in some way or the other (the algebra does not support inheritance).

With respect to translation and optimization of expressions, we take the following ap-
proach. Translation of OSQL queries into the algebra is done in a simple, almost one-
to-one way. The algebra supports nesting of expressions, representing tuple-oriented, or
nested-loop query processing, as well as a number of purely algebraic set-oriented oper-
ators. In the translation phase, nested OSQL queries are translated into nested algebraic
expressions. Following translation, in the phase of logical optimization, nested expres-
sions are rewritten into set operations.

The OSQL construct that does not have an immediate algebraic equivalent is the sfw-
query block. In the translation phase, an sfw-query block is mapped to an algebraic ex-
pression consisting of a selection followed by a map:select e1 from x in e2 where e3 � �[x : e1](�[x : e3](e2))
where � computes the selection e3 and � the “projection” e1. In the select operation, vari-
able x is iterated over operand e2 and the operand is restricted according to the values of
the where-clause predicate e3; in the map operation �, variable x is iterated over the re-
sulting operand subset, and for each of the tuples in this set the select-clause expressione1 is evaluated.

To conclude this section, we formulate the goal in optimization of nested ADL queries.
Operands of operators nested within parameter expressions of iterators may be either set-
valued attributes or base table expressions. In this paper, the goal is to transform nested
expressions, in which iterators having base tables as operands occur nested within param-
eter expressions of other iterators, into join expressions in which base tables occur only at
top level. Of course the goal of unnesting applies to correlated subqueries1 only; uncorre-
lated subqueries simply are constants, and treated as such. Assuming set-valued attributes
are stored clustered, the unnesting of expressions with nested iterators having set-valued
attributes as operands is not desirable. For example, �[x : 9y 2 Y � p](X) with Y a base

1Correlated subqueries are iterator expressions that use variables from iterators in which they are nested.
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table, is transformed into the semijoin operation X nx;y:p Y , but �[x : 9y 2 x:c � p](X)
with c a set-valued attribute stored with the X-tuples is left as it is. In short, the goal in
translation/optimization is to remove base tables from the parameter expressions of itera-
tors, moving from tuple- to set-oriented query processing.

6.4 Optimization of nested algebra queries

In this section we present a general approach to optimize nested ADL queries. Three opti-
mization options are given, together with example queries. The section ends with a strat-
egy to give a priority to the options.

The example queries given below concern the supplier-part database of which the
OSQL schema was given in Section 6.2. In ADL, the types of SUPPLIER and PART are
as follows:

SUPPLIER : fhsid : oid,sname : string,parts : fhpid : oidigig
PART : fhpid : oid,pname : string,price : int,colour : stringig

We distinguish three ways of optimizing nested ADL queries: (1) the unnesting of at-
tributes by using the unnest operator, (2) the unnesting of nested expressions by trans-
forming them into relational join queries, and (3) using new operators that (analogous to
for example the relational join) are defined especially to enhance performance. Below, we
discuss the options in more detail.

Unnesting of attributes

If nesting is caused by iteration over a set-valued attribute it is possible to unnest this at-
tribute. Depending on whether the result is nested or not, the nest operator has to be ap-
plied. The unnesting of attributes has some disadvantages. First, nest and unnest are each
others inverse only for PNF relations (nested relations of which the atomic attributes re-
cursively form a key) that have no empty set-valued attributes [RoKS88]. Second, first
unnesting and later nesting again will be expensive due to duplication of attribute values
and overhead caused by restructuring. Therefore, we only use this option if the final nest-
ing is not required, and empty set-valued attributes cause no problem. Consider the query:

Example 6.4 Select the identifiers of suppliers supplying non-existing parts (violating referential
integrity).�sid(�[s : 9z 2 s:parts � 6 9p 2 PART � z = p[pid]](SUPPLIER))
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The set-valued attribute parts is not needed in the result, so the above query may be rewrit-
ten into the antijoin query:�sid(�parts(SUPPLIER) �s;p:s:pid=p:pid PART)
Note that, because z is existentially quantified, the loss of tuples with empty set-valued
attribute parts causes no problem (existential quantification over the empty set deliversfalse).

Transformation into join queries

In some cases two or more consecutive levels of nesting can be replaced by a join, antijoin,
or semijoin operator, reducing the number of levels of nesting. In the ideal case all nesting
has disappeared. Query 6.5 below shows such an example.

Example 6.5 Select the suppliers supplying red parts.�[s : 9z 2 s:parts � 9p 2 PART � z = p[pid] ^ p:colour = "red"](SUPPLIER)
This query can be rewritten into the semijoin query:

SUPPLIER ns;p:p[pid]2s:parts �[p : p:colour = "red"](PART)
In Section 6.5 this option is discussed in detail.

Using special operators

The relational join is not really necessary for the expressive power of the relational algebra;
it was introduced to allow for various efficient implementations. The same can of course
be done in an algebra for complex objects. Quite often we encounter that an efficient exe-
cution of a query is prohibited if we stick to generally-accepted operators. Therefore, we
expect that introducing new operators is really necessary to obtain an efficient implemen-
tation. In Section 6.6, some new operators are discussed. The following query cannot be
rewritten into a relational join query:

Example 6.6 Select suppliers names together with the parts supplied.�[s : hsname = s:sname; parts suppl =�[p : p[pid] 2 s:parts](PART)i](SUPPLIER)
However, using the so-called nestjoin operator � (see Section 6.6), the nested query can
be rewritten into an efficient set operation:�sname;parts suppl(SUPPLIER �s;p:p[pid]2s:parts;parts suppl PART)

Note that each of the options above can be applied to the top level expression as well
as to subexpressions thereof. Given these options for optimization of nested ADL queries,
the rewrite strategy is as follows:
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1. Try to rewrite to the various relational join operators (join, antijoin, or semijoin).

2. If the above is not possible, try to flatten set-valued attributes; if the nesting phase
can be skipped, this may be a strategy worthwhile considering.

3. If the above is not possible, try to rewrite to one of the newly defined operators,
because they were introduced to get a better performance compared to nested-loop
processing.

4. If none of the above works, leave the query as it is, which means that it is executed
by means of nested loops.

The options “rewriting into relational join queries” and “using special operators” are
discussed in more detail in the following two sections.

6.5 Rewriting into flat relational algebra

In the previous section, we have discussed some options for processing nested ADL
queries. In this section, we investigate one of them: the rewriting of nested expressions
into join expressions without unnesting set-valued attributes. The discussion concentrates
on rewriting nested select (�) expressions, the algebraic equivalent of nested OSQL queries
with nesting in the where-clause. However, rewriting nested expressions into join expres-
sions is a strategy that can be applied to nesting in the map operator as well; the section is
concluded by briefly discussing an example of this type of nesting.

6.5.1 General query format

In this section, we discuss transformation of nested OSQL queries with nesting in the
where-clause in the presence of set-valued attributes. Nesting in the where-clause is an
important (and only) type of nesting allowed in the flat relational model; in complex ob-
ject models it is considered equally important. The goal here, as in [Kim82], is to rewrite
nested queries into join queries without unnesting set-valued attributes, so that instead of
performing a naive nested-loop execution, the optimizer may choose from a number of
different join processing strategies.

The general format of a two-block OSQL query with nesting in the where-clause is
the following:select F (x)from x inXwhere P (x; Y 0)with Y 0 = selectG(x; y)from y in Ywhere Q(x; y)
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(The with-construct, enabling local definitions, is used here for reasons of convenience.)
In Section 6.3, we have given the equivalence rule for translating the sfw-block into the
algebra:select e1 from x in e2 where e3 � �[x : e1](�[x : e3](e2))
so the algebraic equivalent of an sfw-expression is a selection � followed by a general
function application� to compute the “projection”. The map operator� is needed to com-
pute arbitrarily structured results, as opposed to standard projections in the flat relational
model.

The general format of the two-block sfw-expression with nesting in the where-clause
as shown above is:�[x : F (x)](�[x : P (x; Y 0)](X))with Y 0 = �[y : G(x; y)](�[y : Q(x; y)](Y ))
For simplicity, the functions F and G are assumed to be identity, so we have the format:�[x : P (x; Y 0)](X)with Y 0 = �[y : Q(x; y)](Y )
The query above is a nested query involving nested iteration over a base table: the outer
selection predicate contains a subquery, which is a selection on base table Y . We want to
transform this nested query into a join query, i.e. a query having no subqueries with base
table operands.

6.5.2 Set comparison operations

To illustrate our ideas, at first we concentrate on two-block nested expressions with set
comparison operations between query blocks. We investigate two unnesting techniques:
unnesting by rewriting into quantifier expressions, and unnesting by grouping, a technique
well-known from the relational model [Kim82].

Below, we show that, in some cases, queries having set comparison operators between
query blocks can be transformed into join queries by rewriting the set comparison operator
into a quantifier expression. However, in other cases, rewriting into quantifiers has a neg-
ative effect on performance; other solutions have to be sought. The results are generalized
to a rewrite heuristic for transforming two-block select queries with arbitrary quantifier
expressions between blocks.

To the queries that cannot be unnested by rewriting into quantifier expressions, we
apply the methods of [Kim82, GaWo87] for unnesting relational queries with aggregate
functions between blocks. We show that the methods of [Kim82, GaWo87] are general
techniques for transforming nested queries into join queries, however, to be of good use
in complex models, they have to be adapted. We will do so by defining a new algebraic
operator, the nestjoin operator, in Section 6.6.

We now continue by describing the query format of interest in this section. Assume
that predicate P involves some set comparison operation relating attribute c of the outer
operand X and the set Y 0, the subquery result. More formally, the query format is:�[x : x:c � Y 0](X)with Y 0 = �[y : Q(x; y)](Y )
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set comparison operation quantifier expressionx:c 2 Y 0 9y 2 Y 0 � y = x:cx:c � Y 0 x:c � Y 0 ^ x:c 6� Y 0(8z 2 x:c � 9y 2 Y 0 � z = y) ^ (6 8y 2 Y 0 � y 2 x:c)x:c � Y 0 8z 2 x:c � 9y 2 Y 0 � z = yx:c = Y 0 x:c � Y 0 ^ x:c � Y 0(8z 2 x:c � 9y 2 Y 0 � z = y) ^ (8y 2 Y 0 � y 2 x:c)x:c � Y 0 8y 2 Y 0 � y 2 x:cx:c � Y 0 x:c � Y 0 ^ x:c 6� Y 0(8y 2 Y 0 � y 2 x:c) ^ (6 8z 2 x:c � 9y 2 Y � z = y)x:c 3 Y 0 9z 2 x:c � z = Y 0
Table 6.1: Rewriting set comparison operations

with � 2 f2;�;�;=;�;�;3g. Note that the type of attribute c varies with the compar-
ison operator used; the type may be atomic (2), or an arbitrary set type. If the operator
used is 3, c has a set-of-set type.

Unnesting by rewriting into quantifier expressions

In this section we show that translating set comparison operators into quantifier expres-
sions offers possibilities to unnest nested queries. In [CeGo85], presenting a translation
from SQL to the relational algebra, set comparison operators are dealt with by rewriting
them into quantifier expressions in a preprocessing phase. Nested relational queries with
quantifiers are easily translated into relational algebra operations. Existential quantifica-
tion is mapped to a projection on a join (or product); universal quantification is handled
by means of the division operator [Codd72].

For example, from the relational model we know that a set membership predicate can
be translated into an existential subquery that is easily translated into a (semi)join opera-
tion. Let q � Q(x; y), then:

Rewriting example 6.1 Set membership�[x : x:c 2 �[y : q](Y )](X)� �[x : 9y 2 �[y : q](Y ) � y = x:c](X)� �[x : 9y 2 Y � y = x:c ^ q](X)� X nx;y:y=x:c^q Y
First the operator2 is rewritten into an existential quantification. Next, the select operation
is removed from the operand (the range expression) of the existential quantifier, provid-
ing the possibility to translate the existential subquery into a semijoin operation in the last
rewrite step. In this last step the actual unnesting is performed; the preceding rewrite steps
are necessary to transform the input expression into the format suitable for unnesting. The
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equivalence rules for unnesting quantifier expressions nested within select operators are
the following.

Rule 6.1 Unnesting quantifier expressions LetX and Y be table expressions, and let x not be free
in Y , then:

1. �[x : 9y 2 Y � p](X) � X nx;y:p Y
2. �[x :6 9y 2 Y � p](X) � X �x;y:p Y

A nested query with existential quantification is translated into a semijoin operation;
negated existential (i.e. universal) quantification is dealt with by means of the antijoin op-
erator.

The same method, rewriting set comparison operators by means of quantifiers, can be
applied in complex object models as well. Again, let q � Q(x; y), and consider the fol-
lowing example dealing with the set inclusion operator:

Rewriting example 6.2 Set inclusion�[x : �[y : q](Y ) � x:c](X)� �[x : 8y 2 �[y : q](Y ) � y 2 x:c](Y )](X)� �[x :6 9y 2 �[y : q](Y ) � y 62 x:c](X)� �[x :6 9y 2 Y � q ^ y 62 x:c](X)� X �x;y:q^y 62x:c Y
In the example above, the same procedure as in Rewriting Example 6.1 is followed

(rewriting into quantification, transformation of the range expression, and unnesting). In
addition, the universal quantifier is transformed into a negated existential quantifier by
pushing through negation to enable transformation into the antijoin operation.

All set comparison operators can be rewritten into quantifier expressions, as shown
in Table 6.1. In the table, in all cases except for the last we have expanded operators until
quantification(s) overY 0 take(s) place. We see that expanding operators2 and� leads to a
(negated) existential quantifier expression that is suited for unnesting by applying Rule 6.1;
expansion of the other operators leads to a multiple subquery expression, that cannot be
unnested that way. Note that negation of the set comparison operation does not influence
the possibilities for unnesting. Negating the operator negates the quantifier expression;
antijoins are used instead of semijoins and vice versa.

So far, we restricted our discussion to two-block nested queries with predicates of the
form x:c � Y 0, with � a set comparison operator. In Table 6.2, we show some more exam-
ples of predicates that can be rewritten into (negated) existential quantification, the form
suitable for transformation in relational join expressions. To determine exactly which
types of predicates can be rewritten is a topic of future research.



122 6. From Nested-Loop to Join Queries in OODBP (x; Y 0) quantifier expressionY 0 = ; 6 9y 2 Y 0 � truecount(Y 0) = 0 6 9y 2 Y 0 � truex:c \ Y 0 = ; 6 9y 2 Y 0 � y 2 x:c8z 2 x:c � z � Y 0 6 9y 2 Y 0 � 9z 2 x:c � y 62 z
Table 6.2: Rewriting predicates

Rewrite heuristic

From the discussion above, an important rewrite heuristic for nested expressions with pred-
icates consisting of arbitrary quantifier expressions can be derived. Difficulties with un-
nesting arise whenever subqueries with base tables as operands are nested within iterators
with set-valued attributes as operands, and the order of nesting cannot be changed. Con-
sider the last expression of Table 6.2. We have:

Rewriting example 6.3 Exchanging quantifiers8z 2 x:c � z � Y 0� 8z 2 x:c � 8y 2 Y 0 � y 2 z� 8y 2 Y 0 � 8z 2 x:c � y 2 z� 6 9y 2 Y 0 � 9z 2 x:c � y 62 z
By expanding the comparison operator and exchanging universal quantifiers, the predicate
is put in a form suitable for unnesting according to Rule 6.1. The general rewrite heuristic
is formulated as follows. Let P be a quantifier expression in Prenex Normal Form:P � Qx1 2 e1 � Qx2 2 e2 � � � Qxn 2 en � p
in which the range expressions ei are either base tables or set-valued attributes. To enable
unnesting of (sub)expressions, the goal is to move quantification over base tables to the
left of the quantifier expression. This goal may be achieved by exchanging universal or
existential quantifiers.

Unnesting by grouping

Another way to deal with set comparison operators is to use grouping. In the relational
context, grouping is used to transform nested queries with aggregate functions between
query blocks [Kim82, GaWo87]. As we will see, the method of [GaWo87] in fact repre-
sents a general way of treating nested queries that can be applied in complex object mod-
els as well.2 However, in some cases the results achieved are not correct due to the loss of
dangling tuples in the relational join operation.

2The method of [Kim82] can be applied only when the correlation predicate (or join predicate) is equality.
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Figure 6.1: Nesting involving set-valued attribute

In [Kim82, GaWo87], methods for unnesting queries with aggregate functions between
query blocks of the form �[x : P (x; agg(�[y : Q(x; y)](Y )))](X) are presented. Below,
we apply the method of [GaWo87] to nested queries with set comparators between blocks.

Consider the following nested query, an example of which is given in Figure 6.1.�[x : x:c � �[y : x:a = y:d](Y )](X)
Applying the transformation technique of [GaWo87] to the expression above, we have, in
our own formalism:�X(�[x : x:c � x:ys](�Y ;ys(X 1x;y:x:a=y:d Y )))
The nested query is transformed into a flat join query consisting of (1) a join to evaluate
the inner query block predicate, (2) a nest operation for grouping, (3) a selection for eval-
uating P , the predicate between blocks, and (4) a final projection. Example tables X andY and the intermediate results of the join, nest, and project/select operation are shown in
Figure 6.2.

We note that, as with relational queries involving the COUNT function, in the join
query some kind of bug occurs, due to the loss of dangling tuples in the join; in analogy
with the phrase “COUNT bug,” we call this bug the “Complex Object bug.” In the ex-
ample, the tuple ha = 2; c = ;i in X is not matched by any of the tuples y 2 Y , so the
subquery result is empty. In the join, this tuple is lost; in the nested query, the expression; � ; evaluates to true, so the tuple has to be included.

Now consider a variant of the query above, in which � is changed into �:�[x : x:c � �[y : x:a = y:d](Y )](X)
Here as well, applying the same unnesting technique yields a Complex Object bug. All
tuples x 2 X for which it holds that the subquery Y 0 is equal to the empty set should be
included into the result, but are lost in the join.

In Table 6.3, we have listed the set comparison operations under consideration, to-
gether with the value of the predicate for subqueries delivering empty sets (a question mark
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Figure 6.2: The complex object bug

meaning run-time dependence). Negated predicates are treated in the same way. We have
the following result.� The relational transformation technique of [GaWo87] for unnesting nested queries

having aggregate functions between query blocks, using grouping, may be applied
to nested complex object queries involving set comparison operators between query
blocks as well. However, in some cases the loss of dangling outer operand tuples in
the join causes incorrect results.� The value of the expression P (x; Y 0), with the empty set substituted for Y 0, de-
termines whether or not dangling tuples should be included into the result. When-
ever P (x; ;) can be reduced statically to true=false, all/none of the dangling tu-
ples x 2 X must be included into the result; whenever this value is undetermined
at compile time, it is run-time dependent whether or not dangling tuples x 2 X
should be included (cf. the predicate x:c = count(Y 0)). In other words, the unnest-
ing technique used here is guaranteed to deliver correct results only if P (x; ;) can
be statically reduced to false.

If not for the occurrence of bugs, the techniques of [Kim82, GaWo87] can be applied
to nested queries with arbitrary predicates between blocks. One way to solve the COUNT
bug in the relational model is to employ the outerjoin operator [GaWo87]. In using the
outerjoin, NULL values are used to represent the empty set. This method may be applied
in a slightly adapted way in complex object models as well. Another way to solve the
COUNT bug is to use a binary aggregation operator [ÖÖMa87, Naka90]. In Section 6.6,
we discuss a new operator for unnesting nested queries that is based on the idea underlying
binary aggregation, but separates predicate evaluation from join and grouping.
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Table 6.3: Set comparison operators and bugs

6.5.3 Nesting in the map operator

To conclude, we give another example of the strategy of rewriting nested expressions into
relational join expressions, but now concerning nesting in the map operator (i.e. in the
select-clause). The following equivalence rule can be used to transform a nested map op-
eration into a join query:

Rule 6.2 Nesting in the map operatorS(�[x : �[y : x � y](�[y : p])(Y )](X) � X 1x;y:p Y
The nested map operation on the left hand side creates a set of sets that is flattened imme-
diately afterwards; the same result is achieved by the right hand join expression.

Briefly summarizing this section, we have seen that (1) rewriting predicates into quan-
tifier expressions may enable the transformationof nested expressions involving set-valued
attributes into relational join expressions, (2) unnesting by grouping is a transformation
technique that is generally applicable, if not for the occurrence of bugs. In the next section,
we show how to avoid the occurrence of bugs by using the nestjoin operator; the general
transformation strategy then is to transform nested queries into nestjoin expressions, but
to use relational join operators whenever possible.

6.6 New algebraic operators

In this section, we give three examples of new algebraic operators that are well-suited for
efficient implementation of nested OSQL queries. Generally speaking, it is worthwhile to
define new logical algebra operators whenever there can be found new access algorithms
(or physical algebra operators [Grae93]) that are an improvement over nested-loop query
processing. For example, the join can be implemented as an index nested-loop join, a
sort-merge join, a hash join, etc. In this section, we give some examples of operators that
might be of use for improving performance in OO query processing. The first operator
to be discussed is the nestjoin operator, defined in [StAB94] for the processing of nested
queries requiring grouping. The second operation to be discussed is the PNHL algorithm
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Figure 6.3: Nestjoin example

of [DeLa92], useful for materializing set-valued attributes, and the third is the materialize
operator of [BlMG93].

6.6.1 The nestjoin operator—grouping during join

In the previous section we have shown that unnesting by using grouping is a transformation
strategy generally applicable, if not for the occurrence of bugs due to the loss of dangling
tuples in the join. In [StAB94], we have defined an operator that combines grouping and
join without losing dangling left operand tuples: the nestjoin operator. The nestjoin op-
erator is to be used for the unnesting of nested queries that cannot be rewritten into flat
relational join operations.

The nestjoin operator, denoted by the symbol �, is a simple modification of the join
operator. Instead of producing the concatenation of every pair of matching tuples, each left
operand tuple is concatenated with the set of matching right operand tuples. To implement
the nestjoin, common join implementation methods like the sort-merge join, or the hash
join can be adapted. The definition of the nestjoin is as follows.

Definition 6.1 The nestjoin operator (simple) Let label a not occur in the schema of e1,
then: e1 �x1;x2:p(x1;x2);a e2 =fx1 � ha = Xi j x1 2 e1 ^X = fx2 j x2 2 e2 ^ p(x1; x2)gg 2
Variables x1 and x2 are iterated over operands e1 and e2, respectively. Each left operand
tuple x1 2 e1 is concatenated with the unary tuple ha = Xi, in which the set X con-
tains those right hand operand tuples x2 2 e2 for which the predicate p(x1; x2) holds.
An example of the nestjoin operation is given in Figure 6.3, where relations X and Y are
equijoined on the second attribute.
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The nestjoin operator as defined above can be used for the transformation of two-block
select expressions with arbitrary predicates between blocks. The simplified version of the
two-block select query:�[x : P (x; Y 0)](X))with Y 0 = �[y : Q(x; y)](Y )
is transformed into the nestjoin expression:�X(�[z : P 0](X �x;y:Q(x;y);ys Y ))
In the nestjoin operation, for each tuple x 2 X the set of tuples y 2 Y is restricted accord-
ing to predicate Q. In the selection, the nestjoin result is restricted according to predicateP 0. Predicate P has to be adapted by substituting z[X ] (nestjoin tuple z projected on itsX attributes) and z:ys (the subquery result as attribute of nestjoin tuples z) for x and Y 0,
respectively, i.e. P 0 � P (x; Y 0)[z[X ]=x; z:ys=Y 0]. A projection on the attribute values
of X completes the computation.

The nestjoin operation can be used to process queries with nesting in the select- or
where-clause. Queries having subqueries in the select-clause often denote nested results,
so processing by means of the nest join operation will be appropriate. The general format
of a query with nesting in the select-clause is:select F (x; Y 0)with Y 0 = selectG(x; y)from y in YwhereQ(x; y)from x inXwhere P (x)
Assume function G and predicate P are identity, then in the algebra we have:�[x : F (x; Y 0)](X))with Y 0 = �[y : Q(x; y)](Y )
which is equivalent to:�[z : F 0](X �x;y:Q(x;y);ys Y )
in which function F is adapted by performing the necessary substitutions:F 0 � F (x; Y 0)[z[X]=x; z:ys=Y 0]

Above, we have given a simplified definition of the nestjoin operator. For the transfor-
mation of general nested queries with deeper nesting levels, the nestjoin needs as an extra
parameter a function to be applied to the right hand operand tuples [StAB94].

6.6.2 Materializing set-valued attributes

Below, we describe two proposals for the materialisation of (set-valued) attributes, in com-
plex object models an operation presumed to occur frequently. In the first proposal of
[DeLa92], an algorithm was given without defining a corresponding logical algebra op-
erator; in [BlMG93], both a logical and a corresponding physical algebra operation are
described.
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The PNHL algorithm

Below, we describe the algorithm of [DeLa92] for efficiently processing a nested expres-
sion in which a set-valued attribute is joined with a base table. This algorithm can be con-
sidered as a new physical algebra operation. Though the correspondence between logical
and physical algebra operators usually is not one-to-one [Grae93], the question is whether
it is useful to define new logical operators for algorithms such as that of [DeLa92]. The
following query expresses a nested natural join (?) operation:�[x : x except (parts = x:parts ?z;y:z:pid=y:pid PART)](SUPPLIER)
In [DeLa92], a hash-based algorithm called Partitioned Nested-Hashed-Loops (PNHL) al-
gorithm for computing this type of join operation is described and performance measures
are reported. The algorithm builds a hash table for those segments of operand PART that fit
into main memory and then probes operand SUPPLIER against each segment of the hash
table, thus building partial results. Partial results are merged in the second phase of the
algorithm. Compared to the unnest-join-nest processing method, the algorithm achieves
better performance. Comparing the PNHL algorithm with traditional hash join, we see that
in the PNHL algorithm, only the flat table can be the build table (the inner operand PART
in the example), whereas in relational hash join usually the smaller operand is chosen as
build table.

The materialize operator

In object-oriented database systems the concepts of object identity and path expressions
play an important role. Object identifiers can be implemented either as physical or as log-
ical pointers. Implementing object-identifiers as physical pointers opens the way to new
join implementation methods (pointer-based joins, [ShCa90]).

Also, object identifiers can be usefully employed to implement path expressions, i.e.
the user-defined relationships or links between object classes. In [BlMG93], path expres-
sions are represented by the operator materialize. Materialize is defined as a new logical
algebra operator, with the purpose to explicitly indicate the use of inter-object references,
i.e. to indicate where path expressions are used and where therefore algebraic transforma-
tions can be applied. The operator is implemented by an access algorithm called assembly,
a generalization of the concept of a pointer-based join.

6.7 Conclusion and future work

As in relational systems supporting SQL, in OO data models supporting an SQL-like query
language (OSQL), optimization of nested queries is an important issue. A naive way to
handle nested queries is by nested-loop processing (tuple-orientedquery processing), how-
ever, it is better to transform nested queries into join queries, because join queries can be
implemented in many different ways (set-oriented query processing).
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In this paper, we have presented a general approach to optimization of nested OSQL
queries. In OSQL, nesting may occur in the where-, from-, and select-clause. An addi-
tional complication in complex object models is the support for iteration over set-valued
attributes. The goal is to transform nested OSQL queries having correlated subqueries with
base table expressions as operands into join queries in which base tables occur only at top
level. First, we try to rewrite nested expressions into relational join operations. Second,
we consider whether the unnesting of set-valued attributes is a possible (for theoretical
reasons) and a worthwhile (for reasons of performance) optimization option. Third, if the
previous steps do not give the result wanted, we use new operators especially defined to
improve performance. Finally, if none of the previous steps work, we resort to nested-loop
processing.

We have shown that transformation of nested OSQL queries dealing with set-valued
attributes into relational join queries is not always possible. In many cases, the unnesting
of nested OSQL queries requires some form of grouping in the unnested, or join query.
Relational transformation techniques for nested queries requiring grouping (nested queries
with aggregate functions between blocks) do not always give correct results; to improve
matters we have defined a new operator called the nestjoin operator.

Future work concerns a number of issues. First, we need a precise characterization of
nested queries requiring grouping or not. Second, for those queries that do require group-
ing, new implementation techniques have to be investigated. Third, new features charac-
teristic of OO data models, like object identity and path expressions, provide new oppor-
tunities to improve performance. At the logical as well as the physical algebra level new
operators may be defined and implemented. Finally, the ultimate goal of course is a gen-
eral (syntax-driven) translation/optimization algorithm for arbitrary nested OSQL queries,
including queries with multiple subqueries and multiple nesting levels.
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Abstract
Efficient query processing is one of the key promises of database technology. With
the evolution of supported data models—from relational via nested relational to object-
oriented—the need for such efficiency has not diminished, and the general problem has
increased in complexity.
In this paper, we present a complete, heuristics-based and extensible algorithm for the
translation of object-oriented query expressions in a variant of OSQL to an algebra ex-
tended with specialized join operators, designed for the task. We claim that the resulting
algebraic expressions are cost-efficient.
Our approach builds on well-known optimization strategies for the relational model, but
extends them to include relations and more arbitrary sets as values. We pay special atten-
tion to the most costly forms of OSQL queries, namely those with full subqueries in the
SELECT- or WHERE-clause. The paper builds on earlier results [StAB94, SABB94].

7.1 Introduction

Currently, the ODMG group is working on the standards for object-oriented database man-
agement systems [Catt93]; the ODMG proposal includes a description of an object query
language named OQL, which is an SQL-like language. How to implement such a lan-
guage, i.e. the subject of query processing in object-oriented database systems, is an im-
portant research topic. This paper studies the efficiency of query processing in such sys-
tems.

We consider the first phase of query processing, i.e. the translation of an object-oriented
SQL-like language (OSQL) into an algebra supporting complex objects. We believe that,
as for the relational model, set-orientation is an appropriate query processing paradigm
for object-oriented models also. Set operators allow to apply techniques such as sorting or
hashing to improve performance. The goal is to achieve a translation that results in alge-
braic expressions that have good performance.

Important features of OSQL are object identity, inheritance, the presence of complex
objects, and the possibility to define methods. In our opinion, OSQL can be considered
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as an extension of SQL-like languages for extended nested relational models [PiAn86].
Common features are the presence of complex objects and the orthogonality of language
design. In the implementation of OSQL, precisely these features are of major importance.
The work presented here is meant to serve as the basis for the implementation of OSQL.
Specific object-oriented features can be handled as an addition or an extension. For exam-
ple, the presence of object identity allows to speed up join algorithms [ShCa90]. We re-
mark that, in our framework [BaBZ91], methods are written using OSQL instead of some
general purpose programming language. Hence, method calls in a query can be textually
substituted by their OSQL definition, allowing for additional optimization.

The nested relational model has been studied in depth. To our knowledge however,
a translation from OSQL into nested relational algebra, comparable to the algorithm of
[CeGo85] for the translation of relational SQL queries, has never been published. A trans-
lation of nested calculus into nested algebra was made in [RoKS88], but that work is of a
more theoretical nature, paying no attention to implementation aspects. The algebra used
is a minimal extension of relational algebra, not suitable to be used for implementation
purposes.

We build on previous work. In [StAB94], we showed that in complex object models it
is impossible to transform arbitrary nested queries into flat join queries. As a solution, we
introduced the nestjoin operator. In [SABB94], we described a general approach to handle
nested queries; here, we are more concrete and present a translation algorithm. Related
to our work is that of [ClMo93], in which the optimization of nested O2SQL queries is
discussed.

In Section 7.2, we briefly describe the language used. In Section 7.3, we discuss the
problem of translating OSQL in more detail. The presentation of this paper is one of step-
wise refinement. First, we show in Section 7.4 that a nested OSQL expression can be trans-
lated into an expression akin to the project-select-product form of the relational model.
The result thus obtained is very inefficient, and must be optimized. We try to obtain better
results by using better translation rules. Next, in Section 7.5, the main steps of the algo-
rithm are described, and the basic set of rewrite rules and an initial rewrite strategy is given.
It becomes clear that, in order to obtain an efficient result, (multi-variable) parameter ex-
pressions have to be split. As it turns out, the way expressions are split strongly determines
the outcome of the transformation, given a fixed rewrite strategy. Heuristics are needed to
guide the process of splitting expressions; these are presented in Section 7.6. A new, again
fixed, rewrite strategy is presented. However, we are forced to conclude that, due to the
possible complexity of nested expressions in OSQL, a fixed rewrite strategy does not suf-
fice. The unnesting procedure (and therefore the precise way of parameter splitting) has
to be guided by a (heuristic) cost model that weighs the costs of the various join operators,
taking into account the level of nesting, as well as the operand types. The search space is
determined by the various join links that are present between iterator operands. In Sec-
tion 7.7, some extensions are discussed, and in Section 7.8, we compare our work with
that of others. Section 7.9 gives conclusions and discusses future work.
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7.2 Preliminaries

We work within one language. The type system of our language is that of the nested rela-
tional model, extended in the sense that, besides relation-valued attributes, arbitrary set-
valued attributes are allowed as well. The language used is a combination of SQL-like
constructs which allow for nesting and pure algebraic operators such as set operators and
join. Below, we give the definitions of the main operators used in this paper.

Collect �[x : f(x) j p(x)](e) = ff(x) j x 2 e ^ p(x)g
Semijoin e1 nx1;x2:p(x1;x2) e2 = fx1 j x1 2 e1 ^ 9x2 2 e2 � p(x1; x2)g
Antijoin e1 �x1;x2:p(x1;x2) e2 = fx1 j x1 2 e1 ^ 6 9x2 2 e2 � p(x1; x2)g
Nestjoin e1 �x1;x2:f(x1;x2)jp(x1;x2);a e2 = fx1 ++ ha = Xi j x1 2 e1 ^X =ff(x1; x2) j x2 2 e2 ^ p(x1; x2)gg

The collect operator� is just a syntactic variant of the SELECT-FROM-WHERE construct
of SQL:

SELECT f(x) FROM x IN e WHERE p(x) � �[x : f(x) j p(x)](e)
We have two special forms of �-expression:

1. �[x : f j true](X) � �[x : f ](X) which is also known as the map operator, and

2. �[x : x j p](X) � �[x : p](X) which is also known as the selection operator.

The nestjoin operator was introduced in [StAB94]. The operator is a combination of
join and grouping and was introduced to avoid problems with dangling tuples. Parameters
of the nestjoin operator are a predicate p, a function f , and a label a. Each tuple in the left-
hand join operand is concatenated with the unary tuple ha = Xi; the set X consists of the
right-hand operand tuples that satisfy p, modified according to function f .

In addition to the operators listed above, we have the standard set operators union, dif-
ference, and intersection, the tuple constructor ha1 = e1; : : : ; an = eni, tuple projectionx[L], which is denoted as xL, projection �, join 1, nest � and unnest �, etc. Predicates of
the language may be arbitrary Boolean expressions, involving set comparison operators
and quantifier expressions 9x 2 X � p and 8x 2 X � p.

In this paper, capitals X , Y , Z are used to denote table expressions, i.e. base tables or
set expressions with base table operands only. The expression FV (e) stands for the set of
free variables that occur in some expression e.

Operators collect, select, map, and quantifiers 9 and 8 are called iterators. In transla-
tion, the goal is to remove nested iterator occurrences as much as possible, by rewriting
into joins. We give some example expressions:

Example 7.1 Nested expressions

1. �[x : 9y 2 Y � x:a = y:a](X)
2. �[x : x:a j x:c � �[y : y:a](Y )](X)
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3. �[x : ha = x:a; c = �[y : y:c j x:a = y:a](Y )i](X)
4. �[x : �[y : x:a+ y:a j y:b = 1](Y )](X)

The top level collect operator (or, comparably a map or select operator) contains nested
iterators 9 and �, either in the predicate or in the function. Nested expressions as shown
above express a pure nested-loop execution strategy. By rewriting into join expressions,
other implementation options come within reach:

Example 7.2 Join expressions

1. X nx;y:x:a=y:a Y
2. �[v : v:a j x:c � v:ys](X �ys �[y : y:a](Y ))
3. �[v : ha = v:a; c = v:ysi](X �x;y:y:cjx:a=y:a;ys Y )
4. �[v : v:ys](X �x;y:x:a+y:ajtrue;ys �[y : y:b = 1](Y ))

For the unnesting of an existential quantifier we may use the semijoin operator. The other
examples concern expressions that cannot be transformed into flat relational join queries;
we use the nestjoin operator.

7.3 Approach

Following relational tradition, we assume a three-level architecture of user language, log-
ical algebra, and physical algebra. Query processing then consists of the following steps:
translation into the logical algebra, logical query optimization, the generation of an ac-
cess plan (translation into the physical algebra), and query execution [Grae93]. As said,
we consider the first phase of query processing: the translation of OSQL into the logical
algebra.

The goal in translating OSQL into the algebra is two-fold, namely (1) to obtain set-
orientation, and (2) to achieve an efficient translation. Our first goal is motivated by the
work done in the relational context. SQL languages offer the possibility to formulate nes-
ted queries, i.e. queries that contain subqueries (nested query blocks). In the relational
model, the subquery operand is a base table or another subquery. In the translation to
relational algebra, subqueries are removed by transforming the nested query into a join
query. Transformation into join queries is advantageous because the join can be imple-
mented such that its performance is better than pure nested-loop execution expressed by
a nested query. Also for nested relational and object-oriented systems, the set-oriented
paradigm seems appropriate. Though navigation has been considered as the prevailing
method to access object-oriented databases in the past, recently more attention has been
paid to set-oriented access methods, like pointer-based joins [ShCa90].

Our second goal originates from our belief that the actual translation into the logical
algebra strongly influences performance. In our opinion, query optimization should not be
restricted to the phases of algebraic rewriting and plan compilation; optimization should
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play a role in all phases of query processing. Simple, standard algorithms for translating
the user language (either SQL or calculus-like) into the algebra may result in very ineffi-
cient expressions. The inefficiency introduced in the translation phase is assumed to be re-
duced in the phase of logical optimization. This is quite a hard task, because in a pure alge-
braic context, in which information about the original query structure is scattered through-
out the expression, it becomes difficult to find the proper optimization rules and to control
the sequence of rule application [Naka90]. To support this claim, we invite the reader to
transform the expression:((�[x : p(x)](X)� Y ) [ (X 1x;y:q(x;y) Y ))� Y
into: X � �[x : :p(x)](X) nx;y::q(x;y) Y
using algebraic rewrite rules only. Both expressions are translations of the expression:�[x : 8y 2 Y � p(x) _ q(x; y)](X)
The first uses division to handle the universal quantifier, the second set difference. In our
opinion, it is better to try to achieve a ‘good’ translation right away than to try to rewrite
inefficient algebraic expressions afterwards.

The main cause of the problems that have to be solved is the presence of set-valued
attributes. In a language like OSQL, arbitrary nesting of query blocks may take place,
in the SELECT- as well as in the WHERE-clause. The operands of nested query blocks
may be base tables or set-valued attributes (or other subqueries); the two forms of iteration
may alternate in arbitrary ways. The goal in translation is to achieve set-orientation, i.e.
to remove nested iteration as much as possible. Nested iteration can be removed in two
different ways:

Unnesting of expressions Unnesting rules may be applied either to the top level expres-
sion, moving nested base table occurrences to the top level, or to nested expres-
sions, introducing nested set operations with base table operands and/or set-valued
operands.

Unnesting of attributes Set-valued attributes can be unnested using the operator �, and
nested later on, if necessary, using �.

We give an example. Consider the expression:�[x : 9y 2 Y � y 2 x:c](X)
or, equivalently:�[x : 9y 2 Y � 9v 2 x:c � y:d = v:d](X)
Attribute c of X is set-valued; we assume that both base table Y and attribute c are unary
tables with only one attribute d. Below, we discuss some possibilities for the translation
of the above expression.

The first option is to leave the expression as it is, adhering to a simple nested-loop
execution strategy. Second, for the translation of existential quantification we may use the
semijoin operator, resulting in:
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Base table occurrenceY is moved to the top level. However, the result contains a complex
join predicate, i.e., a predicate that concerns non-atomic attribute comparisons, and present
join implementation techniques are not capable of handling such predicates. Third, we
may introduce a nested semijoin operation:�[x : 9y 2 (Y ny;v:y:d=v:d x:c) � true](X)
Instead of performing a join between base tablesX and Y , a local join is executed for each
tuple x 2 X . The fourth and last option is to flatten attribute c by means of the unnest
operator �. The result then is:�d;c(�c(X) nx;y:x:d=y:d Y )
Depending on the expression concerned, one or more options may be appropriate. Clearly,
a cost model is needed to compare the performance of the various options, if applicable.
In this paper, we do not consider the option of attribute unnesting; it can be treated inde-
pendently and easily incorporated into our transformation algorithm.

7.4 Translation into nestjoin expression

In this section, we show that any base table occurrence can be moved to the top level by
translating nested expressions into nested product expressions. A nested product expres-
sion can be looked upon as the equivalent of the relational project-select-product expres-
sion. A nested product expression, just like its relational equivalent, is highly inefficient;
it can be considered as the Most Costly Normal Form [KeMo93]. Instead of trying to op-
timize the algebraic expression, we try to find better translation rules.

In further reading, it may be of help to realize that we simply draw the analogy between
the translation of relational languages and that of OSQL. Below, we shortly describe the
procedure followed in [Codd72] in translating relational calculus into relational algebra.
The reduction algorithm of Codd takes as input an alpha expression in which the predicate
is in Prenex Normal Form (PNF). First, the Cartesian product of base tables involved in
the query is formed; next the Cartesian product is restricted according to the predicate that
is the matrix of the PNF expression. Finally, projections and division operators are added
to take care of quantifiers 9 and 8, respectively. In the phase of logical optimization, the
Cartesian products are removed as much as possible by pushing through selections, mod-
ifying the join order, etc.

In our language, we have at our disposal the complex object equivalent of the relational
Cartesian product, namely the nested Cartesian product, that consists of a nestjoin operator
with join predicate true and nestjoin function identity:X �x;y:yjtrue;a Y � X � fha = Y ig

A product expression X �x;y:yjtrue;a Y is abbreviated as X �a Y . Also, if the join
predicate is true or the join function is identity, they may be omitted: X �x;y:yjp;a Y is
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abbreviated as X �x;y:p;a Y , and X �x;y:f jtrue;a Y as X �x;y:f ;a Y .1 In the footsteps
of relational tradition, a nested OSQL query can be transformed into an expression that
consists of a sequence of operations that work on the nested Cartesian product. The opti-
mization objective then is to push through operations (not just projections and selections).

7.4.1 Example

Consider the following two-block query:

SELECT x
FROM x IN X
WHERE x:c � SELECT y:a

FROM y IN Y
WHERE y:b = x:d

In [StAB94], we have shown that this query cannot be translated into a flat join query;
grouping is needed. In our syntax, the corresponding expression is:�[x : x j x:c � �[y : y:a j y:b = x:d](Y )](X)
Transformation of the above nested expression into a collect operation on the nested Carte-
sian product is easy and results in:�[v : vX j vX :c � �[y : y:a j y:b = vX :d](v:ys)](X �ys Y )
In SQL syntax this is:

SELECT vX
FROM v IN X �ys Y
WHERE vX :c � SELECT y:a

FROM y IN v:ys
WHERE y:b = vX :d

To obtain a nested product expression, the nested product ofX and the (uncorrelated) sub-
query operand Y is formed. In the original collect expression, now having as operand the
nested product instead of table X , the expression Y is replaced by the newly formed set-
valued attribute ys. In addition, the occurrences of outer loop variablexmust be adapted to
account for the fact that the outer loop no longer iterates over X , but over the nested prod-
uct that has an additional attribute. The expression vX delivers the original tuple value ofx. Note that vX :a, with a an arbitrary label, is equivalent to v:a.

Of course, left as it is, the above transformation is no real improvement; the nested
product expression must be further optimized. For example, operations applied to the new-
ly formed set-valued attribute may be applied during the nestjoin operation itself:�[v : vX j v:c � v:ys](X �x;y:y:ajy:b=x:d;ys Y )
In SQL syntax we have:

1Because a predicate is a function too, this convention may be confusing; we assume that the type of the
nestjoin parameter is clear from the context.
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SELECT vX
FROM v IN X �x;y:y:ajy:b=x:d;ys Y
WHERE v:c � v:ys

The subquery result is computed in advance, and stored as the set-valued attribute namedys. Below, we visualize the transformation:

Rewriting example 7.1 Unnesting�[x : x j x:c � subqueryz }| {�[y : y:a j y:b = x:d](Y )](X) ��[v : vX j v:c � v:ys|{z}
result

](X �x;y:y:ajy:b=x:d;ys Y )
The above optimized nestjoin expression can be implemented more efficiently than

the original nested expression that contains the subquery and expresses a nested-loop ex-
ecution. Like the regular join, the nestjoin operation can be implemented using indices,
sorting, hashing, or whatever implementation technique that is available and profitable.2

7.4.2 General rule

We have the following general equivalence rule:

Rule 7.1 Transformation into nested Cartesian product�[x : E(x; Y )](X) � �[v : E(vX ; v:ys)](X �ys Y )
The left-hand side of the equivalence above is a collect expression, in which for eachx 2 X
some expression E is evaluated. E corresponds to some parameter expression f j p; be-
cause it is irrelevant whether Y occurs in f or in p, we may abstract from the form of the
parameter expression. InE, we find occurrences of loop variable x and some uncorrelated
subquery Y ; this is denoted as E(x; Y ). After having formed the nested product of X andY , we have to perform some substitutions in the original collect expression. Loop vari-
able x is replaced by a fresh variable v, the occurrences of x in E are replaced by the tuple
projection vX , and the occurrences of Y in E are replaced by the expression v:ys, with ys
a label that does not occur in X . All this is denoted as E(vX ; v:ys). Below, we give some
example applications of the rule.

Rewriting example 7.2 Transformation into nested product� �[x : x:c� Y ](X) � �[v : v:c� v:ys](X �ys Y )� �[x : x:c� �[y : y:a = 1](Y )](X) � �[v : v:c� v:ys](X �ys �[y : y:a = 1](Y ))� �[x : 9y 2 Y � x:a = y:a](X) � �[v : vX j 9y 2 v:ys � v:a = y:a](X �ys Y )
2Some restrictions hold, though, because the nestjoin operator is not commutative, because its output is

structured.
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7.4.3 Optimization of the general rule

As remarked, a nested product expression does have not especially good performance. We
have to find better translation rules; below, we present one such rule: the rule for unnesting
a collect nested in another collect.

Rule 7.2 Unnesting collect within collect�[x : E(x;�[y : f j p](Y ))](X) � �[v : E(vX ; v:ys)](X �x;y:f jp;ys Y )
Again, for each x 2 X , some expressionE is evaluated. E contains occurrences of x and
a nested collect expression �[y : f j p](Y ). It is indifferent whether the subquery occurs
in the predicate part ofE or in the function, meaning that the rule can be used for removing
subqueries from the WHERE- as well as from the SELECT-clause. The same procedure as
described above is followed, forming the nestjoin of X and Y , and performing the neces-
sary substitutions. The expression that is the parameter of the nested collect, i.e. f j p, now
becomes the nestjoin parameter expression; instead of a nested Cartesian product, we have
a true nestjoin operation. An example application of this rule was given in Example 7.1.
In Section 7.5.2, we discuss the types of join predicates and functions allowed.

Transformations may not introduce free variables. If the above rule is applied on the
top level, then it must hold that the nestjoin predicate and function contain no free variables
other then the nestjoin variables themselves; if the rule is applied at nested levels, variables
from higher levels may occur free in function and predicate.

Of course, the problem of achieving a translation, and an efficient one too, is not solved
by giving the above rules. Many issues remain to be discussed. For example, we have
to decide what unnesting strategy should be followed, we have to consider expressions
containing quantifiers etc.

7.4.4 Why is a nestjoin better than a nested loop?

Or, stated differently: how to implement the nestjoin such that the performance of a nest-
join expression is better than that of the corresponding nested-loop expression, that pos-
sibly is implemented with loop optimization methods such as caching, the use of indices,
etc. The answer to the above question consists of two parts:� Each individual nestjoin operator such that its performance is better than the perfor-

mance achieved by means of nested-loop execution.� To have nestjoin sequences instead of nested expressions offers additional optimiza-
tion opportunities.

First, a nestjoin operator can be implemented efficiently. If an (atomic) nestjoin pred-
icate is present, and the nestjoin function is identity, the nestjoin can be implemented as
a modification of implementation methods for the regular join. Any join algorithm that
has an output ordered according to the left hand operand tuple values is suitable to be used
for the implementation of the nestjoin. The only difference with relational join lies in in
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the structure of the output—in the nestjoin, each left-hand tuple is concatenated with the
set of matching right-hand operand tuples. If a function is present as well, then still any
suitable join algorithm can be used to retrieve the tuples needed, and the function values
can be computed in a separate intermediate step between the execution of the join and the
creation of the result tuples, just like additional selections and projection can be computed
after the join, by means of a single physical algebra operator.

Also, if the nestjoin predicate is missing (equivalent to true), but the function is present
(not equivalent to identity), the nestjoin can be implemented efficiently. The use of indices
and caching of (partial) results enables to avoid duplicate removal and duplicate compu-
tations. Consider for example the expression:X �x;y:x:a+y:bjtrue;ys Y
If an index exists on attribute b of table Y , an index-scan suffices to retrieve the attribute
values of b.

Second, the use of (nest)joins instead of nested expressions offers additional optimiza-
tion opportunities, because of the presence of intermediate results, which can be optimized
independently. Consider the nested expression:�[x : �[y : �[z : x:a+ y:b+ z:c](Z)](Y )](X)
In a pure nested-loop execution, first variables x; y; z are bound and then the innermost
map function is evaluated. The use of indices and caching of (partial) results enables to
avoid duplicate removal and duplicate computations. But to do this, i.e., to implement
nested queries with the use of indices, caching, or even other access methods, causes a
heavy administrative overload, which is just the problem that is solved in the translation
into an algebraic join expression. Nested expressions allow for the use of multi-variable
expressions (predicates or functions), and nestjoins, which are binary operators, do not.
(Nest)joins allow for the construction of partial results that are closed, i.e. that do not con-
tain free variables (at least, when occurring at the top level). Additional access methods
can be used to speed up the evaluation of these intermediate results. Translation into an
algebraic join expression can be looked upon as a divide-and-conquerapproach to the task
of efficient evaluation of a nested expression.

7.5 Outline of the algorithm

In this section, we outline the basic steps of our translation algorithm. The discussion is
restricted in that we consider nested iterators only; the operands of these may be either
set-valued attributes or tables. We do not pay attention to nested occurrences of set (com-
parison) operators.

The input to the translation is a collect expression �[x : f j p](e). Recall that the col-
lect is the syntactical equivalent of the SQL SELECT-FROM-WHERE construct. The ex-
pressions f , p, and e may be arbitrary, containing other collects and/or quantifier expres-
sions. The goal in translation is to remove nested collects and quantifiers by rewriting into
join operators. We want to achieve an efficient translation, i.e. we try to avoid Cartesian
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product as much as possible, we try to push through predicates and functions, and give
preference to cheap operators, given a choice.

The basic rewrite algorithm consists of the following steps:

1. Standardization. Standardization involves composition and predicate transforma-
tion.

2. Translation. In this step, subqueries are removed from parameter expressions by
rewriting nested expressions into set expressions.

These steps are described in more detail below.

7.5.1 Standardization

The input to the translation is an arbitrary collect expression �[x : f j p](e). In compo-
sition, collect operands and quantifier range expressions that are iterator expressions are
transformed into table or attribute expressions. Composition means the combination two
iterators into one; in decomposition one iteration is transformed into two separate iter-
ations that each perform part of the work. As in the relational context, composition is
needed because the user/system-prescribed order of operations (evaluation of predicates
and functions) is not necessarily the most efficient. In addition, composition may offer
additional optimization opportunities.

We deal with the three iterators �, 9, and 8, so we have the following rules:

Rule 7.3 Composition

1. �[x : f(x) j p(x)](�[x : g(x) j q(x)](X)) � �[x : f(g(x)) j p(g(x))^ q(x)](X)
Note that the right-hand side contains the common subexpression g(x).

2. 9x 2 �[x : f(x) j p(x)](X) � q(x) � 9x 2 X � p(x) ^ q(f(x))
3. 8x 2 �[x : f(x) j p(x)](X) � q(x) � 8x 2 X � :p(x) _ q(f(x))

The output of the phase of composition is a possibly nested collect expression in which
the operand of each iterator is either a base table, a set-valued attribute, or a set expression
(union, product), but not an iterator expression.

In the relational context, predicates usually are rewritten into Prenex Normal Form
(PNF). After transformation into PNF, the matrix of the PNF expression can be optimized
[JaKo84]. However, in [Bry89], it is proposed to use another normal form for predicates,
namely the Miniscope Normal Form (MNF), in which quantifier scopes do not contain
subexpressions that do not depend on the quantifier variable itself. Allegedly, MNF allows
for a better translation, i.e. a translation with better results. As we will see, rewriting into
MNF is one example of the generally beneficial rewrite strategy to remove local constants
from iterator parameter expressions; therefore, we rewrite into MNF.
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7.5.2 Translation

In this section, we describe the actual translation. We present a basic set of rewrite rules
for the translation of (nested) expressions. The goal in translation is (1) to remove nested
iteration, and (2) to push through operations (predicates and functions). It is important
to note that we simply follow relational tradition, in which nested expressions are trans-
formed into product expressions, and selections and projections are pushed through. In a
complex object model, besides the standard Cartesian product, we need the nested Carte-
sian product, and instead of pushing through projections, we are concerned with pushing
through arbitrary functions. Consequently, the transformation rules are more complex than
in the relational context.

Basic set of equivalence rules

Our approach to translation may be characterized as heuristic [Naka90]. The translation
algorithm is presented in the form of a set of rewrite rules; translation proceeds by means
of pattern matching. For each syntactic construct we have an ordered set of rewrite rules
that consists of a basic rewrite rule, and some (zero or more) rules that are applied in pri-
ority to the basic rule. Depending on the syntactic form of the query under consideration,
there may exist transformations that give better results (according to some cost model) than
the standard transformation. For example, in the relational model, universal quantification
usually is handled by means of division. However, in some cases the antijoin operator may
be used, resulting in an expression that has better performance. Whenever a better trans-
lation rule, or more efficient logical operators (e.g. [DeLa92, BlMG93]) are found, the set
of rewrite rules can be easily extended. In general, the rules presented may be applied to
the top-level expression, as well as to nested expressions. In some cases, multiple rules
can be applied to multiple (sub)expressions, so we have to provide a rewrite strategy.

In this section, we give rules for unnesting quantifiers nested within collects, and for
unnesting collects nested within collects. In theory, the only condition placed on trans-
formations is that they do not introduce free variables. However, we require that (1) join
predicates consist of atomic terms only, (2) that both join variables occur free in the join
predicate, and (3) that nestjoin functions do not contain base table occurrences. Atomic
terms are comparisons between attribute values and/or constants of atomic type. In prin-
ciple, any predicate can be used as join predicate. For example, it is perfectly legal to writeX 1x;y:x:a2y:c Y , or even X 1x;y:x:a2�[z:zjp(x;y;z)](Z) Y . However, present join imple-
mentation techniques are not capable of handling complex join predicates; joins with com-
plex predicates probably will be handled by nested-loop execution after all.

Whenever quantifiers occur in predicates between blocks, we apply the rewrite rules
presented below, translating nested expressions with quantification into relational join
(product, join, semi-, or antijoin) operations. In case it is not possible to apply the first
alternative, we use the second, and so on.
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Rule 7.4 Unnesting existential quantification

1. �[x : f j 9y 2 Y � p(x; y)](X) � �[x : f j true](X nx;y:p(x;y) Y )
2. �[x : f(x) j 9y 2 �[y : p(x; y)](Y ) � q(x; y))](X) ��[v : f(vX ) j q(vX ; vY ))](X 1x;y:p(x;y) Y )
3. �[x : f(x) j 9y 2 Y � p(x; y)](X) � �[v : f(vX) j p(vX ; vY )](X � Y )

Rule 7.5 Unnesting universal quantification

1. �[x : f j 8y 2 Y � p(x; y)](X) � �[x : f j true](X �x;y::p(x;y) Y )
2. �[x : f j 8y 2 Y � p(x; y)](X) � �[x : f j true]((�[v : v j p(vX ; vY )](X � Y ))� Y )
The rules given below were discussed in the previous section. In case it is impossible

to apply the first, we try the second.

Rule 7.6 Unnesting collect

1. �[x : E(x;�[y : f j p](Y ))](X) � �[v : E(vX ; v:ys)](X �x;y:f jp;ys Y )
2. �[x : E(x; Y )](X) � �[v : E(vX ; v:ys)](X �ys Y )
During translation, operations are pushed through whenever possible (and allowed,

considering our requirements with respect to join predicates and functions). The rules for
pushing through selection predicates to standard relational join (product) or join operands
are simple and well-known or derived easily; we do not give them here (see for example
[ElNa89] for rules concerning products). Below, we give rules for pushing through oper-
ations to nestjoin operands and to the nestjoin itself.

Rule 7.7 Pushing through operations to nestjoin (operands)

1. To left operand�[v : E(vX)](X �x;y:gjq;ys Y ) � �[v : E(x)](X) �x;y:gjq;ys Y
In this rule, E is an expression referencing only attributes of the left-hand join operand X .
In case the collect does not modify values x 2 X , but restricts or extends them, it may
be evaluated before the join. For example, E may correspond to a simple selection, as invX j vX :a = 1, or involve a collect, as in vX except (c = �[z : z j vX :a = z:a](Z)).

2. To right operand�[v : E(e(v:ys))](X �x;y:gjq;ys Y ) � �[v : E(v:ys)](X �x;y:gjq;ys e(Y ))
In this rule, e is an expression with subexpression v:ys, that contains no free variables other
than v in v:ys. Expression e may be computed before the join, provided that expression e
does not modify values y 2 Y , but restricts or extends them. For example, e may involve a
selection �[y : y j p(y)](v:ys), or a join v:ys 1 Z, but not a semijoin Z n v:ys.
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3. To the join itself�[v : E(�[y : f(vX ; y) j p(vX ; y)](v:ys))](X �x;y:g(x;y)jq(x;y);ys Y ) ��[v : E(v:ys)](X �x;y:f(x;g(x;y))jp(x;g(x;y))^q(x;y);ys Y )
A function applied to the new nestjoin attribute may be applied during the nestjoin operation
itself. The rule as given above expresses pushing through in its most general form. In our
rewritings, it is assumed that the final nestjoin predicate consists of atomic terms only, and
that the nestjoin function does not contain table expressions.

Rewrite strategy

In the first instance, the top level iterator is a collect expression that possibly contains
nested iterators with base table or set-valued operands. The rules given above are gen-
erally applicable, so they may be applied at will: at nested levels, to expressions with base
table as well as set-valued attributes etc. The only ‘natural’ restriction is that it is not al-
lowed to introduce free variables; recall that we have made some other restrictions too.

In the translation, whenever possible, we try to apply the rules for pushing through
predicates and functions. In unnesting, we use a top-down strategy, recursively joining
outermost iterator operand with next inner, if possible. We first consider pairs of table
expressions, then pairs of table expressions and set-valued attributes, and finally pairs of
set-valued attributes. In other words, first we try to join the top level operand, which is a
table, with each of the nested base table occurrences in the query. Next, we take the next
inner iterator operand that is a base table, and follow the same procedure. We repeat this
three times, first trying to join set-valued attributes and tables, next joining tables and set-
valued attributes, and finally pairs of set-valued attributes. After each introduction of a
local join, we return to the top level. In case there is a choice, with multiple subqueries,
the order of unnesting is arbitrary. We avoid Cartesian products: these are introduced only
if everything else has failed. The advantage of a top-down unnesting strategy is that the
level of nesting in the algebraic expression is kept to a minimum.

7.5.3 Splitting expressions

We now investigate the effect of our initial rewrite strategy by considering the translation
of the following expression:�[x : x except (c = �[y : p(x; y) ^ 9z 2 Z � q(x; z) ^ r(y; z)](Y ))](X)
We assume that predicates p, q, and r are atomic, and thatX , Y , andZ are base tables. The
result of the query is the set of tuplesx 2 X , extended with a new set-valued attribute c that
contains all tuples y 2 Y that satisfy the predicate, which involves a nested quantification.
For simplicity, we omit the except construct, so that the result is a set of sets:�[x : �[y : p(x; y) ^ 9z 2 Z � q(x; z) ^ r(y; z)](Y )](X)

Given our set of rewrite rules presented above, for unnesting of quantifiers and collects
together with the rules for pushing through operations to join (operands), often the only
option is to introduce (nested) Cartesian products, also because predicates are in MNF and
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therefore the rules for unnesting quantification are not always applicable. W.r.t. the above
expression, the selection predicate is not atomic, so we cannot use the rule for unnesting a
collect (or equivalently, a selection or a map) and the quantifier cannot be removed because
it does not occur at the top level. Before we can apply the unnesting rules, the predicate has
to be rewritten. Splitting of expressions enables us to introduce joins instead of Cartesian
products. The rules used for splitting predicates are the following:

Rule 7.8 Splitting predicates

1. �[x : f j p ^ q](X) �� �[x : f j q](�[x : p](X))
2. �[x : f j p _ q](X) � �[x : f j p](X) [ �[x : f j q](X)
3. 9x 2 X � p ^ q � 9x 2 �[x : p](X) � q
4. 9x 2 X � p _ q � 9x 2 X � p _ 9x 2 X � q
Expressions that denote function results can be split of as well, using the rules:

Rule 7.9 Splitting functions

1. (a) Let x not occur free in f outside of g(x), then:�[x : f(g(x)) j p(x)](X) � �[x : f(x)](�[x : g(x) j p(x)](X))
(b) Let x not occur free in f outside of instances of gi(x), then:�[x : f(g1(x); : : : ; gn(x)) j p(x)](X) ��[x : f(x:a1; : : : ; x:an)](�[x : ha1 = g1(x); : : : an = gn(x)i j p(x)](X))

2. Let X be a table, let labels ai not occur in the schema of X , and let x not occur free in p
outside of instances of gi(x), then:�[x : f(x) j p(g1(x); : : : ; gn(x))](X) ��[v : f(vX ) j p(v:a1; : : : ; v:an)](�[x :x except (a1 = g1(x); : : : an = gn(x))](X))

3. (a) Let x not occur free in p outside of g(x), then:9x 2 X � p(g(x)) � 9x 2 �[x : g(x)](X) � p(x)
(b) Let x not occur free in p outside of instances of gi(x), then:9x 2 X � p(g1(x); : : : ; gn(x)) �9x 2 �[x : ha1 = g1(x); : : : an = gn(x)i j true](X) � p(x:a1; : : : ; x:an)

Note that for splitting a collect predicate we can only extend operand tuples because the
original values are needed for the evaluation of the function. The rules that deal with mul-
tiple occurrences of expressions in which the iterator variable occurs free correspond to
the use of the define-clause as proposed in [ClMo93].

Below, we show that the way of splitting predicates (and functions) strongly influences
the outcome of the rewrite process, because it determines which unnesting rules can be
applied at some point in rewriting. We proceed with our example expression. First, we
split the selection predicate, and evaluate (atomic) predicate p before the quantification.
The quantifier scope is left as it is, and the result is an expression that contains a nested
semijoin operation with one set-valued and one base table operand. The semijoin predicate
is not closed, i.e. variable v occurs free in it.
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Rewriting example 7.3�[x : �[y : p(x; y) ^ 9z 2 Z � q(x; z) ^ r(y; z)](Y )](X)� �[x : �[y : 9z 2 Z � q(x; z) ^ r(y; z)](�[y : p(x; y)](Y ))](X) (split)� �[v : �[y : 9z 2 Z � q(vX ; z) ^ r(y; z)](v:ys)](X �x;y:p(x;y);ys Y ) (unnest)� �[v : v:ys ny;z:q(vX ;z)^r(y;z) Z](X �x;y:p(x;y);ys Y ) (unnest)
It is not allowed to join X � Y with Z at top level, because then the result would be a
Cartesian product, so we perform a local join between attribute ys and Z.

Instead of leaving the quantifier scope as it is, it can be split as well, in two different
ways. First, after having split the selection predicate, we may push through conjunct q.
Following the top-down unnest strategy, we then can join X with Y at the top level, and
next join the result with Z, also at the top level:

Rewriting example 7.4�[x : �[y : p(x; y) ^ 9z 2 Z � q(x; z) ^ r(y; z)](Y )](X)� �[x : �[y : 9z 2 Z � q(x; z) ^ r(y; z)](�[y : p(x; y)](Y ))](X) (split)� �[x : �[y : 9z 2 �[z : q(x; z)](Z) � r(y; z)](�[y : p(x; y)](Y ))](X) (split)� �[v : �[y : 9z 2 �[z : q(vX ; z)](Z) � r(y; z)](v:ys)](X �x;y:p(x;y);ys Y ) (unnest)� �[w : �[y : 9z 2 w:zs � r(y; z)](w:ys)]((X �x;y:p(x;y);ys Y ) �v;z:q(vX ;z);zs Z)(unnest)� �[w : w:ys ny;z:r(y;z) w:zs]((X �x;y:p(x;y);ys Y ) �v;z:q(vX ;z);zs Z) (unnest)
The last step involves the introduction of a local semijoin between set-valued attributes.

Alternatively, we can push through conjunct r. Again, X is joined with Y at the top
level. Next, we cannot join the result withZ at the top level because variable y occurs free
in the predicate of the selection with operand Z—we are forced to introduce a local join
between attribute ys and Z.

Rewriting example 7.5�[x : �[y : p(x; y) ^ 9z 2 Z � q(x; z) ^ r(y; z)](Y )](X)� �[x : �[y : 9z 2 Z � q(x; z) ^ r(y; z)](�[y : p(x; y)](Y ))](X) (split)� �[x : �[y : 9z 2 �[z : r(y; z)](Z) � q(x; z)](�[y : p(x; y)](Y ))](X) (split)� �[v : �[y : 9z 2 �[z : r(y; z)](Z) � q(vX ; z)](v:ys)](X �x;y:p(x;y);ys Y ) (unnest)� �[v : �[w : wys j q(vX ; wZ)](v:ys 1y;z:r(y;z) Z)](X �x;y:p(x;y);ys Y ) (unnest)
We remark that by means of relatively simple additional transformation rules the first

and the third result can be easily rewritten into the second, which is a fully unnested ex-
pression, i.e. an expression that does not contain nested base table occurrences.
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In the previous rewritings, predicate p is evaluated before the quantification. Instead,
we can split the selection predicate such that the quantification is evaluated first. We do
not introduce a nested Cartesian product X � Y at the top level, because we want to
avoid Cartesian products. Instead, a nested regular join between Y and Z can be formed,
after pushing through conjunct r, which avoids to introduce a local join expression with
free variable. The result achieved then contains one regular join and one nestjoin, and no
nested join operators.

Rewriting example 7.6�[x : �[y : p(x; y) ^ 9z 2 Z � q(x; z) ^ r(y; z)](Y )](X)� �[x : �[y : p(x; y)](�[y : 9z 2 Z � q(x; z) ^ r(y; z)](Y ))](X) (split)� �[x : �[y : p(x; y)](�[y : 9z 2 �[z : r(y; z)](Z) � q(x; z)](Y ))](X) (split)� �[x : �[y : p(x; y)](�[w : wY j q(x;wZ)](Y 1y;z:r(y;z) Z))](X) (unnest)� �[v : �[y : p(vX ; y)](v:cs)](X �x;w:wY jq(x;wZ );cs (Y 1y;z:r(y;z) Z)) (unnest)� �[v : v:cs](X �x;w:wY jp(x;wY )^q(x;wZ);cs (Y 1y;z:r(y;z) Z)) (push)
The latter result is essentially different from the former. Instead of two nestjoins and one
nested semijoin, we have obtained an expression with one nest- and one regular join. With-
out doubt, the two can be rewritten into each other, but we do not immediately see how this
can be done easily—by means of one or two algebraic equivalence rules, like the follow-
ing:

Rule 7.10 Join/nestjoin order

1. (X 1x;y:p(x;y) Y ) �v;z:zjr(vY ;z);zs Z � X 1x;v:p(x;vY ) (Y �y;z:zjr(y;z);zs Z) (associativity)

2. Let � be either 1 or �, then:(X �x;y:p(x;y) Y ) �v;z:q(vX ;z) Z � (X �x;z:q(x;z) Z) �v;y:p(vX ;y) Y (exchange)

The conclusion is that the outcome of the translation is strongly determined by (1) the
set of rewrite rules that we have at our disposal, (2) the order of rule application. Given
our fixed rewrite strategy, the way predicates are split determines which unnest rules can
be applied; the syntactic form of the unnest rules, and also the restrictions posed on their
application require that predicates and functions are split.

The above observation is important. One could think that nothing is lost, because in
further algebraic optimization one expression can be easily rewritten into another, but this
is not so. Even in the relational model, the transformation of algebraic expressions that
contain arbitrary operators like set operators and division is a difficult task. For languages
that support complex objects, algebraic rewriting is even harder. The equivalence rules
are hard to find, and to find the proper order of rule application is even harder, because
the algebraic operators are more complex, and because we have to deal with nesting. For
the translation from nested expression into more set-oriented ones, we have to find proper
heuristics to guide the process. To find heuristics is not easy either. One heuristic that is
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expected to be good is to evaluate cheaper predicates first. An atomic predicate presum-
ably is less costly than a predicate that contains quantification, so w.r.t. our example dis-
cussed above, predicate p should be evaluated before the quantification. However, in this
case, to evaluate the quantification before predicate p leads to an expression that cannot
be considered as a bad result at first glance.

7.6 Heuristic rewriting

We need heuristics to guide the transformation process. In this section, we present some
of the heuristic rules that can be used to achieve a better translation. Many others can be
invented. Next, we present a new rewrite strategy, that prescribes how to use the heuristic
rules, and then we discuss the result, which still can be improved in many cases.

7.6.1 Heuristics

Given a choice, expressions are split such that the cheapest (most restrictive predicate, less
costly function) expression part is evaluated first. Predicates and functions, either nested
or at the top level, can be classified on a pure syntactic basis according to the following
criteria:

1. The number of variables that occurs free (constant, monadic, dyadic, multi-variable).

2. The presence of other iterators, i.e. the nesting level.

3. The type of the iterator operand (table or (set-valued) attribute subquery).

4. The number of subqueries present in the parameter expression (single or multiple
subqueries).

We present a nested expression that will serve as the leading example in this section:�[x : 9y 2 Y � 9z 2 Z � p1(x) ^ p2(y) ^ p3(x; y) ^ p4(z) ^ p5(x; z) ^ p6(y; z)](X)
We alert the reader that we have chosen the above example just for illustration purposes—
it looks deceptively relational, but the same nesting pattern can be achieved with collects
instead of quantifiers. For the time being, assume that X , Y , and Z are base tables and
that all predicates pi are atomic.

We note that the selection predicate is in PNF, and that the matrix of the PNF expres-
sions contains conjuncts that do not depend on one or both quantifier variables. The pred-
icate therefore is rewritten into MNF, as proposed in [Bry89]:�[x : p1(x) ^9y 2 Y � p2(y) ^ p3(x; y) ^9z 2 Z � p4(z) ^ p5(x; z) ^ p6(y; z)](X)
A comparable transformation that concerns a map operator is the following:�[x : �[y : x:b+ y:b](Y )](X) � �[x : �[y : x+ y:b](Y )](�[x : x:b](X))
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The subexpression x:b does not depend on the inner map variable y, so it can be evaluated
outside of the scope of y. The above transformation corresponds to the idea of pushing
through a projection. Even if attribute names occur at different nesting levels, projections
can be pushed through:�[x : ha = x:a; c = �[y : x:b+ y:b](Y )i](X) ��[v : ha = v:a; c = �[y : v:b+ y:b](Y )i](�[x : ha = x:a; b = x:bi](X))
We see that in a complex object model, as in the relational model, it is only necessary
to preserve those attributes that are needed in subsequent computations. Subexpressions
of parameter expressions that are constant w.r.t. the corresponding iterator variable, i.e.
subexpressions in which the iterator variable does not occur free are called local constants.
We have a first heuristic transformation rule:

Heuristic rule 7.1 Local constants are removed from the iterator parameter expression
as much as possible.

To remove independent subformulas from parameter expressions, for predicates we use
the descoping rules (possibly others are needed too, see[Bry89]):

Rule 7.11 Descoping Let x 62 FV (p), then:

1. 9x 2 X � p ^ q(x; y) � p ^ 9x 2 X � q(x; y)
2. 9x 2 X � p _ q(x; y) � p _ 9x 2 X � q(x; y)3

To obtain independent subformulas, the technique of quantifier exchange may be of help.
For functions, we use the rules for splitting of functions as given in Rule 7.9. Note that
w.r.t. quantifier scopes, independent subformulas can be removed completely. W.r.t. func-
tions, this is not possible—in the above map transformation, the inner map still contains
the local constant x.

Second, another type of constant expression is one in which no variables from higher
levels occur free; this type of expression is called an global constant. Global constants are
evaluated independently, which becomes possible by naming them by means of a local
definition facility:�[x : 9y 2 �[y : p(y)](Y ) � q(x; y)](X) ��[x : 9y 2 Y 0 � q(x; y)](X)with Y 0 = �[y : p(y)](Y )
Heuristic rule 7.2 Global constants are named with a local definition facility.

3Because variables are range-restricted, we have to take into account the possibility of empty ranges. The
correct transformation is:if X = ; then false else p _ 9x 2 X � q(x; y)
For reasons of simplicity, we assume quantifier ranges are never empty.
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In [ClMo93], a transformation called dependency-based optimization is described,
which is comparable to the transformations described above. In dependency-based op-
timization, subformulas are named with a local definition facility, and then pushed out of
query blocks whenever possible. However, it is not precisely clear what type of subfor-
mulas are considered. Naming is mainly applied to path expressions, and it is not clear,
for example, how independent predicates are dealt with. In our approach, we remove in-
dependent subformulas of maximum size, and for predicates we prefer transformation into
MNF above naming.

We return to our leading example. We notice two monadic conjuncts at the top level,
i.e. p1(x) and the quantifier expression itself, and also two at a nested level, namely p2(y),
and p4(z). Monadic expressions can be pushed through to the corresponding iterator ope-
rand by means of the rules for splitting predicates, thereby eventually creating global con-
stants that can be evaluated independently:�[x : 9y 2 �[y : p2(y)](Y ) � p3(x; y) ^9z 2 �[z : p4(z)](Z) � p5(x; z) ^ p6(y; z)](�[x : p1(x)](X))
Heuristic rule 7.3 Monadic expressions are evaluated first, if possible.

An example of Heuristic rule 7.3 that involves the map operator is the following:�[x : �[y : x:b+ y:b](Y )](X) � �[x : �[y : x:b+ y](�[y : y:b](Y ))](X)
Again, the above example deals with pushing through a projection. Notice however, that
also very complex functions can be pushed through.

We made the assumption that predicate p1 is atomic, so it seems a good strategy to re-
strict operand X before evaluation of the quantifier expression. However, the quantifier
expression is monadic as well. Given a choice, it seems advantageous to evaluate expres-
sions that do not contain quantification before ones that do, i.e. to evaluate expressions in
order of their respective nesting level. Whenever the nesting level is the same, we may
choose for arbitrary evaluation order, or invent some other heuristic rule.

Heuristic rule 7.4 Expressions are evaluated in order of nesting level.

So far so good. We have discussed constant and monadic expressions, and now we
have to decide what to do with dyadic and multi-variable parameter expressions. Joins are
binary operators, so dyadic expressions are candidates for join predicates and functions.
In our example expression, we notice dyadic conjuncts p3, p5, and p6 that mutually link
the base tables that occur in the query. It is tried to split multi-variable predicates and func-
tions as needed, i.e., as prescribed by the unnesting strategy. Whenever we investigate the
possibility of joining two tables A and B, we search for maximal closed expressions that
refer to attributes of A and B.

Heuristic rule 7.5 Predicates and functions are split as prescribed by the unnesting
strategy.
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In a complex object model, splitting of multi-variable expressions into dyadic expressions
is not always possible. In the relational model, predicates consist of atomic attribute com-
parisons only, and multi-variable selection predicates and also quantifier scopes can be
split into dyadic and/or monadic formulas, by means of decomposition for conjunction,
and the union or distribution of quantification for disjunction. In the algebra, literals can
be moved around with great freedom, at least for select-project-join expressions. In a com-
plex object model, we may have functions as well as predicates, and splitting functions is
not always possible. Consider the three-variable expressions:

1. �[z : x:a+ z:a = y:a](Z)
2. �[z : x:a [ z:a = y:a](Z)

Expression 1 can be rewritten to allow for splitting off a local dyadic constant of maximum
size: �[z : x:a� y:a = z:a](Z). We cannot apply such a rule to expression 2.

Nested collects can be removed independent from the nesting level, but quantification
can be removed only by joining adjacent operands, i.e., in which the one operand occurs
nested immediately within the other (or within a conjunction of predicates4). Because we
prefer flat joins above nestjoins, before starting the top-down unnesting procedure, we first
try to introduce local flat joins between base table expressions as much as possible. It is
required that the local join expressions are closed, to be able to move them to the top level.
Given our example query from the previous section:�[x : �[y : p(x; y) ^ 9z 2 Z � q(x; z) ^ r(y; z)](Y )](X)
we note an existential quantifier nested within a selection. Therefore, we split the multi-
variable quantifier scope as needed, and first introduce a local join between Y and Z:

Rewriting example 7.7�[x : �[y : p(x; y) ^ 9z 2 Z � q(x; z) ^ r(y; z)](Y )](X)� �[x : �[y : p(x; y) ^ 9z 2 �[z : r(y; z)](Z) � q(x; z)](Y )](X) (split)� �[x : �[v : p(x; vY ) ^ q(x; vZ)](Y 1y;z:r(y;z) Z)](X) (unnest)
Heuristic rule 7.6 Before starting the top-down unnesting procedure, we introduce
closed flat join expressions at local levels, if possible.

7.6.2 Rewrite strategy

We now summarize the foregoing in the following rewrite strategy:� Whenever possible:

4For the introduction of a join, for example, we have the following extended rule:�[x : f(x) j t(x) ^ 9y 2 �[y : p(x; y)](Y ) � q(x; y))](X) ��[v : f(vX ) j t(vX ) ^ q(vX ; vY )](X 1x;y:p(x;y) Y )
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– Name global constants.

– Remove local constants.

– Push through monadic subexpressions, in order of nesting level.

– Push through operations to joins and join operands.� Whenever a parameter expression contains nested iterators:

1. Introduce closed flat join operations at nested levels, whenever possible.

2. Unnest, top down. First join tables, then tables with set-valued attributes, and
finally set-valued attributes. After each local join, try global unnest again. To
enable the introduction of real joins instead of Cartesian products, split param-
eter expressions as needed.

The above rewrite strategy is a starting point, i.e., in many cases it may be better to modify
the strategy in one way or another.

7.6.3 Optimal join order

Traditionally, determination of the join order is done cost-based. We stress that in a com-
plex object model with set-valued attributes that supports an algebra that contains a rich va-
riety of (join) operators such a cost-based optimization may be hard to do. First, the proper
algebraic equivalence rules have to be found. Second, the process of algebraic rewriting
is very difficult to control. By means of heuristic translation rules we try to achieve an
algebraic expression that has performance that is not too bad right from the start.

The search space for an optimal join order is restricted. First, links between tables may
be missing—we do not want to introduce Cartesian products. Second, iterator operands
may be tables, as well as set-valued attributes, which cannot be moved to the top level.
Whenever an iteration with an attribute operand is cast between iterators with table ope-
rands, the result may contain nested join operators. Also, the links between tables may
be of a different nature, i.e., predicate and/or function, and the creation of predicate links
between operands may be preferable to the establishment of function links. We want to
know what constitutes an optimal join order, from the viewpoint of logical optimization,
i.e. not taking into consideration physical database characteristics.

At the moment, we do not have the definitive answer to the question of optimal join
order. (Sub)expressions can be classified according to the criteria of (1) the specific op-
erators that occur in it (2) the fact whether operators occur nested, or at the top level, and
(3) the kind of operator operands, i.e. attribute or base table (expression). It seems reason-
able to assume that:� Set operators are better than iterator expressions.� Partial joins (semi- and antijoin) are better than regular joins, that in turn are better

than Cartesian products. A flat join is better than a nestjoin.5 Also, predicate links

5This is questionable: a nestjoin does not suffer from data replication, but is not commutative like the regular
join.
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are better than function links, and atomic links are better than complex ones.� Top-level operations are better than nested ones.� Table operations are better than operations on set-valued attributes.

But is a nested semijoin better or worse than a top-level join? The criteria listed above are
not orthogonal criteria, and have to be refined.

We note that it is not always easy to judge expressions on relative performance without
the use of a more or less detailed cost model. For example, returning to our latter leading
example, assume that operand Y is not a base table, but the set-valued attribute c of tableX . We simplify our example:�[x : 9y 2 x:c � p3(x; y) ^ 9z 2 Z � p5(x; z) ^ p6(y; z)](X)
The expression contains predicates that mutually link all three iterator operands. Exis-
tential quantifiers may be exchanged to move the attribute iterator inside, but this is not
a generally valid strategy. We may choose to join X with Z at the top level, and then to
execute a nested quantification:�[v : 9y 2 x:c � p3(vX ; y) ^ p6(y; vZ)](X 1x;z:p5(x;z) Z)
Also, it is possible to join table Z with attribute c at a local level:�[x : 9v 2 (x:c 1y;z:p6(y;z) Z) � p3(x; vY ) ^ p5(x; vZ)](X)
The former is likely to be better than the second, because in the second tuples ofZ are repli-
cated for each matching tuple in attribute c, for each (set) value c. However, the perfor-
mance of both expressions depends on join methods used, join selectivities, the respective
cardinalities of join operands, etc. For illustration purposes, in Appendix C, we present a
computation of costs for both expressions, assuming that both joins are executed by means
of a nested-loop strategy.

7.7 Extensions and optimizations

Extensions to the framework given in this paper may concern the following issues:

1. Nested set operators with table and/or attribute operands.

2. Nested set comparators with table and/or attribute operands

We have required that join predicates consist of atomic attribute comparisons only.
However, in the past few years work has been done on the efficient implementation of set
comparison operators in join operators. For example, indexes can be used, either on set
elements themselves, or on sets as a whole [HePf94]. Another technique proposed is the
use of signature files [IsKO93]. To allow for set comparison operators in join predicates
is a simple extension of our general framework. Also, as pointed out in [SABB94], the
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rewriting of set comparison operators into quantifier expressions and/or exchanging the
order of quantifiers may enable the use of the quantifier unnest rules.

Also, work has been done for example on the efficient implementation of a local join
between a set-valued attribute and a base table expression [DeLa92]. As far as we know, no
work has been done yet on the efficient implementation of set operators. For example, the
expression: �[x : x:c� Y ](X) can be evaluated by means of nested-loop execution, using
a standard implementation method for the set difference operator, the set difference can be
rewritten into negated existential quantification, or some new implementation method can
be devised.

The unnesting procedure described above and the results achieved can be extended
and optimized further in many ways. For example, we have not considered how to deal
with quantification in collect functions, i.e. in the SELECT-clause. Orthogonality of the
language allows to write for example:�[x : ha = x:a; b = 9y 2 Y � x:b = y:bi](X)
7.8 Related work

Relational SQL The work presented here follows that done on the translation and opti-
mization of relational SQL. Basically, there are two ways of optimizing SQL: (1) the
rewriting of SQL expressions themselves [Kim82], and (2) translation of SQL into
relational algebra, followed by algebraic rewriting. Relational algebra is a pure set-
oriented language, which does not allow for nested expressions. The transforma-
tion of nested SQL queries into SQL join queries is completely in analogy with the
transformation of SQL into relational algebra, either directly [CeGo85], or by us-
ing relational calculus as an intermediate language [Codd72]. The underlying idea
of all work mentioned above, and ours, is that nested-loop expressions should be
transformed into set expressions that do not contain nested operators. However, the
important differences are with the work presented here is that (1) we have to deal
with nesting in the SELECT-clause, which is not allowed in relational SQL, and
(2) the presence of set-valued attributes, which is non-relational as well. SQL-like
languages proposed for complex object models usually are orthogonal languages;
the problem of choosing an algebra for, and of translation into the algebra of such a
language is much more complicated.

Cluet & Moerkotte The work presented in [ClMo93] and [ClMo94] has much in com-
mon with ours. In [ClMo94] a binary grouping operator is defined that differs slight-
ly from the nestjoin in the sense that the join function is applied to the set of match-
ing right-hand operand tuples, not to the elements themselves. This has as a conse-
quence that nested expressions with so-called projection dependency, that involve
a free variable occurring in a SELECT-clause, cannot be unnested. Iteration over
set-valued attributes that are not extents is not considered, but aggregate functions
are.
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Generally speaking, the algebraic operators used and the building blocks of opti-
mization, the (algebraic) equivalence rules are similar in both approaches. However,
in this paper, we consider queries with deeper nesting levels, incorporating nested
iterators with set-valued attribute operands.

Own work In [StAB94], we showed that in complex object models, the regular, i.e. flat
relational join operator does not suffice for the unnesting of nested queries. To solve
this problem, we introduced the nestjoin. In [SABB94], we presented a general
strategy for unnesting. We proposed to use relational (join) operators whenever pos-
sible, and to use the nestjoin otherwise. In this paper, the general strategy outlined in
[SABB94] is made mode concrete. Starting form a basic set of transformation rules,
we have discussed what can be done to achieve efficient algebraic expressions. We
use heuristic rules to determine an initial join order, and to push through predicates
and functions.

7.9 Conclusion

In this paper, we have presented a heuristics-based, extensible algorithm for the translation
of nested OSQL queries into efficient join expressions. Queries that involve nested quan-
tifier expressions are translated using relational algebra operators. For the translation of
nested queries that cannot be translated into flat join queries, the nestjoin operator is used,
which is a combination of join and grouping. During translation, predicates and functions
are pushed through as far as possible. We have presented a general framework that can can
easily be extended. Additional rules can be found, involving either better transformations
or additional algebraic operators.

The main problem in the translation of nested OSQL queries is to find a good unnest-
ing strategy. We have proposed a top-down unnesting strategy that minimizes the nest-
ing level in nestjoin expressions. Our goal is to rewrite nested expressions into algebraic
expressions such that expensive operators (e.g. Cartesian products), nested base table oc-
currences, and nested joins are avoided as much as possible. How to achieve this goal
in the best possible way is topic of further research. A (heuristic) cost model is needed
to guide the transformation of nested queries; such a cost model is much more complex
than the heuristic model used in logical optimization in the relational context, that merely
prescribes to push through selections and projections.
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Chapter 8

Transformation techniques

In this chapter, we first present an overview of transformation techniques that are used in
the transformation of nested expressions in Section 8.1. We identify four general trans-
formation principles that can be understood as the lessons learned from from the previous
chapters: they address some overall principles of efficiency gain that can be formally quan-
tified. In Section 8.2, we briefly summarize the transformation strategy presented in the
previous chapter, and in Section 8.3, we discuss some work done on the efficient imple-
mentation of complex parameter expressions.

8.1 Transformation techniques

In this section, we present four general transformation rules, and we also show that the gen-
eral rules can be refined for specific types of selection and quantifier expressions. We give
some example applications, and discover that common algebraic operators correspond to,
i.e., implement, specific expressions that are obtained by application of the general rules.
The general techniques are used for the transformation of calculus-like expressions; we
describe also some other transformation techniques that are mainly used in an algebraic
context.

8.1.1 Transformation principles

The guiding principle in the transformation of nested queries is localization. Localiza-
tion is defined as the attempt to perform the necessary operations, and no others, to only
the data needed, and no other. Localization means the avoidance of redundant data and
superfluous computations. The basic transformation techniques are:

Extension Materialisation of partial results.

Generalized projection The selection and precomputation of only those data that are
needed in subsequent computations.

159
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Decomposition An optimization of projection.

Naming The use of a local definition facility.

The above list is a hierarchical list—from top to bottom, each technique is a special case
of the previous one.

8.1.2 Basic transformation rules

As we will see in Section 8.1.4, extension is the principle that underlies the transformation
of nested queries into join queries. Extension is applied to remove monadic subexpressions
from nested loops, in case the original operand values are still needed in subsequent com-
putations (for example with selections). The operand tuple values are concatenated with
attribute values that materialize the precomputed, partial results. The rule for extension is:

Transformation 8.1 Extension LetX be a table, and let label a not occur in the schema
of X , then:�[x : e(x; g(x))](X) � �[v : e(vX ; x:a)](�[x : x except (a = g(x))](X))

The parameter expression e (which stands for some expression f j p) of the left-hand side
collect operator contains a subexpression g(x), which may be arbitrary. Variable x may
occur free in e outside of g. Expression gmay occur on arbitrary deep nesting levels, mean-
ing that g is evaluated within arbitrary many loops. In the transformation of the left- into
the right-hand side g is brought to the top level. In the right-hand side expression, g is eval-
uated within only one loop: only for each x 2 X. The results are stored as a new attribute
of X . Recall that it is not allowed to introduce free variables, so when applied at top level,g may have no free variables other than x. Note that the above definition of extension can
be modified such that it allows for the precomputation of multiple subexpressions, result-
ing in multiple extensions—we have not done so for reasons of simplicity.

An example application of extension is the following (we remark once more that � and� are special cases of �):�[x : x:c � �[y : y:c � �[z : x:a = z:a](Z)](Y )](X) ��[v : vX j x:c � �[y : y:c � v:zs](Y )](�[x : x except (zs = �[z : x:a = z:a](Z))](X))
In the left-hand side expression, the subquery g(x) = �[z : x:a = z:a](Z) is evaluated for
each value x 2 X and each value y 2 Y . In the right-hand side expression, the subquery
is evaluated only for each value x 2 X .

Generalized projection involves the precomputation of all subexpressions in which
a certain iterator variable occurs free. Only these results are preserved, no other data is
passed through. The rule for projection is:
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Transformation 8.2 Generalized projection Let x not occur free in e outside of in-
stances of the form gi(x), then:�[x : e(g1(x); : : : ; gn(x))](X) ��[x : e(x:a1; : : : ; x:an)](�[x : ha1 = g1(x); : : : an = gn(x)i](X))

Projection is a special case of extension, in the sense that it does not preserve the original
operand tuples. An example of generalized projection is the following:�[x : x:c� �[y : x:b+ y:b](Y )](X) ��[x : x:a1 � �[y : x:a2 + y:b](Y )](�[x : ha1 = x:c; a2 = x:bi](X))

Decomposition can be applied whenever it is possible to identify a single subexpres-
sion in which some iterator variable occurs free. Decomposition is a special case of pro-
jection: the explicit tuple construction present in projection can be avoided.

Transformation 8.3 Decomposition Let x not occur free in e outside of g, then:�[x : e(g(x))](X) � �[x : e(x)](�[x : g(x)](X))
An example of decomposition is:�[x : �[y : x:a+ y:a](Y )](X) � �[x : �[y : x+ y:a](Y )](�[x : x:a](X))

The local definition rule concerns subexpressions that contain no free variables at all
(global constants):

Transformation 8.4 Local definition Let FV (c) = ;, then:�[x : e(c)](X) � �[x : e(C)](X) with C = eval(c)
Rules for existential quantification are analogous. The preferred order of rule appli-

cation is from bottom to top. The above transformations are applied to remove local and
global constants g(x) from parameter expressions, when it is profitable to evaluate them
separately, i.e. whenever a transformation leads to a reduction of:� the number of times g(x) is evaluated, or of� data volume.

A reduction of data volume can be achieved by means of explicit restrictions or projec-
tions, or implicitly, at the physical level, for example when scanning an index instead of a
relation. A projection reduces tuple size, but may as well reduce cardinality.
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8.1.3 Refinements for predicates

For some types of expressions, the above rules can be further refined. Whenever the scope
of some quantifier or a selection predicate is a conjunction, we can apply decomposition
instead of extension:

Rule 8.1 Conjunction: decomposition instead of extension

1. �[x : p(x) ^ q(x)](X) � �[x : q(x)](�[x : p(x)](X))
2. 9x 2 X � p(x)^ q(x) � 9x 2 �[x : p(x)](X) � q(x)

Consider the above rule for selection. Even though x occurs free in q, it is allowed to per-
form a transformation that is analogous to decomposition, instead of applying extension,
which would be done as follows:�[x : p(x) ^ q(x)](X) � �[v : vX j b ^ q(vX)](�[x : x except (b = p(x))](X))

Now consider the expression:�[x : 9y 2 Y � p(x) ^ q(x; y)](X)
Because x occurs free in q, we are required to use extension in case we want to remove
the local constant p(x) from the quantifier scope:�[v : vX j 9y 2 Y � v:b ^ q(vX ; y)](�[x : x except (b = p(x))](X))
However, the above transformation is unnecessary complex, because p(x) can be removed
from the quantifier scope directly, by means of the well-known rules for descoping (see
Section 4.4.4):

Rule 8.2 Descoping instead of extension Let x not be free in p, then:

1. 9x 2 X � p ^ q(x) � p ^ 9x 2 X � q(x)
2. 9x 2 X � p _ q(x) � p _ 9x 2 X � q(x)

In this case, we do not need even a second iterator. Note that descoping, or, in general,
transformation into MNF, implements the principle of localization for quantifier expres-
sions.

8.1.4 Applications

In this section we show that application of the transformation rules as described in the pre-
vious section may result into expressions that closely correspond to well-known algebraic
operators. The operators mark-, nest-, and regular join implement specific extension ex-
pressions. The extension consists of a Boolean value, a set, and plain attribute values, re-
spectively.
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Rewriting example 8.1 Markjoin�[x : E(x;9y 2 Y � q(x; y))](X)� �[v : E(vX ; v:m)](�[x : x except (m = 9y 2 Y � q(x; y))](X))� �[v : E(vX ; v:m)](X ?x;y:q(x;y);m Y ))
The latter transformation step represents one possible definition of the markjoin operator:X ?x;y:q(x;y);m Y � �[x : x except (m = 9y 2 Y � q(x; y))](X)
(It can be shown that the above definition is equivalent to the one given in Section 4.5.) We
discover that a markjoin can be used to remove nested existential quantification regardless
of the context it occurs in.

Rewriting example 8.2 Nestjoin�[x : E(x;�[y : e(x; y)](Y ))](X)� �[v : E(vX ; v:ys)](�[x : x except (ys = �[y : e(x; y)](Y ))](X))� �[v : E(vX ; v:ys)](X �x;y:e(x;y);ys Y )
Note that the nestjoin can be defined as follows:X �x;y:e(x;y);ys Y � �[x : x except (ys = �[y : e(x; y)](Y ))](X))
Rewriting example 8.3 Join�[x : 9y 2 Y � p(x; y) ^ q(x; y)](X)� �[x : 9y 2 �[y : p(x; y)](Y ) � q(x; y)](X)� �[v : vX j 9y 2 v:ys � q(vX ; y)](X �x;y:idjp(x;y);ys Y )� �[v : vX j q(vX ; vY )](�ys(X �x;y:idjp(x;y);ys Y ))� �[v : vX j q(vX ; vY )](X 1x;y:p(x;y) Y )
An existential quantifier that ranges over a set-valued attribute can be removed by the in-
troduction of an unnest operator, provided the attribute is not needed afterwards:�[x : 9y 2 x:c � p](X) � �[x : p](�c(X))
We used the following definition of the join operator:X 1x;y:q(x;y) Y � �ys(X �x;y:idjq(x;y);ys Y )
The above rewriting may seem rather artificial, but, nonetheless, it is obvious that the reg-
ular join is a special case of the extension principle. Note that the semi- and antijoin also
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can be looked upon as special cases of extension: the extension is empty. We have for
example:X nx;y:p(x;y) Y � �[x : 9y 2 x:ys � true](X �x;y:idjp(x;y);ys Y )

Relational projection is a special case of generalized projection as described above:

Rewriting example 8.4 Relational projection�[x : x:a j 9y 2 Y � x:b = y:b](X)� �[x : x:a j 9y 2 Y � x:b = y:b](�[x : ha = x:a; b = x:bi](X))� �[x : x:a j 9y 2 Y � x:b = y:b](�a;b(X))
An example of decomposition is the following:�[x : �[y : x:a+ y:b](Y )](X) � �[x : �[y : x+ y:b](Y )](�[x : x:a](X))

Instead of evaluating the expression x:a within the inner loop, it can be precomputed. Be-
cause variable x does not occur elsewhere, tuple construction can be avoided. We can
define a simplified projection operator �s as follows:�sa(X) = �[x : x:a](X)
One efficient implementation method for �s is index-scan, which avoids access to dupli-
cate values and to redundant data. The same can be done with subexpression y:b, and a
full transformation results in:�[v : v:ys](�sa(X) �x;y:x+yjtrue;ys �sb(Y ))

The concatenation implicit in the nestjoin is superfluous here; perhaps we need a new
physical operator (and maybe a new logical operator too) that avoids the concatenation.

Naming can be applied to constants and common subexpressions. In the following ex-
ample, naming is applied to two almost-common subexpressions: the complementary se-
lections �[x : p(x)](X) and �[x : :p(x)](X). As we have seen in Chapter 4, in
[KMPS94], the two-stream selection operator (�2) was introduced for the efficient imple-
mentation of such a pair of selections:

Rewriting example 8.5 Two-stream selection�[x : p(x) _ q(x)](X)� �[x : p(x) _ (:p(x) ^ q(x))](X)� �[x : p(x)](X)+ �[x : :p(x) ^ q(x)](X)� �[x : p(x)](X)+ �[x : q(x)](�[x : :p(x)](X))� T + �[x : q(x)](F )with T = �[x : p(x)](X); F = �[x : :p(x)](X)� T + �[x : q(x)](F )with (T; F ) = �2[x : p(x)](X)
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Recall that the operator + stands for set union without duplicate removal.
Our conclusion is that we have found a method for deciding which algebraic operators

to include in our algebra: for specific combinations of language constructs that occur often
as the result of our general transformation rules (that are generally beneficial if applied as
specified), we can define an operator, and search for efficient implementations. The un-
derlying transformation principle is that of definition; this and some other transformation
techniques we describe in the next section.

8.1.5 Other transformation techniques

First, we have the technique of definition:

Transformation 8.5 Definition is the transformation of an operator sequence into one
logical algebra operator.

The operator sequence concerned is supposed to occur frequently, and the performance of
its corresponding algebraic operator is assumed to be at least equal to, but preferably better
than the original sequence. In the previous section, we discussed definition as a transfor-
mation of nested expressions into algebraic ones. Definition can also be applied in a pure
algebraic context, e.g., when defining the join as a selection on the Cartesian product.

The principle of definition has its inverse: that of expansion. For example, set com-
parison operators can be rewritten into quantifier expressions. Also, a set operator like
difference can be rewritten into an iterator expression.

Transformation 8.6 Expansion is the transformation of an operator into an equivalent
operator sequence that does not contain the operator itself.

Expansion is useful whenever a specific operator is not implemented (cf. relational algebra
with its limited set of operators). Expansion may also be useful whenever it allows for
further rewriting that positively influences performance. For example, expansion of set
comparison operators may enable unnesting (e.g., see Section 6.5.2).

One other technique is that of reordering the operator tree. Reordering is mainly ap-
plied in algebraic transformations, e.g. when pushing through projections or selections,
but it can also be used in a calculus context, for example when exchanging quantifiers.

Transformation 8.7 Reordering concerns the transformation of operator trees while
preserving the specific collection of operators present.

In Section 4.6.5, we have discussed distribution of quantification:9x 2 X � p _ q � (9x 2 X � p) _ (9x 2 X � q)
This rule is of a different nature than the rules discussed until now; it is applied for its
assumed beneficial effect upon further rewriting, but it does not necessarily improve effi-
ciency itself.
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Transformation 8.8 Heuristic transformation rules are rules that improve the outcome
of some standard rewriting process.

For example, in Section 4.6.2, we decided to treat a negated existential quantification with
a conjunctive scope by means of set difference instead of division.

8.2 Transformation strategy

In the previous section, we described the principal transformation techniques, as well as
some refinements to the general rules for quantifier expressions and selections. Further-
more, we have shown that (more or less) common algebraic operators implement specific
types of expressions that are obtained by application of the general rules.

The transformation strategy, which for a large part determines the efficiency of the
results, prescribes how, where, and when transformation techniques are applied. In the
previous chapter, we described a top-down rewrite strategy. Flat joins are preferred over
nestjoins, and Cartesian products are introduced only after everything else has failed.
Throughout, global constants are named. In addition, expressions that contain the same
set of free variables are evaluated in order of nesting level.

Whenever joins are about to be introduced:� we push through monadic subexpressions to the join operands, and� we gather dyadic subexpressions that are considered suitable as join parameter ex-
pressions, as many as possible.

We decided that in join parameter expressions both join variables must occur free, that
predicates must consist of atomic terms only, and that nestjoin functions may not con-
tain base table occurrences. These restrictions can be relaxed whenever profitable: in the
next section we discuss some work that concerns the efficient implementation of joins with
complex join predicates containing set comparison operators. In the previous chapter, we
assumed that:� Set operators are better than iterator expressions.� Partial joins (semi- and antijoin) are better than regular joins, which in turn are better

than Cartesian products. A flat join is better than a nestjoin. Also, predicate links
are better than function links, and atomic links are better than complex ones.� Top-level operations are better than nested ones.� Table operations are better than operations on set-valued attributes.

and we observed that the above heuristics need refinement. Our conjecture is that to ensure
a proper translation from calculus into algebra, also physical properties should be taken
into consideration. We give an example. Consider the expression:�[x : �[y : 9z 2 x:c � y:a = z](Y )](X)
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One possible transformation is given by:�[x : Y ny;z:y:a=z x:c](X)
A nested semijoin is executed for each x 2 X . Another possible transformation results in
a top-level nestjoin operator:�[x : x:ys](X �x;y:yjy:a2x:c;ys Y )
(Recall that the concatenation and the projection can be avoided.) The choice is between
a nested semijoin with an atomic predicate and a top-level nestjoin with a complex predi-
cate, i.e., a predicate involving a set comparison operator. Logical properties such as table
cardinality and tuple width cannot help us to decide which of the two algebraic expressions
is to be preferred. However, assume that an index exists on attribute a of table Y , then the
obvious way of processing the query is to scan tableX , scan its set-valued attribute c, and
retrieve the corresponding Y -values by means of the index. Neither one of the algebraic
expressions forms an immediate representation of this query processing strategy, if we as-
sume that in partial join implementations the left-hand operand is taken as the outer loop
operand. The following expression comes closer:�[x : �Y (Y 1y;z:y:a=z x:c)](X)
Because the regular join is commutative, attribute values x:c can be taken as outer loop
operand in an index nested-loop join implementation.

8.3 Complex parameter expressions

In this section, we pay attention to some issues concerning the implementation of the log-
ical algebra ADL. As stated, the logical algebra is supposed to bridge the gap between
the user language and the system-specific physical algebra, which is assumed to provide
clever access methods to speed up the evaluation of logical algebra operators (or parts or
sequences thereof). The relationship between the logical and the physical algebra is strong.
The physical algebra implements the logical algebra in such a way that the performance at
least improves the performance of naive query execution. However, there does not exist
a standard physical (nor logical) algebra for object-oriented or even NF2 database man-
agement systems; research into logical and physical algebras for next-generation database
management systems is in development. Of course, we assume that the physical algebra
offers at least the functionality of that of relational database management systems. Below,
we discuss some of the access methods that allow for the efficient implementation of ADL
operators that are more complex than their relational counterparts.
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8.3.1 Predicates

Operators that allow for nesting of (arbitrary) expressions are the collect, select, and map
and the universal and existential quantifier, but also the various join operators. Join oper-
ators are introduced during the transformation of OSQL expressions. In principle, in join
predicates also nesting of expressions may occur, and join predicates may contain arbitrary
operators, among which quantifier expressions and set comparison operators. Consider the
following expression, in which attributes c and d are possibly complex:X 1x;y:x:c=y:d Y
We have two questions:

1. Is it possible having to avoid to compare each left-hand operand tuple with every
right-hand operand tuple, as is done in naive nested-loop query processing? In the
relational model, the join is implemented using indices, sorting or hashing, thus es-
tablishing an improvement over nested-loop processing in the sense that only parts
of operands need to be compared. The question is whether the same effect can be
achieved with complex predicates.

2. Is it possible to evaluate the join predicate itself efficiently? In the relational model,
join and selection predicates are simple, comparing atomic attribute values only. In
complex object models, a predicate that tests for example the equality of attribute
values, may involve extensive computations if the attribute values are complex. At-
tention must be paid to the efficient evaluation of predicates.

File organization techniques like indexing, sorting, and hashing, also called access
methods, can be considered as preprocessing techniques aimed at reducing the search space
(full table scan) in query evaluation. The search space is reduced by partitioning the input
set(s), so that it is necessary to consider or compare only a subset of the data that is actu-
ally present. Relational query execution algorithms for selection and join are based on, and
can efficiently handle, attribute comparisons involving atomic domains only. (In fact, the
transformation of a nested query into a join query can be looked upon as the transformation
of a complex selection predicate into an atomic join predicate.) Consider the operation:X 1x;y:x:c�y:d Y
which is equivalent to the expression:X 1x;y:8v2x:c�9w2y:d�v=w Y
In naive query evaluation, for each of the left-hand operand tuples, each of the right-hand
operand tuples is retrieved, and the set comparison operation is evaluated. Naive evalua-
tion of the subset predicate means that for each value in x:c it is checked whether it occurs
in y:d. The question is how to improve on naive query evaluation; below we describe some
options.
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xid c

1 fa,b,c,dg
2 fa,b,cg
3 fa,bg
4 fag yid d

1 fag
2 fa,bg
3 fa,b,cg
4 fa,b,c,dg key yids

a f1,2,3,4g
b f2,3,4g
c f3,4g
d f4g

Figure 8.1: Indexing set elements

Filters (Naive) predicate evaluation can be avoided altogether if there exists some nat-
ural or system-imposed property from which it can be deduced that the predicate
certainly does not hold.

For example, the cardinality of sets may provide information concerning the out-
come of set comparison operators. For instance, whenever the cardinality of some
set s1 is strictly smaller than that of s2, it can never be the case that s2 is a subset ofs1: #s1 < #s2 ) s2 6� s1
Assuming the cardinality of sets is maintained by the system, comparison of set car-
dinalities may preclude the evaluation of the subset predicate. In our example, it is
not necessary to actually test the subset relationship for those tuples x 2 X; y 2 Y
for which #x:c > #y:d. In the above approach, still every left-hand tuple is com-
pared with every right-hand tuple, either comparing cardinalities only, or fully eval-
uating the subset predicate as well. Sorting table Y on the cardinality of the set-
valued attributes (in descending order) can reduce the search space in that the inner
loop can be broken of as soon as #x:c > #y:d.

The cardinality is a natural property of sets; other set abstractions that can be used
are signature files [IsKO93] or hash values [KhFr88].

Element indexing If attributes c or d are sets of atomic type, an index on the elements
of the attributes can be used, associating the identifiers (oids, key values, addresses,
etc.) of operands tuples with elements of the set-valued attribute. In Figure 8.1,
tables X and Y are illustrated, and a table showing the index on the elements of
attribute d of Y .

Given some x 2 X , the set of y 2 Y such that x:c � y:d is retrieved as follows.
For each value v in x:c, the corresponding index entry is retrieved; the intersection
of the sets of yids delivers the identifiers of tuples y 2 Y that are in the result. To
retrieve the set of y 2 Y such that x:c � y:d, for some x 2 X , for each value v inx:c, the corresponding index entry is retrieved; next the union of the sets of yids is
taken. For each of the identifiers in the resulting set, it is checked whether the tuple
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actually satisfies the predicate. Of course, set equality can be computed by taking
the intersection of the yid sets retrieved in sub- and superset testing.

Note that in our specific example (Figure 8.1), no advantage is gained by the index
for the evaluation of the superset predicate; an index on attribute c of X would be
more appropriate.

Set indexing Indexing and sorting are techniques based on a natural ordering of attribute
domains, so they are easy to use with integer- and string-valued attributes. How-
ever, in complex object models, attributes may be set-valued, and designing index
structures to support predicates involving set comparison operators is not straight-
forward. In [HePf94], an index structure called the RD-tree for the set-of-integer
domain is proposed. The RD-tree is based on set inclusion: each index entry I pro-
vides access to (leaf or other index) nodes that provides access to sets that are sub-
sets of I . The search key values used in the index are sets, instead of atomic set
elements as in simple index structure described above. The RD-tree is suitable for
the evaluation of superset predicates; for the evaluation of subset predicates the in-
verted RD-tree is used. In the inverted RD-tree, each index entry I provides access
to nodes containing supersets of I .

Set-valued attributes have something in common with spatial data structures. A set
of integers for example can be looked upon as a two-dimensional spatial object con-
sisting of (unconnected) points situated parallel to the x-axis. Such a set can be “de-
scribed” by means of a bounding set (in analogy with the well-known bounding box)
that consists of the minimum and maximum values present in the data set. There-
fore, it may be the case that techniques developed in the field of spatial query pro-
cessing can be used for processing set comparison operators.

Concluding the above discussion, we believe that, although the work on access meth-
ods for the evaluation of set comparison operators is still in its infancy, in the future it will
be possible to evaluate set comparison operators efficiently. We expect that new evalua-
tion strategies will be discovered that allow for better performance than that of nested-loop
execution (expressed by the corresponding equivalent quantifier expression). Therefore,
set comparison operators are included in our language, and used as much as possible. For
example, whenever a quantifier expression can be suitably rewritten in a set comparator,
we do so.

8.3.2 Functions

Relational access methods can be used to improve the performance of algebraic operators
such as selection and join, operators of which the parameter expression is a predicate. In
OSQL, arbitrary expressions may occur not only in the iff-, but also in the collect-clause.
For example:�[x : x except x:c = �[y : x:a+ y:b](Y )](X)
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In the above expression, the parameter expression of the outer map function is an arbi-
trary function, not a predicate expression. The question is whether standard, or other, new
access methods can be used to improve performance.

In predicate evaluation, access methods are used to reduce the search space, i.e. to
avoid unnecessary comparisons. In the evaluation of parameter expressions that are ar-
bitrary functions, indices and other techniques like caching of results can be used to avoid
duplicate computations. Again, consider the above expression. The expression is equiva-
lent to the nestjoin expression:X �x;y:x:a+y:bjtrue;c Y
Following a naive execution strategy, the expression x:a + y:b is evaluated for each pair
of tuples in X and Y . Assuming there is an index on attribute b of table Y , then, for eachx 2 X , it suffices to compute the value of the parameter expression for each key value
occurring in the index, which is especially advantageous if the actual domain of attributea is small. Another technique that can be used is memorizing, i.e. caching of the subquery
result for the distinct values of attribute a of X . Before computation of the subquery for
some x 2 X , it is checked whether the result is already available.

Of course both techniques mentioned above can be used for predicate evaluation as
well. Caching of results accounts for multiple occurrences of a attribute values, concern-
ing the left join operand; the use of an index accounts for duplicate occurrences of b at-
tribute values concerning the right join operand.
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Chapter 9

Summary and conclusions

In this thesis, we have studied the translation of a prototype query language for advanced
data models in the style of SQL into an algebra that supports complex objects; emphasis
lies on the translation of nested queries.

9.1 Summary

In Chapter 2, an overview of query optimization issues in relational, nested relational, and
object-oriented database systems is presented. In Chapter 3, we define OSQL, a proto-
type SQL language for data models that support complex objects, and its extension ADL.
OSQL allows for nesting of expressions; ADL is a nested relational algebra extended with
some non-standard join operators.

We start from the assumptions that (1) also in advanced database systems, the set-
oriented query processing paradigm is appropriate, and (2) optimization aspects should
play a role in the translation process too.

To support the second claim, we review the translation of relational calculus into rela-
tional algebra in Chapter 4. Instead of taking the Prenex Normal Form as a starting point
for translation, we use the Miniscope Normal Form, in which quantifier scopes do not con-
tain independent terms, i.e., atoms in which the quantified variable does not occur free. We
describe a basic transformation algorithm, which gives better results than the algorithms
found in the literature, and discuss some optional transformations. We investigate the ef-
fect of the optional transformations by translating example queries, and observe that, de-
pending on the specific expression at hand, the effect of specific transformation rules may
be positive or negative. We present heuristic rules to further improve the translation.

Next, in Chapter 5, we discuss some of the difficulties encountered in the translation
of nested queries in complex object models. In OSQL, which is an orthogonal language,
expressions may be nested arbitrarily. Not only in the WHERE-, but also in the SELECT-
clause of the SELECT-FROM-WHERE query block other query blocks may occur, and
the operands of these may be tables as well as set-valued attributes. OSQL queries can-
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not always be translated into flat relational queries; often grouping is needed. To perform
grouping before or after a join may give incorrect results due to the loss of dangling tuples.
To solve this problem, we define an operator called the nestjoin, which combines join with
grouping.

In Chapter 6, we present a framework for the translation of nested OSQL queries, and
in Chapter 7, concrete transformation rules and an initial rewrite strategy are provided.
We show that nested expressions can be translated into nested product expressions. These
are, however, very inefficient because a nested product expression corresponds to the rela-
tional select-project-join (or, rather, select-project-product) expression, which is the most
costly normal form. Like select-project-join expressions, nested product expressions need
optimization, and we try to obtain better results by providing a better translation.

Nested iteration is removed as much as possible by rewriting nested queries into join
queries, avoiding Cartesian products. Flat relational join operators are used whenever pos-
sible. Due to the presence of set-valued attributes, a complete unnesting in which no nested
operators with set-valued operands (iterators or set operators) occur is not always possi-
ble. It is also not always desirable. Often the transformation result contains nested joins
or nested set (comparison) operators, and also nested iterators with set-valued attribute
operands.

In Chapter 8, we present an overview of transformation techniques used in this thesis.
Transformation techniques can be divided into (1) generally beneficial techniques used for
the transformation of nested expressions, and (2) techniques that play a role in algebraic
rewriting mainly. The former class consists of rules that can be applied to ensure localiza-
tion, which is the principle of doing only that what is strictly needed, and accessing only
the data strictly required.

9.2 Conclusions

In the past, the phases of translation and logical optimization have been looked upon as
separate phases in query processing, and little attention has been paid to optimization of
other than select-project-join queries with conjunctive predicates. In Chapter 4, we re-
viewed the translation of relational calculus into relational algebra. We showed that the
performance of relational query processing can be much improved by (1) extending re-
lational algebra with non-standard operators like the semi- and antijoin and two-stream
selection, and by (2) a careful design of the translation algorithm. Standard translation
algorithms do not pay attention to performance issues: the result often is unnecessarily
inefficient. In the phase of logical optimization, this inefficiency is supposed to be re-
duced. However, the damage cannot always be repaired because purely algebraic rewrit-
ing of expressions that involve arbitrary, complex, operators is a difficult process. Conse-
quently, research into relational query optimization has often been restricted to optimiza-
tion of project-select-join queries. Only recently, attention has been paid to optimization of
queries that contain other operators like disjunction. Our conclusion is that the strict sep-
aration between the phases of translation and optimization should be readdressed; much
can be gained by combining translation with optimization.
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We provide a framework for the translation of nested OSQL queries. We define an ex-
tended relational algebra, which includes the nestjoin operator that is well-suited for the
translation of nested queries in complex object models. We provide equivalence rules, and
propose a rewrite strategy. The work presented here follows relational tradition by adher-
ing to the set-oriented query processing paradigm. We believe that our work can serve
as the basis for the implementation of query calculi for advanced (object-oriented) data
models. However, many open problems remain.

In our opinion, the difficulty in the translation and optimization of (O)SQL queries lies
in the number of equivalent logical expressions, and the lack of a suitable cost model. In
the relational context, considering select-project-join queries only, the goal in optimiza-
tion is to push through selections and projections, to transform products into joins, and to
determine an optimal join order. Transformations are based on the localization principle,
which is equally valid in a complex model. Optimization of select-project-join queries
merely concerns a rearrangement of the operator tree. However complex this reordering
process is from a cost-based point of view, from a syntactic point of view it is simple, be-
cause it is based on simple logical equivalences.

In a complex object algebra that supports a rich variety of operators, the number of
equivalent logical algebra expressions is much larger than in the relational model. The
rewriting of logical expressions is complicated by the fact that nesting of operators may
occur, so the equivalence rules are more complex. Moreover, simple heuristics as used in
the relational model do not always suffice for choosing between expression forms. For ex-
ample, often the choice is between a top-level nestjoin operator, or a nested relational join
operator. To decide between either one of them, logical properties like table cardinality and
tuple width do not suffice. The goal is not only to perform the most restrictive operations
first, but also to choose that specific logical algebra expression that can be implemented
best, in other words, that makes best use of the opportunities offered by the physical al-
gebra. Our conjecture is that physical properties should play a role in the translation of
OSQL into the algebra.

9.3 Future work

We established a framework for the translation of (nested) OSQL queries into an alge-
bra. Equivalence rules were defined, and a rewrite strategy was proposed. As indicated
in the previous section, future work may concern (1) the implementation of expressions
that contain nested set and join operators, (2) a (qualitative) cost model, and (3) a refine-
ment of the proposed rewrite strategy. Given a proper set of equivalence rules, the rewrite
strategy determines the outcome of the rewrite process. Rewriting must be guided by a
cost model; a simple logical cost model as is used in the relational context (push through
projections and selections) does not suffice. In this thesis, we have taken a top-down ap-
proach to the implementation of OSQL. Starting with nested expressions, we have tried to
obtain set-orientation as much as possible. We believe that a bottom-up approach, starting
with access methods and investigating the opportunities they offer for efficient implemen-
tation will give new insights into the problem of how to translate OSQL into the algebra.
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We have not considered in our discussion specific object-oriented features such as class
hierarchies, methods in imperative style, and object identity. Such features allow for ad-
ditional optimization opportunities, and should be taken into consideration as well.



Appendix A

Rules and Proofs

A.1 Additional rules

In this section, we present some general rewrite rules that are used in various rewrite stages. We
note that the set of rules listed is not complete. Additional rules for the transformation of relational
algebra expressions can be found in [ElNa89] and [Kuijk91].
The logical rules given below are well-known:

Rule A.1 Some logical equivalence rules

1. 6 9x 2 X � p � 8x 2 X � :p6 8x 2 X � p � 9x 2 X � :p
2. :(p ^ q) � :p _ :q:(p _ q) � :p ^ :q:(:p) � p
3. p ^ (:p _ q) � pp _ (p ^ q) � p
4. p ^ (:p _ q) � p ^ qp _ (:p ^ q) � p _ q
5. p ^ (q _ r) � (p ^ q) _ (p ^ q)p _ (q ^ r) � (p _ q) ^ (p _ r)

Rules for set operators that we use are the following:

Rule A.2 Set operators

1. X � (Y [ Z) � (X � Y )� Z
2. (X [ Y )� Z � (X � Z) [ (Y � Z)

The following rules deal with join operators with constant join predicates and empty right operands.
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Rule A.3 Constants

1. X np ; � ;
2. X �p ; � X
3. X ntrue Y � if Y = ; then ; elseX � if Y 6= ; thenX else ;
4. X nfalse Y � ;
5. X �true Y � if Y = ; then X else ; � if Y 6= ; then ; elseX
6. X �false Y � X
7. X ?true;m Y � X � Tm
8. X ?false;m Y � X � Fm

Rule A.4 Projection

1. Commuting projection with selection�A(�[x : p](X)) � �[p](�A(X)), if Attr(p) � A
2. Introduction of projection�A(X) � �A(�A0 (X)), if A � A0 � Sch(X)

Rule A.5 Selection�[x : :p](X) � X � �[x : p](X)
Selection distributes over any set operator. Projection distributes over set union only, not over dif-
ference and intersection.

Rule A.6 Pushing through projections

1. Let Attr(pX) denote the set of attribute names of X referenced in predicate p, then:

(a) �A(X np Y ) � �A(X) np Y , if A � Attr(pX)
(b) �A(X �p Y ) � �A(X) �p Y , if A � Attr(pX)

2. �AB(X � Y ) � �A(X)� �B(Y ), if A � Sch(X); B � Sch(Y )
3. �AB(X 1p Y ) � �A(X) 1p �B(Y ), if A � Sch(X); B � Sch(Y ); Attr(p) � (A [B)

Rule A.7 Pushing through selections

1. Regular join

(a) �[v : p(vX)](X 1x;y:q Y ) � �[x : p(x)](X) 1x;y:q Y
(b) �[v : p(vY )](X 1x;y:q Y ) � X 1x;y:q �[y : p(y)](Y )
(c) �[v : p(vX ; vY )](X 1x;y:q Y ) � X 1x;y:p(vX ;vY )^q Y
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2. Product X � Y � X 1x;y:true Y
3. Semijoin �[x : p(x)](X nx;y:q Y ) � �[x : p(x)](X) nx;y:q Y
4. Antijoin �[x : p(x)](X �x;y:p Y ) � �[p(x)](X) �x;y:p Y

Proof: �[x : p(x)](X �x;y:q Y )� �[x : p(x)](X �X nx;y:q Y )� �[x : p(x)](X)� �[x : p(x)](X nx;y:q Y )� �[x : p(x)](X)� �[x : p(x)](X) nx;y:q Y� �[x : p(x)](X) �x;y:q Y
Note that for partial joins right distribution does not apply, and that selection does not left distribute
over the markjoin operator.

Rule A.8 Semi/antijoin

1. X � (X n Y ) � X � Y
2. X � (X � Y ) � X n Y
3. X 0 � (X n Y ) � X 0 � Y , whenever X 0 � X

Proof: Let X 0 denote some selection �[p](X), then:X 0 � (X n Y )� �[p](X)� (X n Y )� �[p](X)� �[p _ :p](X n Y )� �[p](X)� (�[p](X n Y ) [ �[:p](X n Y ))� (�[p](X)� �[:p](X n Y ))� �[p](X n Y )� �[p](X)� �[p](X n Y )� �[p](X)� �[p](X) n Y� �[p](X) � Y� X 0 � Y
4. X 0 � (X � Y ) � X 0 n Y , whenever X 0 � X

Rule A.9 Simplification of markjoin expressions (1)

1. �X(X ?p;m Y ) � X
2. (a) �X(�[x : x:m](X ?p;m Y )) � X np Y
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(b) �X(�[x : :x:m](X ?p;m Y )) � X �p Y
3. �X(�[x : p(x) _ x:m](X ?x;y:q:m Y )) � (X nx;y:q Y ) [ �[x : p(x)](X �x;y:q Y )

if m 62 Attr(p)
Proof: �X(�[x : p(x) _ x:m](X ?x;y:q;m Y ))� �X(�[x : p(x) _ x:m](((X nx;y:q Y )� Tm) [ ((X �x;y:q Y )� Fm)))� �X(�[x : p(x) _ x:m]((X nx;y:q Y )� Tm) [�[x : p(x) _ x:m]((X �x;y:q Y )� Fm))� �X(�[x : p(x) _ true]((X nx;y:q Y )� Tm) [�[x : p(x) _ false]((X �x;y:q Y )� Fm))� �X(((X nx;y:q Y )� Tm) [ �[x : p(x)]((X �x;y:q Y )� Fm))� �X((X nx;y:q Y )� Tm) [ �X(�[x : p(x)]((X �x;y:q Y )� Fm))� (X nx;y:q Y ) [ �[x : p(x)](�X((X �x;y:q Y )� Fm))� (X nx;y:q Y ) [ �[x : p(x)](X �x;y:q Y )

Rule A.10 Simplification of markjoin expressions (2)

1. (a) X nx;y:p(x;y) (Y ?y;z:r(y;z);m Z) � X nx;y:p(x;y) Y , if m 62 Attr(p)
(b) X �x;y:p(x;y) (Y ?y;z:r(y;z);m Z) � X �x;y:p(x;y) Y , if m 62 Attr(p)

2. (a) X nx;y:y:m (Y ?y;z:p;m Z) � X nx;y:true (Y ny;z:p Z)
(b) X �x;y:y:m (Y ?y;z:p;m Z) � X �x;y:true (Y ny;z:p Z)
(c) X nx;y::y:m (Y ?y;z:p;m Z) � X nx;y:true (Y �y;z:p Z)
(d) X �x;y::y:m (Y ?y;z:p;m Z) � X �x;y:true (Y �y;z:p Z)

Proof: X �x;y::y:m (Y ?y;z:p;m Z)� �[x :6 9y 2 (Y ?y;z:p;m Z) � :y:m](X)� �[x :6 9y 2 �[y : :y:m](Y ?y;z:p;m Z) � true](X)� �[x :6 9y 2 (Y �y;z:p Z) � true](X)� X �x;y:true (Y �y;z:p Z)
Rule A.11 Simplification of markjoin expressions (3)
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1. X nx;y:p(x;y)_y:m (Y ?y;z:r(y;z);m Z) � if (Y ny;z:r(y;z) Z) 6= ; then X else (X nx;y:p(x;y)Y )
Proof: X nx;y:p(x;y)_y:m (Y ?y;z:r(y;z);m Z)� X nx;y:p(x;y) (Y ?y;z:r(y;z);m Z) [X nx;y:y:m (Y ?y;z:r(y;z);m Z)� (X nx;y:p(x;y) Y ) [X nx;y:true (Y ny;z:r(y;z) Z)� (X nx;y:p(x;y) Y ) [ if (Y ny;z:r(y;z) Z) 6= ; then X else ;� if (Y ny;z:r(y;z) Z) 6= ; then X else (X nx;y:p(x;y) Y )

2. X �x;y:p(x;y)_y:m (Y ?y;z:r(y;z);m Z) � if (Y ny;z:r(y;z) Z) 6= ; then ; else (X �x;y:p(x;y)Y )
Proof: X �x;y:p(x;y)_y:m (Y ?y;z:r(y;z);m Z)� (X �x;y:p(x;y) (Y ?y;z:r(y;z);m Z)) �x;y:y:m (Y ?y;z:r(y;z);m Z)� (X �x;y:p(x;y) Y ) �x;y:true (Y ny;z:r(y;z) Z)� if (Y ny;z:r(y;z) Z) 6= ; then ; else (X �x;y:p(x;y) Y )

Rule A.12 Splitting join predicates

1. X np_q Y � (X np Y ) [ (X nq Y )
2. X np^q Y � �X((X 1p Y ) \ (X 1q Y ))X np^q Y � �X(�[p](X 1q Y ))
3. X �p_q Y � (X �p Y ) �q Y

Proof: X �x;y:p_q Y� X � (X nx;y:p_q Y )� X � (X nx;y:p Y [X nx;y:q Y )� (X �X nx;y:p Y )�X nx;y:q Y� (X �x;y:p Y )�X nx;y:q Y� (X �x;y:p Y ) �x;y:q Y
A.2 Proofs

Proof Rule 4.3 Scoping Let x 62 FV (p), then:
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1. 9x 2 X � p ^ q � p ^ 9x 2 X � q
Proof: 9x 2 X � p ^ q� 9x � x 2 X ^ p ^ q� p ^ 9x � x 2 X ^ q� p ^ 9x 2 X � q

2. p _ 9x 2 X � q � ((p ^X = ;) _ (9x 2 X � p _ q)
Proof: p _ 9x 2 X � q� (p ^ true) _ 9x 2 X � q� (p ^ (X = ; _X 6= ;)) _ 9x 2 X � q� (p ^X = ;) _ (p ^X 6= ;) _ 9x 2 X � q� ((p ^X = ;) _ (p ^ 9x 2 X � true) _ 9x 2 X � q� ((p ^X = ;) _ (9x 2 X � p) _ 9x 2 X � q� ((p ^X = ;) _ (9x 2 X � p _ q)

Proof Rule 4.15 Join associativity

1. (X 1p(x;y) Y ) 1r(y;z)^t Z � X 1p(x;y)^t (Y 1r(y;z) Z)
Proof: (X 1p(x;y) Y ) 1t^r(y;z) Z� �[t]((X 1p(x;y) Y ) 1r(y;z) Z)� �[t](X 1p(x;y) (Y 1r(y;z) Z))� X 1p(x;y)^t (Y 1r(y;z) Z)

2. (X 1p(x;y) Y ) nr(y;z)^t Z � �XY (X 1p(x;y)^t (Y 1r(y;z) Z))
3. (X 1p(x;y) Y ) nr(y;z) Z � X 1p(x;y) (Y nr(y;z) Z)
4. (X 1p(x;y) Y ) �r(y;z) Z � X 1p(x;y) (Y �r(y;z) Z)

Proof: (X 1p(x;y) Y ) �r(y;z) Z� (X 1p(x;y) Y )� (X 1p(x;y) Y ) nr(y;z) Z� (X 1p(x;y) Y )�X 1p(x;y) (Y nr(y;z) Z)� X 1p(x;y) (Y � (Y nr(y;z) Z))� X 1p(x;y) (Y �r(y;z) Z)
Proof Rule 4.16 Join exchange
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1. (X 1p(x;y) Y ) 1q(x;z)^t Z � (X 1q(x;z) Z) 1p(x;y)^t Y
Proof: (X 1p(x;y) Y ) 1q(x;z)^t Z� �[t]((X 1p(x;y) Y ) 1q(x;z) Z)� �[t]((Y 1p(x;y) X) 1q(x;z) Z)� �[t](Y 1p(x;y) (X 1q(x;z) Z))� �[t]((X 1q(x;z) Z) 1p(x;y) Y )� (X 1q(x;z) Z) 1p(x;y)^t Y

2. (X 1p(x;y) Y ) nq(x;z)^t Z � �XY ((X 1q(x;z) Z) 1p(x;y)^t Y )
3. (a) (X 1p(x;y) Y ) 1q(x;z) Z � (X 1q(x;z) Z) 1p(x;y) Y See above.

(b) (X 1p(x;y) Y ) nq(x;z) Z � (X nq(x;z) Z) 1p(x;y) Y See above.

(c) (X 1p(x;y) Y ) �q(x;z) Z � (X �q(x;z) Z) 1p(x;y) Y
Proof: (X 1p(x;y) Y ) �q(x;z) Z� (Y 1p(x;y) X) �q(x;z) Z� Y 1p(x;y) (X �q(x;z) Z)� (X �q(x;z) Z) 1p(x;y) Y

(d) (X np(x;y) Y ) 1q(x;z) Z � (X 1q(x;z) Z) np(x;y) Y By symmetry.

(e) (X np(x;y) Y ) nq(x;z) Z � (X nq(x;z) Z) np(x;y) Y
Proof: (X np(x;y) Y ) nq(x;z) Z� �X((X np(x;y) Y ) 1q(x;z) Z)� �X((X nq(x;z) Z) 1p(x;y) Y )� �X(X nq(x;z) Z) 1p(x;y) �Y (Y ))� (X nq(x;z) Z) np(x;y) Y
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(f) (X np(x;y) Y ) �q(x;z) Z � (X �q(x;z) Z) np(x;y) Y
Proof: (X �p(x;y) Y ) nq(x;z) Z� �X((X �p(x;y) Y ) 1q(x;z) Z)� �X((X 1q(x;z) Z) �p(x;y) Y )� �X(X 1q(x;z) Z) �p(x;y) Y� (X nq(x;z) Z) �p(x;y) Y

(g) (X �p(x;y) Y ) 1q(x;z) Z � (X �q(x;z) Z) �p(x;y) Y By symmetry.

(h) (X �p(x;y) Y ) nq(x;z) Z � (X nq(x;z) Z) �p(x;y) Y By symmetry.

(i) (X �p(x;y) Y ) �q(x;z) Z � (X �q(x;z) Z) �p(x;y) Y
Proof: (X �p(x;y) Y ) �q(x;z) Z� (X �p(x;y) Y )� (X �p(x;y) Y ) nq(x;z) Z� (X �p(x;y) Y )� (X nq(x;z) Z) �p(x;y) Y� (X �X nq(x;z) Z) �p(x;y) Y� (X �q(x;z) Z) �p(x;y) Y

Proof Rule 4.17 Distribution of join over set operators: (X � Y )� Z = (X � Z)� (Y � Z)
We define:� X+ = �[x : x 2 Y ](X)� X� = �[x : x 62 Y ](X)� Y + = �[x : x 2 X](Y )� Y � = �[x : x 62 X](Y )
We have:� X = X+ [X� , Y = Y + [ Y �� X+ = Y +� X� \ Y � = ;
Also, whenever A \ B = ;, then (A�C)� (B � C) = A� C.

Left-hand side(X � Y )� Z� �[x : x 62 Y ](X)� Z� X� � Z
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Right-hand side(X � Z)� (Y � Z)� ((X+ [X�)� Z)� ((Y + [ Y �)� Z)� ((X+ � Z) [ (X� � Z))� ((Y + � Z) [ (Y � � Z))� (X+ � Z)� ((Y + � Z) [ (Y � � Z)) [(X� � Z)� ((Y + � Z) [ (Y � � Z))� ((X+ � Z)� (X+ � Z))� (Y � � Z) [((X� � Z)� (X+ � Z))� (Y � � Z)� ; � (Y � � Z) [(X� � Z)� (Y � � Z)� (X� � Z)� (Y � � Z)� X� � Z
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Appendix B

Rewritings

B.1 Standard rewritings

Rewriting example B.1 (1) Chain�[x : 9y 2 Y � p(x; y) _ 9z 2 Z � r(y; z)](X)� �[x : 9y 2 (Y ?y;z:r(y;z);m Z) � p(x; y) _ y:m](X) (range nest)� X nx;y:p(x;y)_y:m (Y ?y;z:r(y;z);m Z) (unnest)
Rewriting example B.2 (2) Tree(I)�[x : 9y 2 Y � p(x; y) _ 9z 2 Z � q(x; z)](X)� �[x : 9z 2 Z � q(x; z) _ 9y 2 Y � p(x; y)](X) (descope)� �[x : x:m _ 9y 2 Y � p(x; y)](X ?x;z:q(x;z);m Z) (unnest)� �[x : x:m _ x:m0]((X ?x;z:q(x;z);m Z) ?x;y:p(x;y);m0 Y ) (unnest)
Rewriting example B.3 (3) Tree(II)�[x : 9y 2 Y � 9z 2 Z � q(x; z) _ r(y; z)](X)� �[x : 9z 2 Z � 9y 2 Y � q(x; z) _ r(y; z)](X) (exchange)� �[x : 9z 2 Z � q(x; z) _ 9y 2 Y � r(y; z)](X) (descope)� �[x : 9z 2 (Z ?y;z:r(y;z);m Y ) � q(x; z) _ z:m](X) (range nest)� X nx;z:q(x;z)_z:m (Z ?y;z:r(y;z);m Y ) (unnest)
Rewriting example B.4 (4) Cyclic�[x : 9y 2 Y � p(x; y) _ 9z 2 Z � q(x; z) c r(y; z)](X)� �X(�[v : p(vX ; vY ) _ 9z 2 Z � q(vX ; z) c r(vY ; z)](X � Y )) (unnest)� �X(�[v : p(vX ; vY ) _ v:m]((X � Y ) ?v;z:q(vX ;z) c r(vY ;z);m Z)) (unnest)
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Rewriting example B.5 (5) Chain�[x :6 9y 2 Y � p(x; y) _ 9z 2 Z � r(y; z)](X)� �[x :6 9y 2 (Y ?y;z:r(y;z);m Z) � p(x; y) _ y:m](X) (range nest)� X �x;y:p(x;y)_y:m (Y ?y;z:r(y;z);m Z) (unnest)
Rewriting example B.6 (6) Tree(I)�[x :6 9y 2 Y � p(x; y) _ 9z 2 Z � q(x; z)](X)� �[x :6 9z 2 Z � q(x; z) ^ 6 9y 2 Y � p(x; y)](X) (descope)� �[x :6 9y 2 Y � p(x; y)](X �x;z:q(x;z) Z) (unnest)� (X �x;z:q(x;z) Z) �x;y:p(x;y) Y (unnest)
Rewriting example B.7 (7) Tree(II)�[x :6 9y 2 Y � 9z 2 Z � q(x; z) _ r(y; z)](X)� �[x :6 9z 2 Z � 9y 2 Y � q(x; z) _ r(y; z)](X) (exchange)� �[x :6 9z 2 Z � q(x; z) _ 9y 2 Y � r(y; z)](X) (descope)� �[x :6 9z 2 (Z ?z;y:r(y;z);m Y ) � q(x; z) _ z:m](X) (range nest)� X �x;z:q(x;z)_z:m (Z ?z;y:r(y;z);m Y ) (unnest)
Rewriting example B.8 (8) Cyclic�[x :6 9y 2 Y � p(x; y) _ 9z 2 Z � q(x; z) c r(y; z)](X)� (�[v : :p(vX ; vY ) ^ 6 9z 2 Z � q(vX ; z) c r(vY ; z)](X � Y ))� Y (division)� (�[v : :p(vX ; vY )]((X � Y ) �v;z:q(vX ;z) c r(vY ;z) Z))� Y (unnest)� ((X 1x;y::p(x;y) Y ) �v;z:q(vX ;z) c r(vY ;z) Z)� Y (push)
Rewriting example B.9 (9) Chain�[x : 9y 2 Y � p(x; y) _ 6 9z 2 Z � r(y; z)](X)� �[x : 9y 2 (Y ?y;z:r(y;z);m Z) � p(x; y) _ :y:m](X) (range nest)� X nx;y:p(x;y)_:y:m (Y ?y;z:r(y;z);m Z) (unnest)
Rewriting example B.10 (10) Tree(I)�[x : 9y 2 Y � p(x; y)_ 6 9z 2 Z � q(x; z)](X)� �[x :6 9z 2 Z � q(x; z) _ 9y 2 Y � p(x; y)](X) (descope)� �[x : :x:m _ 9y 2 Y � p(x; y)](X ?x;z:q(x;z);m Z) (unnest)� �[x : :x:m _ x:m0]((X ?x;z:q(x;z);m Z) ?x;y:p(x;y);m0 Y ) (unnest)
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Rewriting example B.11 (11) Tree(II)�[x : 9y 2 Y � 6 9z 2 Z � q(x; z) _ r(y; z)](X)� �[x : 9y 2 Y � (6 9z 2 Z � q(x; z) ^ 6 9z 2 Z � r(y; z))](X) (distribute)� �[x : 9y 2 (Y �y;z:r(y;z) Z) � 6 9z 2 Z � q(x; z)](X) (range nest)� �[x :6 9z 2 Z � q(x; z) ^ 9y 2 (Y �y;z:r(y;z) Z) � true](X) (descope)� �[x : 9y 2 (Y �y;z:r(y;z) Z) � true](X �x;z:q(x;z) Z)) (unnest)� (X �x;z:q(x;z) Z) nx;y:true (Y �y;z:r(y;z) Z) (unnest)� if (Y �y;z:r(y;z) Z) 6= ; then (X �x;z:q(x;z) Z) else ; (constant n predicate)
Rewriting example B.12 (12) Cyclic�[x : 9y 2 Y � p(x; y) _ 6 9z 2 Z � q(x; z) c r(y; z)](X)� �X(�[v : p(vX ; vY ) _ 6 9z 2 Z � q(vX ; z) c r(vY ; z)](X � Y )) (unnest)� �X(�[v : p(vX ; vY ) _ :v:m]((X � Y ) ?v;z:q(vX ;z) c r(vY ;z);m Z)) (unnest)
Rewriting example B.13 (13) Chain�[x :6 9y 2 Y � p(x; y) _ 6 9z 2 Z � r(y; z)](X)� �[x :6 9y 2 (Y ?y;z:r(y;z);m Z) � p(x; y) _ :y:m](X) (range nest)� X �x;y:p(x;y)_:y:m (Y ?y;z:r(y;z);m Z) (unnest)
Rewriting example B.14 (14) Tree(I)�[x :6 9y 2 Y � p(x; y) _ 6 9z 2 Z � q(x; z)](X)� �[x : 9z 2 Z � q(x; z) ^ 6 9y 2 Y � p(x; y)](X) (descope)� (X nx;z:q(x;z) Z) �x;y:p(x;y) Y (unnest)
Rewriting example B.15 (15) Tree(II)
The result for this query is the complement of the result achieved for expression 11:X � if (Y �y;z:r(y;z) Z) 6= ; then (X �x;z:q(x;z) Z) else ;� if (Y �y;z:r(y;z) Z) 6= ; then (X nx;z:q(x;z) Z) elseX
We do not show the full rewriting for this expression, because we would have to take into account the
possibility of empty ranges to ensure that we indeed achieve the complementary result. This would
result into a rewriting sequence that is too complex for the purpose of this section.

Rewriting example B.16 (16) Cyclic�[x :6 9y 2 Y � p(x; y) _ 6 9z 2 Z � q(x; z) c r(y; z)](X)� (�[v : :p(vX ; vY ) ^ 9z 2 Z � q(vX ; z) c r(vY ; z)](X � Y ))� Y (unnest)� ((X 1x;y::p(x;y) Y ) nv;z:q(vX ;z) c r(vY ;z) Z)� Y (unnest)
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Rewriting example B.17 (17) Chain�[x : 9y 2 Y � p(x; y) ^ 9z 2 Z � r(y; z)](X)� �[x : 9y 2 (Y ny;z:r(y;z) Z) � p(x; y)](X) (range nest)� X nx;y:p(x;y) (Y ny;z:r(y;z) Z) (unnest)
Rewriting example B.18 (18) Tree(I)�[x : 9y 2 Y � p(x; y) ^ 9z 2 Z � q(x; z)](X)� �[x : 9z 2 Z � q(x; z) ^ 9y 2 Y � p(x; y)](X) (descope)� �[x : 9y 2 Y � p(x; y)](X nx;z:q(x;z) Z) (unnest)� (X nx;z:q(x;z) Z) nx;y:p(x;y) Y (unnest)
Rewriting example B.19 (19) Tree(II)�[x : 9y 2 Y � 9z 2 Z � q(x; z) ^ r(y; z)](X)� �[x : 9z 2 Z � 9y 2 Y � q(x; z) ^ r(y; z)](X) (exchange)� �[x : 9z 2 Z � q(x; z) ^ 9y 2 Y � r(y; z)](X) (descope)� �[x : 9z 2 (Z ny;z:r(y;z) Y ) � q(x; z)](X) (range nest)� X nx;z:q(x;z) (Z ny;z:r(y;z) Y ) (unnest)
Rewriting example B.20 (20) Cyclic�[x : 9y 2 Y � p(x; y) ^ 9z 2 Z � q(x; z) c r(y; z)](X)� �X(�[v : p(vX ; vY ) ^ 9z 2 Z � q(vX ; z) c r(vY ; z)](X � Y )) (unnest)� �X((X 1x;y:p(x;y) Y ) nv;z:q(vX ;z) c r(vY ;z) Z) (unnest)
Rewriting example B.21 (21) Chain�[x :6 9y 2 Y � p(x; y) ^ 9z 2 Z � r(y; z)](X)� �[x :6 9y 2 (Y ny;z:r(y;z) Z) � p(x; y)](X) (range nest)� X �x;y:p(x;y) (Y ny;z:r(y;z) Z) (unnest)
Rewriting example B.22 (22) Tree(I)�[x :6 9y 2 Y � p(x; y) ^ 9z 2 Z � q(x; z)](X)� �[x :6 9z 2 Z � q(x; z) _ 6 9y 2 Y � p(x; y)](X) (descope)� �[x : :x:m_ 6 9y 2 Y � p(x; y)](X ?x;z:q(x;z);m Z)) (unnest)� �[x : :x:m _ :x:m0]((X ?x;z:q(x;z);m Z) ?x;y:p(x;y);m0 Y ) (unnest)
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Rewriting example B.23 (23) Tree(II)�[x :6 9y 2 Y � 9z 2 Z � q(x; z) ^ r(y; z)](X)� �[x :6 9z 2 Z � 9y 2 Y � q(x; z) ^ r(y; z)](X) (exchange)� �[x :6 9z 2 Z � q(x; z) ^ 9y 2 Y � r(y; z)](X) (descope)� �[x :6 9z 2 (Z nz;y:r(y;z) Y ) � q(x; z)](X) (range nest)� X �x;z:q(x;z) (Z nz;y:r(y;z) Y ) (unnest)
Rewriting example B.24 (24) Cyclic�[x :6 9y 2 Y � p(x; y) ^ 9z 2 Z � q(x; z) c r(y; z)](X)� (�[v : :p(vX ; vY ) _ 6 9z 2 Z � q(vX ; z) c r(vY ; z)](X � Y )� Y )� (�[v : :p(vX ; vY ) _ :v:m]((X � Y ) ?v;z:q(vX ;z) c r(vY ;z);m Z)� Y (unnest)
Rewriting example B.25 (25) Chain�[x : 9y 2 Y � p(x; y) ^ 6 9z 2 Z � r(y; z)](X)� �[x : 9y 2 (Y �y;z:r(y;z) Z) � p(x; y)](X) (range nest)� X nx;y:p(x;y) (Y �y;z:r(y;z) Z) (unnest)
Rewriting example B.26 (26) Tree(I)�[x : 9y 2 Y � p(x; y) ^ 6 9z 2 Z � q(x; z)](X)� �[x :6 9z 2 Z � q(x; z) ^ 9y 2 Y � p(x; y)](X) (descope)� (X �x;z:q(x;z) Z) nx;y:p(x;y) Y (unnest)
Rewriting example B.27 (27) Tree(II)�[x : 9y 2 Y � 6 9z 2 Z � q(x; z) ^ r(y; z)](X)� �X(�[v :6 9z 2 Z � q(vX ; z) ^ r(vY ; z)](X � Y )) (unnest)� �X((X � Y ) �v;z:q(vX ;z)^r(vY ;z) Z) (unnest)
Rewriting example B.28 (28) Cyclic�[x : 9y 2 Y � p(x; y) ^ 6 9z 2 Z � q(x; z) c r(y; z)](X)� �X(�[v : p(vX ; vY ) ^ 6 9z 2 Z � q(vX ; z) c r(vY ; z)](X � Y )) (unnest)� �X((X 1x;y:p(x;y) Y ) �v;z:q(vX ;z) c r(vY ;z) Z) (unnest)
Rewriting example B.29 (29) Chain�[x :6 9y 2 Y � p(x; y) ^ 6 9z 2 Z � r(y; z)](X)� �[x :6 9y 2 (Y �y;z:r(y;z) Z) � p(x; y)](X) (range nest)� X �x;y:p(x;y) (Y �y;z:r(y;z) Z) (unnest)
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Rewriting example B.30 (30) Tree(I)�[x :6 9y 2 Y � p(x; y) ^ 6 9z 2 Z � q(x; z)](X)� �[x : 9z 2 Z � q(x; z) _ 6 9y 2 Y � p(x; y)](X) (descope)� �[x : x:m_ 6 9y 2 Y � p(x; y)](X ?x;z:q(x;z);m Z) (unnest)� �[x : x:m _ :x:m0]((X ?x;z:q(x;z);m Z) ?x;y:p(x;y);m0 Y ) (unnest)
Rewriting example B.31 (31) Tree(II)�[x :6 9y 2 Y � 6 9z 2 Z � q(x; z) ^ r(y; z)](X)� (�[v : 9z 2 Z � q(vX ; z) ^ r(vY ; z)](X � Y ))� Y (unnest)� ((X � Y ) nv;z:q(vX ;z)^r(vY ;z) Z)� Y (unnest)
Rewriting example B.32 (32) Cyclic�[x :6 9y 2 Y � p(x; y) ^ 6 9z 2 Z � q(x; z) c r(y; z)](X)� (�[v : :p(vX ; vY ) _ 9z 2 Z � q(vX ; z) c r(vY ; z)](X � Y ))� Y (unnest)� (�[v : :p(vX ; vY ) _ v:m]((X � Y ) ?v;z:q(vX ;z) c r(vY ;z);m Z)� Y (unnest)
B.2 Distribution of quantification
If we use the conditional for constant terms, then we have:

Rewriting example B.33 (1) Chain�[x : 9y 2 Y � p(x; y) _ 9z 2 Z � r(y; z)](X)� �[x : 9y 2 Y � p(x; y) _ 9y 2 Y � 9z 2 Z � r(y; z)](X) (distribute)� �[x : 9y 2 Y � p(x; y) _ 9y 2 (Y ny;z:r(y;z) Z) � true](X) (range nest)� if (Y ny;z:r(y;z) Z) 6= ; then X else �[x : 9y 2 Y � p(x; y)(X) (constant)� if (Y ny;z:r(y;z) Z) 6= ; then X elseX nx;y:p(x;y) Y (unnest)
We can rewrite the standard result into the latter:X nx;y:p(x;y)_y:m (Y ?y;z:r(y;z);m Z)� (X nx;y:p(x;y) (Y ?y;z:r(y;z);m Z)) [ (X nx;y:y:m (Y ?y;z:r(y;z);m Z)) (split)� (X nx;y:p(x;y) Y ) [ (X nx;y:true (Y ny;z:r(y;z) Z)) (simplify))� (X nx;y:p(x;y) Y ) [ if (Y ny;z:r(y;z) Z) 6= ; then X else ; (constant n predicate)� if (Y ny;z:r(y;z) Z) 6= ; then X [ (X nx;y:p(x;y) Y ) else ; [ (X nx;y:p(x;y) Y )(distribute)� if (Y ny;z:r(y;z) Z) 6= ; then X elseX nx;y:p(x;y) Y (simplify)
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In the above rewriting, we have used rules for splitting join predicates and for the simplification of
expressions that contain markjoin operators; these are listed in Appendix A.

Rewriting example B.34 (3) Tree(II)�[x : 9y 2 Y � 9z 2 Z � q(x; z) _ r(y; z)](X)� �[x : 9y 2 Y � 9z 2 Z � q(x; z) _ 9z 2 Z � r(y; z)](X) (distribute)� �[x : 9z 2 Z � q(x; z) _ 9y 2 Y � 9z 2 Z � r(y; z)](X) (descope)� �[x : 9z 2 Z � q(x; z) _ 9y 2 (Y ny;z:r(y;z) Z) � true](X) (range nest)� if (Y ny;z:r(y;z) Z) 6= ; then X else �[x : 9z 2 Z � q(x; z)](X) (constant)� if (Y ny;z:r(y;z) Z) 6= ; then X elseX nx;z:q(x;z) Z (unnest)
Rewriting example B.35 (4) Cyclic�[x : 9y 2 Y � p(x; y) _ 9z 2 Z � q(x; z) c r(y; z)](X)� �[x : 9y 2 Y � p(x; y) _ 9y 2 Y � 9z 2 Z � q(x; z) c r(y; z)](X) (distribute)� T + �[x : 9y 2 Y � 9z 2 Z � q(x; z) c r(y; z)](F )with (T; F ) = X n2x;y:p(x;y) Y (bypass)� T + �F ((F � Y ) nv;z:q(vX ;z) c r(vY ;z) Z)with (T; F ) = X n2x;y:p(x;y) Y (unnest)
Rewriting example B.36 (5) Chain�[x :6 9y 2 Y � p(x; y) _ 9z 2 Z � r(y; z)](X)� �[x :6 9y 2 Y � p(x; y) ^ 6 9y 2 Y � 9z 2 Z � r(y; z)](X) (distribute)� �[x :6 9y 2 Y � p(x; y) ^ 6 9y 2 (Y ny;z:r(y;z) Z) � true](X) (range nest)� �[x :6 9y 2 (Y ny;z:r(y;z) Z) � true](X �x;y:p(x;y) Y ) (unnest)� (X �x;y:p(x;y) Y ) �x;y:true (Y ny;z:r(y;z) Z) (unnest)� if (Y ny;z:r(y;z) Z) 6= ; then ; elseX �x;y:p(x;y) Y (constant � predicate)
Note that the standard result can be rewritten into the latter easily:X �x;y:p(x;y)_y:m (Y ?y;z:r(y;z);m Z)� (X �x;y:p(x;y) (Y ?y;z:r(y;z);m Z)) �x;y:y:m (Y ?y;z:r(y;z);m Z) (split)� (X �x;y:p(x;y) Y ) �x;y:y:m (Y ?y;z:r(y;z);m Z) (simplify)� (X �x;y:p(x;y) Y ) �x;y:true (Y ny;z:r(y;z) Z) (simplify)
We use the rules for simplification of markjoin expressions and for splitting of join predicates.
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Rewriting example B.37 (7) Tree(II)�[x :6 9y 2 Y � 9z 2 Z � q(x; z) _ r(y; z)](X)� �[x :6 9y 2 Y � 9z 2 Z � q(x; z) _ 9z 2 Z � r(y; z)](X) (distribute)� �[x :6 9z 2 Z � q(x; z)^ 6 9y 2 Y � 9z 2 Z � r(y; z)](X) (descope)� �[x :6 9y 2 (Y ny;z:r(y;z) Z) � true](X �x;z:q(x;z) Z) (unnest/nest)� (X �x;z:q(x;z) Z) �x;y:true (Y ny;z:r(y;z) Z) (unnest)
Rewriting example B.38 (8) Cyclic�[x :6 9y 2 Y � p(x; y) _ 9z 2 Z � q(x; z) c r(y; z)](X)� �[x :6 9y 2 Y � p(x; y) ^ 6 9y 2 Y � 9z 2 Z � q(x; z) c r(y; z)](X)� �[x :6 9y 2 Y � 9z 2 Z � q(x; z) c r(y; z)](X �x;y:p(x;y) Y )� X � �[x : 9y 2 Y � 9z 2 Z � q(x; z) c r(y; z)](X �x;y:p(x;y) Y )� X � �X(((X �x;y:p(x;y) Y )� Y ) nv;y:q(vX ;z) c r(vY ;z) Z)
B.3 Cyclic queries

We rewrite some cyclic queries of our list. A query is called disjunctive or conjunctive whenever
the inner connective is _ or ^, respectively.

Query 4, disjunction

Rewriting example B.39 (4), disjunctive, without distribution�[x : 9y 2 Y � p(x; y) _ 9z 2 Z � q(x; z) _ r(y; z)](X)� �X(T + �[v : 9z 2 Z � q(vX ; z) _ r(vY ; z)](F ))with (T; F ) = X 12x;y:p(x;y) Y (bypass)� �X(T + (F nv;z:q(vX ;z)_r(vY ;z) Z))with (T; F ) = X 12x;y:p(x;y) Y (unnest)
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Rewriting example B.40 (4), disjunctive, with distribution�[x : 9y 2 Y � p(x; y) _ 9z 2 Z � q(x; z) _ r(y; z)](X)� �[x : 9y 2 Y � p(x; y) _ 9z 2 Z � q(x; z) _ 9z 2 Z � r(y; z)](X)(distribute inner)� �[x : 9z 2 Z � q(x; z) _ 9y 2 Y � p(x; y) _ 9z 2 Z � r(y; z)](X) (descope)� T + �[x : 9y 2 Y � p(x; y) _ 9z 2 Z � r(y; z)](F )with (T; F ) = X n2x;z:q(x;z) Z (bypass)� T + if Y ny;z:r(y;z) Z 6= ; then F else F nx;y:p(x;y) Ywith (T; F ) = X n2x;z:q(x;z) Z (case 1)� if Y ny;z:r(y;z) Z 6= ; then T + F else T + F nx;y:p(x;y) Ywith (T; F ) = X n2x;z:q(x;z) Z (distribute + )� if Y ny;z:r(y;z) Z 6= ; then X else T + F nx;y:p(x;y) Ywith (T; F ) = X n2x;z:q(x;z) Z (simplify)
Whenever the set Y ny;z:r(y;z) Z is not empty, distribution of the inner quantification results in
major cost savings—only one semijoin has to be performed.

Query 8, disjunction

Rewriting example B.41 (8), disjunctive, Codd�[x :6 9y 2 Y � p(x; y) _ 9z 2 Z � q(x; z) _ r(y; z)](X)� �[x :6 9y 2 Y � 9z 2 Z � p(x; y) _ q(x; z) _ r(y; z)](X)� �[x : 8y 2 Y � 6 9z 2 Z � p(x; y) _ q(x; z) _ r(y; z)](X)� �[x : 8y 2 Y � 8z 2 Z � :p(x; y) ^ :q(x; z) ^ :r(y; z)](X) (PNF)� (�[v : 8z 2 Z � :p(vX ; vY ) ^ :q(vX ; z) ^ :r(vY ; z)](X � Y ))� Y� ((�[v : :p(vX ; vY ) ^ :q(vX ; vZ) ^ :r(vY ; vZ)]((X � Y )� Z)� Z)� Y� ((((X 1x;y::p(x;y) Y ) 1v;z::q(vX ;z)^:r(vY ;z) Z)� Z)� Y
Note that, due to the use of division, the use of partial join operators is impossible. The result
achieved by means of standard rewriting with R contains one less division:((X 1x;y::p(x;y) Y ) �v;z:q(vX ;z)_r(vY ;z) Z)� Y
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Instead of a join followed by division, we now have a antijoin of which the predicate is a disjunction
that can be split. The standard result can be rewritten further algebraically as follows:((X 1x;y::p(x;y) Y ) �v;z:q(vX ;z)_r(vY ;z) Z)� Y� (((X 1x;y::p(x;y) Y ) �v;z:q(vX ;z) Z) �v;z:r(vY ;z) Z)� Y (split)� (((X �v;z:q(vX ;z) Z) 1x;y::p(x;y) Y ) �v;z:r(vY ;z) Z)� Y (exchange)� (((X �v;z:q(vX ;z) Z) 1x;y::p(x;y) (Y �v;z:r(vY ;z) Z))� Y (associate)
The advantage of the latter expression is that the operands of the regular join present are reduced by
the antijoin operations. The price paid is an additional access to table Z. Below, we show that, with
distribution of the inner quantification, division can be avoided altogether:

Rewriting example B.42 (8) disjunctive, distribution�[x :6 9y 2 Y � p(x; y) _ 9z 2 Z � q(x; z) _ r(y; z)](X)� �[x :6 9y 2 Y � p(x; y) _ (9z 2 Z � q(x; z) _ 9z 2 Z � r(y; z))](X)(distribute inner)� �[x :6 9z 2 Z � q(x; z) ^ 6 9y 2 Y � p(x; y) _ 9z 2 Z � r(y; z)](X) (descope)� �[x :6 9y 2 Y � p(x; y) _ 9z 2 Z � r(y; z)](X �x;z:q(x;z) Z) (unnest)� if (Y ny;z:r(y;z) Z) 6= ; then ; else (X �x;z:q(x;z) Z) �x;y:p(x;y) Y (case 5)
Distribution of the innermost quantification leads to what seems the best result. No division opera-
tors are present, and all joins are partial. Due to the distribution, descoping can take place, followed
by unnesting of the quantification over Z, and then the selection is rewritten as in Rewriting exam-
ple B.36, with distribution of the quantification with range Y .
Recall that query 4 is the complement of 8, so for 4 we have:X � if (Y ny;z:r(y;z) Z) 6= ; then ; else (X �x;z:q(x;z) Z) �x;y:p(x;y) Y
which is equivalent to:if (Y ny;z:r(y;z) Z) 6= ; then X elseX � (X �x;z:q(x;z) Z) �x;y:p(x;y) Y
We have found a useful equivalence rule:X � (X �x;z:q(x;z) Z) �x;y:p(x;y) Y � T + F nx;y:p(x;y) Y with (T; F ) = X n2x;z:q(x;z) Z
We show the rewriting of the left-hand side into the right-hand side:
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Rewriting example B.43X � (X �x;z:q(x;z) Z) �x;y:p(x;y) Y� ((X nx;z:q(x;z) Z) [ (X �x;z:q(x;z) Z))� (X �x;z:q(x;z) Z) �x;y:p(x;y) Y� ((X nx;z:q(x;z) Z � (X �x;z:q(x;z) Z) �x;y:p(x;y) Y ) [(X �x;z:q(x;z) Z � (X �x;z:q(x;z) Z) �x;y:p(x;y) Y )� (X nx;z:q(x;z) Z) [ (X �x;z:q(x;z) Z) nx;y:p(x;y) Y� T + F nx;y:p(x;y) Y with (T; F ) = X n2x;z:q(x;z) Z
Query 8, conjunction
Rewriting example B.44 (8), conjunctive, Codd�[x :6 9y 2 Y � p(x; y) _ 9z 2 Z � q(x; z) ^ r(y; z)](X)� �[x :6 9y 2 Y � 9z 2 Z � p(x; y) _ (q(x; z) ^ r(y; z))](X) (scope)� �[x : 8y 2 Y � 6 9z 2 Z � p(x; y) _ (q(x; z) ^ r(y; z))](X) (push :)� �[x : 8y 2 Y � 8z 2 Z � :p(x; y) ^ (:q(x; z) _ :r(y; z))](X) (push :, PNF)� (�[v : 8z 2 Z � :p(vX ; vY ) ^ (:q(vX ; z) _ :r(y; z))](X � Y ))� Y (unnest)� ((�[v : :p(vX ; vY ) ^ (:q(vX ; vZ) _ :r(vY ; vZ))]((X � Y )� Z)� Z)� Y(unnest)� ((((X 1x;y::p(x;y) Y ) 1v;z::q(vX ;z)_:r(vY ;z) Z)� Z)� Y (push)
The result achieved by means of standard rewriting using R is:((X 1:p Y ) �q^r Z)� Y
Again, we have one less division operator. However, the antijoin predicate, which is a conjunction,
cannot be split, as far as we know, so further algebraic rewriting seems impossible. With distribution
of the outer quantification we have:

Rewriting example B.45 (8), conjunctive, distribution�[x :6 9y 2 Y � p(x; y) _ 9z 2 Z � q(x; z) ^ r(y; z)](X)� �[x :6 9y 2 Y � p(x; y) ^ 6 9y 2 Y � 9z 2 Z � q(x; z) ^ r(y; z)](X) (distribute)� �[x :6 9y 2 Y � 9z 2 Z � q(x; z) ^ r(y; z)](X �x;y:p(x;y) Y ) (unnest)� (X �x;y:p(x;y) Y ) �x;z:q(x;z) (Z nz;y:r(y;z) Y ) (case 23)
Again, the best result is achieved after distribution of quantification. Distribution is advantageous
even though the number of free variables in the disjuncts is not reduced compared to the number
present in the original predicate. But, due to the distribution, which concerns a negated quantifier,
the disjunction is transformed into a conjunction.
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Query 16, disjunction
Rewriting example B.46 (16), disjunctive, Codd�[x :6 9y 2 Y � p(x; y) _ 6 9z 2 Z � q(x; z) _ r(y; z)](X)� �[x :6 9y 2 Y � 6 9z 2 Z � :p(x; y) ^ (q(x; z) _ r(y; z))](X) (scope)� (�[v : 9z 2 Z � :p(vX ; vY ) ^ (q(vX ; z) _ r(vY ; z))](X � Y ))� Y (division)� (�[v : :p(vX ; vY ) ^ (q(vX ; vZ) _ r(vY ; vZ))]((X � Y )� Z))� Y (unnest)
The result contains one division, and the selection predicate involves a disjunction. We try distribu-
tion:

Rewriting example B.47 (16), disjunctive, distribution�[x :6 9y 2 Y � p(x; y) _ 6 9z 2 Z � q(x; z) _ r(y; z)](X)� �[x :6 9y 2 Y � p(x; y) _ (6 9z 2 Z � q(x; z) ^ 6 9z 2 Z � r(y; z))](X)(distribute inner)
After distribution of the inner quantification, which both reduces the number of free variables and
changes the dis- into a conjunction, the selection predicate is not in MNF. Transformation into MNF
requires to distribute _ over ^, and then to distribute the outer quantification, resulting in a complex
expression. Distributing the outer quantification, we have:�[x :6 9y 2 Y � p(x; y) _ 6 9z 2 Z � q(x; z) _ r(y; z)](X)� �[x :6 9y 2 Y � p(x; y) ^ 6 9y 2 Y � 6 9z 2 Z � q(x; z) _ r(y; z)](X)(distribute outer)� �[x :6 9y 2 Y � 6 9z 2 Z � q(x; z) _ r(y; z)](X �x;y:p(x;y) Y ) (unnest)� if (Y �y;z:r(y;z) Z) 6= ; then ; else ((X �x;y:p(x;y) Y ) nx;z:q(x;z) Z) (case 15)
whereas the result achieved by standard rewriting is:((X 1x;y::p(x;y) Y ) nv;z:q(vX ;z)_r(vY ;z) Z)� Y
Query 16, conjunction
Rewriting example B.48 (16), conjunctive, Codd�[x :6 9y 2 Y � p(x; y) _ 6 9z 2 Z � q(x; z) ^ r(y; z)](X)� �[x :6 9y 2 Y � 6 9z 2 Z � :p(x; y) ^ q(x; z) ^ r(y; z)](X)� (�[v : 9z 2 Z � :p(vX ; vY ) ^ q(vX ; z) ^ r(vY ; z)](X � Y ))� Y� (�[v : :p(vX ; vY ) ^ q(vX ; vZ) ^ r(vY ; vZ)]((X � Y )� Z))� Y
which is equivalent to the result achieved by standard rewriting:((X 1x;y::p(x;y) Y ) nv;z:q(vX ;z)^r(vY ;z) Z)� Y
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Rewriting example B.49 (16), conjunctive, distribution�[x :6 9y 2 Y � p(x; y) _ 6 9z 2 Z � q(x; z) ^ r(y; z)](X)� �[x :6 9y 2 Y � p(x; y) ^ 6 9y 2 Y � 6 9z 2 Z � q(x; z) ^ r(y; z)](X) (distribute)� �[x :6 9y 2 Y � 6 9z 2 Z � q(x; z) ^ r(y; z)](X �x;y:p(x;y) Y ) (unnest)� ((((X �x;y:p(x;y) Y )� Y ) nv;z:q(vX ;z)^r(vY ;z) Z)� Y (case 31)
With distribution, the result contains an additional antijoin operation. Instead of the subexpression(X 1x;y::p(x;y) Y ), we have ((X �x;y:p(x;y) Y )� Y ). We can say something about the cardinal-
ity of the latter expressions. LetR1,R2, respectively, denote the result sets of the above expressions,
then it holds that R2 � R1. We explain why. Let x be some tuple of X such that 6 9y 2 Y � p,
then fxg � Y belongs to R2, and also to R1, because 8y 2 Y � :p. On the other hand, let x be
some tuple of X such that 9y 2 Y � p, then this tuple does not contribute to R2. But the tuple does
contribute to R1, unless it holds that 8y 2 Y �p, which is unlikely. Therefore, the cardinality of the
join expression will be equal to or, most probably, larger than that of the antijoin expression. So, in
this case distribution is profitable as well.

Query 24, disjunction

Rewriting example B.50 (24) disjunctive, Codd�[x :6 9y 2 Y � p(x; y) ^ 9z 2 Z � q(x; z) _ r(y; z)](X)� �[x :6 9y 2 Y � 9z 2 Z � p(x; y) ^ (q(x; z) _ r(y; z))](X)� �[x : 8y 2 Y � 6 9z 2 Z � p(x; y) ^ (q(x; z) _ r(y; z))](X)� �[x : 8y 2 Y � 8z 2 Z � :p(x; y) _ (:q(x; z) ^ :r(y; z))](X)� (�[v : 8z 2 Z � :p(vX ; vY ) _ (:q(vX ; z) ^ :r(vY ; z))](X � Y ))� Y� ((�[v : :p(vX ; vY ) _ (:q(vX ; vZ) ^ :r(vY ; vZ))]((X � Y )� Z)� Z)� Y� (((X 1x;y::p(x;y) Y )� Z) [ ((X 1x;z::q(x;z) Z) 1v;y::r(y;vZ) Y ))� Z)� Y
Rewriting example B.51 (24), disjunctive, R�[x :6 9y 2 Y � p(x; y) ^ 9z 2 Z � q(x; z) _ r(y; z)](X)� X � �[x : 9y 2 Y � p(x; y) ^ 9z 2 Z � q(x; z) _ r(y; z)](X) (difference)� X � �X(�[v : p(vX ; vY ) ^ 9z 2 Z � q(vX ; z) _ r(vY ; z)](X � Y )) (unnest)� X � �X(�[x : 9z 2 Z � q(vX ; z) _ r(vY ; z)](X 1x;y:p(x;y) Y )) (push)� X � �X((X 1x;y:p(x;y) Y ) nv;z:q(vX ;z)_r(vY ;z) Z) (unnest)� X � �X(((X 1x;y:p(x;y) Y ) nv;z:q(vX ;z) Z) [ ((X 1x;y:p(x;y) Y ) nv;z:r(vY ;z) Z))(split)
Compared to the result achieved by means of the reduction algorithm of Codd, instead of two divi-
sions, we have one difference operator. In addition, the result achieved by means of standard rewrit-
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ing contains a common subexpression, which is the left operand of two partial joins. Further alge-
braic rewriting may proceed as follows:X � �X(((X 1x;y:p(x;y) Y ) nv;z:q(vX ;z) Z) [ ((X 1x;y:p(x;y) Y ) nv;z:r(vY ;z) Z))� X � �X(((X 1x;y:p(x;y) Y ) nv;z:q(vX ;z) Z) [ (X 1x;y:p(x;y) (Y nv;z:r(vY ;z) Z)))(associate)� X � (((X nx;y:p(x;y) Y ) nv;z:q(vX ;z) Z) [ (X nx;y:p(x;y) (Y nv;z:r(vY ;z) Z))) (push)
The common subexpression has disappeared; instead of one regular and two partial joins, we have
four partial joins.

Rewriting example B.52 (24), disjunctive, distribution�[x :6 9y 2 Y � p(x; y) ^ 9z 2 Z � q(x; z) _ r(y; z)](X)� �[x :6 9y 2 Y � p(x; y) ^ (9z 2 Z � q(x; z) _ 9z 2 Z � r(y; z))](X) (distribute)
The selection predicate is not in MNF. Below, we show the effect of rewriting the predicate into
MNF, using the union to handle disjunction:�[x :6 9y 2 Y � p(x; y) ^ 9z 2 Z � q(x; z) _ r(y; z)](X)� �[x :6 9y 2 Y � p(x; y) ^ (9z 2 Z � q(x; z) _ 9z 2 Z � r(y; z))](X) (distribute)� �[x :6 9y 2 Y � (p(x; y) ^ 9z 2 Z � q(x; z)) _ (p(x; y) ^ 9z 2 Z � r(y; z))](X)(distribute ^)� �[x :6 9y 2 Y � (p(x; y) ^ 9z 2 Z � q(x; z)) ^6 9y 2 Y � (p(x; y) ^ 9z 2 Z � r(y; z))](X) (distribute 6 9)� �[x :6 9y 2 Y � (p(x; y) ^ 9z 2 Z � q(x; z)) ^6 9y 2 (Y nx;z:r(y;z) Z) � p(x; y)](X) (range nest)� �[x :6 9y 2 Y � (p(x; y) ^ 9z 2 Z � q(x; z))](X �x;y:p(x;y) (Y nx;z:r(y;z) Z))(unnest)� �[x :6 9z 2 Z � q(x; z) _ 6 9y 2 Y � p(x; y)](X �x;y:p(x;y) (Y nx;z:r(y;z) Z))(descope)� �[x :6 9z 2 Z � q(x; z)](V ) [ �[x :6 9y 2 Y � p(x; y)](V ) (split)with V = X �x;y:p(x;y) (Y nx;z:r(y;z) Z)� (V �x;z:q(x;z) Z) [ (V �x;y:p(x;y) Y ) (unnest)with V = X �x;y:p(x;y) (Y nx;z:r(y;z) Z)
The result involves four partial joins and a union, but no division or set difference. In this case, it
is difficult to compare the respective results. The result of Codd can be improved easily, but which
one of the expressions is the best is hard to tell.
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Query 28, disjunction
Rewriting example B.53 (28), disjunctive, Codd�[x : 9y 2 Y � p(x; y) ^ 6 9z 2 Z � q(x; z) _ r(y; z)](X)� �[x : 9y 2 Y � 6 9z 2 Z � :p(x; y) _ q(x; z) _ r(y; z)](X)� �X(�[v :6 9z 2 Z � :p(vX ; vY ) _ q(vX ; z) _ r(vY ; z)](X � Y ))� �X((�[v : p(vX ; vY ) ^ :q(vX ; vZ) ^ :r(vY ; vZ)]((X � Y )� Z))� Z)
The result of standard rewriting is the expression:�X((X 1p Y ) �q_r Z)
Further algebraic optimization yields a result which presumably cannot be improved:�X((X 1p(x;y) Y ) �q(x;z)_r(y;z) Z)� �X(((X 1p(x;y) Y ) �r(y;z) Z) �q(x;z) Z) (split)� �X(((X �r(y;z) Z) 1p(x;y) Y ) �q(x;z) Z) (exchange)� (((X �r(y;z) Z) np(x;y) Y ) �q(x;z) Z) (push)
Distribution yields the same result:

Rewriting example B.54 (28), disjunctive, distribution�[x : 9y 2 Y � p(x; y) ^ 6 9z 2 Z � q(x; z) _ r(y; z)](X)� �[x : 9y 2 Y � p(x; y) ^ 6 9z 2 Z � q(x; z) ^ 6 9z 2 Z � r(y; z)](X) (distribute)� �[x :6 9z 2 Z � q(x; z) ^ 9y 2 Y � p(x; y) ^ 6 9z 2 Z � r(y; z)](X) (descope)� �[x :6 9z 2 Z � q(x; z) ^ 9y 2 (Y �y;z:r(y;z) Z) � p(x; y)](X) (range nest)� �[x :6 9z 2 Z � q(x; z) ^ 9y 2 (Y �y;z:r(y;z) Z) � p(x; y)](X) (range nest)� (X �x;z:q(x;z) Z) nx;y:p(x;y) (Y �y;z:r(y;z) Z) (unnest)� ((X �x;z:q(x;z) Z) nx;y:p(x;y) Y ) �y;z:r(y;z) Z) (associate)
Query 28, conjunction
Rewriting example B.55 (28), conjunctive, Codd�[x : 9y 2 Y � p(x; y) ^ 6 9z 2 Z � q(x; z) ^ r(y; z)](X)� �[x : 9y 2 Y � 6 9z 2 Z � :p(x; y) _ (q(x; z) ^ r(y; z))](X) (scope)� �[x : 9y 2 Y � 8z 2 Z � p(x; y) ^ (:q(x; z) _ :r(y; z))](X) (PNF)� �X(�[v : 8z 2 Z � p(vX ; vY ) ^ (:q(vX ; z) _ :r(vY ; z))](X � Y )) (unnest)� �X(�[v : p(vX ; vY )^(:q(vX ; vZ)_:r(vY ; vZ))]((X � Y )� Z)� Z) (unnest)� �X(�[v : :q(vX ; vZ) _ :r(vY ; vZ)]((X 1x;y:p(x;y) Y )� Z)� Z) (unnest)� �X((((X 1x;y:p(x;y) Y ) 1v;z:q(vX ;z) Z) [ ((X 1x;y:p(x;y) Y ) 1v;z:q(rY ;z) Z))� Z)
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The result of standard rewriting is the expression:�X((X 1x;y:p(x;y) Y ) �v;z:q(vX ;z)^r(vY ;z) Z)
Query 32, disjunction
Rewriting example B.56 (32), disjunctive, Codd�[x :6 9y 2 Y � p(x; y) ^ 6 9z 2 Z � q(x; z) _ r(y; z)](X)� �[x :6 9y 2 Y � 6 9z 2 Z � :p(x; y) _ (q(x; z) _ r(y; z))](X) (scope)� (�[v : 9z 2 Z � :p(vX ; vY ) _ (q(vX ; z) _ r(vY ; z))](X � Y ))� Y (division)� (�[v : :p(vX ; vY ) _ (q(vX ; vZ) _ r(vY ; vZ))]((X � Y )� Z))� Y (unnest)
The result achieved by standard rewriting is:X � �X((X 1x;y:p(x;y) Y ) �v;z:q(vX ;z)_r(vY ;z) Z)
Further algebraic rewriting yields:X � �X((X 1x;y:p(x;y) Y ) �v;z:q(vX ;z)_r(vY ;z) Z)� X � �X(((X 1x;y:p(x;y) Y ) �v;z:r(vY ;z) Z) �v;z:q(vX ;z) Z) (split)� X � �X(((X �v;z:r(vY ;z) Z) 1x;y:p(x;y) Y ) �v;z:q(vX ;z) Z) (exchange)� X � (((X �v;z:r(vY ;z) Z) nx;y:p(x;y) Y ) �v;z:q(vX ;z) Z) (push)� X � (((X �v;z:r(vY ;z) Z) nx;y:p(x;y) Y ) �v;z:q(vX ;z) Z) (push)
Note that the result is literally the complement of that achieved for expression 28. Distribution with
bypass processing leads to:

Rewriting example B.57 (32), disjunctive, distribution�[x :6 9y 2 Y � p(x; y) ^ 6 9z 2 Z � q(x; z) _ r(y; z)](X)� �[x :6 9y 2 Y � p(x; y) ^ 6 9z 2 Z � q(x; z) ^ 6 9z 2 Z � r(y; z)](X) (distribute)� �[x : 9z 2 Z � q(x; z) _ 6 9y 2 Y � p(x; y) ^ 6 9z 2 Z � r(y; z)](X) (descope)� T + �[x :6 9y 2 Y � p(x; y) ^ 6 9z 2 Z � r(y; z)](F )with (T; F ) = X n2x;z:q(x;z) Z (bypass)� T + F �x;y:p(x;y) (Y �y;z:r(y;z) Z)with (T; F ) = X n2x;z:q(x;z) Z (case 29)
Again, the set difference operator can be avoided by means of bypass processing, which is made
possible by distribution of the quantification.
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Example cost formulas

We have example expressions:� Q1 = �[v : 9y 2 x:c � p3(vX ; y) ^ p6(y; vZ)](X 1x;z:p5(x;z) Z)� Q2 = �[x : 9v 2 (x:c 1y;z:p6(y;z) Z) � p3(x; vY ) ^ p5(x; vZ)](X)
which is equivalent to:�[x : 9v 2 x:c � p3(x; vY ) ^ p5(x; vZ)](�[x : x except (c = (x:c 1y;z:p6(y;z) Z))](X))

For a nested-loop execution method we present cost formulas to compute the cost of the
joins, expressed in block accesses, adapted from [ElNa89]. Let nB denote the number
of memory buffers available, bX denotes the number of disk blocks occupied by X , andbfrX is the blocking factor of fileX , i.e. the number of values (tuples) that fit in one block.
Below, the expression jc j represents the average number of tuples present in attribute c perx 2 X .
We assume that each value y that belongs to attribute c ofX fits in one block, and one addi-
tional block is needed for the remaining attribute values of X , so the blocking factor of X
is 1=1 + jc j. The blocking factor ofZ is assumed to be 1, so the blocking factors of the join
results are bfrXZ = 1=2 + jc j, bfrcZ = 1=2. Also, bX = jX j+ jX j � jc j, bZ = jZ j.

Query Read outer Read inner Write resultQ1 bX (bX=nB � 1) � bZ (js1 � jX j � jZ j)=bfrXZQ2 bX (bX=nB � 1) � bZ jX j � ((1 + (js2 � jc j � jZ j)=bfrcZ)
The blocking factors bfr of the join results are respectively bfrXZ = 1=12, andbfrcZ = 1=2. Let the number of buffers nB be 6, and assume that in the joins each left-
hand operand tuple joins with exactly one right-hand operand tuple, so the join selectivities
are js1 = 1=jZ j, and js2 = 1=jZ j, respectively. Let jX j = 100, jc j = 10, andjZ j = 100.
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Query Read outer Read inner Write resultQ1 100 + (100 � 10) = (1100=5) � 100 = 100=(1=12) =1100 22000 1200Q2 1100 22000 100 � ((1 + 10=(1=2)) = 2100
The costs for reading are the same for both queries. The costs for writing Q2, and the
difference between the two becomes larger as the number of tuples in c grows. Data repli-
cation then becomes more and more diadvantageous.
Note that for queryQ1 we assumed that the outer loop iterates overX . If we takeZ as the
outer loop operand, the costs of expression Q1 become even smaller:

Query Read outer Read inner Write resultQ1 bZ (bZ=nB � 1) � bX (js1 � jX j � jZ j)=bfrXZQ1 100 (100=5) � 1100 = 22000 1200
For Q2, we are forced to take table X as the outer loop operand.
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Symbol Index� (antijoin), 39r:a (attribute select), 32Attr (attributes), 36� (Cartesian product), 32, 38� (collect), 38
++ (tuple concatenation), 32^ (conjunction), 32_ (disjunction), 32� (division), 39

el(� � � ) (element pick), 322 (element relation), 32� (equivalence), 36
except (record modification), 329 (existential quantifier), 32S

(flatten), 388 (universal quantification), 32FV (free variables), 36

if�then�else� (conditional), 321 (join), 39� (join, arbitrary), 8712 (two-stream join), 76� (map), 38? (markjoin), 66: (negation), 32� (nest), 39� (nestjoin), 39� (project), 38Q (quantifier), 71R (standard rule set), 71Sch (schema), 36� (select), 38

select�from�in�where�, 33�2 (two-stream selection), 76n (semijoin), 39n2 (two-stream semijoin), 76� j � (separator), 36� (set difference), 32= (set equality), 32\ (set intersect), 32+ (set merge), 76� (set operator), 87f� � � g (set type), 30[ (set union), 32�;� (subset relation), 32�;� (strict subset relation), 32h� � � i (tuple construct), 32[� � � ] (tuple projection), 32h� � � i (tuple type), 30� (unnest), 40

with (local definition), 32
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Concept Index

access plan, 15
ADL, 35, 113–116
algebra

logical, 2
nested relational, 17–19
physical, 2, 8
relational, 9, 12, 51
versus calculus, 12–14

amelioration, 15
antijoin (�), 39, 58

bypass processing, 76–78

calculus
relational, 9, 12

syntax, 50
collect (�), 36, 38
common subexpression, 85
Complex Object bug, 123
composition, 62, 142
constant

in selection predicate, 80
global, 150, 161
local, 150

cost model, 46
COUNT bug, 97–98, 123

data types, 30
decomposition, 161
descoping, 65, 150
disjunction, 59
division (�), 39, 88

rules, 56–57
versus set difference, 78–80

element (el), 38
equivalence, 36
expression

classification, 40–43
flat, 41
nested, 41

nested occurrence, 41
parameter, 41
set, 41
single-table, 41
subquery, 41

extension, 160

filter, 169
flatten (

S
), 38

generalized projection, 160
grouping, 105

index
on set elements, 169
on sets, 170

inheritance, 21
iterator, 40

join
associativity, 87, 148
distribution, 87
exchange, 87, 148
implicit, 21
order, 86–87, 148, 166
partial, 66

join (1), 39

local definition, 34, 161
localization, 159

application of, 162
refinement for predicates, 162

logical optimization, 14–15

map (�), 38
markjoin (?), 66, 75
methods, 22
Miniscope Normal Form (MNF), 56

transformation into, 65–66

nest (�), 39
nested Cartesian product, 139
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nesting
in select-clause, 102–103, 125
in where-clause, 100–102

nestjoin (�), 39, 103–105, 126–127
NF2, 17

object identity, 22
object orientation, 21–23
OSQL, 31–34

kernel, 32
extension, 32

syntax, 32

parameter expression, 41
complex, 167–171

path formula, 67
physical database design, 9
plan compilation, 10
Prenex Normal Form (PNF), 52

transformation into, 63
product (�), 38
projection (�), 38

quantification
descoping, 65
distribution, 81–84
exchange, 64, 81
range nest, 70
scoping, 63
unnest, 68

quantifier
range, 41
scope, 41

query
execution, 1
optimization, 7–26

for NF2 algebra, 19–20
processing, 1–3, 10
transformation, 1, 7–11

range nest, 70, 84–85
reduction algorithm of Codd, 50–53

schema, 36
scoping, 63

selection (�), 38
semantics, 36
semijoin (n), 39
set comparison operators

and unnest, 119–124
by grouping, 100–102, 122–124
by rewriting into quantification,

120–122
in join predicates, 168–170

set comprehension, 7, 34
set operator, 40
simplification, 14
splitting expressions, 145–149

functions, 146
predicates, 146

standard
rewriting, 71
rule set, 71

standardization, 14
subquery, 41

correlated, 41

table, 36
base, 36
type, 36

transformation
goal, 40–45
strategy, 145, 152, 166–167

two-stream operators, 76

universal quantification, 56–58
unnest

basic rules, 70
of attribute, 116, 136
of collect, 140, 144
of expression, 136
of quantification, 68, 121, 144

unnest (�), 40

with, 34

XNF2, 19


